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Preface

The web has become a place where many of us live, play and work every day. It
is the ultimate customer empowering environment where customers are surrounded
with myriad choices and organisations are striving to meet customers’ expectations
in a highly competitive market.

Global economy is transforming into a digital economy thanks to development of
cutting-edge technologies in digital space – machine learning, artificial intelligence,
Internet of things, 3D printing and the like, Keeping in view dynamic digital
environment, Government has introduced many innovations in the economy, notable
among them are Digital India, Digital Banking, GST, Bharat Net, NARI, Payment
banks, e-governance etc. The Government also proposes to set up 5 lakh wi-fi hotspots
which will provide broadband access to 5 crore rural citizens.NITIAayog has initiated
a national programme to direct efforts in the area of artificial intelligence, including
research and development of its applications.

The Department of Telecom has initiated establishment of an indigenous 5G Test
Bed at IIT, Chennai. Budget 2018 gives recognition to the emerging sectors like
Edutech, Agritech and Healthtech in India.

As a serious researcher it becomes our utmost duty to delve deeper on “innovations
and challenges in  digital economy” and subsequently an International conference
on the said topic was held at Maharaja Agrasen College in April 2018.

A large number of scholars, teachers, academicians, innovators and entrepreneurs
from different parts of the world and India participated and illuminated the conference
with their quality research work. Present book has been compiled out of valuable
contributions from these participants

We are thank full to the almighty God and our parents for bestowing us with the
capability to produce this work in the present form. We also acknowledge contribution



made by the faculty members of department of Commerce, Maharaja Agrasen College
towards the present work.

Words are not enough to express our feeling of gratitude towards Dr.Sunil
Sondhi,Principal, Maharaja Agrasen College for his constant support and motivation.

Our sincere thanks to Sh. SiddharthVerma, chairman, MaharajaAgrasen College,
for his support and co-operation.

Last but not the least we are thankful to our publisher Keystone Publishing House,
Delhi for his efforts and timely print.

We are responsible and pardonable for our mistakes.

Dr. Rajat Kumar Sant
Dr. RiteshVerma
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1
Challenges for Competition

Policy in a Digitalised Economy
Tanu*

ABSTRACT
This study describes the challenges for competition policy in relation to the digital economy. It explores
the specific characteristics of digital economy markets and how these characteristics impact competition
policy. The study focusses on competition policy and its instruments such as anti-trust laws. Merger
regulation, State aid and sector regulation. Neighbouring policy fields such as copyright and data protection
are outlined where important but not analysed in detail.

INTRODUCTION
According to OCED, “Digital economy is umbrella term used to describe markets that

focus on digital technologies.” It refers to the full range of an economic, social and cultural
activities supported by the Internet and related informed and communication technologies. “These
typically involve the trade of information goods or services through electronic commerce.

Its earlier days, the digital economy was sometimes called the internet economy. The new
economy or the web economy due to its reliance internet connectivity. However the digital
economy is more advance and complex than the internet economy, The digital economy has
changed how we do business, while big corporations have greatly adopted to the changing
scenario, small business everywhere are finding it difficult to accept and get us to state that
things are not exactly how they supposed to be. The basic idea of digital economy meant benefit
for workers in the form of less work, that to from home with digitization allowing them to work
on their computer. However, on the contrary, employees to be less confident and secure now
and often have to put in more hours. Basically everyone’s working even when they are not at
work.

Digitalisation is as integration of digital technologies into every day. It is use of technologies
and data to create revenue improve business transform the business process and create an
environment for digital business it is process of converting information into digital format.

To meet the demands of their customers all the business are trying to accelerate the
digitization of their business process. Digitization often requires that old wisdom is combined
with new skills.

* Assistant Professor, Satyawati College (Evening), University of Delhi

Challenges for Competition Policy in a Digitalised Economy
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According to Thomas Mesemboung- Three main components of digital economy -
1. e-business infrastructure (hardware, software, telecoms networks human capital etc.)
2. e-business (how business is conducted any process that and organization conducts over

computer-mediated network)
3. e-commerce (transfer of goods, for example when a book is sold online)

ROUTS TO DELIVER DIGITAL SERVICES TO END USERS
A value web can be seen as multiple interlinked value chain that have converged into a

web of services and assets. Each service and asset is a node in the web. By using different
combinations of nodes there are multiple routes to deliver content or services to end users. End
users experience this websites, apps, and social media and they choose where they watch the
news (at home or outdoor) and on which device (phone tablet, PC or TV).Service and content
providers have even more choice to make when delivering content or services because this
involves several successive steps and each step is often followed by multiple alternatives for
organising the next step. Most service and content providers choose multiple options
simultaneously some companies are notably present of each step and have invested in their own
assets other companies have specialised in built assets for only one step. while delivering a
service to end users, companies combines their assets (like content brand or apps) with assets of
others (like app store, internet access and devices) to create new services.

STRATEGIES AND BUSINESS MODELS
There are three different platform based business models the subscription model in which

the end users pays for a service (like netflin) the advertisement model in which the end users
provide revenues indirectly by being exposed to advertising (like youtube) and the access model
in content or app developers pay to reach end users (like an App store.) A common characteristic
of these platform based business models is that they are all based on exploiting network effects
which may be direct or indirect.The direct network for consumer if the total number of consumers
grows.the indirect network effect means that a platform becomes more attractive for consumers
(service/content providers) if the number of service content providers’ consumers grows
irrespective of the business model used, many end users. as such, they compete with each other
for an audience price does not always appear as clearly in the marketing mix of online business
models because it is not always profitable to gained from selling access to the audience to
advertiser. The ability to compete for attention increases when a company has multiple platforms
in different areas and creates synergies by linking platforms through user data. By combining
user data from multiple platforms, a multi service/platform operator can optimise the experience
for both end users and advertisers.

Objectives and Principles of Competition Policy

Competition policy is primarily a public policy aimed at ensuring that competition in the
marketplace is not restricted in a way that is detrimental to society the goals of competition
policy are directed at shielding society from harmful competitive behaviour.

One way to assess whether competition is harmful is on the basis of the outcome of the
competitive process. For example, some argue that it should primarily be assessed on the basis
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of consumer welfare. Others have argued that it should be assessed on the basis of the broader
concept of economic efficiencywhich has different dimensions. Recently innovation (or dynamic
efficiency) gained in significance in the relevant debates and practices of antitrust enforcement
in the USA, especially in the internet-related context.

Competition Policy and Problems Related to the Digitalised Economy

There are some problems that it seems everyone experiences at least once in the course of
their digital marketing. The fast developments in the digital economy challenge policy
frameworks. This includes competition policy, but also policies with respect to consumer
protection, privacy, taxation and intellectual property rights. while current policies are being
challenged, the public values they primarily aim to preserve may be of stake, In addition these
fast development may result in competition problems the digital monopolies can hamper
competition and innovation; In the digitalised economy there is a concern that successful digital
firms tend to become giants with considerable market power there is a harm to competition and
innovation. A firm may anticipate to future market entry by innovation, which is clearly to the
benefit of end-users. Alternatively, a firm may acquire a company with innovative technology/
services. Such acquisition can also benefit end users. There is a risk that an acquisition has the
sole purpose of eliminating potential alternative routes to end users.

Digital business models compete by integrating services/platforms and find synergies
power into other platforms. Such offensive leveraging strategies are about reaping additional
monopoly rents from a second market. One should be careful about qualifying offensive
leveraging as an unwelcome attempt to monopolise adjacent markets.

There is another big problem of patents; it can be used to prevent access of technology. The
lack of clear licensing terms and a lack of consistent approach to the enforcement of the right of
patents holders, lead to potential risks of patent injunction,

The next is the privacy and data protection, Access to digital platforms often seems to be
free of charge but by providing the platform operator with personal with personal data consumers
do at least pay a price in terms of switching costs. There are further ways for digital firms to
capitalise on private information. The consumer are not always aware that digital service
providers collect analyse and market private data; nor are consumeraware of the security risks
involved when that data falls into the wrong hands, even if consumers are aware it is not clear to
them how firms use or protect the information they retrieve via online transactions.

CHALLENGES FOR COMPETITION POLICY IN THE DIGITALISED
ECONOMY

Digitalisation of the economy creates many challenges for policy makers. Not all of these
challenges require involvement of competition law (see Chapter 3). But when competition law is
involved, competition authorities are faced with a different set of challenges that originate from
the specific characteristics of digital markets. The problem is that the analytical steps typically
follow a one-way procedure starting from the assumption that the market definition is a given
concept that can and must be figured out first, and then forms the background for the rest of the
analysis. In digital markets in particular this traditional approach does not work because digital
firms often compete by developing new business models and, by doing so, continuously redefine
the boundaries of a market or create new markets. To clarify this point it is useful to relate the

Challenges for Competition Policy in a Digitalised Economy
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analytical steps taken by competition authorities to the development of economic insight in the
theory of industrial organisation The analytical steps followed in competition law cases start
with describing the marketstructure (defining the relevant market, identifying competitors, and
establishing if firmshave substantial market power – in that order). The next step is to analyse
the behaviourof firms and to judge whether this behaviour is anti-competitive.

The main message in the sections that follow below is that particularly (but not exclusively)in
the context of digital markets, the analytical steps taken by competition authorities should treat
the relevant market as a dynamic concept that is endogenously defined (i.e. as a function of firm
behaviour), rather than as a static given concept serving as a starting point for assessing market
power. In order to do that we suggest for competition authorities to start their analysis with a
focus on the business case of the firm under investigation and to identify what other companies
or business models may steal away its profits.Besides a review of the analytical steps, competition
authorities may also need to review their analytical tools. Because of the strong feedback effects
in digital markets, market power and dominance are fleeting attributes that depend on the
behaviour of the firm and the behaviour of others. As such, market shares or profit margins are
less useful for determining market power. It is better to use indicators that inform about
contestability, such as the presence of entry barriers, the availability of alternative routes to
reach end-users, and the extent to which both incumbents as well as challengers are trying to
create new markets by engaging in innovation in unexplored technologies/services.

Implications for Competition in the Sector

Having laid out the basic economic characteristics of new economy industries in the context
of online businesses, we now turn to examine whether these features could give rise to any
special anti-competitive concerns. As noted by Economides (2004), the aim of competition law is
to protect markets from restrictions or impediments to competition that will remain uncorrected
by natural market forces. This is especially true for ‘winner takes-most’ markets, which have a
“structural tendency to display extreme market share and profit inequality”. Firms are therefore
willing to incur short-term losses in the hope of becoming the ultimate winner in the long-
run.The extent of losses being incurred by e-commerce firms in India through heavy discounting
practices is testimony to the value that these businesses expect to gain from ensuring early control
over the market. It is reported that the combined losses of India’s top ten e-commerce companies
quadrupled in the financial year 2014-15, standing at a total of Rs.51.5 billion. Leading ecommerce
marketplaces bore the highest proportion of these losses - Flipkart at Rs.20 billion, Amazon
India at Rs.17.2 billion and Snapdeal at Rs.13.28The balance sheets of taxi aggregator Ola, which
competes with Uber in India, show a similar trend. In the financial year ending March 2015,
Ola’s revenue from operations stood at Rs.3.8 billion. In comparison, it had total expenses of
Rs.11.2 billion, 82% of which (Rs.9.2 billion) was on ‘fleet operator costs’. This reflects the large
scale incentives being given by Ola to taxi operators to build scale in the business. During the
same period, approximately Rs.998 million was spent by the company on ‘advertising and sales
promotion’ expenses, which accounts for the incentives and benefits paid to attract cab users to
the service. Therefore, in effect, Ola paid about Rs.2.5 as incentives for every one Rupee that it
earned. Despite increasing revenues, the sharp rise in operating expenses has caused the
company’s losses to increase manifold in the last three financial years. At the end of March 2013,
Ola reported net losses of Rs.228 million, which rose to Rs.342 million in March, 2014 and Rs.7.9
billion in March, 2015. Ola’s losses in the next two financial years are likely to be significantly
higher as the company pursued an even stronger push towards driver subsidies in those periods.
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Uber’s worldwide losses are much larger. In the seven years of its existence Uber is reported
to have lost at least US$ 4 billion, of which about US$ 1.27 billion (approximately Rs.86.5 billion)
was in the first half of 2016.17 In the last two years, it is estimated that the two taxi companies,
Uber and Ola, burnt over Rs.130 billion of cash in India.18 This business model of heavy ongoing
expenditure on building scale is in fact contrary to one of the key characteristics of new economy
industries – that of operating with very low marginal costs. Let us try to map these market
developments against the economic principles that drive many online businesses. Very often,
the natural equilibrium of a network industry is for the market to be dominated by one or a few
firms. Therefore, once the first few firms have gained the benefits of network effects, “the addition
of new competitors, even under conditions of free entry, is not likely to change the market
structure in any significant way” and may even lead to a reduction in the overall surplus
(Economides, 2004). This is also linked to the fact that network industries often involve a ‘tipping
point’ – a point at which a business acquires such a large number of users that it is logical for the
market to tip in its favour. Tipping can have a beneficial outcome in situations where two or
more firms are competing on the basis of innovation and network effects make it possible for the
better firm to emerge as the market leader. In such a case, tipping will maximise the size of the
network, hence increasing consumer benefit. However, tipping can also take place for other
reasons, sometimes in favour of the player that does not necessarily have the most innovative
product or service.20 This is sometimes termed as the problem of ‘network failure’ – a situation
where the technology or network that manages to achieve the highest scale on account of network
effects is not the best one, leading consumers to suboptimal choices. The popularity of the
QWERTY keyboard and the video home system (VHS) recording format over the Betamax format
are often cited as examples of the lock-in effects created on account of network failures

Similarly, the market could also tip in favour of a business that uses financial means, such
as, its ability to offer deep discounts, offers, schemes and other incentives, to attract users to its
platform in order to build scale, although its product may not necessarily be technologically
superior. Increasing returns to scale and network effects will then take their course, setting the
firm on its the path of dominance. A number of VC-backed online businesses are choosing to
opt for this route. For example, payment wallets like PayTM, Mobikwik and Free charge offer
attractive cash-back discounts for almost every transaction carried out on their platform. The
goal is to get as many users and merchants on to their networks in the quickest time frame
possible. In the absence of interoperability between these services, users would logically gravitate
towards the service that connects them to the maximum number of end points.

An early-mover with a reasonably large customer base may therefore be able to restrict the
competitiveness of other firms by making sure that rival products are not compatible with its
own. To take an example, Google has been questioned by competition authorities in various
jurisdictions for making its advertising platform, Google AdWords, incompatible with competing
ad platforms. Google imposed contractual conditions that made it difficult for advertisers using
AdWords to simultaneously manage advertising campaigns on competing ad platforms, hence
giving rise to concerns of abuse of dominance through exclusionary conduct. Similar concerns
are also seen in the case of digital payment platforms where the absence of interoperability
between players will lead to concentrated networks, thus enhancing monopoly powers and
hampering the widespread adoption of digital payments. The imposition of mandatory
interconnection regulations on all payment providers (banks and non-banks) is one way to address
this issue. This has also been recommended in the recent Report of the Committee on Digital
Payments

Challenges for Competition Policy in a Digitalised Economy
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Present law and CCI’s jurisprudence The CCI has the mandate to look into both unilateral
anti-competitive conduct, i.e. abuse of dominant position, and concerted action in the form of
agreements or combinations (merger, amalgamation or acquisition of control) that cause an
appreciable adverse effect on competition in India. Our focus here is mainly on the first category
of cases. While CCI’s jurisprudence on this subject is still evolving, there have been a few instances
where practices of Internet-based businesses have been questioned before the Commission on
grounds such as predatory pricing, exclusivity conditions and discriminatory tactics. So far,
these cases relate to online e-commerce marketplaces, online taxi aggregation services and online
search advertising. In most situations the Commission did not find sufficient merits to refer the
matter for detailed investigation under the Act, Ola’s services in Bengaluru, a series of cases
against Google and now the Uber case referred by COMPAT, being the only notable exceptions.
Having said that, we find that an analysis of the cases that have come up so far is still useful for
gaining an insight into the Commission’s thinking about the application of competition law to
network industries generally and Internet-based businesses in particular.

Conclusion

In India, technology companies are generally revered as the source of technological progress.
However, the problems of competition policy are universal and cut across all industries. The
basic principles do not change. The purpose of competition policy is to stave off situations where
a narrow set of firms have market power, and new players are not able to enter. Society gains
when firms obtain profits and valuation through innovation, not through the crafty use of financial
capital to kick off network effects.

Online markets in India have many examples where players with access to significant capital
resources are resorting to deep discounting tactics in order derive the long-term benefits of scale
and network effects. Vast amounts of capital, which could otherwise be utilised for innovation
and development, is therefore being systematically burned in order to achieve these benefits. In
many cases, these practices are not necessarily limited to firms that are in the early stages of their
business but have become an integral part of their business model, prompting a race to the
bottom. It is therefore an interesting time for the CCI to be looking into the different types of
business practices being undertaken by online firms. We highlight that the CCI’s approach in
dealing with these cases involving new economy businesses must necessarily be informed by
the specific economic characteristics that define these sector
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2
Impact of GST on Cottage Scale Entrepreneurs: A Case

Study with Special Concern of their Education
Mr. Suraj Bhan*, Dr. Savitri** & Parveen Kumar***

ABSTRACT
The present paper focuses on the impact of GST on cottage scale entrepreneurs. GST Act, 2017
hadaffectedmany cottage scale entrepreneurs such as chemist shops, shoe making factories, jeans factories,
general stores, whole sellers, distributers, small scale entrepreneurs etc. It has been observed in different
enterprises, that businesses are facing ups and downs and they are not able to manage their business
after the introduction of this act. Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 is an indirect tax for the whole
nation. It is the resultant tax after subsuming major Central and State indirect taxes. GST is also a
destination-based tax levied on the consumption of goods and services across the nation, thus rendering
the country one unified common market. It is a value – added tax levied on most goods and services sold
for domestic consumption. The GST is paid by consumers, but it is remitted to the government by the
businesses selling goods and services, infect GST provides revenue for the govt. It was introduced as the
“Constitution Act 2017” and governed by the GST Council and finance minister of India. It is the
biggest reform in the country’s tax structures in decades. The aim of GST is to replace the multiple
cascading taxes levied by the Central and State governments. This research is descriptive and qualitative
in nature. The site of the present research is Delhi. Being a case study method, this research is uses
purposive sampling technique for data collection. With the help of structured questionnaire socio
demographic profile was developed and in-depth interviews with 20 cottage scale entrepreneurs were
conducted from various family businesses set up in Delhi. The research findings from the detailed analysis
of the cottage scale entrepreneur’s data revealed that the earning capacity is adversely affected. Some
entrepreneurs faced the challenges to obtained a Unique Identification Code from the GST authority. It is
a 15-digit Goods and Service Tax Identification Number (GSTIN). The detailed analysis leading to
many more findings are discussed in detail in the paper.
 Keywords : Entrepreneurs, GST, Cottage Scale.

Introduction

India, a developing country had seen Industrialization which had aided in the increasing
the GDP of the country. In the recent past there had been many changes in the industrial sector

* Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, Dyal Singh College, University of Delhi.
** Assistant Professor, IASE, Faculty of Education, Jamia Millia Islamia.
*** Research Scholar, Faculty of Education, University of Delhi.
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and many laws and bills are introduced by the Finance Ministry, Government of India. In passing
many laws and regulations to make the Industries to run smoothly as well as making everything
legal and free from any type of legal issues. In line with it, the government of India introduced,
Goods and Service Tax Act 2017. This is an indirect tax which was introduced in India on 1 July
2017 and was applicable throughout India which replaced multiple cascading taxes levied by
the Central and state governments. It was introduced as The Constitution Act 2017, following
the passage of the Constitution 122nd Amendment Bill. The GST is governed by GST council and
its Chairman is the Finance Minister of India. This had been a most encompassing and newly
added indirect tax regime. It had two-fold working by bringing down the number of the
documentation process to be maintained by assesses to only two: tax invoice and the E-way Bill.
The Digital India Campaign which was introduced in India for the proper documentation and
the development of the country. The digital economy is actually related to the Digital India since
the Economy in its various facets are tried to be computerized. Therefore, India is trying to get
transformed or digitized so that everything is computerized in best possible ways. Don Tapscott
was the pioneer to introduce the term Digital Economy in his book The Digital Economy: Promise
and Peril in the Age of Networked Intelligence (2014). Digital Economy is much more than the
Internet Economy. It is more advanced and complex structure, which actually show the
development of the 3rd Industrial Revolution to 4th Industrial Revolution. Actually the 3rd Industrial
Revolution is actually considered as Digital Revolution refers to the transition from the Analog
to digital technologies. To understand the new development in the digital basis there is a need
to understand the position of the business personal and their ability to cope up with the digital
change. In Indian economic sector the variation of the business is very varied in which the
people attached with the economy are from various age and varied literacy level. Many had left
education at a very long time and entered the business field. Thus, introduction of the Digital
Economy amidst the poor business personal who are from various areas and educational
background have to deal with the changes which they might be aware or not is a really a challenge.
In India, there is caste system which operates in the trade and job sector. The people belonging
to the particular caste from ancient times are involved in the particular job. There was need to
mention the issue of the caste since in the business sector caste plays significant role in the
selection of business, the skills, their understanding of the markets, their previous knowhow
and the domain of the knowledge necessary for this purpose is passed on from one generation
to the other. The entrepreneurship is very attractive form of business in the context that it provides
self-worth, independence, generates job, can be developed in the family business and much
more. This also helps to develop new employment opportunities for the masses in addition to
the development of the economy of the country.Thus, there was a need to understand the
implication of the new changes in the from of laws and regulations and how the business persons
respond to these changes is very important to look on. Thus, as researchers we had tried to
explore the issue of GST in relation to the entrepreneurs and their education understanding of
the GST Act, 2017.

 The research study tried to focus on the single research objective:
To study the impact of the GST on Cottage Scale Entrepreneurs with Special Concern to

their education.

Methodology
The study is qualitative in naturewhich adoptscase study method. Purposive Sampling

techniques was adopted to select the market in which majority of persons were Cottage Scale
entrepreneurs. Therefore, the field of the study were Srinivas Puri and Karol Bagh, New Delhi.

Impact of GST on Cottage Scale Entrepreneurs: A Case Study with Special Concern of their . . .
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The tools used in the research study were structured questionnaire to collect the Socio-
demographic information and then intensive in-depth interviews were conducted
with them.

Socio Demographic Profile

S. No. 
Case 

Number Age Birth Place 
Resident in 

Delhi( in years) 
Educational 

Qualification 
Number of 

Family Members 
1 1 41 Delhi From Birth Illiterate 12 
2 2 49 Delhi From Birth 9th 12 
3 3 50 Delhi From Birth 10th 5 
4 4 23 Delhi From Birth Graduate - 
5 5 21 Gurgaon 2.5  12th + Diploma - 
6 6 40 Kolkata 30  12th 4 
7 7 35 Delhi From Birth 12th - 
8 8 39 Delhi From Birth 12th 8 
9 9 45 Delhi 30  Graduate 18 

10 10 40 Delhi From Birth 12th 5 
11 11 47 Delhi From birth Graduate 18 
12 12 40 Delhi From Birth 12th 10 
13 13 54 Delhi From Birth 10th 4 
14 14 45 Delhi From Birth 12th 12 
15 15 42 Delhi From Birth Graduate 10 
16 16 46 Delhi From Birth 10th 8 
17 17 50 Delhi From Birth Graduate (B. Com) 12 
18 18 50 Delhi From Birth Graduate (B. Com) 10 
19 19 42 Himachal Pradesh 25 10th 4 
20 20 60 Delhi From Birth Graduate (B.A) 12 

 
Trade Profile

S. 
No. 

Case 
Number 

Cottage Scale 
Industry 

Category of 
Trade 

Resident in 
Delhi (years) 

Years in 
Business 

Family 
Business/ 

1 1 Shoe Making Whole Sale  From Birth 28 Family 
2 2 Shoe Making Whole Sale From Birth 20 Family 
3 3 Shoe Making Whole Sale From Birth 20 Family 
4 4 Shoe Making Whole Sale From Birth 1  No  
5 5 Shoe Making Whole Sale 2.5  2.5  No 
6 6 Jeweller Handmade 

Jewellery 
30  30 NO 

7 7 General Store ------------- From Birth 20 No 
8 8 Jeweller Retail From Birth 25 Family 
9 9 Medical Store Retailer 30  20 Family 
10 10 General Store Retailer From Birth 11 No 
11 11 General Store Retailer From birth 40 Family 
12 12 General Store Whole Sale From Birth 40 Family 
13 13 General Store -------------- From Birth 50 Family 
14 14 Jeweller Retailer From Birth 30 Family 
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14 14 Jeweller Retailer From Birth 30 Family 
15 15 Medical Store Retailer From Birth 40 Family 
16 16 Vegetable Vendor Whole Sale  From Birth 55 Family 
17 17 Electronics Goods Large Scale 

Distributer 
From Birth 45 Family 

18 18 Toy Store Retailer From Birth 45  Family 
19 19 Fruit Vendor Retailer 25 20 No 
20 20 Garment  Retailer From Birth 40 Family 

 

Analysis and Discussion

 The socio-demographic profile of the cases pointed out that majority of the cases are:
1. Mostly resident of Delhi (by birth 85%) only 15%(migrated from other states) outside

Delhi.
2. 7% are Wholesaler whereas 45 % Retailer and 5% other(self-construction)( others did

not responded to this aspect)
3. Only 35% of the cases are Graduate and rest 65% have qualification less than 12th class.
4. The mean age of most of the person in the Business is 23.87 years.
5. Almost 70% of the People are involved in the Family Business.
6. We have observed that almost 99% of the cases affirmed about good business conditions

in the past before the GST came in. They also were very happy with the progress of the
business.

The major finding of the study in relation of the GST and Challenges the Cottage Scale
Entrepreneurs faced after the GST was introduced in India was revealed in the Interviews. It
was found that 35% of the cases faced severe problem in getting the GST Number,
understanding the whole process and calculation related to the GST. In the interviews they
revealed that:

Case 14 “I have to give money to C.A.”
Case 12 “I had severe problems...Documentation was incomplete...I have to give a large amount of

money to C.A.”
Case 8 “I faced problem...I hadRs.15000/- to C.A. for the work”
Case 7 “I faced much problem... I had requested my brother who is a lawyer.... who helped me....

otherwise I had to close down my business”
 Case 1 “I faced much of the problem.I had to spend a lot on the C.A. to get the GST Number but....

I had faced loss of money.... In the business...getting the money out as profit when you have workers is
very tough job”.

All the 7cases who reported that they suffered a lot in the whole process of getting the GST
Number issued are educated upto class XII and below. Case 1 is illiterate and Case 7, 8,12,14 are
only 12th passed.

The educational background of the Cases 1,3,7,8,12,13,14 were found to be very less. They
had undergone only schooling till 12th and in some cases 10th. The educational background is
insufficient to understand the whole The Central Goods Service Tax Act, 2017 and they themselves
affirmed that they approached to C.A. for their help in getting the GST Number. This clearly

Impact of GST on Cottage Scale Entrepreneurs: A Case Study with Special Concern of their . . .
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reveals that the education is very much necessary to understand the legislation, the breakdown
of the percentage of the GST, understanding the input tax credit as well as the E-Way Bills. They
all had left their education approximately 20 years ago, so there educational understanding in
Business is good as compared to their digital literacy which is being introduced in India after the
Prime Minister of India initiated the Digital India Campaign for the betterment of the country.

55% of the cases who reported about the decrease in their turn over after the introduction
of GST. All the cases who reported for the loss, were actually low in their educational knowhow
and reported faced many problems in relation to the computerized formats and technical
knowhow.

Conclusion

The whole of the research pointed that there are problems in relation to understand the Act
and go for its digitization. Therefore, we suggest that there is a need to provide less literate
Business personals with workshops and programs by eminent people who are aware of the
legalities of the Act and how to approach the act and the documentation of it. The documentation
process and the whole procedure should be explained in simple understandable language so
that even the illiterate people are able to get aware of the Act and its functioning.
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ABSTRACT
“Digital” is the new buzz word in the banking sector, with banks all around the globe shifting towards
digitalization. Banks of all sizes and across all regions are making huge investments in digital initiatives
in order to maintain a competitive edge and deliver the maximum to its customers. Additionally,
digitalization leads to robust data analytics and intelligence, which helps banks get closer to customers
and close inon competition.Banks will become more digital! As customers, competitors, and even regulatory
agencies push in this direction, the promise of anytime, anywhere banking with transparency and
convenience will ultimately bring together all the elements of banking in the digital world.Banks need to
identify opportunities by looking at theoverall customer life cycle, focus on improving experiencesand
enable better customer services. Bankingdoes not guarantee customer loyalty due to customerbehavior.
A fluctuation of loyalty has been noticed inthe industry, furthermore loyalty is not thekey answer, but it
is experiences. Customerexperience and customer service needs to beenhanced in a coherent way: from
cross channeland multichannel to Omni channel. The practice ofdigital marketing and customer service
strategiesneed to be engaged to acquire, retain and delightcustomers.This paper aims to demonstrate
service quality improvement through digital banking. It highlights the steps taken by RBI and the
government’s move after demonetization. This paper discusses convergence of technologies through the
digital banking for a smooth transition towards a transparent economy. The main target of digitalisation
is to push Indians to a less cash economy byfinancial rewiring with emphasis on the new way of life for
the country from informal economy to formal economy. It identifies the initiatives, issues and challenges
during the initial period of digitalisations.The discussion throughout the paper revolves around the
challenges that Indian banks are facing in term of Digital banking opportunity to increase awareness and
measures adopted for safe and secure digital banking.
Key Words: Account Security, Customer Satisfaction, Demonetization, Digital readiness, Digital
Banking, Financial Rewiring.

INTRODUCTION
Indian economy is one of the fast growing economies of the world. Despite of global

turbulences of economic conditions, the government of India has been focusing on the digital
transactions initiatives since last few years, the actual impact of digital banking payments has
taken place in India in significant manner post the demonetization period.Today Indian banking
* Academician, Research Area-Finance & Law
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sector is focusingon new banking technological innovations. Banks created to use technology to
provide effective quality and services to the customer and get high speed. Banks is spending
‘high amounts’ on digitizing their business to private and business clients because mostly banks
today operate in a highly globalized, liberalized, privatized and a competitive
environment.Currently more than 400banks are working in India, in which are public and private
banks. Today all the banks started with the different multi-channels, like internet banking, mobile
banking apps,ATM, debit cards,credit cards, digital wallets etc. All digital banking channelsare
the way of life of such customers who move around without any hard cash in their pockets.But
Net Banking made it an easy way for customers to do their banking transaction from various
places in all over the world. Emerging technologies will certainly take Indian banking to the
next level in near future.In 2020 India’s banking sector is a fifth largest banking sector and 2025
the banking system was a third largest banking sector in the world. While the banks and customers
completely start relying on technology, will the transactions be 100% secure? As banks adopt
artificial intelligence and automation with robotics, will minimal or no human control over
transactions ensure security of data?The Indian banking system cannot ignore the new
technological challenges and banks are also facing great challenges, that the innovations policy
and strategy. This paper examines with all the trends, innovations, and new technological
changesin the banking sector.

LITERATURE REVIEW
1. “Digital Banking—a new concept in the area of electronic banking, which aims to enrich

standard online and mobile banking services by integrating digital technologies, for
examplestrategic analytics tools, social media interactions, innovative payment solutions,
mobile technology and a focus on user experience.”

2. “Embracing a fully digital strategy requires end to-end modernization of a bank’s often
outdated infrastructure. Equally important, it requires a transition from an account-
based view of banking customers to one that knows them as individuals and enhances
the customer experience with relevant, convenient and personalized products and
services.”

3. “Digital Banking is the application of technology to ensure seamless end-to-end (STP in
the ‘old’jargon) processing of banking transactions/ operations; initiated by the client,
ensuring maximum utility to the client in terms of availability, usefulness and cost; to
the bank in terms of reduced operating costs, zero errors and enhanced services.”
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Objectives of the Study

1. To study the conceptual framework of digital banking.
2. To identify the government and RBI’s initiatives on digital banking and financial rewiring

made by the bankers by STEP approach.
3. To identify various digital banking services/products adopted by Indian banks.
4. To study and analyze the progress made by Indian banking industry in adoption of

digital banking technology.
5. To study the challenges and risk factor involved in digital banking.
6. To suggest alternatives or recommendations to overcome these challenges.
7. To study the opportunity to increase digital banking awareness.
8. To identify various metrics used for enhancing the service quality and offer suggestions

for better implementation.

Research Methodology

The present research study uses the most recent available published secondary data. To
achieve the above stated objectives, the secondary data collected from the Reserve Bank of India
bulletin & annual reports from RBI website, various banks portals, various Government websites,
survey report by various magazines on trend & progress of banking in India, newspapers, white
papers and, various reputed National and International research journals which are related to
commerce, management, marketing and finance etc. The secondary data was also used from
various reference books related to E-Banking, E-Commerce, M-Commerce, banking service quality
information technology, banking, finance, commerce, management, marketing etc.

DIGITAL BANKINGCONCEPT IN INDIA
Digital Banking isalso known as e-banking oronline baking or electronic banking or virtual

banking or internet banking involves combination of electronic technology with the banking
sector which enables banking transactions like transfer of funds, payment of loans and EMIs,
deposit and withdrawal of cash etc. virtually with the help of internet. It relates to provision of
banking products and services through electronic delivery channel. Under this system, the
banking services are delivered by way of a computer controlled system. It is one among the
extended features which banking institutions provide, in addition to traditional banking. Digital
banking is the most used feature by the citizens of India after the effect of demonetization. This
feature is assumed to be one of the most flexible, adaptable and secure ways of transacting
among the users or customers to bank. However, it depends on the trust that an individual has
on the bank he or she is operating with. There are different types or sectors under digital banking
services. The major services offered are internet banking, SMS banking, ATMs, mobile banking,
e-cheques, and debit/credit cards.The current business priorities for banks in the digital world
are to use the new establishment for increasing profitability and revenue. In this innovative
business model, it is crucial to ensure regulatory compliance for smooth and long-term execution.
The key challenge in the digital era is to ensure all customers are safeguarded from cybercrimes,
and the most advanced cyber securities are employed. The shift to digitalization and the
continuance of it should cater to reduced cost for the industry, as this will reduce manpower

Banking Digitalization: A Revolution in Service Quality, Issues and Challenges
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and make the system automated. With growing popularity and benefits of e-banking, lot of
banks have realized the importance, competition and challenges brought forth with this new
technology and are adapting to this new-age banking.Customer convenience is the number one
advantage of online banking. Like the traditional bank’s ATM, online banking is available 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. However, you can do your banking from the comfort of your own
home and this improves the time taken to process all the requests. Online banking is accessible
everywhere and increases the customer base, online banking is compatible with money
management programs and delivers end-to-end value to customers. Digitalization not only helps
in getting more customers but also delivering top-notch services, as efficiency counts as well. To
facilitate the digitalization of banking industry, the enablers can be grouped mainly into: Digitalize
Customer Experience, Digitalize Products & Services, Digitalize Organization and Digitalize
Operations.

DIGITAL BANKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES IN INDIA
Indian Banks offer to their customers following e-banking products and services:

S.N. Products & Services S.N. Products & Services 
1 Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) 13 Electronic Payment Services 
2 Internet Banking 14 Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) 
3 Mobile Banking 15 Point of Sale Terminal 
4 Phone Banking 16 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 
5 Telebanking 17 Customer Management 
6 Electronic Clearing Services (ECS) 18 Risk Management and Information Security 
7 Electronic Clearing Cards 19 Technology in training and e-learning 
8 Smart Cards 20 Core Banking 
9 Door Step Banking 21 Corporate Banking 

10 Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) 22 Door Step Banking 
11 NEFT(National Electronic Funds Transfer) 23 Demat Account and Share Trading Demat Account 
12 Debit Cards and Credit Cards (Plastic 

Money) 
24 Others Banking Products & Services 
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A REVOLUTION IN SERVICE QUALITY OR
DIGITALIZE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Digitalization impacts everything, and this impact is transformative. Digitalization is about
taking full control of your customer-experience and managing all the needs, existing and new,
for your customers and developing a business model accordingly. Customers drive this trend of
digitalization, as they are aware of their needs and look for businesses that cater to and fulfill
their end-to-end requirements. Customers have readily and effortlessly adapted to the digital
world. Customers expect a seamless multichannel experience and a consistent, global service.
They judge their experience on three levels: how well companies understand their needs; the
simplicity of doing business, and; how delightful it is. There must be an obsession with customer
experience and develop ways to steadily improve the experience and learn from every interaction.

Improving Service Quality

1. Service Quality-Service Quality from the user’s perspective as consistently meeting or
exceeding customer expectation.

2. Improving service quality-it is commonly said that “what is not measured is not
managed” and of coursemeasurement is needed to determine whether goals for
improvement are met for after changes have beenimplemented.

3. Integrating quality and productivity are twin parts to creating value for both customers
and companies.

4. Quality focuses on the benefits created for the customer’s side of the equation, and
productivity addresses the financial costs incurred by the firm. If not properly integrated,
these two factors can be in conflict. Quality and productivity improvement strategies
must be considered jointly.

Financial Rewiring

With a unified payment interface (UPI) India has just rolled out the world’s most advanced
digital payment network.Universal acceptability of UPI (across 26 banks and growing) makes
digital payment a compelling option. Unlike the US with 324million credit cards India has fewer
legacy issues with just 24 million credit cards and 661 million debit cards (88% used for cash
withdrawal). There are easy digital options like e-wallet of paytm and peer to peer payment
systems like IMPS by banks.

BENEFITS OF DIGITAL BANKING
Using digital banking is beneficial for both i.e. customers as well as banks. The benefits of

adopting internet banking are mentioned below:

Banking Digitalization: A Revolution in Service Quality, Issues and Challenges
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1. Benefits for Customers
 Convenience: e-Banking is a service which is available to anyone and everyone

who is a bank account holder. It allows the customers to easily access the bank’s
website using their username and passwords on internet provide them comfort of
home or office without going outside and carry on with the transactions even if the
bank is closed. It also enables consumers to keep an eye on their transactions or
account activities from their home, office or elsewhere so they can feel satisfied and
convenient. Even non transactional facilities like ordering cheqe books online,
updating accounts, inquiring about interest rates of various financial products etc.
have become much simpler on the internet.

 24x7 Service: A bank online service is provided 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and
52 weeks a year and is just a mouse click away.E-Banking, with its flexible services
like 24*7 ATMs and mobile banking is flexible to the customers. It enables the
customers withdraw cash using their debit cards, and payment of utility billslike
electricity, telephone bills, and mobile recharge.A customer can shop globally
without any need for carrying paper currency with him. It eliminates the need to
stand in long queues for the purpose of bill payment.

 Time Saver: This is the greatest advantage to our generation as we are not able to
spend a lot of time for anything. Time management is one of the greatest challenges
in our busy lives. e- Banking enables us to carry on banking transactions within
minutes, not disturbing our routine. It means complete your banking at your
convenience in the comfort of your home or doorstep servicesbecause it offers less
waiting time as compared to the traditional banking system and significantly lowers
the cost structure than traditional delivery channels. In the online banking service
there are no queues at an online bank.

 Self-serviceChannel: Internet banking provides their customer a self-service channel
for various banking services they have not to depend on the bank’s staff and other
depending process to avail their services. Internet banking is one of the most popular
self-service banking technologies. Continued use of self-service technology is
positively affected by buyers’ perceived usefulness.

 Save Time and Money: Now customers don’t have to go to branch to avail banking
services it consist various advantages such as: it will save time, save fuel, do away
from traffic, save the environment in term of reducing the use of motor vehicles
and reduce waiting time.

 Speed: Online bank sites are undoubtedly much faster than manual transaction
processing mechanism.

 Effectiveness: Banks can offer various kinds of sophisticated tools at their web portal
such as account aggregation, stock quotations, and portfolio management programs
for effective management of assets.

 Better efficiency in Customer relationship management
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2. Benefits to Banking Sector
 Increases operational efficiency and reduces operational expenses: The concept of

online banking has immensely helped the banks in putting a tab over their specific
overheads and operating cost. It increases operational efficiency and reduces
operational expenses as the need for handling cash is reduced. Because in the digital
banking no long queues in front of cash counters.

 Banks more Competitive: The rise of internet banking has made the banks more
competitive. It resulted in opening of better prospects and avenues for banking
operations. One more product to the banks’ bouquet of consumer products and
“assured” revenue earner.

 Transparency of Transactions and Documentation: The online banking has ensured
transparency of transactions and facilitated towards removing the documentation
requirements to a major extent, since majority of records under an e-banking set up
are maintained electronically. It is a highly secured way of handling voluminous
low-value transactions.

 Internet-enabled Banks: The reach and delivery capabilities of internet-enabled
banks, proves to be significantly better than the network of physical bank branches.

 

3. Benefits to Students
 No need to carry wads of currency notes – Simple plastic does themagic.
 Noworry of loss or theft as it cannot be used by anyone as it is biometric-enabled.
 Avoid long queues to pay for any services by using any of the PoS terminals.
 Highly secure – Card can be used only by the owner.
 Above all – No hassle of maintaining a bank account -Nochange problem.

Banking Digitalization: A Revolution in Service Quality, Issues and Challenges
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4. Benefits to Universities/Colleges
 Nolong queues at the cash counters.
 One Card – Multiple uses – Student ID, attendance monitoring and access control.
 Reduce operational expenses as the need for handling cash is reduced.
 Ability to provide secure cashless transactions to students across their entire campus.
 Enhance the college reputation.
 Daily reconciliation of all transactions and receive funds the same day or the next

day.
 Return on investment in the first six months.

Challenges in Adoption of Digital Banking in india

1. Automation may lead to Unemployment: Automation is the major breaktroughs of
today’s innovation era. Although the benefits are promising, technology revolution poses
a great threat to many of the jobs which will be completely automated and opportunities
for job seekers will shrink. Banking is no exception to this fact.

2. Security Risk – Security risk is the most seriousthreat faced by the banks offering e-
banking services. There may be loss of data due to technical defaults and online banking
frauds like phishing, spamming, spy ware, internet theft etc. There are still many
customers who refuse to opt for e-banking services because they still don’t find e-banking
or online banking secure& safe all the time. These security problems need to be addressed
to win over the confidence of the customers. So it’s a big challenge for marketers and
makes consumers satisfied regarding their securityconcerns, which may further increase
the online banking use.

  

3. Privacy Risk – The risk of disclosing the private information of the customer with others
& fear of identity theft is one of the major factors that inhibit the consumers while opting
for internet banking services. As all the information of the customers is available online,
there is always a fear among the customers that their personal information may be
shared by the banks with the marketing people for marketing and other secondary
purposes without consent of consumers.
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4. Technical Difficulties: As e-banking is all about the use of technology, any technical
error can withhold the banking process. The problem of banking websites going down,
or jamming problem due to lot of rush on the websites, blocking of the cards , forgetting
log-in passwords all these are technical problems which a customer may face in using
internet banking.

5. Customer Awareness &Education: There are lots of users in India who still fear using e-
banking services because they are unaware either about their benefits or are unaware
about the mode of usage. Banks are not able to disseminate proper information about
the use, benefits and facility ofinternet banking.There is lack of preparedness both on
part of banks and customers in the adoption of new technologies and their benefits is
among one of the most ranked barrier inthe development of e-banking.

6. Customers’ Preference for Traditional Branches: There are thousands of highly active
traditional bank branches in India’s crowded cities and major towns. Office workers
take longer lunch breaks to finish banking activities and transactions at these branches
rather than conduct them online. Most customers prefer the personal touch and
customized service offered by staff in brick-and-mortar bank branches. Many Indians
are also averse to calling call centres and banks’ customer contact lines to address issues
related to online bank accounts.
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7. The Trust Factor: Trust is the biggest hurdle to online banking for most of the customers.
Conventional banking is preferred by the customers because of lack of trust on the
online security. They have a perception that online transaction is risky due to which
frauds can take place. While using e-banking facilities lot of questions arises in the
mind of customers such as: Did transaction go through? Did I push the transfer button
once or twice? Trust is among the significant factors which influence the customers’
willingness to engage in a transaction with web merchants.

8. Customer Satisfaction or Loyalty: Today, customers are more value oriented in their
services because they have alternative choices in it. Hence, each and every bank has to
take care about fulfillment of customers’ satisfaction.

9. To Provide several personnel services: The present times demanded that banks are to
provide several services for which they have to expanse in service, social banking with
financial possibilities, selective up gradation, computerization and innovative
mechanization, better customer services, effective managerial culture, internal
supervision and control, adequate profitability, strong organization culture etc. Therefore
banks must be able to provide complete personal service to the customers who come
with expectations.

10. E-banks are facing business challenges: For the transactions made through internet, the
service charges are very low. Unless a large number of transactions are routed over the
Web the e-banks cannot think of profit. There is lack of proper infrastructure for the
installation of e-delivery channels.

MEASURES TO BE TAKEN FOR SAFER DIGITAL BANKING
1. Password: We need to change our passwords at regular intervals in order to keep our

accounts safe. One of the best practices is to have a password as a combination of upper
case and lower case letters, numbers and special characters.

2. Usage of public computers: Logging in to bank account from cyber cafes or libraries is
not recommended by banking experts. Chances of passwords being traced or seen by
others are usually high in such places. One should make sure to clear the cache and
browsing history, and delete all the temporary files from the computer. Also, never
allow the browser to remember ID and password; this leads to hacking.

3. Confidentiality: No bank will ask for any confidential information via phone or email.
We have to beware of apparent phone call from the bank or an email requesting such
details; do not give out login information. Sharing login credentials with friends and
family is not advisable either.

4. Regular check is must: Check your account after making any transaction online. Verify
whether the right amount has been deducted from your account. If you see any
discrepancies in the amount, inform the bank immediately.

5. Anti-virus Software: In order to protect your computer from new viruses, ensure that
you always use licensed anti-virus software. Pirated versions of anti-virus software
may be available for free, but they may fail to protect your computer from new viruses
prevalent in the online world. In addition, you will get notifications for updates in the
software periodically. Make sure that you keep your anti-virus updated, so that your
confidential information is always protected.
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6. Disconnect the Internet Connection when not in use: Most broadband users do not
disconnect the internet connection on their computer when they are not using it. Malicious
hackers can access your computer via an internet connection and steal your confidential
banking information. To keep your data protected, ensure that you disconnect from the
internet when you do not require it.

7. TypeInternet Banking URL: It is a safer to type your bank URL in the address bar of the
browser than clicking on links given in an email. There are instances of fraudsters sending
emails with fraudulent websites links that are designed exactly like the bank’s original
website. Once you enter your login details on such a website, they may be used to
access your account and steal your money. While logging on, check for ‘https://’ in the
URL and ensure that it is your bank’s authentic website.

8. Information Technology Act: The Government of India enacted the IT Act, 2000 with
effect from October 17, 2000 which provided legalrecognition to electronic transactions
and other means of electronic commerce.The Reserve Bank monitors and reviews the
legal requirements of e-banking on a continuous basis toensure that challenges related
to e-banking may not pose any threat to financial stability of the nation.

9. Seminar and Awareness: Awareness to be created amongst public to use digital banking
products and services. Government should try to build confidence and trust among the
public. Seminars and Workshops should be organised on the healthy usage of digital-
banking especially for those who are ATM or computer illiterate.Financial and digital
literacy will be an important step in improving the situation. Common man should be
informed and educated about various financial instruments and use of mobile technology
to access banking facilities.

10. Well Trained and Expert Technicians in Computer: Special arrangements should be
made by banks to ensure full security of customer funds. Technical defaults should be
avoided by employing well trained and expert technicians in field of computers, so that
loss of data can be avoided. Employees of banks should be given special technical training
for the use of e-banking so that they can further encourage customers to use the same.

11. Cyber Security Framework: Cyber Security frameworkmust be strengthened by the
government. There were many cases which reported that security has been breached
and the personal data of many customers has been taken out. The legal framework
should be quick enough to punish the culprits as well as proper IT mechanism should
exist to avoid any frauds and to ensure the security.

12. Internet Connectivity: Internet connectivity should be available everywhere. The
connectivity should have adequate bandwidth and should be available free or at cheapest
rates. Government should make huge investments for building the infrastructure.Mobile
network availability should be available in villages and remote areas also.

Findings and Conclusion

The review of studies is related to digital technology in banking sector. The role of technology
is most important in the present scenario. Indian banking sector is one of the fast emerging
industries in the world.In India, banks are making sincere efforts to popularise the digital banking
services and products and focusing on the adoption of advanced technology and installation of
e-delivery channels.The installations of ATM network, growth of the internet, development of
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mobile phones and telecommunication technology have carried out a revolution in the services
delivered by the bank. These new technology is sure that the future of banking will introduce
more offers and services to the customers with the best banking product and innovations. Banking
sector also increased the accessibility of a common person to bank for his productivity and
requirements.One of the benefits that banks experience when using digital banking is increased
customer satisfaction. This due to that customers may access their accounts whenever, from
anywhere, and they get involved more, this creating relationships with banks. In years to come,
digital banking will not only be acceptable mode of banking but will be preferred mode of
younger generation in India.Though there are few challenges, technology will keep evolving
and with collaborative efforts of government,banksand end users, overcoming these challenges
will certainly be possible.Hence, internet banking and digital banking assures the best financial
practices throughout India which is desired by our prime minister and ultimately every citizen
of India.
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Digitalisation in India: A Steptowards Development

Dr. Santosh Kumar* & Mr. Bhupender Singh**

ABSTRACT
Digital India is the beginning of digital revolution. It is a dream which has been created by the Government
of India to ensure that government services are made available to all the citizens electronically, even in
remote areas, by improving online infrastructure and by increasing Internet connectivity. Now, Digital
India, the dream of Modi ji, is the dream of all Indian citizens. The programme has one mission and one
target, that is, to take nation forward digitally and economically. The initiative will enable people to get
engaged in the innovation process which is needed by the economy to move forward; but to implement
this is a great challenge. There are many roadblocks in the way of its successful implementation like
digital illiteracy,poor infrastructure, low internet speed, lack of coordination among various departments,
issues pertaining to taxation etc. These challenges need to be addressed in order to realize the full potential
of this programme. It requires a lot of efforts and dedication from all departments of government as well
as private sector. If implemented properly, it will open various new opportunities for the citizens of the
country.
Keywords: Digital; Infrastructure;Opportunities; Revolution; Roadblocks.

Introduction
Digital was another name for information technology (IT) a decade ago. Digital is no longer

just about computers and the Internet but also about mobile phones, social networking,
augmented and virtual reality, block chain, artificial intelligence (AI), mobile apps and
much more.

Digital technology is playing a vital role in helping our country leapfrog to the next stage
of development. It is bridging the gaps in financial and social inclusion with initiatives such as
Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT). Thus, technology is helping our country to progress socially and
economicallycreating a digital society will be key to the competitiveness of nations in the near
future. The post demonetisation scenario has further emphasised the importance of cashless
digital transactions which are possible only if we have a digitally serviced society. Effective
implementation of e-governance is a key component of the Digital India programme. Computer,
internet and android phones are necessary for digital connectivity.

A digital society is broader than a ‘digital economy.’ A digital society integrates all social
spheres and lends a competitive edge to the overall economy. It is an opportune time for both
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the industry and the government to form a synergistic partnership towards bolstering India’s
socioeconomic development through digital empowerment.

Decades ago, it was hard to imagine mundane tasks such as grocery shopping and
consultation with a doctor taking place over a video call from the comfort of home. Life is now
unimaginable without smart phones or high-speed Internet. Digital has pervaded nearly all
aspects of our lives, be it health and transport to shopping, education and work life. Now, the
facility of e-education, e-health,and digital payment is bounded to cities only, this faculty can be
availed in rural areas also.

 The expectations of citizens are rising. These new aspirations are the driving force behind
the transformation of public service delivery, primarily in high-impact areas such as health,
education and social benefits. With many services such as booking a cab or ordering food made
convenient and fluid with the advent of mobile apps. Government need more capacity to
comprehend and respond to intricate issues and seamlessly provide services aligned with national
and citizens’ aspirations. The expectations of a modern-day connected citizen are manifold;
some of the basic ones are listed below:

1. Availability of public services on demand
2. Awareness of services and government initiatives and consequent reduction in physical

visits to government offices for processing of requests
3. Omni channel delivery of services
4. Single point of access for all government services
5. Responsive government systems
6. Transparency in processes
7. Alerts and notifications
8. Engagement/feedback mechanism
Though governments are making efforts to enhance service delivery through portals, apps

and help desks, but it is really a challenge for the government to conduct internet services in
rural areas.

The National Telecom Policy, 2012, envisages ‘leveraging telecom infrastructure to enable
all citizens and businesses, both in rural and urban areas, to participate in the Internet and web
economy’. As per a TRAI report, as on 31 April 2017, there are 276.52 million broadband
subscribers in India, which is the second highest in the world. The key drivers behind this
subscriber uptake are a growing young population with increasing digital skills, and decreasing
smart phone prices, as well as continued deployments of 3G and 4G mobile broadband
technologies in developing markets.

In February 2016, former President Pranab Mukherjee declared Kerala as the first digital state
of India owing to its achievement of high e-literacy and mobile penetration. It was also the first state
to complete the National Optical Fibre Network (NOFN) project, granting high-speed Internet access
to all its gram panchayats. This achievement is significant especially in the area of rural development.
Kerala has been setting benchmarks in terms of achievement of digitisation targets.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PAPER
1. To study the concept of digital India programmes.
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2. To find out the initiatives of this programme.
3. To find out the challenges faced in implementation of this programme.
4. To find out practical solutions and innovative ideas to accomplish the vision of a digital

India-a reality.

INITIATIVES OF THIS PROGRAMME
1. Digital payments in India:  Digitalization has brought revolution in financial services.

Now we can avail banking services 24x7. We can deposit, withdraw and transfer money online
as per our convenient. There is no need to go to bank for such transactions and to stand in long
ques. As per the data of 30December 2017 there are 280 million registered users of paytm while
total number of paytammerchants are over 5 millon .Now people are using more and more
paytm ,Bheem app or other apps for financial transactions. According to NITI Aayog, the volume
of digital transactions in 2016–17 touched 10.9 billion INR, registering a growth of about 55%
over 2015–16. The corresponding growth rate in 2015–16 was 49.4%. There was an increase of
74% increase in digital payments acceptance infrastructure, with the number of point of sales
(POS) devices jumping from 1.51 million in October 2016 to 2.62 million in April 2017. The
Immediate Payment Service (IMPS) segment has exhibited robust growth of 153.5% in 2016–17
in value terms. All modes of transfer like Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS), National Electronics
Funds Transfer (NEFT), debit cards, digital wallets and Unified Payments Interface (UPI) have
shown positive growth from October 2016 to April 2017.4

2. E.education: E education is providing learning opportunities to students anytime,
anywhere and at any place, but within a structured curriculum. Its best example is “SWAYAM”
which consists so many online courses in a controlled environment. Free of cost courses are
available for all students from 9th standard to PhD. SWAYAM has been conceptualised as a
comprehensive, multipronged, transformational project. The multilingual MOOC platform and
its associated apps will enable students/learners to access the portal and discover their courses
of choice, sign up (one-time), enrol in courses, learn through self-paced pedagogy, complete
their course and finally go through the assessment cycle to achieve their credits. On completing
a course, the portal will also allow the students to pay for the examination and generate a hall
ticket. The portal will allow educators to sign up, create and manage courses, and upload course
credits which can subsequently be downloaded/printed by the student. IGNOU is also providing
online classes of different courses. NIOS has already provided facility of filling admission and
exam form online. Now students have no need to go to centres for filling such form even classes
are also conducted of such courses

A number of challenges are being faced by the SWAYAM scheme.
 The quality and type of courses on SWAYAM must be maintained. This will help

maintain the interest of learners and other educational institutions.
  The courses should be made mandatory for students. Students should also be rewarded

with Credits on successful course completion. The credits earned should be recognised
by other educational institutions.

  There has been extensive promotion of SWAYAM on both mainstream media and social
media platforms to on-board more learners.

 Other challenges include insufficient infrastructure, low digital literacy and slow Internet
speed.

Digitalisation in India: A Steptowards Development
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3. E-health with e-hospital: Technology can play a vital role in improving the way health
services are delivered and how policy-related decisions are made. Globally, the healthcare sector
is going through a fundamental shift with regard to how information is stored, shared and
accessed, and in turn, how all these can change the way health services are rendered. Standing
in queue for an appointment with the doctor at a major government hospital or physically visiting
the hospital to check blood availability is now a thing of the past. E-Hospital is a one-stop solution
for addressing these concerns and connecting patients, hospitals and doctors on the digital
platform. The patient interface of e-Hospital is implemented through an online registration system
(ORS), an application portal to help patients make online appointments at hospitals. e-Hospital
and ORS eliminate the need to wait in queue for appointments or physically visit hospitals to
collect laboratory reports. Since e-Hospital is cloud-based, it relieves hospitals of the burden of
application and server management. Transformation initiatives are driven with the aim of
accomplishing a subset or all of the following objectives:

 Comprehensive services across the continuum of care by integrating information of the
patient across multiple health IT systems, sub-centres and centres to obtain a
comprehensive record

 Offer data-driven and personalised consultation because of the presence of digital data
 Single-window online channel to offer care to a wide range of healthcare services
 Data-driven policymaking by the government because of the presence of adequate data

in digital form
4. Digital democracy with MyGov: Citizens wanted to be a part of governance and share

their inputs on matters related to policymaking. However, there was no medium for them to
contribute to decision making as well as be a partner in governance. In the year 2014, MyGov, a
unique citizen engagement and crowd sourcing platform, was launched to involve people in
policy formulation and programme implementation. MyGov is an innovative platform to foster
citizen and government partnership for driving inclusive growth of India. It leverages various
engagement methodologies for Soliciting citizens’ opinion and deliberation on policy matters.
The platform’s engagement methodologies include tasks, discussions, quizzes, polls, surveys
and blogs. MyGov enables ministries and departments to harness the knowledge and talent of
citizens to not just refine policy documents but also seek creative inputs such as logos, mascots,
videos and songs for upcoming projects or policies.

As per the records of 28 September 2017, there are 4836.35K Registered members of MyGov
app, 190.81K participated in Submissions in 669 tasks and 3798.96K hascommented in 744
discussions

5. Digitalization in farming: Agriculture is the primary source of livelihood for the majority
of the population of India and ICT has ushered in another revolution in agriculture. The Central,
state and private sector have undertaken several ICT initiatives for agricultural sector such as
Karshaka Information Systems Services and Networking (KISSAN) Kerala, Village Resource
Centre (VRC) – Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and e-Krishi. KISSAN Kerala is a
citizen-centric e-governance project for integrated and multi-modal delivery of information to
the farming community of Kerala. The projects leverage a combination of technologies such as
web, television, telephone and SMS to provide timely agricultural information and assistance to
farmers. The project provides online advisory services to farmers with its portal and has a video
channel and weekly television programme in Malayalam to disseminate information on good
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agricultural practices. ISRO launched the VRC programme to provide space-based services to
rural areas in association with Central/state agencies and NGOs.

Currently, 461 VRCs have been set up in 22 states/UTs and more than 6,500 programmes
have been conducted thus far.15 e-Krishi is a crop advisory app for Android. The app connects
farmers with experts and scientists who can help them with advice and diagnostics. The app
also includes knowledge on natural and organic farming practices.

6. Digital for police modernisation: Recently, the Ministry of Home Affairs launched the
Digital Police Portal for citizens to file criminal complaints online or initiate verification of tenants
or antecedents. The portal also facilitates criminal investigation by giving access to a national
database of crime records to authorised persons. Police personnel can also generate reports of
crime incidence or do an advanced search and analytics through the portal. Delhi Police is
following suit with a slew of measures to make life simpler for citizens, improve accessibility
and enhance the response time. Delhi Police introduced various new apps and web applications
for improving the citizen-police connect. For the safety of women, Delhi Police launched the
Himmat mobile app. The app allows women to connect with the police control room and relatives
for immediate response during a crisis or an emergency situation. Moreover, Delhi Police’s
Shanti Sewa Nyaya opened a new chapter in digital policing with facilities like online registration
of theft and motor vehicle theft. Character verification and police clearance certificates can also
be obtained digitally without having to physically visit the police stations though the portal.

7. IRCTC ties up with cab aggregator Ola for booking taxi and auto on its website and
Rail Connect App: Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC) announced a partnership
with cab aggregator Ola, giving commuters an option book taxi on its app. The tie-up, a six
month pilot project, will give customers access to Ola booking services when they visit the IRCTC
Rail Connect App and on its website..The Ola cab facility will provide all the services offered
such as Ola Micro, Ola Mini, Ola Auto, Ola Share etc. on the same price available directly on the
IRCTC Rail Connect App and website.

However, customers would not be entitled to any discount. Customers can choose to book
cabs up to seven days in advance or upon reaching the railway station. In addition, the IRCTC
outlets at railway stations or Ola’s self-serving kiosk will also enable commuters to book cabs.

CHALLENGES IN PATH OF DIGITAL INDIA
1. Digital literacy: Making citizens aware of the Digital India programme and its benefits

is one of the biggest challenges. This is because 12 crores of the 16.8 crores rural households in
India have no computers and are unlikely to have digitally literate persons. However, this is
being offset with the exponential increase in the number of mobile phones. Most Indian consumers
indicated that the lack of awareness about Internet services was the main reason for not using
them. The non-availability of digital services in local languages is also a major concern. There
should be adequate awareness building for people living in rural areas so that they can be a part
of digital India and reap the benefits of the Internet.

2. Digital payments are facing challenges on many fronts.
1. Prohibiting transaction costs levied on the use of debit/credit cards, which include

service charges and interchange fees, is a major concern which deters merchants
from using digital payments.

Digitalisation in India: A Steptowards Development
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2. India lacks financial literacy (financial awareness along with money management
and financial planning) and is ranked 15th on the Financial Literacy Index with a
score of 59 by the International Journal of Management and Research.

3. Trust and security in the usage of digital payments in both urban and rural areas is
a matter of concern, with an increasing number of fraud and cyber attacks. According
to a report by CERT-In, the number of security incidents increased from 49,455 in
2015 to 50,362 in 2016.

4. The Internet is an essential tool for the growth of digital payments. India is currently
at the 89th position in terms average Internet speed globally. While there are a total
of 1,127 million telecom subscribers, only 392 million Internet users exist.

5. The lack of regional languages on applications acts as an entry-level barrier for
citizens of India. Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) supports only 12 languages
including English, whereas there are 22 national languages excluding English.

3. Inefficiency in deploying funds. There is wide digital gap between urban and rural India.
Funds have been sanctioned for infrastructure creation of digital economy. But this fund is not
deployed efficiently.

Suggestions

Government as well as people must take initiative to literate people about using net and
digital transactions.PPP model will be fruitful for digital infrastructural .The success of digital
India depends upon maximum connectivity with high-speed net and minimum cyber security
risk.There is need for effective participation and commitment of various departments. .
Government should provide digital equipment at subsidised prices to students and encourage
students to educate their parents if they are uneducated. Organise camps in every city to acquaint
the people with the latest technology. Different charges must be removed if we are doing online
payment. Except it digital application must be in all regional languages so that people can
understand and utilise it easily.
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ABSTRACT
This research paper highlights the changes in the employment & entrepreneurship continuum in 21st

century India paradigm that will eventually swell the ranks of the country’s entrepreneurial community
with a new class of entrepreneurs that are taking on the challenges and risks of creating & managing
pristine businessesled by both technological & strategic innovation. An entrepreneurial ecosystem that
is receptive & amenable to epochal innovations& systemic reforms can prove to be a sustainable &
replenishable engine of economic growth. The present paper is also a status study examining the lacunae
existing in the currentgovernment policy mechanisms & structure of administrative & bureaucratic
regulations that encompass investment from the corporate sector & other financial institutions in R&D
of new & innovative enterprises. Innovation is the catalyst that drives both economic & social prosperity
via entrepreneurial development, generation of new employment, technological advancement, significant
rise in national income & infrastructure modernization. The major emphasisof a competitive &emerging
economy like India should now be to bring about an alignment betweenthe techno-financial incubation &
facilitation of entrepreneurship with a proactive & integrated approach towards innovation at both the
macro & micro levels. The realm of positive employment & entrepreneurial transformation shall be a
microcosm of multi-polar networks including strategy, process innovation&technology application.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, New Employment Shift, Economic Reform, Innovation, Technology,
Strategic Management.

Introduction: Economic Pragmatism & Practical Needs

Since India’s inception as a modern nation state, Indian entrepreneurs have played a major
role in driving national economic growth and success. Post economic reforms in 1991 & the
liberalization era, the Indian entrepreneurial spirit has emerged stronger than ever before. In
India, entrepreneurship can be seen as a permanent solution for addressing the major problematic
concerns like satiating the requirements of the ever growing workforce & improving the overall
quality of the general public.It is widely accepted by every, big or small country, that well
motivated entrepreneurs are must for accelerating the process of economic development.

Taking these benefits into consideration, various initiatives have been taken by successive
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Indian government from time to time for entrepreneurship development in the country such as
Industrial Policies and Five Year Plans specifically focusing on the growth of SME sector, setting
up of Special Economic Zones (SEZs), setting up of Entrepreneurship Institutions, organizing
Entrepreneurship Development Programmes (EDPs) and various Government Programmes and
Schemes for the promotion of entrepreneurship like Pradhan Mantri Rojgar Yojana, Credit
Guarantee Scheme, Credit Linked Capital Subsidy Scheme for Technology Up-gradation, National
Manufacturing Competitiveness Programme, Micro and Small Enterprises Cluster Development
Programme, Technology Centre Systems Programme, Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas
Yojana,Market Development Assistance Scheme, Make in India, StartUp India, Atal Innovation
Mission& MUDRA among others.

The very definition of an entrepreneur is someone who is willing to take on the considerable
risks of launching a business. It is the risk many people associate with being an entrepreneur
that is at the root of their fear. But the same employment shifts that are forcing more people to
launch their own businesses are also forcing a redefinition of our collective concept of
entrepreneurship. The Indian economy is being fueled by two distinct breeds of entrepreneurs:-

 Traditional entrepreneurs: Visionary thinkers who are constantly looking for new ways
to change the world and are willing to assume major risks to turn their ideas into reality.

 Accidental entrepreneurs: Regular folks with skills, services or products to sell who are
looking for a marketplace for their services that entails minimal risk.

The new employment shift from full-time employees to self-employed freelancers,
independent contractors and consultants pushing many a youth from the working population
in the country into the entrepreneurial trenches is driven due to innovation in both hard & soft
technology.

The entrepreneurship development & employment generation strategies of a geophysical
region should be placed on development of entrepreneurship among the people as human
resource development that will ultimately resolve unemployment, economic problems, social
problems and also bringing the widening of social network.In developing entrepreneurial
activities, the most important problems among the entrepreneurs are the accessibility of capital
investment& technology, supply of raw materials& marketing problems.

Review of Literature
Bagchi, S. and Pal, D. (2003), Pattern of entrepreneurial activities in India has undergone a

sea change in the latter half of the 20th century, more towards the end of it. From being a
government dominated sector in the immediate post-independence scenario to a one with
reasonable space for operation of private entrepreneurs, this transition has not been a smooth
one at all. In fact, at every step, the country has learnt by experience. The attempt now is to
briefly and sequentially enumerate the policies followed by the government of India with respect
to entrepreneurial activities since its birth as an independent democracy, and their economic
implications. It attempts to bring out two main issues in this context, one being the public sector
- private sector debate, and the other being the foreign entrepreneur - domestic entrepreneur
tussle. The authors use some elementary micro-economics in trying to show the problems posed
by these issues, and methods in which the government may intervene to improve situations.

Verma, J. (2007), Entrepreneurship is one of the most important inputs in the economic
development of a country. Entrepreneurs play a central rolein the economy by establishing firms,
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which in turn create markets and organizations. An individual engages in entrepreneurial
activities before the firm is established andthen becomes an owner after the firm is established.

In the case of India, Entrepreneur have performed below expectation due to a combination
of different problems themselves through environmental related factors, instability of
governments and frequent government policy changes etc.

Entrepreneurship Promotions should thus ensure the availability or possession of
managerial capacity and acumen before pursuing financial resources for the development of the
respective enterprise. The study is to develop and analyse the contributions of entrepreneurship
in the economic development in India. Whereas both the positive as well as the negative impact
of entrepreneurship on the economy has been discussed.

Santhi, N. and Kumar, R. (2011),True entrepreneurs are resourceful, passionate and driven
to succeed and improve. They’re pioneers and are comfortable fighting on the frontline. The
great ones are ready to be laughed at and criticized in the beginning because they can see their
path ahead and are too busy working towards their dream. An entrepreneur is a businessperson
who not only conceives and organizes ventures but also frequently takes risks in doing so. Not
all independent business people are true entrepreneurial intensity and drive depend upon how
much independence one exhibits, the level of leadership and innovation they demonstrate, how
much responsibility they shoulder, and how creative they become in envisioning and executing
their business plans. This study focuses and provides an insight into the meaning, qualities
required for an entrepreneur, opportunities and challenges faced by them and at last with a
small discussion on entrepreneurship as a career.

Mohan, S. and Revathi, R. (2012), It is a fact that individuals can be developed, their
outlook can be changed and their ideas can be given true shape of enterprise through an organized
and systematic training programme. Entrepreneurial training aims at arousing and reforming
the entrepreneurial behaviour in the day to day activities and helping them develop their own
ventures or enterprises as a result of their learning or training.

Development of an entrepreneur means inculcating entrepreneurial traits in a person,
imparting requisite knowledge, developing the technical, managerial, financial and marketing
skills and building the entrepreneurial attitude.The process of entrepreneurial training involves
equipping a person with the information needed for enterprise building and sharpening his
entrepreneurial skills.

Bhakare, S. and Chadda, D. (2013), India is a nation where millions of young people are
reaching working age every year. The Indian society youth scenario on the whole is greatly
inclined towards a decent job or service as it gives immense economic security. This job oriented
mind set is imbibed from childhood. Thinking of entrepreneurial activity as a future is challenging.
Our educational structure is also job oriented. A crucial requirement now is vocational training
and artisans skills. Even a person with a high entrepreneurial propensity wanting to set up a
business, is dejected by a host of unfavorable factors: want of information on setting up and
operating a business, bureaucratic hurdles, funds deficiency, lack of group and mentoring
support, insufficient access to technology, operational hurdles , and the horrendous fear about
the penalty and aftermath of failure. These factors appear largely as holding back the
materialization of entrepreneurship. Due to these considerations, the Government of India has
proposed a National Entrepreneurship Policy with the main aim to boost the supply of
entrepreneurs. This study endeavours to unfold the crucial role played by entrepreneurship
mentoring to create a pool of entrepreneurs which would make the economy more balanced. It
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also tries to define how the entrepreneurial journey is traversed through mentors culminating in
arriving at the destination of successful entrepreneurs. This study highlights the impeding factors
as well the benefits of entrepreneurial mentoring, emphasizing the need for it to be
institutionalised in an organized manner and most certainly on a larger scale.

Abhyankar, R. (2014), In spite of having a large publicly funded science and technology
infrastructure and a sizeable education base, India has not been able to realize itsinnovative
potential due to a fragmented innovation ecosystem. The government of India has taken many
initiatives towards strengthening the innovation ecosystem, the most important of which are -
the establishment of the National Innovation Council, whose mandate is to coordinate various
innovation-related activities, and the new Science, Technology and Innovation Policy 2013, which
is intended to promote entrepreneurship and science-led solutions for sustainable and inclusive
growth. With a focus on this new policy initiative, this article describes the current innovation
ecosystem and the challenges it faces, and it discusses the efforts made by the government towards
the promotion of innovation for entrepreneurship development and sustainable growth. With
the implementation of this new policy the early indications are that India is poised to take a big
leap towards innovation-led growth.

Objectives & Scope of Study
The objective of the present study is to make a factual assessment of the awareness level

regarding relationship between techno-creative innovation & strategic KRAs (Key Result Areas)
in the growth & sustainability of enterprisesand evolve measures toencourage new job
opportunities. In order to meet the objective of thestudy, the task was divided into the following
two areas:-

 To examine the status of innovation harvesting in an enterprise.
 To formalize the factors that affect new job creation in an entrepreneurial endeavour.
The scope of the present study is limited to the followingidentified:-
 Innovation in business entrepreneurship - digital solutions, smart tools & internet-driven

delivery
 KSAs for sustainable employability
The various parameters for the study decided on the basis of issues and factorscoming out

of literature survey were:-
 Enterprise sectoral needs
 Technological& financial access
 Mode of operation
 Management structure & organizational issues
 Human resources utilized

Data Collection
Secondary data was collected on both qualitative & quantitative parameters through research

journals & published Government of India reports. This study explores some of the most
significant entrepreneurial issues in India with a view to recommending remedial measures that
would further enhance the spread of entrepreneurship& innovation in India. While highlighting
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pertinent issues, the study has not made detailed empirical investigations on micro issues based
on rigorous econometric techniques.

Results & Findings
The three main challenges faced by entrepreneurs in India are:-
 Removal of state-imposed barriers for starting businesses
 Availability of financesand infrastructure
 Awareness about entrepreneurship schemes and regulatory framework
Potential employees on the other hand face problems like:-
 Technical knowledge
 Managerial skills &availability of resources
 Education & nurturing
Indian entrepreneurial ecosystem of the future is likely to experience systemic

transformation by the following variables:-
 Transparency
 Equity
 Accountability
 Resilience
 Sustainability
The focus is now on high performance partnerships between innovators & entrepreneurs

who can bring their solutions to scale feasibly.

Recommendations

The following measures can be put in place to promote more effectively the idea of
entrepreneurship with innovation as a viable career optionfor future generations:-

 Content and Learning Methods: It is important to develop pedagogic methods,
examination systems and curricula that encourage critical and lateral thinking. The ability
to promote Entrepreneurship requires an enquiring mind that is able to make connections
between theory and practice. Entrepreneurs feel that there is a need to recreate real-life
situations in the classroom with the help of examples and illustrations so that students
are able to get a ‘concrete feel’ of various aspects of the outside world. At the same time,
many entrepreneurs also feel that the starting point for reforming teaching methods
and encouraging variety in career options, must be at the school stage itself, where the
pressure to learn by rote and to join typically stereotypical career paths are huge. Right
from the school stage, pedagogy should encourage original thinking and not rote
learning. One specific suggestion from several entrepreneurs is to introduce manuals in
school curricula on ‘How Things Work’, on various practical aspects of everyday living.

 Teaching and Entrepreneurship: While Entrepreneurship has beenintroduced as a course
in a number of business school curricula, there needs to be a greater thrust in making
Entrepreneurship a priority subject. Other aspects of Entrepreneurship such as business
ethics, early enterprise management, aspects of scaling up, Indian corporate law and
relevant international laws, should also be a part of such curricula. Such initiatives

Employment & Enterpreneurship in New Indian Era: The Innovation Paradigm, Strategic . . .
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need to be encouraged for widespread adaptation in other educational institutions,
including institutions located outside metropolitan areas. The involvement of the
burgeoning NRI community and alumni networks in funding such schools must be
encouraged.

 Encourage Student-led Entrepreneurial Activities on Campus: Entrepreneurship cannot
be learnt only by ‘chalk and talk’. Shared activities outside the confines of the textbook
are imperative to develop leadership and team building skills that are necessary for
Entrepreneurship. It is necessary to encourage activities within educational institutions,
where entrepreneurial abilities find opportunities and fertile ground to grow. In several
educational institutions, student led and faculty supported activities have been able to
create awareness and prepare necessary mindsets about Entrepreneurship. Examples
include the Entrepreneurship and Innovation Cell at IIM Bangalore and the
Entrepreneurship Cell at IIT Bombay, which engage in activities such as business plan
contests, assisting start-ups and incubation centres. Initiatives such as ‘business plan
contests’ (with angel/VC/private sector assistance, which could directly become
entrepreneurial ventures with rewards in terms of seed funding), instructional
programmes that deal with the basic practicalities of Entrepreneurship and platforms
to interact with other entrepreneurs and the financial community (especially VCs and
angels) need to be intensified and encouraged.

 Enterprise Centres in Major Educational and Research Institutions: Special enterprise
centres focused on translating innovation-driven ideas into viable businesses would
greatly enhance Entrepreneurship.

Currently, incubation centres provide assistance to selected start-ups. Enterprise centres in
major educational and research institutions can provide institutional support for
Entrepreneurship, on a larger scale, and on a more systematic basis. The institutions could also
provide extensive industry linkages on different aspects of business, law and finance. Elaborate
models of profit-sharing and advisory assistance can also be provided.

It is recommended to establish IPR Cells in major scientific and educational institutions
with competent staff, trained in law and technical aspects of various disciplines in order to
capture the value and exclusivity of new ideas and innovations.Further, the enactment of
legislation that creates a legal framework for public funded research and provides universities
and research institutions ownership and patent rights can help this cause. This will create an
enabling environment for the institutions to commercialize such inventions through licensing
arrangements where the inventors would also receive a share of royalties.

Conclusion

A critical prerequisite for nurturing Entrepreneurship& Innovation is the creation of a
favourable business environment. The key parameters of a conducive, competitive & innovative
business environment include the smooth flow of information, ease of starting a business and
obtaining various clearances and permits, ease of filing taxes, an efficient legal system, enabling
legislations and regulations, absence of corruption and world class infrastructure facilities by
creating a peer community for knowledge sharing. The global business environment is in a
constant cycle of change driven primarily by technological innovations, opportunity-based
entrepreneurship, and multinational trade agreements. For a sustainable competitive advantage,
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this global trend effectively makes it important for India to broaden the reach and range of our
entrepreneurial needs while simultaneously enhancing qualitative innovation.

The need of the hour is to critically assess the various needs of budding entrepreneurs &
innovators in the Indian subcontinent along with the removal of most barriers to international
trade in this globalised world, capitalise on homegrown resources, and create a value chain that
allows India to compete effectively in the global marketplace. This will enable the country engage
the paradigm change by thinking of entrepreneurship coupled with innovation as first priority.
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Cash Management with Legal Aspects:

A Comprehensive Study of Best Practice
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ABSTRACT
Cash Management immense interesting and exciting area for the academic studies as well as for
Professional in Practice and jobs. Cash constitutes the most significant part of current assets of every
business, from small shops in street and rural area up to top multinational companies (MNC) in all over
the world. A part of this management of cash play very important role in life of every person and its
family as well.
Every organization needs optimum Cash for smooth running of its activities. The main motive of cash
management is to ensure how carefully an organization managing cash flow within the firm, into and
out of the firm and cash balances held by firm for financing deficit or investing surplus cash.
Every organization wants to implement effective cash management system to avoid cost of borrowing in
deficit and get monetary benefit by investing surplus cash.
In this paper we analyze different Cash control techniques, legal aspects attached with cash receipt and
payment. And how efficient cash management system plays the role in improving Organization’s
performance and its stakeholder’s satisfaction as well.
Keywords: Cash management, Current Assets, monetary benefit, organization performance, Stakeholders
Satisfaction

Introduction

Management of cash is vitally important to almost every type of organization, whether
Manufacturing, Retail Trade or Service organization because every business plays the major
game surrounding cash management.

Actually cash is still heavily used instrument used to pay low value purchase and other
transactions in most developed countries.

Even cash hold the smallest portion of total current assets. However, “Cash is both the
beginning and end of working capital cycle - cash, inventories, receivables and cash.”

* Department of Commerce, DSE, University of Delhi
** Research Scholar, Central University of Himachal Pradesh
*** Lecturer in MBIT, Maharani Bagh, New Delhi
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It is the cash, which keeps the business in running position. Hence, every enterprise has to
hold right amount of cash, at the right time, at the right place and at the right cost, for its long
term existence.

If a firm maintain low level of cash and cash equivalent, the firm has to borrow fund at
interest cost for payment of purchases and other operating expenses.

If firm maintain high level of cash and cash equivalent, it loss the opportunity of investing
excess fund to get monetary benefits. For short out such problem, firm must have an optimum
level of Cash.

But question arises how much cash maintained by a firm and which techniques often adopt
for this purpose?

Actually managing the level of cash is like maintaining the level of blood in a body, if
there is not optimum blood in body, it catches lot of diseases .if there is optimum blood in body,
it gives energy and strength to every part of body.

Similarly if an organization does not maintain optimum level of cash, it may lost many
opportunities and catch risks and sickness too. If an organization maintain optimum level of
cash it gives energy and strength to every part of organization.

Therefore No doubt that Cash management is nerve center and back bone of each and
every organization.

The objectives of this study are as follows:
 To understand meaning and need for holding cash
 To understand legal aspects attached with Cash Management
 To understand the recent announcements made by prominent banks
    In relation to cash transaction charges
 To understand how to manage cash Inflow and outflow
 To understand techniques to determine optimum cash balance.
 Brief discussion on Mantra of Success

Meaning and Need of Holding Cash
For the purpose of cash management, Cash not only includes coins, currency notes but

also includes cash at bank, cheques, bank drafts and short term investment, marketable securities
too. Which have liquidity and can easily converted into cash within 1 to 3 month.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Need of holding Cash 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cash 

Narrow Sense 

Cash in hand i.e. currency 
Notes and coins   

Broader Sense 

Cash and its equipment 
i.e. cash at bank, short 
term  
Investment   

Need of holding cash 

Transactionary 
Motive. 

Precautionary 
Motive. 

Speculative 
Motive. 

Compensation 
Motive 
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Transactionary Motive
Cash payment creates by various transactions i.e. to purchase raw material & to pay for

operating expenses.

Compensation Motive
Commercial banks require should always be a minimum cash balance may vary from Rs

5000 to Rs 10000. This amount remains as a permanent balance with the bank until the current
account is operative and not use for transaction motive of organization. Such minimum balance
have to maintain by firm known as Compensation motive for holding Cash.

Precautionary Motive
Every organization keeps sufficient cash and its equipment for unforeseen and contingency

circumstances.
For Example Cash Needed in case of Strike, Natural Calamities etc.

Speculative Motive
An organization take the advantages of holding of cash for earn extra profit whenever

expected price change or decrease of various securities. In other words decrease price of securities,
use cash holding for purchase it.

Legal Aspect Attached with Cash Management

1. Indian stamp act 1899, Section 2 (23)
Section 2 (23) of the Indian stamp act 1899 makes it mandatory for affixing of stamp on

any Receipt above Rs 5000
It is mandatory to affix a revenue stamp on the payment receipt of above Rs 5000, as once

you have a revenue stamp with cross signatures on the receipt then it can be challenged in the
court of law. 

The basic purpose of the revenue stamp is to give a legal identification to the document
even on the plain paper. Revenue stamp has got more uses than just the payment vouchers. 

Let us say you sell your Motor Vehicle to a third party and you can make a sale and purchase
Receipt on plain paper and affix a revenue stamp on it, so it will now be accepted in court of law.

Where Receipts includes Following:
 Any Note
 Any Memorandum
 Any Voucher
 Any Writing on plain paper
Whereby any money, or any bill of exchange, cheque or promissory note is acknowledged

to have been received.
2. Income Tax act 1961, Section 40A (3)(a)
{Direct Taxes Ready Reckoner with Tax Planning Dr.Girish Ahuja and DR Ravi Gupta

15th Edition 2014}
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Section 40A(3)(a) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 provides that any expenditure incurred in
respect of which payment is made in a sum exceeding Rs.20,000/- otherwise than by an account
payee Cheque drawn on a bank or by an account payee bank draft, shall not be allowed as a
deduction.

However if payment is being made for plying, hiring or leasing goods carriages then Limit
for these section is Rs 35000/-,instead of 20000/- 

Further, there are certain exceptions provided in rule 6DD, under which expenditure ,
even exceeding Rs 20000/Rs 35000 Shall be allowed as deduction , even though the payment
or aggregate of payments made to a person in a day is not made by an account payee cheque/
draft.

3. RBI Act, 1934 and Indian Coinage Act 2011
(A) Denomination of coins and notes in circulation.

Coins in Circulation 

Coins withdrawn from 
circulation (Effective From 

June 30,2011) 
Notes in 

Circulation 
Notes withdrawn 
from circulation 

50 paise 1 paise      Rs 5 Rs 1 
Rupee 1 2 paise     Rs 10 Rs 2 
Rupee 2 3 paise     Rs 20 Rs 5 
Rupee 5 5 paise     Rs 50  

Rupee 10 10 Paise    Rs 100  
 20 Paise     Rs 500  
 25 paise     Rs 1000  

 Please note to: The highest denomination note ever printed by the Reserve Bank of India
was the Rs10000 note in 1938 and again in 1954. These notes were demonetized in 1946 and
again in 1978.

(B) Legal tender of transaction
 Coins: From June 30,2011 Coins in the denomination of 1 paise , 2 paise , 3 paise, 5

paise , 10 Paise , 20 Paise and 25 paise have been withdrawn from circulation , so no
more legal tender.

 Notes: The printing of notes in the denomination of Rs 1, Rs 2 and Rs 5 has been
discontinued but

Such notes issued earlier can still be found in Circulation.However the Central Government
has recently Reintroduced Rs 1 notes.

All these notes continue to be legal tender for transaction.
(C) Payment/Settlement of Any Sum

As per India coinage act 2011.
 Coin 50 paise can be used to pay /settle any sum not exceeding ten Rupees.
 Coin 1 Rupee and above can be used to pay /settle any sum.

(D) How to check whether a note is genuine or not?
A Fake or forged note is any note which does not have characteristics of genuine Indian

currency note. A Fake or forged note can be identified by seeing, touching and tilting the note.
To read about how to check banknotes see the (link) https://paisaboltahai.rbi.org.in/

Cash Management with Legal Aspects: A Comprehensive Study of Best Practice
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Recent announcements made by prominent banks In relation to cash transaction charges
Axis Bank

HDFC Bank 
Particulars  Free Transactions Charged Transactions Examples  
    
Home Branch 
Transaction  

1). Four Transactions Per 
Month 
 
2).  Cash Transactions of 
Rs. 2 Lakh  per month per 
account   
 
 
 

1). Fifth Transaction Onwards 
Charge of Rs. 150 
 
2). Cash Transactions of more 
than 2 Lakh per month per 
account, pay Rs. 5 per thousand or 
part thereof subject to minimum 
of Rs. 150.    

Mr. MukeshAmbani goes to Home 
Branch of HDFC Bank and does the 
following transactions in a month 
 
1). Deposit of Rs 10,000 
2). Deposit of Rs 15,000 
3). Withdrawal of  Rs 12,000 
4). Deposit of Rs 25,000 
5). Deposit of Rs 2,10,000 
Answere : He will pay Rs. 300 as bank 
transaction charge. 

Non-Home 
Branch 
Transaction  

1). Cash Transaction of 
UptoRs. 25000/- per day  

1).Cash Transaction beyond  Rs 
25,000 per day, pay Rs 5 per 
thousand or part thereof subject to 
minimum of Rs 150 

Mrs Anita Ambani goes to Non-Home 
Branch of HDFC and does the 
following transaction  
1) Deposit of Rs 35000 in a single day  
Answere : She will pay Rs 150 as bank 
Transaction charges 

Third-Party  
Cash Transaction 

 1) For Transactions uptoRs. 25,000 
per Rs 150 shall be charged  
Note:  Third Party Cash 
Transaction above Rs 25,000 shall 
be prohibited 

Mr. Anil Ambani wants to deposit Rs 
45000 in the bank account of Mrs. Anita 
Ambani, Can he do so? 
Answere : No, as per the revised norms 
he is prohibited. 

ICICI Bank 
Particulars Free Transactions Charged Transactions Examples 

    
Home Branch 
Transactions 

1). First Four 
Transactions shall not 
be Charged 

1). Transaction beyond four shall be 
charged Rs 5 per thousand subject to a 
minimum of Rs 150 in the same month 

Mr. Tendulkar goes to Home Branch of ICICI 
Bank and does the following transactions in a 
month 
1). Deposit of Rs 10,000 
2). Deposit of Rs 15,000 
3). Withdrawal of  Rs 12,000 
4). Deposit of Rs 25,000 
5). Deposit of Rs 10,000 
Answere : He will pay Rs. 150 as bank 
transaction charge. 

Non- Home 
Branch 
Transactions 

1). No Charges for the 
first cash withdrawal of 
the calendar month 
 
2) Cash Deposit in Cash 
Acceptance Machine 
would be free of charge 
for the first cash 
deposit of a calendar 
month 
 
 
 
 

1). For  cash withdrawal other than the 
first cash withdrawal in a calendar 
month the transaction shall be  charged 
at Rs 5 per thousand subject to a 
minimum of Rs 150 in the same month. 
2).Cash Deposit in branches other than 
through Cash Acceptance Machine will 
be charged at Rs. 5 per thousand 
subject to minimum of Rs. 150. 
3) Cash deposit in Cash Acceptance 
Machine other than first such cash 
deposit in the cash acceptance machine 
in a calendar month shall be charged at 
Rs. 5  

Mrs. Anjali Tendulkar   goes to Non-Home 
Branch of ICICI Bank and does the following 
transactions in a month 
 
1). Withdrawal of Rs 10,000 
2).  Cash Deposit of Rs 15,000 through Cash 
deposit Machine 
3). Withdrawal of  Rs 12,000 
4). Deposit of Rs 25,000 other than through 
Cash Deposit Machine 
5).  Cash Deposit of Rs 10,000 in Cash 
Acceptance Machine 
Answere : He will pay Rs. 350 as bank 
transaction charge. 

Third Party 
Limit  

 Limit of Rs 50,000 per day beyond 
which it shall not be allowed. 

Mr. Arjun Tendulkar wants to deposit Rs 
75000 in the bank account of Mr. Ram Mohan 
in ICICI, Can he do so ? 
Answere: The  transaction is prohibited. 
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State Bank of India 

Particular 
Rs 

Free 
Transactions 

Charged 
Transactions 

Minimum 
Average 
Monthly 
Balance 

Charges (If Minimum 
Average Monthly  

Balance Not 
Maintained) Examples 

      
Deposits  3 Times 

Deposit in 
Your Own 
Account 

Any Deposit 
After 3rd 
Deposit 
Chargeable  
@ Rs 50/- 

   

Account in 
Metropolita
n City 
Branch  

  Rs. 5000  
1.) Shortfall <= 50% =    
   Rs.50/- + Service Tax 
2.) Shortfall >= 50-75% = 
Rs     75/- + Service Tax 
3.) Shortfall > 75%= Rs. 
100  + Service Tax 

Mr. Rahul Gandhi has an 
account with SBI in a 
Metropolitan Branch, he fails 
to maintain Minimum 
Average Balance of Rs. 5000 
in his account , and the short 
fall is of  Rs 2500, How much 
will he pay as for Not 
maintaining the balance ?  
Answere :Rs 75 + Service Tax. 

Account in 
Urban City 
Branch  

  Rs 3000/- 1). Shortfall <=50%=   
Rs 40 + Service Tax  
2). Short fall >= 50-75% 
= Rs  60/- + Service Tax 
3). Shortfall > 75%=  
Rs 80 + Service Tax 

Mrs. Sonia Gandhi has an 
account with SBI in a Urban 
City Branch, he fails to 
maintain Minimum Average 
Balance of Rs. 3000 in his 
account , and the short fall is 
of  Rs 2000, How much will 
he pay as for Not maintaining 
the balance ?  
Answere : Rs 60 + Service 

Account in 
Semi- 
Urban City 
Branch  

  2000 1). Shortfall <=50%=   
Rs 25 + Service Tax  
2). Short fall >= 50-75% 
= Rs. 50/- + Service Tax 
3). Shortfall > 75%=  
Rs 75/- + Service Tax 

Mr. Rajeev Gandhi has an 
account with SBI in a Semi-
Urban City Branch, he fails to 
maintain Minimum Average 
Balance of Rs. 2000 in his 
account , and the short fall is 
of  Rs 1600, How much will 
he pay as for Not maintaining 
the balance ?  
Answere : Rs 75/- + Service 
Tax 

Account in 
Rural Area 
Branch 

  2000/- 1). Shortfall <=50%=   
Rs 20 + Service Tax  
2). Short fall >= 50-75% 
= Rs. 30/- + Service Tax 
3). Shortfall > 75%=  
Rs 50/- + Service Tax 

Mr. Sanjay Gandhi has an 
account with SBI in a Semi-
Urban City Branch, he fails to 
maintain Minimum Average 
Balance of Rs. 2000 in his 
account , and the short fall is 
of  Rs 1600, How much will 
he pay as for Not maintaining 
the balance ?  
Answere : Rs 50/- + Service 
Tax 

Cash Management with Legal Aspects: A Comprehensive Study of Best Practice
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How to manage cash Inflow and outflow
 Managing cash Inflow refers to Methods and ways of accelerating cash inflow
 Managing cash Outflow refers to Methods and ways of make slow outflow of cash.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Management of Cash Inflow 

Quick payment by 
Customer 

Quick Conversion of 
payment into cash 

Decentralized 
Collection. 

Lock Box System 

Quickly 
prepare 
the 
Invoices 

Cash 
Discount 
provide 
to 
vendor 

Postal Float Lethargy Bank Float Deposit Float 

Traditional Approach 

Modern 
Approach 

R.T.G.S N.E.F.T 

Management of Cash Inflow

1. Quick payment by Customer: For the purpose to get quick payment by customer
organization has to adopt following two  Tools.
 Quickly prepare the invoices: Organization has to prepare quick invoice and

handover it To vendor shortly.
    Cash discount provide to vendor: it is a tool which can be adopt by any organization

to get Quick payment but when firm allowed cash discount it should be compare
Cost of interest And Cost of Cash discount. After analysis cash discount allowed
only if it is beneficial.

2. Quick Conversion of payment into cash
Traditional Approach: As per Traditional approach firm should try to reduce postal
float, lethargy, bank float and deposit float
Please Note To:

     Postal float refers to duration of time taken by post, if customers send the cheque
through Post or courier

 Lethargy refers to duration of time taken by organization for processing of Cheque
before Submit it into Bank.

 Bank float refers to time taken by bank for payment of Cheque.
Modern Approach:
We all know, in today’s corporate culture Real time gross settlement (RTGS) and National
electronic fund transfers (NEFT) are famous tools of fund transfer in easiest and Quick
Way. Funds can be Transfer by RTGS and NEFT in few Moments.
Therefore If any Customer make the payment by cheques and by another Manner except
RTGS and NEFT
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Organization should recommend customer on priority basis and put the pressure on
them
To make payment only by RTGS and NEFT.
It may be good activity for quick Conversion of payment into cash.

3. Decentralized Collection or Concentration Banking: Under this system organization
opens bank account in that particular geographical areas
Where the organization have its branches. But all branches may not have bank accounts.
Actually selection of area in which bank account may open depends upon the volume
of Billing firm may give clear instruction to the customer that mail their payments to
such Local banks rather than to the central office.
When such local banks collected cheque (payment) from customers, immediate transfer
The fund to Head/Central office.
Main purpose to adopt the Decentralized Collection is destroyed the postal float.

4. Lock Box System: Under this system, a company rents out the local post offices boxes of
different cities and The customers are asked to forward their remittances to it.
The firm arrange with a local bank or some other agency to collect the payment and
Transfer the collected as soon as possible to head office / central office.
Firm has to pay charges to Local bank or some other agency for providing such  Kind of
services.
Lock Box System is very popular in USA and European Countries. But in India lock box
System is still not popular.

5. Cash Withdrawal from ATM: If any company needs cash, they can go to bank directly
or may use ATM, as today the bank provides the facility to have cash of Rs. 1lac per day
from ATM, no one requires to go to bank but if company requires more amount of cash
then they have to go to bank and in bank they are going to lose more time than ATM, so
for small needs of cash ATM is best for cash withdrawl instead of going bank.

Management of Cash Outflow

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pp*pP 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Management of Cash Outflow 

Payment on 
last date in case 
of Credit 
procurement 

Centralization 
of payment 

Not Use RTGS   
and NEFT   

Payment 
should be 
making by 
draft   

Management of Cash Outflow

The objective of Management of cash outflow is to delay payment as long as it is legally
and practically possible.

Cash Management with Legal Aspects: A Comprehensive Study of Best Practice
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1. Payment on last date in case of Credit procurement: It can be easily understand by an
example suppose a company purchases some raw material for Rs 1000000 on   credit,
credit period is one month. If company make payment on last date, Fund could be used
almost whole of month for another operation of company

2. Centralization of payment: Many organizations generally make the payment to vendors
of various parts of country and abroad as Well. If company has adopted centralized
payment system, it can slow down the Cash outflow by Arising
Postal Float

3. Do not use RTGS and NEFT: In the today corporate culture Real time gross settlement
(RTGS) and National electronic fund transfers (NEFT) are famous tools of fund transfer
in easiest and quick Way. Fund can be Transfer by RTGS and NEFT in very short period.
But for the purpose of delay payment as long as. RTGS and NEFT should be ignore for
fund. Transfer because both of these minimize postal float, lethargy, bank float and
deposit float. For example, a company named Heaven and Heritage Indian Tours Pvt.
Ltd., is situated in Chhatarpur, New Delhi and the company has to pay for purchased
item in Mumbai to Saini and SidwalPvt. Ltd. Company. Suppose company has to pay
Rs. 1 crore and they pay through Cheque by postal and not by RTGS or NEFT. If they
transfer through RTGS/NEFT the payment will be transferred directly on the same day
but through cheque the payment will be made after 15 to 20 days delay due to postal
and all procedure. So, the bank will debit the payment after 20 days but it will give the
interest to company which will be its profit for delaying the payment, which will be
approx. Rs. 50000/- (assuming interest rate @1% p.m.).

4. Use Credit Card instead of cash procurements: Suppose a company is having a limit of
Rs. 20 lacs in credit card from a bank and it may have another credit cards from other
banks. If company uses credit card for payment instead of cash payment, the company
will get automaticallyat least a month for paying the used amount which can be calculated
as a discounted amount because that amount which is paid can be used in other norms
for a month and the company can pay that used amount to bank in another month or in
EMIs also.

Meaning and Techniques to Determine Optimum Cash Balance

That level of cash balance by which payment of daily operating expenses done smoothly
by firm is known as optimum cash balance.

If any firm has maintained low level of cash and cash equivalent, the firm has to borrow
fund at interest cost for payment of purchases and other operating expenses.

If firm maintain high level of cash and cash equivalent, it loss the opportunity of investing
excess fund to get monetary benefits.

For short out such problem, firm must have an optimum level of Cash.

Techniques to Determine Optimum Cash Balance

1. Cash Budget: It is Estimation or forecasting of cash inflow and cash outflow for particular
period to determine any cash surplus or deficiency of that particular period.
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It’s usually prepare on the basis of analysis of previous period i.e. last 3 to 6 months cash
inflow and cash outflow with considered specific cash transactions, which will take place for
that particular period by which cash budget is prepared.

Illustration
The following forecast have been made for Banke Bihari ltd for the period May

to July 2016.

Particular May June July 
Sales 50000 60000 80000 
Raw material 30000 50000 60000 
Production expenses 5000 8000 10000 
Loan Installment 5000 5000 5000 
    

 Additional Information
 All sales are made on credit basis ½ of debtor are collected in same month and balance

in the next month
 The estimate debtor on May 1, 2016 is Rs 20000.
 The minimum cash balance maintains by firm is Rs 5000 for each month. Cash balance

of May 1 will Rs 5000 too.
Prepare cash budget for the month May, June and July 2016.

Cash Budget for the period May to July 2016 
Particular May June July 
Opening cash balance 5000 10000 5000 
Inflow    
Debtors (last month) 20000 25000 30000 
Debtors (Current month) 25000 30000 40000 
Total Cash Available (A) 50000 65000 75000 
Outflows    
Raw materials 30000 50000 60000 
Production expenses 5000 8000 10000 
Loan Installment 5000 5000 5000 
Total Outflow (B) 40000 63000 75000 
Cash Balance (A-B) 10000 2000 Nil 
Fund have to borrowed     Nil 3000 5000 

2. William J. Baumol’s Model: This model suggested by W.J Baumol (1952). It is fantastic
model to determine optimum cash balance under certainty, in very easily and
smoothly way.

As per the Model, cash and inventory problems are one and the same. Its model is the
same Like economic ordered quantity model (EOQ) of Inventory Management.

Every firm wants to minimize the sum of the cost of holding cash and the cost of converting
Marketable Securities to cash.

Cash Management with Legal Aspects: A Comprehensive Study of Best Practice
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As per this model Optimum Cash Balance Receives/Determine on that point where Total
Cost or the sum of the cost of holding cash and the cost of converting marketable securities to
cash will Minimum.

Assumption of Baumol’s Model

 An organization is able to forecast its cash requirement with certainty
 Opportunity cost of holding cash is known and remains constant
 transaction cost is known for converting cash into securities and remain constant
 The firms cash disbursement incurred uniformly over a period of time.

Limitation of William J. Baumol’s Model

 It does not allow cash flow to fluctuate
 Overdraft is not considered
 There are uncertainties in the pattern of future cash flows.
 The transaction cost will also be difficult to be measured. Because it depend upon type

and maturity period of investment
Formula for find out Optimum cash balance As per William J. Baumols Model

Optimum cash balance = 
2A F

O


Where
A = Annual or monthly cash disbursements
F = Fixed cost per transaction

O = Opportunity cost of holding cash.

Illustration
The annual cash Requirement of Aruna ltd is Rs 2000000 lakhs. The company has

marketable securities in lot sizes of Rs 100000, Rs 200000, Rs 500000 and Rs 1000000.
Company can earn 10% annual yield on its Securities. Cost of conversion of marketable

securities per lot is Rs 1000.
Show how William J. Baumol’s Model fabulous model to determine optimum

cash balance
Solution: We have known
As per William J. Baumols Model

Optimum cash balance =  
2A F

O


Where
A = Annual or monthly cash disbursements
F = Fixed cost per transaction

O = Opportunity cost of holding cash.
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Therefore
Optimum cash balance = 

2 2000000 1000
.10

 

Optimum cash balance = Rs 200000
   Table showing how William J. Baumols Model beneficial for organization

A) Annual need of cash  Rs 20 Lakh Rs 20 Lakh Rs 20 Lakh Rs 20 Lakh 
B) Lot size of  securities Rs 100000 Rs 200000 Rs 500000 Rs 1000000 
C) Number of lot Size ( A / B ) 20 10 4 2 
D) Average holding of cash (B / 2 ) Rs  50000 Rs 100000 Rs 250000 Rs 500000 
E) Opportunity cost of holding cash 
(D X 10%) 

Rs 5000 Rs 10000 Rs 25000 Rs 50000 

F) Fixed cost per transaction Rs 1000 Rs 1000 Rs 1000 Rs 1000 
G) Total transaction Cost (C X F) Rs 20000 Rs 10000 Rs 4000 Rs 2000 
Total Cost        (E+ G) Rs 25000 Rs 20000 Rs 29000 Rs 52000 

 
The above table clearly indicates that the Total Cost is Minimum at Rs 20000 when the lot

size of Securities is Rs 200000 and thus it is Most of Economic lot of Size of Selling Securities.

Mantra of Success at a Glance

 Ensure Preparation of Cash, Credit Card and Bank Reconciliation Statement on Daily
basis for Fantastic Control of Cash and its equivalent

 Ensure periodically Cash Audit. And company should make policy regarding recovery
of Cash Discrepancy

 Ensure only one employee (Cashier) should be responsible for handling all matter of
cash.

 Ensure organization is fulfilling all legal requirement attached with cash receipt and
payment.

 Ensure organizations have Cash and Credit Card Insurance against Theft, robbery, fire
etc.

 Ensure organizations have water and fire proof, Safe Cash locker or safe Deposit Box
for The purpose of keeping the Cash

 Ensure CCTV Camera Coverage of area where organization keeps Safe Cash locker or
safe Deposit Box.

Conclusion
 Management of Cash is panacea for organization, if it is properly implemented.
 Neglects or poor Cash management is like slow poison, which pushes organization

towards Winding up or out of market.
 Effective Cash management can make a significant contribution to give the energy and

strength To each department of a company and vendor satisfaction as well.

Cash Management with Legal Aspects: A Comprehensive Study of Best Practice
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7
Growing Digital Banking Services in the Indian Economy

Kratika Gupta*

ABSTRACT
Digital Banking Services persist to develop and replace the delivery of conventional banking services to
the consumers through modern technologies to meet the growing multifaceted needs and globalization
challenges. The Bank and other Financial Institutions having freer adaption of technological and knowledge
of entire market of willing can offer better financial products/services at lower costs to those customers
who were having higher spending power. Digital adoption and moving away from cash would not be
without complications. But the vary products help the banking sector to improve their performance and
to remain economical in the market. There is a growing literature on Digital banking Services and at this
point of the growth, this paper systemically reviews the existing sum of literature investigating the
impact of DBS on economy performance, analyses and identifies the research gaps.
Keywords: Bank Performance, DBS challenges, Technology Adoption.

INTRODUCTION
The sphere of economy has transformed and it’s continues to modifying.The buzzword in

India today is creating a cashless future in the economy.Digital technology works as a substance
for growth in the banking sector; particularly it supportsbanking services, productivity growth,
and risk management. Now Digital Banking services (DBS) enlarge the delivery of traditional
banking services to thecustomers through innovative technologies like internet banking, mobile-
phone-enabled solutions,electronic money models and digital payment platforms.Although
modern digital banking startedwith the automated teller machines (ATM) and phone banking,
however, the internet and mobilebanking offer fast and effective delivery channels not only for
traditional banking products but alsofor new products as well. The outreach of 3G and 4G internet
technology alongwith the expanded uses of smartphones and tablets has increased the demand
for digital services.This market demand emboldensfinancial institutions, software houses and
other service benefactorsto offer advanced digital banking services together with the advent of
‘innovative diversifiedproducts andapplications to retain the existing clients and access the
unbanked population.

There is no doubt that digital banking has brought inamazing customer experience.However,
increased levels of cyberthreats have the potential forcausing significant disruptions intheir
services apart from risksrelated to sensitive customerinformation and internet frauds. It is
therefore important to see howinformation technology systems and data security risks are
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monitored and managed.Regulations on digitalization inIndia are at a nascent stage andtheir
evolution would also beimportant in charting the wayforward for disruptive innovationsin the
Indian banking space.

The banking industry is one of the pioneers of ITbasedfinancial services applications and
today heavily depends on Digitalization in reshaping its servicedelivery systems.India thus today
stands at the cuspof a banking revolution throughrapid penetration of digitalbanking.

Many studies analyze the eûect of DBS by using both quantitative and qualitative
methodologies. Despite considerable research on DBS and bank performance that has appeared
in academic journals, a review of the literature on this topic remains missing. Such reviews play
an important role in the development of research field through identification of areas where
research is lacking. The aim of this study is to explore, understand, analyze and summarize
findings of DBS. It eûectively accumulates the existing body of research into the more coherent
body of knowledge, and to interpret previous findings.

DIGITAL BANKING SERVICE
“Digital Banking is the application of technologyto ensure seamless end-to-end

(STP in the ‘old’jargon) processing of banking transactions/operations; initiated by the client,
ensuring maximum utility to the client in terms ofavailability, usefulness and cost; to the bank
interms of reduced operating costs, zero errorsand enhanced services.” Banking Industry to
remain contemporary and relevant, started aggressively innovating digital products and services
for customers. Banks provide variety of services and delivered it through digital channels,
including payments, credit, savings, remittances, insurance and financial information. The term
“digital channels” refers to the internet, mobile phones (both smartphones and digital feature
phones), ATMs, POS terminals, NFC-enabled devices, chips, electronically enabled cards,
biometric devices, tablets, phablets and any other digital system.

The Government of India (GoI) is currently insistent for digital transactions.The GoI promote
digital transactions through manifold amenities, such as Aadhar Pay, Unified Payment Interface
(UPI), Immediate Payment Service (IMPS), debit cards, launched a mobile application (Bharat
Interface for Money - BHIM) for assisting e-payments through bank accounts.The insertion of
mobile technology enormously disrupted innovation in the banking sector, digital is currently
doing the alike.

DBS used in Literature Review

As DBS include numerous digital channels (improving day to day).We noticed that in our
famous articles (2008 to 2017) researchers mainly focus on one particular channel at a spot in
time tocarry out their research. Most of the studies used internet banking (39%) as DBSchannel
followed by automated/internet/self-service technology (38%).

1. E-banking (Mohammad and Saad, 2011), (D. Karimzadeh et al., 2014), (Abaenewe et al.,
2013) (Ugwueze and Nwezeaku, 2016),(Akhisar et al., 2015),(Siddik et al., 2016)

2. Internet banking (Malhotra and Singh, 2006), (Ceylan et al., 2008), (Kennedy and Jacky,
2013) (Malhotra and Singh, 2009), (Van et al., 2015),(Malhotra and Singh, 2010) (Majid
and Mohammad, 2013), (Lin et al., 2011), (Tunay et al., 2015) (Stoica et al., 2015),
(Dandapani et al., 2008), (Delgado et al., 2007) (Callaway, 2011)
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3. Mobile banking (Kennedy and Jacky, 2013)
4. Online banking (Wu and Dash Wu, 2010),(Acharya et al., 2008),(Ho and Wu, 2009)
5. Cash less banking (M. Kamboh and E.J. Leghari, 2016)
6. Automation/internet/ (Mehmood et al., 2015),(Muhammad et al., 2013),(Georgia and

Christos, 2013) self-service technology (Ciciretti et al., 2009), (Uchida et al., 2011),(Al-
Hawari and Ward, 2006) (Hernando and a J. Nieto, 2007),(Meepadung et al.,
2009),(DeYoung et al., 2007) (Hung et al., 2012),(Lavinia, 2014),(Del Giudice et al., 2016)

7. ATM (Georgia and Christos, 2015),(Kondo, 2010)

Research Methodology

To straighten out on the current state of research pertaining to DBS and bank performance
we demeanoura general literature review. Since DBS is an interdisciplinary topic hence the related
researcharticles are published in an amplerange of academic journals.To see the pertinent articles,
we have search of a variety of databases (journals, articles& Conferences) through numerous
relevant key provisos:

 Databases and key terms: Sources: · Science Direct, Emerald, Pro Quest Direct, Taylor
& Francis, Wiley, Inderscience, Scopus, Springer, Google Scholar, ACM Digital Library,
AIS Electronic Library, IEEE- Xplore.

 Objective Key Terms: Mobile banking, Digital Financial Services. Internet banking,
Mobile payments, Branchless banking, Online banking, Electronic banking, Digital
banking, Mobile money

 Subjective key terms: Firm performance, Firm profitability, Firm efficiency, Financial
impact, Cost effectiveness, Bank performance

To find a relevant article in a database each key objective term is searched with the
combinationof subjective terms. Through recognized articles, we discovered the citations and
referencesto find any earlier or foremost work that is in our span.Initially 54articles were found,
however, a two-step pre-selection is performed before including the article inour literature review.

The following Steps are performed in conductingthe research:
1. Preparing the list of database resources and key terms
2. Searching the data bases with differentcombination of key words
3. Preparing the initial list of publications
4. Screening the articles/ pre-selection
5. If the article is relevant than double checking of the relevant articles is done and back

tracking their references to include any missing article, and if the article is not relevant
than it discarded.

6. After double checking, preparing database of finally selected articles.
7. Data analysis and manuscript preparation.
The final selection resulted in relevant research articles, wherein some were published in

scientific journals and few in conferences. Hence the selected articles represented anample variety
of peer-reviewed scientific journals. Due to the spiky expansion in mobileand internet accessibility
from the year 2006 onwards the usage of DBS increases and continuesto rise.The companies
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make over from traditional to the digital model in this period to fill thecustomer requirements,
stay in the competition, improve efficiency and hence to gather the benefits ofdigitization. So we
decisive to review the research of last one decade. The selected articles useddifferent research
approaches and methodologies.

Analysis with Author with Year methodology/approach used sample size countries of
study

1. (Dandapani et al., 2008) regression analysis for bank specific financial variables 6566
USA

2. (DeYoung et al., 2007) percentage change in income and balance sheet selected items
5599 USA

3. (Del Giudice et al., 2016) classification analysis method (classification and regression
tree). 3692 Europe

4. (Lin et al., 2011) propensity-score matching and difference-in-differences methods 2487
USA

5. (Acharya et al., 2008) structural equation modeling and multiple regression analysis
640 USA

6. (Callaway, 2011) regression analysis 369 Turkey
7. (Hung et al., 2012) regression and sensitivity analysis 181 Taiwan
8. (Meepadung et al., 2009) data envelopment analysis 165 Thailand
9. (Kondo, 2010) regression analysis 128 Japan

10. (Ciciretti et al., 2009) financial ratio and regression and robust analysis 105 Italy
11. (Malhotra and Singh, 2006) regression analysis 88 India
12. (Malhotra and Singh, 2009) financial ratio analysis and multivariate analysis 85 India
13. (Malhotra and Singh, 2010) Financial ratio analysis and multivariate analysis 82 India
14. (Akhisar et al., 2015) regression analysis 82 23 countries
15. (Hernando and a J. Nieto, 2007) Financial ratio and multivariate analysis 72 Spain
16. (Delgado et al., 2007) Financial ratio Analysis and The regression analysis of scale and

experience 60 Europe
17. (Ugwueze and Nwezeaku, 2016) co-integration and causality approach 60 Nigeria
18. (Uchida et al., 2011) financial ratio analysis 40 Bangladesh
19. (Ho and Wu, 2009) data envelopment and principal component analysis 32 Taiwan
20. (Kennedy and Jacky, 2013) qualitative analysis 30 Kenya
21. (Mehmood et al., 2015) seemingly unrelated regression estimation and cobb-douglas

production function 30 Pakistan
22. (Tunay et al., 2015) demitrescu-Hurlin panel causality tests 30 Turkey
23. (M. Kamboh and E.J. Leghari, 2016) regression analysis 30 Pakistan
24. (Stoica et al., 2015) data envelopment and principal component analysis 24 Romania
25. (Van et al., 2015) regression analysis 20 Vietnam
26. (Ceylan and Emre, 2011) regression analysis 18 Turkey
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27. (Mohammad and Saad, 2011) regression analysis 15 Jordan
28. (Ceylan et al., 2008) regression analysis for bank specific financial variables 14 Turkey
29. (Siddik et al., 2016) regression analysis 13 Bangladesh
30. (Muhammad et al., 2013) regression analysis 11 NIgeria
31. (Georgia and Christos, 2013) regression analysis 11 Greece
32. (Lavinia, 2014) regression analysis 11 Romania
33. (Georgia and Christos, 2015) data envelopment and regression analysis 11 Greece
34. (Wu and Dash Wu, 2010) data envelopment and principal component analysis 10 USA

& UK
35. (Majid and Mohammad, 2013) regression analysis 8 India
36. (Al-Hawari and Ward, 2006) effect of service quality on bank profitability: structural

equation modeling 4 Australia
37. (Abaenewe et al., 2013) financial ratio analysis 4 Nigeria
38. (S˜org and Lu¡st¡sik, 2006) activity-based-costing (ABC) 1 Estonia
39. (D. Karimzadeh et al., 2014) regression analysis 1 Iran

To review all we gathered research techniques used to investigate the impact of different
DBS on the bank performance. In our literature review (39 articles) we could find eight different
mathematical,financial, econometric, and operation research techniques. Most of the studies
(70%)combined financial ratios and regression analysis followed by (13%) data envelopment
and principalcomponent analysis. In addition, As reveals, few authors
(e.g (S˜org and Lu¡st¡sik,2006),(Del Giudice et al., 2016),(Mehmood et al., 2015),(Lin et al., 2011),)
used one specific techniquewhich is not used by any other author in the entire sample of review.

List of techniques used:

No Methodology /technique used Number of articles 
1 Financial ratio, percentage change (income and balance sheet) and 

Regression Analysis 
27 

2 Data envelopment and principal component analysis 5 
3 Structural equation modelling 2 
4 Co-integration and causality approach 2 
5 Activity-based-costing (ABC) 1 
6 Propensity-score matching and difference-in-differences methods 1 
7 Cobb-Douglas production function 1 
8 Classification analysis method 1 

 

RESULT
Most studies are empirical in nature which is understandable from the title of article

whereintopic financial performance is reviewed in the literature. 97% of the selected articles in
this reviewused the quantitative technique(s) while only one study (Kennedy and Jacky, 2013)
was foundqualitative in nature. Of 39 selected articles 60% were published by
top-ranked publishers likeElsevier, Emerald, Inderscience, Taylor & Francis, Wiley, and Springer.
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Further, the Elsevier publishedthe most articles (8, 21%) followed by Emerald
(6, 6%).

The studies applied different financial, econometric, mathematicaland operation research
techniquesto investigate the impact of different DBS on the bank performance. Regression analysis
isthe most popular estimating technique which is used in more than 60% studies. Interestingly
all thestudies were performed in the banking sector including community and primarily internet
banks.The research articles used the number of banks or their branches as sample size.

RESEARCH GAP
Most of the studies included in this literature review are of quantitative in nature. However,

ithas been observed that data pertaining to the digital channels used as DBS is either very limitedor
not empirical in nature. Although financial data indicating the performance of the companyis
available easily, however, secondary data for digital payment channels were non-existent in
theearly stage of emerging DBS. But nowadays availability of resources increased
significantly.Hence to improve the quality and applicability of their studies, researchers are
expectedto use better quality data to validate their research.

The branchless banking e.g M–Pesa, Easypaisa, G-Cash, Ready-cash etc (in developing)
and Paypal, skrill, Paysafecard and Neteller etc (in developed countries), are serving the masses
andnow a major competitor for traditional banking model. In developing countries, such services
arebeing provided by mobile service providers while in developed by nonbank companies. The
futureresearch to investigate the role of such services in the profitability and performance of
mobile serviceproviders’ companies could be interesting and the comparison of branchless
banking in developedand developing countries can extend understanding for adoption, efficiency,
performance and trust.

Conclusion

The combination of higher spendingpower and a freer adaption oftechnological adoption
mean thatbanks and other financial institutionshave an entire market ofwilling and able customers
to offerbetter financial products/servicesat lower costs. The fact thatunbanked population in
Indiahalved from 577 million to 233million speaks volume about theadvancement of financial
inclusionefforts. Technology is the biggestenabler and equalizer today. As weconnect one-on-
one in real time, ithas created massive new flows oftrade for markets that wereunderserved or
overlooked. Cellphone subscription in India hascrossed one billion.

This paper systemically reviewed the existing amount of literature investigating the impact
of DBS on bank performance. Overall the research conducted on DBS and bank’s performance is
promising.It is understandable that data availability remained a big challenge dueto privacy
issues but a collaborative effort from academicians and practitioners could overcome it in future.
The regular development of technology and intricacy of products call for additionalresearch.
There are still several areas related to DBS and bank performance that require deeperattention
in future. We suppose that this literature review and our identified future research areaswill
provide functional guidance for the research community interested in DBS.
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8
Role of Job Satisfaction of Teachers in

Emerging Education Scenario
Rajeev Kumar Bhardwaj*

ABSTRACT
Education is a constructive and life long process which drags a child from illiteracy, darkness, poverty
and misery and leads him to the pool of growth, prosperity and happiness by developing his /her personality
in all respects i.e. physical, mental, social, emotional & spiritual. It is a lifelong process that starts from
at birth of the child and continues till death. An educational institution is a miniature of the society as it
has students of all caste, race, religion and gender. It means by serving students, a teacher is also serving
a society and a nation too. Swami Vivekananda had emphasised that to give the best to students is the
utmost responsibility of a teacher. It is the prime responsibility of a teacher to inculcate the students in
such a manner that after delivering the content the teacher must have the feeling of Satisfaction. A
teacher who is satisfied with his/her job can give his/her best to his students. Teachers with high level of
Job Satisfaction can achieve their goals i.e. they are able to bring desirable changes in in students behaviour
and their outcomes. Teachers who have high levels of job satisfaction can motivate their students to
achieve the goals. In olden days teaching profession was considered as one of the most comfortable job
with high level of Job Satisfaction. Now gone are those days, as teaching profession has become very
challenging gradually. In present education scenario only those teachers can survive who have the ability
to draw satisfaction from their job.
Keywords: Job Satisfaction, Job Dissatisfaction, Efficiency and Effectiveness, Motivator, Hierarchy of
Needs.

Introduction

In 1954 Abraham Maslow propounded ‘Need hierarchy theory of Motivation’. His theory
is based on human needs. Derive to fulfil those needs works as motivation. Thus Job Satisfaction
has its relevance for motivation and boosting up the morale of employees of an organisation.
Most of the researches or articles which are associated with job satisfaction are focused on job
satisfaction of the employees other than employees of educational institutions i.e. teachers. Since
the investigators himself is a teacher so investigator decided to work out how Job Satisfaction
motivates the teachers and how does it boosts up their morale. Further an attempt has been
made to find how Job Satisfaction could enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of teachers to
survive in modern education scenario.
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OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
(a) First objective of the study is to ascertain the role of Job Satisfaction in emerging education

scenario i.e. how it could be useful for teachers in modern education era.
(b) Other objective of study is to explore how efficiency and effectiveness of teachers could

be enhanced to be successful in this challenging modern educational era.

RATIONALE OF THE STUDY
Now a day’s it is difficult for teachers to remain happy, efficient and effective in demanding

work environments unless they learn the skill of drawing Job Satisfaction. Gone are those days
when teaching profession was relaxed and comfortable. In the early phase of this ongoing paper
it was observed that most of the researches which are associated with Job Satisfaction are
concentrated on the professions other than teaching. Thus it was felt that the endeavours of
investigators should be focused on teachers. Abraham Maslow propounded the the five levels
need hierarchy theory in 1954, thereafter Hertzberg popularised the two factor theory of
motivation. Since there after numerous papers, articles and thesis have been published on Job
Satisfaction. But still there is need to work out the Job Satisfaction of teachers. There are many
unexplored area of teachers which are associated Job Satisfaction. When unexposed factors will
be exposed it might be useful for fostering efficiency and effectiveness of teachers. Those factors
when summarised will serve as the key components for higher Job Satisfaction.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The term Job Satisfaction finds its roots in the theory of “Hierarchy of Needs” propounded

by Abraham Maslow in (1954), modern motivation theory X and theory presented by Professor
McGregor’s(1959) and two-factor or Hygiene theory formulated Hertzberg (1959). Based on
above cited theories, Job Satisfaction has been approached by researchers from the perspective
of need fulfilment. Above cited theory provides a solid platform for researcher to work on Job
Satisfaction. As it has been mentioned earlier that majority of researches done on Job Satisfaction,
are concentrated on the job rather than “Job Satisfaction” of teachers. Thus investigator has
formulated the problems to work out job satisfaction of teachers to enhance their efficiency and
effectiveness in dynamic and emerging education scenario.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study is based upon analytical descriptive methodology of research and the appropriate

secondary data which has been retrieved from various Books, Newspapers, Research Article,
Hard-cover Journal and On-line Journals. On-Line journals were searched on “Sodh Ganga”
and “Google Scholar. Analysis and conclusion the ongoing article will provide a smooth base
for next primary data based detailed study on Job Satisfaction of teachers.

LITERATURE REVIEW
 The investigator has made endeavours to explore that what are the different views and

opinion of different authors regarding Job Satisfaction. Gists of all of them are put in chronological
order for sake of convenience.
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Hoppock (1935), the term “Job Satisfaction” was brought to limelight by him as a
psychological and physiological construct. “According to him Job Satisfaction is combination of
psychological, physiological and environmental factors that make a person to admit that he is
happy with his job”. It has been also defined as as the ‘end of state feeling’. It is an important
factor of morale and motivation.

Abraham Maslow (1954), According to him human’s needs are five types and a rational
man works till his needs are satisfied. When one level of needs is satisfied it is no longer motivator.
There after a human being works for next levels. He divided human needs in five categories
ranging from basic needs to Self-Actualisation needs. He defined such set as the “Need of
hierarchy”. It is based on such assumption that satisfied human need is no more motivator for
an individual. Maslow said that human needs are satisfied in a specified order that is from first
need to last level of needs. As per hierarchy a rational human being first of all works for basic
need i.e. food, cloth and shelter. Once this basic need is satisfied an individual moves to next
level i.e. safety needs. Safety needs includes physical safety viz. safety against illness and old
age. Further it includes job security and other monetary benefits such as pensions and old age
benefits. It also includes the safety of property. Once the second level of an individual of needs
is fulfilled thereafter an individual moves to third hierarchy of human needs. Next level of need
is social needs. It is also known as affiliation or belongingness needs. Since human is a social
animals so affiliation, love, friendship or sense of family relationship. After fulfilling the safety
needs it is no longer works as motivator, so forth level works as motivator and fourth level is
Esteem Needs. Esteem needs includes self-respect, respect from others, autonomy, praise and
recognition. Praise and rewards work as strong motivators for higher level of motivation. In fact
at higher level of employment non-financial motivators are more important rather than financial
motivators. Last level in hierarchy is self-actualisation needs i.e. growth and self-fulfilment. It
refers to the wish or need or drive to become what a person could be. So self-actualisation is last
level of
human needs. Thus five level hierarchy needs theory explain how an individual work towards
the achievement of his goal. So it is clear that an individual moves from low level to
higher level.

McGregor (1957 and 1960) has presented two opposite sets of human psychology. First set
is called as “Theory X” and “Theory Y”. Theory X explains regarding the nature of human
beings regarding the work and his origination while the opposite set that is theory Y explains
regarding the organisation and work environment. Theory X assumes that typical individual
dislikes the work so needs to be motivated to work. Further employees are reluctant to change
so again motivation is needed for inducement of changes. While theory Y is opposite to theory
X, as it states that management is mainly responsible for motivation and production in
organisation. Motivation is the key of success. In the Indian context it may be stated that theory
X is widely acceptable. According to him when some conditions are present, boost up the
motivation of the employees and are called as motivational factors or satisfiers. But if those
conditions are not available they will not cause dissatisfaction.

Porters and Lawler (1975) defines satisfaction as “Satisfaction is an attitude, internal cognitive
states, which is derived from the extent to which rewards are given. If actual rewards exceed or
meet the perceived equitable rewards, the individuals will be satisfied”.

Locke (1976) stated that “Job Satisfaction is based on the experience of the workers which
in turn is connected with worker’s needs, expectation and their job benefits”

Role of Job Satisfaction of Teachers in Emerging Education Scenario
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Milkovich & Boudreau (1988) stated that Job satisfaction is a delightful and positive response
of an individual or employee or worker for his or her professional and occupational experience.

Argyle (1989) found that in the last two decades, Job Satisfaction has been the target of
several research studies. He is of strong belief that Job Satisfaction is a powerful predictor of
general wellbeing of an individual in the job setting.

Locke and Latham (1990) reaffirmed that “Job Satisfaction is a mental state which causes a
lot of fulfilment the worker acquires from his job and his job experience”.

Igbaria and Guimaraes (1993), “Job Satisfaction can be explained as the contentment the
employee obtains from the job or job experience”. It was affirmed again that the “Job Satisfaction
is achieved if the attributes of the job yield with the employee’s expectations. This is because it
consists of the employee’s expectations from the job with the rewards the job provides”.

Shann (1998)stated that teacher JS is considered as “a predictor of teacher retention, a
determinant of teacher commitment and a contributor to teacher effectiveness” which leads to
the teacher’s performance enhancement and eventually the ability to have a positive effect on
the students’ final performance Many teachers are believed to choose teaching as an occupation
since they merit the innate rewards which they get and since they feel the pleasure of the emotional
and personal advantages of the job itself, including personal improvement and a sense of success

Corsini (1999) has defined Job Satisfaction as “the attitude of an employee towards a job,
sometimes expressed as a hedonic response of liking or disliking the work itself, the rewards
pay, promotions, recognition or working conditions, benefits”.

Syptak, Marslandand and Ulmer (1999) proposed this definition for Job Satisfaction as
“peoples’ affective relation to their work role, and a function of the perceived relationship between
what they wanted from the job, and what they perceived it was offering”.

Mayer, Salovey & Caruso (2000). They found that Emotional Intelligence and Job Satisfaction
are inter related. Knowledge of interpersonal feelings can aid in the management of negative
senses and emotions; therefore, the person will enjoy a better performance in his/her profession.
Better performance will also create a basis for JS. EI can be intimately linked to JS and job success
since as it was explained earlier, EI is concerned with understanding other people

Robbins (2000) conceptualised that “Job Satisfaction is the overall attitude towards or the
outlook about the job performed”.

Saavedraand & Kwun, (2000) found that Job Satisfaction is derived by two types of factors
viz. situational and personal factors. “Situational factors comprise job associated conditions such
as payment, chance for promotion, working situations, and job characteristics like task identity,
task significance, skill variety, autonomy, and feedback. Personal factors consist of personality
nature, features, self-respect, drives, and feelings”.

Iwanicki (2001) stated that most of the teachers choose this profession since they want to
help others and look for the chance to improve personally and develop the public services. To
put it differently, the utmost reason for this common enthusiasm among teachers is their
competency to cause positive differences in young people’s lives. What we can conclude from
the above-cited discussions on EI and JS is that teachers are not only influenced by outer factors
but also by inner factors like feelings and personality characteristics. Emotional or affective
intelligence is one of these personality traits.

Rowden (2002) found in his study that high “Job Satisfaction is followed by developed
work function regarding quantity and quality since the features of the job suits the anticipations
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of the employee”. Job Satisfaction not only affects work productivity of employees but also
influences work effort, the quality of the working condition, staff turnover and retention of
employees, wages and salary level, transfer and promotion system within an organisation.

Spector (2003) has stated “Job satisfaction is the feeling of employees regarding their work,
which may be positive or vice-versa. Positive feeling of employees regarding their job enhances
their motivation and morale”.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
 After going through the statements of various authors it was observed that individual

authors have tried to define Job Satisfaction in their own context. A common definition may be
drawn as follows

“Job Satisfaction is state of mind of an employee regarding his or her job and is a type of
attitude which may be either positive or negative. It reflects how an individual feels about his or
job. If a person feels and holds favourable and positive feeling about the job it reflects job
satisfaction and vice-versa. It means when an individual holds negative and unfavourable feelings
about the job it reflects dissatisfaction.

Findings

Review of literatures of similar articles and research papers helped to quote following
features of Job Satisfaction:-

I. Job Satisfaction is type of human attitude which may be in form of evaluative statement.
II. It is a state of mind that is Job Satisfaction reflects mental position of an employee of an

organisation.
III.  It is a cluster of feeling i.e. an employee expresses his /her manifold feeling in terms of

Job Satisfaction.
IV. If the employee has high level of Job Satisfaction then he will have favourable and

positive attitude towards his job and organisation.
V. If the employee has low level of Job Satisfaction or dissatisfaction then he will have

unfavourable and negative attitude towards his job and organisation or may have
moderate feeling as the case may be.

VI. Positive attitude includes high motivation and morale, higher output, efficiency and
effectiveness, happiness, pleasure, freedom, self-respect, and less-absenteeism.

VII. Negative attitude includes low motivation and morale, poor output, poor efficiency
and effeteness, dullness, tension, restricted and more absenteeism.

VIII. Job Satisfaction is variable attribute as the same working conditions and environment
may not provide same level of Job Satisfaction in case of two employees of same levels.

IX. It is easy to retain an employee who has more Job Satisfaction as satisfied employee has
the feeling of loyalty towards his / her organisation.

X. Job Satisfaction is directly associated with the experience of employees, expectations
and benefits derived from the job. Job Satisfaction is directly associated with the hierarchy
of needs propounded Abraham Maslow.

Role of Job Satisfaction of Teachers in Emerging Education Scenario
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Implications of Job Satisfaction of Teachers in Emerging Education Scenario

As it has been quoted above that gone are those days when teaching profession was
considered as most relaxing and comfortable job. Various education commissions, policies and
recommendations have put a tremendous pressure on teachers. Before discussing the implications
of Job Satisfaction we should know the classification of teachers. Teachers can be classified as
follows:-

(A) Primary Teachers or Elementary Teachers
(B) Middle School Teachers
(C) Secondary and Senior Secondary school teachers
(D) Higher Education teachers

Since the teachers of different levels have to teach the students of different standards so it
is oblivious that they need different levels of Job Satisfaction. But the fact cannot be denied that
in present scenario teachers need to be satisfied if they want to survive in their profession. Day
by day teaching professions is becoming more challenging job, so Job Satisfaction is one the key
to become a successful teacher in complex and modern emerging education scenario.

Job Satisfaction can be useful for the teachers in complex and modern emerging education
scenario as follows:-

1. Teachers are deemed as the builders of a nation, so JS of teachers will keep their morale
and motivation higher, in turn it will shape the future of India in class rooms.

2. In 1966 Education commission emphasized the role of teachers. It was stated that success
of education process of our country depends upon the quality, competence and character
of teachers. So unless teachers are happy and satisfied such objective of education
commission can’t be attained.

3. Teachers are given the responsibilities of unfolding the personality of young children,
communicating knowledge in specific subjects and assisting the students to grow their
full stature. For such purpose teachers need various attribute for it and job satisfaction
is one of them.

4. A teacher not only inculcates and instructs the students but also inspire the students.
They have to ignite the minds of their students. Thus before inspiring the students a
teacher is assumed to inspire himself first. A teacher who has the higher level of Job
Satisfaction will definitely inspire his/her students.

5. Teachers are deemed as friend, parents, philosopher, guide, mentors and leaders of
their students. It is very difficult for a teacher to play such a vivid and contrasted role
unless they find themselves happy and satisfied.

6. Teacher plays a very important role of Group leader. Students follow a teacher as the
leader of their class. Teacher paves the path of development for his students as a group
leader. Job Satisfaction and leadership qualities are closely associated, so higher level of
Job Satisfaction will make them a dynamic group leader.

7. A teacher is also parent surrogate of his/her students i.e. he is next to parents. On
average a student stays in educational institution for six to seven hours, so Job Satisfaction
will help a teacher to deal the students with care and love.
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Limitations and Scope for Further Research

The present study is based on secondary data which elaborates the role of Job Satisfaction
of Teachers about emerging education scenario. More studies can be done on other similar
constructs like Emotional Intelligence, self-efficacy and Teacher’s Effectiveness. So further studies
may be conduct on different psychological construct using primary data
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9
Impact of Social Media Advertising on Millennials

Buying Behaviour
Taanika Arora* & Dr. Arvind Kumar**

Introduction

Social media is defined as all web-based applications “that build on the ideological and
technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated
Content” (Kaplan and Haenlein 2010). According to Social Media Statistics there are 3.5 billion
users on internet and out them 3.03 billion are active on social media. (Kit Smith, 2017). Seeing
the power and unprecedented growth of social media , companies have included it as one of
their biggest advertising channel and allocating their big proportion of advertising budget on
social media channels . (Okazaki and Taylor 2013; Saxena and Khanna 2013, Johannes Knoll
2015)

This form of media ‘‘describes a variety of new sources of online information that are
created, initiated, circulated and used by consumers intent on educating each other about
products, brands, services, personalities, and issues’’ (Blackshaw&Nazzaro, 2004,).

Social networking is not new to people, it has always been as a part of human nature to
interact, maintain relationships with one another and to advice, voice out their opinions about
commercial content. (Uitz, 2012). So with the advent of internet which has given rise to social
media platforms, these interactions have reached up new heights. Clients are adopting an
increasing number of lively roles in co-creating advertising content  with companies and their
respective brands. In turn, corporations and companies are looking to on line social advertising
packages and campaigns that allows you to attain purchasers where they ‘stay’ on-line. in the
new social media-driven business version described by consumer connectivity and interactivity,
content material is going hand in hand with technology, generating far-achieving results for the
way marketers have an impact on present day and potential customers. ( Hanna 2011).

The study involves studying the influence of social media advertisements on Millennials
buying behaviour of smartphones. Millennials also known as Generation y have grown up in
an environment where they have been bombarded with advertisements, so its becomes
immensely important to understand their attitude and purchase behaviour. Individuals from
the Millennial Generation (‘recent college grads’) are firmly joined with their cell phones and
engaged in web-based social networking. They often post pictures and tweet about the items
they like and purchase. Therefore, settled buyer brands unfit to ace the utilization of Twitter
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and other online networking are probably going to lose their capacity to communicate with
this age. (Sashittal, 2015)

The Online purchase behaviour has characteristics like the accessibility of massive volume
of information, lower search costs, openness to different types of competitors. (Daniel and Klimis,
1999) which has significantly changed the consumer buying decision process. People can access
any product related information at any time through the different sites of internet, can compare
various retailers, read various reviews given by experts on different products. So the internet
purchase behaviour is quite different from a traditional one. What has enhanced the difference
in the online and offline purchase behaviour is the power of social media. The power of electronic
word of mouth spread through social media sites has a significant impact on Millennials purchase
decision.

Literature Review

According to Kaplan and Haenlein (2010), “social media could be viewed as a group of
applications powered on the internet and built on ideas similar to the foundations of Web 2.0
technology which allows the generation and interchange of information or other content generated
by the users of such media”.

Social media, such as fb, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, WhatsApp, Instagram, Tumblr,
Pinterest, WeChat and Google , permit young users to create customized on-line pages, speak
and engage with friends, in addition to exchange content material that they have created
themselves (user-generated content) and/or statistics from different brand-associated assets
(Matthee, 2011; Statista, 2015, Duffett 2017) The main motives of on-line advertising
communication commonly include generating brand awareness; generating consumer demand;
imparting information; activating trafûc building relationships; fostering two-way connection ;
rendering customer service; manifesting brand loyalty; creating word of mouth; generating leads
and expanding sales. (Thomas, 2011; Stokes, 2013)

The different forms of social media include: -
 Social networking Sites: The use of Web sites and programs to communicate informally

with others, discover humans, and share common pursuits. . Examples: 
Facebook, Google+, and LinkedIn

 Microblogging: Posting of very brief entries or updates on a social networking web site
permits customers to enrol in different users’ content material, transmit direct messages,
and respond publicly permits customers to create and share hashtags to share content
material on similar topics, Examples: Twitter and Tumblr

 Photo Sharing: Publishing a person’s virtual photographs, permitting the person to
share images with others either publicly or privately. Examples: Instagram, Flickr,
Snapchat and Pinterest

 Video Sharing: Publishing a person’s virtual videos, permitting the person to share
images with others either publicly or privately. Examples: YouTube, Vimeo,
and Periscope

Kaplan and Haenlein (2010 )segregated social media into several dimensions which include:
blogs (individual/community), collaborative project sites, virtual worlds (social/game) and social
networking sites( Facebook). Social Media is a hybrid element of the promotion mix since directly
it enables companies to interact with their clients, while indirectly it enables customers to engage
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with one another. Social Media being a hybrid element of the promotional mix, should be
considered as an indispensable part of the company’s Integrated Marketing Communication
(IMC). (W. Glynn Mangold and David J. Faulds ,2009)

Nowadays purchaser on line is a commentator, reviewer and publisher, all 
the companies should stop speaking and begin taking note of how they are perceived  on-line.
Listening is just the beginning, after listening, actively taking part in the  discussions with
the clients and engaging them is vital. This engagement with  the consumers on line might be the
key manner for building long-term advocates of the  brand, who no longer simply buy their
merchandise however additionally suggest them on and offline. (Tom Smith ,2010). Social
networking sites and multimedia sharing sites such as Facebook, twitter, blogs and wikis,
YouTube and Flickr, have massively diversified the communication process. Apart from the
traditional advertising channels web sites are used as important platforms for advertising since
they massive information can be given to sell their products. Apart from the websites social
networks are known as tools that enriches the connectivity, they are one of the most vital
advertising method due to the power of E WOM. (Hayta, A. B, 2013)

Consumers, believe that the reviews and opinions of the others are more credible than the
advertising message and content of companies (Akar 2010). There are several studies, like
Universal McCann (2008), MENG (2009), Awareness (2008a, 2008b), and Barnes and Mattson
(2009), DEI Worldwide (2008) about the viewpoints and perception of consumers toward social
media marketing. Results of various study concludes that consumers who are users or visitors
of social media sites make better buying decisions in contrast to those who are not using them.

ErkanAkar&BirolTopçu (2011) indicate that the attitude of women toward social media
and toward shopping online for products on social media sites are more favourable than men’s
which is in contrast with the study done by Cha 2009 and Lewis 2010 as they reported that no
statistical significance was found between women and attitude toward shopping for products
on social media sites. User generated product reviews, photographs, tweets, likes, tags serve as
an important source of information when it comes to choosing a product online.
(Ghose,Ipeirotis,andLi2009)

Cha (2009, 80) indicated that ‘‘the more familiar people are with a medium, because of
their frequent use of it, the more favourably they feel toward that medium.’’ ’ Monroe (1976)
mentioned that ‘‘the greater the amount of experience a buyer has with a particular brand, the
more information he possesses about the brand.’’ Aldridge, Forcht, and Pierson (1997) stated
that as consumers start feeling familiar with the brand the comfort level of usersincreases, they
tend to spend more time than others on the Internet and tend to purchase products online more.
Hoffman, Novak, and Peralta (1999) found that ‘‘the more experience one acquires online, the
less important are the functional barriers to online shopping.’’ Trust is one of the vital things
when it comes to buying products online (Cheung et al. 2009). Heijden ,2003 quoted that perceived
risk ‘‘negatively influence[s] an unfavourable attitude towards online purchasing, but [does]
not positively influence a favourable attitude towards online purchasing’’

Research Methodology
The survey method was employed for obtaining primary data from 300 respondents through

a structured questionnaire who actively use social media platforms on using convenience
sampling, from Millennials residing in NCR.

Millennial are the principal users of on-line virtual programs including Social networking

Impact of Social Media Advertising on Millennials Buying Behaviour
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websites (Du Chenne, 2011; Smith, 2012); (Bolton, 2013); (Wronski and Goldstruck, 2013). The
data were recorded and analysed via statistical software SPSS (version 21). Although, all of the
questionnaires were first meticulously weighed in terms of accuracy and completeness to establish
whether they should be incorporated in the statistical analysis The data collected was analysed
with the help of various statistical tools like frequency distribution, percentage analysis, mean
scores and chi square analysis. Chi square analysis has been used

Research Objectives
1. To identify the motives for online Consumer’s Social Media usage.
2. To ascertain the attitude towards Social Media Advertising.
3. To analyse the relationship between users of social media sites and effectiveness of

Social Media Advertising

Hypothesis Formation
For finding out the association between users of social media sites and impact of Social

Media Advertising following hypothesis have been formed:
H01: There is no association between Facebook users and effectiveness of Facebook

Advertising.
H02: There is no association between Twitter users and effectiveness of Twitter Advertising.
H03: There is no association between YouTube users and effectiveness of YouTube

Advertising.
H04: There is no association between Instagram users and effectiveness of Instagram

Advertising.

Results and Discussion

Demographic Analysis

Demographic Variables Subcategory Frequency Percent 
Male 130 43.3 Gender Female 170 56.7 
18-24 240 80 
25-30 37 12.3 
31-35 11 3.7 Age Group 

35+ 12 4.0 
Undergraduate 183 61 
Graduate 66 22 
Postgraduate 44 14.7 

Educational Qualifications 

Ph.D. 7 2.3 
Student 236 78.67 
Service 58 19.33 Occupation 
Self Employed 6 2 
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As per shown in table demographics of respondents were classified according to their
gender, education, age and Occupation. Out of total respondents 43.3% are male & 56.7% are
female. Majority of respondents are undergraduate (61%), 22% respondents are graduates, 14.7%
are graduates and rest are Ph.D. Majority of the respondents are from 18-24 group (80%).

Analysis for Identifying the Motives for Millennials Online Social Media
Usage

Table 1. Time Spent on the Internet per day by Millennials 
Hours Number Number Percent 

Less than 15 Minutes 08 2.67 
15- 45 Minutes 82 27.33 
45 Mins-1.5 hours 95 31.67 
More than 2 hours 115 38.33 
Total 300 100 

The findings revealed that 38.33% the Millennials use the internet more than 2 hours a day,
then 31.67% use the internet between 45 Mins-1.5 hours, 27.33% between 15- 45 Minutes while
2.67% use internet for less 15 minutes in a day.

Table 2. Preference of Social Networking Sites 
Social Networking Sites Percent 
Facebook 30.3 
Twitter 8.0 
LinkedIn 9.2 
Instagram 26.1 
YouTube 26.5 
Total 100 

The findings revealed out that the most preferred social networking site is Facebook with
30.3% followed by YouTube (26.5)%, Instagram (26.1)% and least preferred is
Twitter (8%)

Table 3. Reasons for usage of Social Networking Sites 
Social Networking Sites Percent 
Networking 23.9 
Reading posts related to the preferred brands 22 
Keep in touch with family and friends 22.9 
Deals and Promotions 4.4 
Entertainment 6.5 
Watch Videos and Photos of different products 20.2 

The above table shows that predominant reasons for using social media sites by Millennials
is Networking (23.9%), followed by keeping in touch with family and friends (22.9%) and reading
posts related to the preferred brands (22%).
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Table 4. Number of Millennials Who Follow  
Brands on Social Networking Sites 

Follow Product brands Number Percent 
Yes 182 60.7 
No 118 39.3 
Total 300 100 

The above table shows that 60.7 % millennials follow brands on social media sites networking
site, whereas 39.3 % do not follow brands on social media sites

Table 5. Purchase Decision of Millennials Who Bought  
a Smartphone After Seeing it on Social Media 

Bought a Product Number Percent 
Yes 101 33.6 
No 137 45.7 
May be 62 20.7 
Total 200 100 

The above table shows that 33.6 % millennials buy a product after seeing it on a social
networking site, whereas 45.7 % do not agree to buy a product after seeing it on a social networking
site and 20.7 % are not sure of buying it due to social networking site.

Analysis for Understanding Consumer Buying Behaviour
Table 6. Sources of Information Used for Getting  

Information on Smartphone Brands 
Social Networking Sites Percent 
Company Website 24.2 
Social Networking Page 21.9 
Information from the internet (e.g. user reviews, blogs, forums) 21.4 
Information from mass media (e.g. TV, radio, magazine) 10.7 
Information from peers, friends or family members. 21.8 

The above tableshows different sources of information, the most prominent sources are
Company Website (24.2 %) and social networking page ( 21.9%).

Table 7. Follow Advertisements of Smartphones  
on Mass Media Channelsby Millennials 

Followadvertisements on mass 
media channels Number Percent 

Yes 226 75.3 
No 74 24.7 

Total 300 100 

The above table shows that 75.3 % millennials follow advertisements of Smartphones on
mass media channels whereas 24.7 %millennials do not millennials follow advertisements of
Smartphones on mass media channels.
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Table 8. Preference of Mass Media Channels for   
Advertisements of Smartphones by Millennials 

Mass Media Channels Percent 
TV 25.4 
Radio 12.8 
Newspaper 33.6 
Magazine 20.2 
Other 8.0 

The above table shows the preference of mass media channels by millennials, the most
preferred channel are Newspaper(33.6%) followed by television( 25.4%).

Analysis for Measuring the Millennials Attitude Towards Social Media
Advertising

Sixteen statements were taken and measured on a five-point Likert Scale to assess the impact
of social media on millennials attitude. The response collected from the respondents were tabulated
and analysed into logical statements using percentage and mean rating evaluation. The amplitude
of consistency towards statements was denoted from 1 to 5 (five denotes the strongly agree, while,
1 is the strongly disagree). In addition following criteria is used for analysis part:-

(a) The mean score between 1.00-1.79 means Strongly Disagree
(b) The mean score between 1.79-2.59 means Disagree
(c) The mean score between 2.59-3.39 means Neutral
(d) The mean score between 3.39-4.19 means Agree
(e) The mean score between 4.19-5.00 means Strongly Agree (Motwani, Shrimali, & Agarwal,

2014)
Table 9. Showing Percentage of Respondents and Mean Score 

 Percentage of respondents 
Mean 
score 

Statements 

Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

Disagree 
 

(2) 

Neutral 
 

(3) 

Agree 
 

(4) 

Strongly 
Agree 

(5) 

Max 
 

(5) 
I like to read blogs on Internet 0 23.5 52 19 5.5 3.065 
I use social media to view online Advertisement. 4.0 18.7 33.7 33 10.7 3.265 
I use social media to catch up with all the latest news and 
updates. 

3.0 6.7 33.7 39.0 17.3 3.615 

I oftenly use Social media as it fulfils a variety of needs 3.3 6.3 25.7 47 17.7 3.620 
I believe that people who give opinions about products and 
services are experts. 

3.3 15.7 33.7 32.5 14.7 3.510 

I use social media to learn about different aspects related to my 
work. 

5.3 14.3 40.0 26 14.3 3.130 

I refer to the reviews, likes and comments before buying any 
product 

2.0 9.0 32.5 43.5 13.0 3.595 

I use social media as it is a great stress buster for me. 1.7 20 28.3 39.3 10.7 3.440 
I use social media for interacting with family and friends. 2.5 6.0 22 45 24.5 3.830 
I use social Media as it helps me in learning about the different 
activities of people associated with me 

2.5 11.0 31.0 31 24.5 3.640 

Companies which are using Social Media can effectively 
communicate with consumers 

16.5 14.5 25 29.5 14.5 3.175 

I feel social media has made our lives easier and interactive. 8.5 14 28.5 30.5 18.5 3.380 
I believe that information shared on Social Networking Sites is 
useful. 

4.5 23 37 24.5 11 3.165 
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The above table shows the attitude of millennials towards social media. The statements
which have received the highest agreement for social media are:

Use it to catch up with all the latest news and updates, social media helps to fulfil a variety
of needs, it fulfils a variety of needs, learning about the different activities of people associated,
used for referring reviews, likes and comments before buying any product, believe that people
who give opinions about products and services are experts, helps in interacting with family and
friends and it is a great stress buster for me

Analysis for Finding the Impact of Social Media Advertisement Through
Different Social Networking and Media Sharing Sites

The consumer attitude (Dependent variable) is measured by 4 statements to measure the
effectiveness of Social Media Advertising. in this paper which are. Each statement is tested on a
significant value of 0.05 and Chi Square analysis has been performed on the basis of usage of
Social Media Sites (Independent Variables). It has also been used to test the hypothesis. The
significance value of either higher or lower than 0.05 is used as either to accept to reject the
hypothesis. The result chi square analysis are given in the table. The statements which shows a
statistical difference that is its significant value is less than 0.05 on the basis of usage of Social
Media Sites, have been marked bold, which implies that in lieu of the statement we fail to accept
the null hypothesis and there is a relationship between usage of social media site and effectiveness
of social media advertising.

Table 9. Association between Social Media Users and Social Media Advertising 

Social Sites 

Positive reactions/feelings 
towards advertisements of 
Smartphones displayed on 

it 

Visual and slogans of 
the advertisements of 

Smartphones displayed 
are memorable 

Appealing 
advertisements of 

Smartphones on social 
networking sites 

Trust the advertisements 
of Smartphones 

displayed on social 
networking sites 

 Chi Square Value Chi Square Value Chi Square Value Chi Square Value 
Facebook 5.547 0.019 8.282 0.004 2.828 0.93 6.850 0.009 
Twitter 4.409 0.036 .678 .410 .458 .498 5.491 0.019 
Instagram 5.606 .018 10.409 0.005 5.676 0.017 21.235 0.000 
YouTube 7.091 0.008 6.132 0.013 2.839 0.092 6.753 0.009 

 
After computation of the above statements related to effectiveness of social

media advertising o, these statements were then combined and a Scale score was formed to
accept or reject the null hypothesis. The following hypothesis were formed to find out the
relationship

H01: There is no association between Facebook users and effectiveness of Facebook
Advertising.

H02: There is no association between Twitter users and effectiveness of Twitter Advertising.
H03: There is no association between YouTube users and effectiveness of YouTube

Advertising.
H04: There is no association between Instagram users and effectiveness of Instagram

Advertising.
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Table 10. Chi Square test statistic 
 Chi Square value Significance level Decision 
Facebook 16.382 0.012 Reject the Null Hypothesis 
Twitter .783 .941 Accept the Null Hypothesis 
Instagram 14.897 0.011 Reject the Null Hypothesis 
YouTube 11.967 0.018 Reject the Null Hypothesis 

The above table shows that there is a significant association or relation ship between
Facebook users and Facebook Advertising, between YouTube users and YouTube Advertising,
between Instagram users and Instagram Advertising but no such evidence is found out to reveal
any association between Twitter users and Twitter advertising.

Conclusions and Implications

“Traditional marketing is not dying – it’s dead!” (Zyman, 1999).
Social media can be installed anywhere with a web connection, and it should be treated by

entrepreneurs, advertisers, and content material creators as a fundamental element oftheir
communications due to the fact that social media impacts all elements of the internet and
transforms the position of internet in people’s lives. (Universal McCann 2008).

Nowadays, consumers acquire a new position with social media. they are becoming ‘‘content
material creators’’ and, as a result, useful customers rather than simply consuming, as in the
past. (ErkanAkar&BirolTopçu ,2011).

The findings of the study can be summarised as below:
There is a high percentage of young people (18-24), who use social media and buy online

from different social media(83%). Social media sites have an extensive usage in day which came
out be to be more than 2 hours a days by 38.33 % . The most preferred Social media Platform
among the Millennials is Facebook (30.3 %), followed by YouTube (26.5%), Instagram (26.1%)
and the least preferred are LinkedIn (9.2%) and Twitter ( 8%). There are for several reasons for
using social media platforms by Millennials for but the most prominent one are to Networking
(24.6%), reading posts related to the preferred brands (22.9%) and to watching photos and videos
of the products they like.(20.2 %). To analyse the attitude of the consumers towards social media
advertising, frequency analysis was conducted which implied that they are interested in reading
blogs, in viewing advertisements of products, social media sites are a great stress buster for
them, they also use social media sites for connecting with people so as to know about their
stories, for comparison of different products, for reading people reviews and for catching up the
latest news.

In order to find out if there is any association between usage of social media sites and
effectiveness of social media advertising, chi square analysis was performed and hypothesis
were tested at a significance level of 0.05. The results showed that there is an association between
usage of Facebook, Instagram, YouTube users and effectiveness of Social Media Advertising.
The study reveals the significant impact of social media sites on Millennials buying attitudes. As
the power of internet, electronic word of mouth , and online communities has increased manifold,
it is becoming vital for the companies to gain a major share of their presence on social media
sites. For increasing the power of social media platforms, the advertisers need to use segmented
and differentiated strategies for their target groups, as there are significant differences in attitudes
of people on the basis of demographic factors.

Impact of Social Media Advertising on Millennials Buying Behaviour
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10
 E-Pricing and Online Shopping Behavior in India

Shipra Mishra* & Gargi**

ABSTRACT
In the present digitalization world each and every things are now available with our single click because
Internet has exploded in India, spreading its reach further than ever before. As more and more consumers
embrace the virtual world as a safe and convenient place to shop – either on computers or using their
smartphones – one thing is for certain, e-commerce is here to stay. The Indian Institute of e-Commerce
states that by 2020, India is expected to generate $100 billion online retail revenue out of which $35
billion will be through fashion e-commerce. Online apparel sales are set to grow four times in coming
years. The Demonetization and a reduction in cash transaction in India, along with improvement of net
banking facilities, can be opportunities for the Indian e-commerce sector,in 2016, about 69 million
consumers purchased online and it records 100 million in 2017 with the rise of digital natives, better
infrastructure in terms of logistics, broadband and Internet-ready devices to fuel the demand in e-commerce.
It is expected to that at the end of 2018 Indian e-retail is touch $17.52 billion. The total retail sales is
growing at an impressive rate of 15%, registering a double digit growth figure year after year. The
Present study is based on behavior of online shopping or E-commerce in India and it also covers the trend
of e-payment systems in India. The study is based on secondary data and the data will be collected by
various secondary sources such as articles, journals, newspaper and websites.
Keywords: Digitalization, Demonetization, E-Commerce, Net-banking, e-payment.

Introduction

In a simple term online shopping is the act of purchasing product or services over the
internet. Online shopping has grown in popularity over the years, mainly because people find it
convenient and easy to bargain shop from the comfort of their home or office. The increase in
technology provides good opportunities to the seller to reach the customer in much faster, easier
and in economic way. Online shopping is emerging very fast in recent years. Now a day the
internet holds the attention of retail market. Millions and millions of people shop online. On the
other hand the purchasing of product from traditional market is continuing since years. Many
customers go for purchasing offline so as to examine the product and hold the possession of the
product just after the payment for the product. In this contemporary world customer’s loyalty
depends upon the consistent ability to deliver quality, value and satisfaction. Some go for offline
shopping, some for online and many go for both kind of shopping. Most of the companies are

* Research Scholar, Faculty of Commerce, Banaras Hindu University, U.P.
** Research Scholar, Faculty of Commerce, Banaras Hindu University, U.P.
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running their online portal to sell their product/services online. In India e-commerce is now
growing at a very high speed and it is expected to cover more than $100 billiononline retail
revenue in 2020. The online shopping depends upon factors like shopping incentive, shopping
motive, internet knowledge and so on. Online shoppers wants to gain maximum information
with minimum clicks and reach information which suits their requirement such as best brands
and best price and offers.E-Commerce also provides benefits to the channel partners. By using
E-Commerce, the dealers of the products can save on the selling expenses. Transaction cost in
between producers to ultimate consumers will reduce which they can use for expanding their
business. Mode of payment is also very much consumer friendly by many online companies
where the consumer need not use his/her debit or credit card due to the lack of trust and security.
In this case companies are allowing Cash on Delivery (COD) and deliver the product at their
doorstep. [1]

E-pricing and Online Shopping in India

In a simple term pricing is a quantitative measurement of any product and services so the
price is consideration for all types of products and services which a consumer consume for their
wants satisfaction. It is very important to pre-determine the price of any product or services. In
Online shopping or in E-commerce determination of price is the very big deal because more
than 60% of all online shopper decision is based on the price of the product. It not only depends
on the price determination but also in the price comparison because of the more option available
in e-market. A study said that more than 20% of online shoppers compare the price before
purchasing the product and services. Therefore, e-Commerce companies of all sizes from all
around the world should better gear up with their pricing operations and approach it as a group
effort, instead of just leaving it to the hands of a single department or a single employee within
the company. By applying various pricing approaches, e-Commerce companies can actually
utilize pricing both as a marketing weapon and a conversion rate optimizer. Online pricing
can be determine by the four methods-

1. Cost based pricing
2. Market oriented pricing,
3. Dynamic Pricing
4. Psychological pricing tips
These all types of pricing is based on the demand of the customer in India, cash on delivery is

the most preferred payment method, accumulating 75% of the e-retail activities.[5] Demand for
international consumer products (including long-tail items) is growing much faster than in-
country supply from authorised distributors and e-commerce offerings.

India is one of the fastest-growing e-commerce markets worldwide, with millions of new
internet users taking advantage of cheap mobile connectionsto send mobile messages, watch
online videos, use mobile services, and of course, to shop. As of 2015, only 26 percent of the local
population was using the internet; almost ten times the audience size from a decade prior.
According to recent market research, mobile phone internet user penetration in India is projected
to reach 37.36 percent of the population in 2021, representing a huge potential in terms of digital
and mobile buyer audience. Total internet audiences in India are estimated to surpass 635 million
online users in 2021. As of 2015, the majority of online users in India were male, and the same
held true for online shoppers. In India, men accounted for almost two thirds of online shopping
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audiences,despite this imbalance in online presence and digital spending, female online shoppers
are estimated to account for 42 percent of all Indian e-retail spending in 2020 up from only 20
percent of total retail e-commerce expenditure in 2015.

Literature Review

1. (Bhatt, 2014) in article entitled “Consumer Attitude towards Online Shopping in Selected
Regions of Gujarat” published in Journal of Marketing Management stated that online
shopping is gaining popularity among people specially the younger generation but in
today scenario to become equally popular among all age groups e-marketing will have
to cover a longer distance. As per study mode of payment is depended upon income of
the respondents. People from different age groups are doing online shopping regularly.
The attitude of consumers is changing with the time. In a country like India, consumers
are finding online shopping very comfortable because of many variables like cash on
delivery, customization or personalization of the websites, home delivery etc.

2. (Singh, 2014) in his article “Consumer’s Buying Behaviour towards Online Shopping A
case study of Flipkart.Com user’s in Lucknow City” published in Abhinav stated that
future of e-retailers in India looking very bright. E-retailers give consumers the best
way to save money and time through purchasing online within the range of budget.
Flipkart.com offering some of the best prices and completely hassle-free shopping
experience. The whole concept of online shopping has altered in terms of consumer’s
purchasing or buying behavior and the success of E-tailors in India is depending upon
its popularity, its branding image, and its unique policies.

3. (Kanchan, 2015) in their article “A Study of Online purchase behavior of Customers in
India” Published in ICTACT Journal on Management Studies stated that online shopping
is gaining popularity among people of young generation. Higher income groups and
educated people are purchasing more via e-retailing websites. People have hesitations
in doing online shopping due to security concerns. At the same time people are resistant
to change because of technological complexity in making online purchase. Companies
involved in online retailing should focus on building trustworthy relationship between
producers and consumer.

Scope of the Study

The present study explains the online shopping behavior in India and it also includes the
price determination or e-pricing in online shopping. The study is based on the secondary data
and for this we collect all over India data related to the online shopping. The study also covers
the problem and challenge faced by the customer at the time of doing online shopping.

Objectives of the Study

The main objectives of the study is:
1. To know the conceptual aspects of online shopping and e-pricing in India.
2. To study the growth and trends of online shopping in India.
3. To study the problem and challenges of online shopping in India.
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Research Methodology

The present study is based on secondary data and last five year data is collected and the
study also highlights the future of online banking in India and for this 2016-2022 statistic is also
explains the growth of online shopping in India. the data was collected by various secondary
sources such as newspaper, journals, article ad from various other websites.

Growth and Trends of Online Shopping in India

The retail sale over e-Commerce portals in the country touched an unprecedented high of
$5.30 billion during CY 2014, tells e-Marketer. One of the most trusted names when it comes to
providing insights about digital marketing, media and commerce, e-Marketer also expect it to
grow by 45.2% over 2015 and touch a figure of $7.60 billion. Now while that is heartening news
and augurs well for the future of online retail in India which is still in the embryonic stage, the
fine print beyond this is somewhat disturbing (Mahajan, 2015) In spite of the industry having
grown by leaps and bounds, online retails in India accounts are the less than 1% of the total
retail sales. And the trend is expected to continue in the future as well as the e-Commerce is
expected to contribute only 1.4% of the total retail sales even by 2018.The total retail sale in
India has increased from $635.25 billion in 2013 to $717.83 billion during the year which just
ended, growing at a rate of 13%. It is expected to touch $818.33 billion in 2015 registering a Y-O-
Y growth of 14.0%. By 2018, total retail volume will grow to $1,244.58 billion, growing steadily
at 14-15% annually.

Global leaders like Amazon see the country as one of the biggest opportunity windows
and continue to sell from here in spite of all odd, while also promising to step up their investment
and pump up their operations. Leading Indian players like  Flipkart  and Snapdeal have been
on a funding spree too, what with some of the biggest venture capitalists on the global front
continuing to show faith in their startups.Retail e-Commerce sales in India, on the other hand,
which were a meager $3.59 billion in 2013 grew to a somewhat better $5.30 billion in 2014, a Y-O-
Y growth of 47.6% as compared to 55.6% over the previous year. In the year 2015, total online
retail in India all set to touch $7.69 billion, growing at a rate of 45.2%. By the year 2018, e-
Commerce retail in the country is expected to grow to $17.52 billion.

Table 1. Retail online sales in India from 2016-2022 
Years 2016 2017 2018* 2019* 2020* 2021* 

Retail online sales in India 
(In Million US dollars) 

 
16073 

 
20059 

 
25076 

 
31123 

 
37979 

 
45206 

                                   Sources- The Statistics Portal 

Graph 1. Retail Online Shopping sales in India from 2016 to 2022

*Predicted value Sources. The Statistics Portal
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The above data and graph shows that online shopping grows in India and expected to
reach at 52301 Million US $ or will be double in five year i.e. 2022.In the upcoming years, e-
commerce is expected to boom in the Asian region. The number of digital buyers in Asia Pacific is
projected to pass the one billion mark for the first time in 2018, which will account for 60 percent
of all internet users in the region. In line with the regional growth, India, a fast-growing emerging
Asian market, shows optimistic projections for the e-commerce industry. Current active e-
commerce penetration in India stands only 28 percent, with lots of room for improvement -
India’s retail e-commerce CAGR is projected to reach 23 percent from 2016 to 2021. 

Close to 329.1 million people are projected to buy goods and services online in India by
2020. This means that about 70.7 percent of internet users in India will have purchased products
online by then. The majority of digital shoppers in India are male. This growth in volume of
digital buyers has a reflection on revenue as well. Retail e-commerce sales in India are forecast
to grow tremendously, with projections to jump from around 16 billion U.S. dollars in 2016 to
just over 45 billion U.S. dollars in 2021. In 2016, Amazon.in was the leading online store in India
with net e-commerce sales of 437.7 billion U.S. dollars, followed by local competitors Flipkart
and Snapdeal.

Mobile is also a profitable and promising shopping platform for the retail industry in India.
In fact, about 23 percent of Indian internet users stated that they used a mobile phone for making
a purchase in 2016. This places India as one of the leading digital markets for mobile e-commerce
penetration. About 27 percent of digital buyers in the country stated making an online purchase
via their smartphones/mobile on a monthly basis, and 24 percent stated purchasing online goods
and services weekly. About 71 percent of consumers in India also said mobile wallet is their
preferred method of digital payment. In terms of value, sales from mobile retail e-commerce are
projected to generate 63.5 billion U.S. dollars in revenue by 2020. 

Problem or Challenges of Online Shopping in India

1. Quality Issues: Quality of the product is the biggest problem while buying things online.
Electronics & other products: Sometimes sellers ship you smuggled/imported (from
south East Asia) or B-quality stuff. The problem is that though the product might be
genuine but it will not be covered under the company’s warranty. Sometimes the product
is even broken.

2. Lack of Genuine Reviews: Reviews are not always reliable and all the research can’t
assure you of a product’s quality; fraudulent sellers who intentionally mislead customers
to increase sales are the prime reason for faulty/sub-par products being sold online.
With the volume of goods e-commerce companies handle these days, it can be quite
difficult for them to conduct quality checks on each and every one of the products they’re
selling.

3. Size Issue: The issue of getting the correct size remains a serious drawback
for buying clothing and footwear online. Sizes vary from brand to brand, and since you
can’t try out the products before buying them, selecting the size is always
a gamble

4. Missing Product Information: Missing Product information is one of the major issue of
the online shopping. Sellers try to hide the actual quality of the product. Not offering
detailed product information that address the shopper’s questions about a product is a
crucial mistake. It reduces your trustworthiness between seller and buyer.
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5. Delivery and Logistics: All e-commerce sites have order tracking systems for their
customers, they aren’t always accurate. One trouble that constantly turns up while
shopping online is when the order will be delivered. While. Delivery personnel often
turn up at our homes when we’re at work or out somewhere as there’s no way to fix a
particular time slot for the delivery to take place. This same issue exists while returning
products.

6. No Delivery Services in Rural Areas: Another problem is that the vast majority of the
Indian population which lives in rural areas and Tier-III cities is unable to shop online
because not all e-commerce sites provide delivery services to their locations.

7. Shipping Delay: The main problem of online shopping is, you cannot receive the product
immediately. You have to wait until the product arrives. Sometime it is better to have
an item instantly than keep waiting for it for many days.Sometime you may face Delivery
risk. Delivery risk occurs when the seller fails to deliver the original product or delivers
a damaged (inferior/duplicate) product due to shipping problems.

8. Digital Payment Failures: Whether a customer is paying by credit/debit card, net
banking, or one of the several digital wallets that exist today, the failure of digital
payments always looms overhead while making online transactions. A faltering internet
connection or a technical glitch often results in the payable amount being debited from
a customer’s account without being credited to the selling party. And retrieving this
amount is anything but a quick process; one has to inform the site and then wait around
7-10 days before the amount is refunded to their bank accounts. But this situation is
steadily improving as the sector is focusing more on cashless transactionsand customers
are getting more informed about making payments online.

9. Additional Charges: Shipping charge is one of the main problems of shopping online.
How many times has it happened that you’ve spotted a great deal on a product and
when you’re one click away from purchasing it you noticed an additional shipping
charge? This is commonplace on all e-commerce sites when your order amount isn’t
high enough to qualify for free shipping. And even when it is, sometimes these shipping
charges are added on each individual product (if you’re buying multiple products of
course) and not the collective order. Sometime the addition of shipping charge makes
the price similar or more expensive than your nearby local store.

10. Unclear Return and Guarantee Policies: Consumers hate dealing with returns just as
much as retailers or brand manufacturers do. They refuse to buy a product online, if
they cannot capture it mentally or cannot imagine how it will look like once unpacked.
Since you have no idea of product’s quality until you hold it in your hands, returning
things bought online is quite common. Unless you’re buying from one of the established
e-commerce companies, it’s important to go through the return policy while making a
purchase. But most sites have vague return policies that can leave you with a low-
quality product and no way to return it. The same applies for guarantees, as most sites
don’t clearly mention what the policy is for a product and then refuse to carry out
replacements if you receive a damaged product.

11. Lack of Security: Cyber security, or more precisely the lack of it, is a major problem on
the internet today. E-commerce sites record important customer data like name, phone
number, address, and bank details. If these sites don’t implement stringent cyber security
measures, your data is at risk of falling into the wrong hands who can then wreak

E-Pricing and Online Shopping Behavior in India
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havoc on your bank account. Most of the big players in online shopping certainly have
the best-in-class security measures to protect their customers’ details, but the same can’t
be said about the countless smaller sites that may not have the expertise to do so.

Online shopping is far too convenient to get hindered by these problems. But if e-commerce
sites can fix these issues, they will certainly improve customer experience and hence generate
more sales.If you order something and cancel order you must have a bank account even if u took
product on cash on delivery. And some websites keep saying we refunded your amount but
they dint.

Conclusion and Suggestions

Thus from the above study it is clear that India is a fastest growing country in Internet
users, online banking and online shopping. From the above discussion, it is concluded that
future of online shopping in India looks very bright. Online shopping give customers best
alternative to save money and time. Companies Offers detail product information, easy mode of
payment, facility of comparison of price and very important completely hassle free shopping
experience. Success of online shopping depends on its popularity, its brand image and its unique
promotional policies.
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Cyber Security: The Foundation for the Digital Economy

Diljeet Kaur Varma*

Introduction

Security has been of prime concern to humans since the dawn of civilization. The ancient
Sumerian rulers were perhaps one of the first to try and build a large fortified wall in the 21st
century B.C. to keep the invading Amorites trying to attack Mesopotamia. But the more well-
known is the Great Wall of China which took hundreds of years to materialize beginning from
the third century B.C. to the 17th century A.D. The wheels of time have rolled on, and with the
rapid advances in information technology, security has been elevated to a completely new,virtual
level including high-tech “Firewalls” being built by corporates and governments worldwide to
protect their nations and the new digital avatar of their economy. The objective still remains the
same, to protect their independence and sovereignty from outside attacks.The average number
of daily cyber threats have grown from a mere 25 in 2006 to more than four lakhs by 2016
according to recent reports by International Data Corporation (IDC). The year 2017 has taken
this further, witnessing such an increase in cyberattacks that Forbes has termed it as the “Year of
the Data Breach”.

As a result of this, organizations were estimated to spend $73.7 billion on cybersecurity in
2016 as per IDC. This is expected to increase by 38% to $101.6 billion by 2020. Add to this the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) formulated by the European Union (EU) which is
to be implemented soon, i.e. from May 2018, shows that cybersecurity is gaining momentum.

Cyber security consists of technologies, processes and controls that aim to protect systems,
networks and data from cyberattacks.The risks involved could be related to security, privacy,
fraud, theft, deception, disruption in service etc. Further, accordingto Levy & Stone (2005), ID
theft covers five major areas: credit card fraud, phone or utilities fraud, bank fraud, employment-
related fraud, government documents/benefits fraud and loan fraud.

The cyberattacks could be in various forms for example, Denial-of-service attacks, viruses,
Trojan horses, phishing, spoofing, sniffing, spamming.To counter these varied risks, a
cybersecurity system targets the following three basic goals, according to Joseph (2010):

1. Integrity of the data
2. Confidentiality of the data
3. Availability of the data to the users
These goals together provide a roadmap for fighting cybercrime in the digital economy.

* Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar College, University of Delhi.
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Emergence of the Digital Economy

According to Deloitte, “Digital economy is the economic activity that results from billions
of everyday online connections among people, businesses, devices, data, and
processes.”According to a 2016 report in Forbes, the value of the digital economy was estimated
around three billion dollars in that year. India expects the digital economy to be worth 1 trillion
dollars in the next five years.

The digital economy is the progression of the unprecedented development of technology
in the past few decades. This has changed the way humans conduct business and more recently
how they govern their entire nation. ARPANET, the predecessor of the current day Internet,
was born in 1969 as a small close-knit network of researchers in U.S. universities. The World
Wide Web transformed the Internet into an information network for the common man making it
easily accessible to businesses and governments. Thus was born e-commerce, e-business and e-
governance, all converging into a new form of economy, called the digital economy.

Types of Transactions in the Digital Economy

Digital transactions or e-commerce have traditionally been classified as follows:
Table 1. Categories of E-Commerce 

 Business Consumer/Citizen 
Business B2B B2C 
Consumer/Citizen C2B C2C 
Government G2B G2C 
 

This paper covers these categories as:
(A) Business and Business/Consumers
(B) Government and Citizens
(C) Consumers/Citizens and Consumers/Citizens
(A) Business and Business,Consumers: This consists of transactions amongst businesses,

and transactions between businesses and consumers
(i) Business and Business: The corporate sector turned out to be an “Early Adopter”

beyond the initial “elite” users which had comprised of researchers and scientists.
The Internet was used for bringing operational efficiency initially through e-mails
and electronic data interchange (EDI). Later, the network helped them mainly in
just-in-time manufacturing (JIT), supply chain management (SCM) and electronic
funds transfer (EFT). Gradually, businessesmoved towards e-commerce and e-
business as a whole. Today, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) applications cover a major part of the transactions
of a company.

(ii) Business and Consumers: Businesses gradually adopted computer networks to
transact with consumers also. This is mainly through online retailing, online banking
and company websites. India has now become the world’s number two online
markethaving 460 million users, next only to China. Around 49 percent of Indian
users use the mobile for their online purchases, against the global average of 38
percent.Apart from online retailing, online banking is also becoming popular with
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45 million active urban online banking users in India in 2017. This is further expected
to rise to 150 million by 2020 according to a report by The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) and Facebookin theirreport, titled “Encashing on Digital: Financial Services
in 2020”.Digital buyer penetration was estimated to be 48.3 percent in 2016 by
Statista.

(B) Government and Citizens: Governments have been giving a major thrust to the
development of digital infrastructure and digital transactions. In India, this is being
developed under the National e-Governance Plan (NeGP), for developing e-Governance
services such as Digital India, e-Kranti, broadband connectivity for rural areas, using
internet to benefit farmers, digitization of land records, MCA 21, e-procurement, e-
district, amongst others. With the rising mobile usage, Mobile Seva and m-app stores
have also been introduced. Demonetisation and GST have also given a boost to the
digital economy.

(C) Consumers/Citizens and Consumers/Citizens: In the C2C model consumers/citizens
interact directly with other consumers/citizens. Citizens themselves are transforming
their lives by utilizing the power of the Internet for example by becoming a seller on
various online selling platforms such as Snapdeal and improving their incomes by
increasing their reach.

Security Challenges in the Digital Economy

The rapid development of e-commerce and e-governance have led to the application of
Internet being extended to areas which are beyond its original purpose, that of research among
trusted partners. With a set of trusted partners, no longer holding true, issues such as security,
privacy and trust are becoming the norm rather than the exception. With the internet becoming
all pervasive due to its usage in commercial as well as government services, such security issues
undermine the efforts being made to convert the economy into a digital economy.

According to reports byAccenture, data breaches increased by 27.4% in 2017.With the
Facebook-Cambridge Analytica controversy hogging the limelight at a global level, the alarm
bells have started ringing for ensuring cybersecurity. Facebook, is currently dealing with the
controversy regarding private data of 87 million users being misused to help political candidates
and the Brexit campaign.Thus, saying that compromised data may alter the economic and political
future of countries is no longer an exaggeration.

This becomes all the more relevant with the move towards Cloud Computing, which is
further limited in terms of providing security and raises associated risks.Bain reports that 70%
of the growth in the IT market is due to the Cloud during the period 2012 – 2015. Businesses use
cloud computing for application development, testing, providing streaming services such as
movies, big data analytics, data backup and recovery, ERP, CRM etc.At the consumer end,
Facebook, WhatsApp, Siri, Google Assistant, Microsoft Office 365, Dropbox, Google Drive, online
banking, online shopping, e-mail are some examples of cloud services commonly used.By 2017,
48 of the 50 Fortune Global 50 companies had publicly announced adopting the cloud for a
variety of their IT needs.

The high cost of data breaches also makes cybersecurity an imperative. Every data breach
has a loss attached to it. The same report by Accenture states that the cost of information loss
hasgone up from 35% to 43% of expenses. The recent Facebook-Cambridge Analytica controversy
has cost Facebook dearly about $ 60 billion in its total market value apart from loss of reputation.

Cyber Security: The Foundation for the Digital Economy
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In addition to this, are the impending fines which could be upto $ 40,000 per violation per day.
With millions of users whose data was breached, this will add up to a humongous amount.

Cyberattacks also reduce the benefits which are expected from the use of cyberspace in
terms of productivity. Precious amount of working hours are lost due to cyberattacks bringing
down the system and also due to the time involved in detecting and resolving the issue to finally
get the system working.

Resolving the legal complications arising out of data breaches may also be cumbersome
especially in India, where the legal system has not kept pace with the rapid development of
technology.

Developments towards adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) are also expected to create
new challenges in cyber security in the future.Using the power of the IoT, government initiatives
such as Digital India and Smart Cities are seeking to provide better digital services to the citizens.
Since urban areas contribute to 75% of the country’s GDP, the Smart Cities initiative aims at
developing the infrastructure of 100 cities during the period 2015 – 2020. It includes the
institutional, physical, social and economic infrastructure of these cities. Nokia has already
showcased a real time city surveillance system for the police, a public safety service that can be
deployed at railroad crossings and a smart parking service to help manage parking lots. All
such efforts are based on huge amounts of data being generated every minute by various digital
applications.

In order to make Digital India and Smart cities a reality, the Government of India has plans
to roll out 5G services for consumers by 2020 and is expected to be ready with a roadmap by
June 2018.

These developments which are moving towards the Internet of Things (IoT) arefurther
making the need for taking cybersecurity seriously. IoT cuts across various applications and
sectors such as industrial automation, home automation, smart home light bulbs, smart watches,
retail, supply chain management, energy, transportation, self-driving cars, traffic flows,
agriculture, personal security, environment monitoring, self-diagnosing machines, and even
healthcare. Cisco estimates 500 billion devices will be connected to the Internet by 2030. There
were just 8.7 billion in 2012.

With the IoT becoming so pervasive, bringing almost all sectors of the economy into its
digital fold, the security risks are only set to increase. The health care sector is becoming the
number one target for cyber attackers, even more than online banking according to a 2016 X-
Force Cyber Security Intelligence Index by IBM. In fact, employee health records have a higher
demand than financial data in the black market. Apart from this, hacking of medical devices
connected to the IoT can create entry points into hospital networks. The attack on health insurer
Anthem in 2015 that involved personal data theft of 79 million consumers and employees has
been just one among many in the health care cyberattacks.Johnson & Johnson warned customers
about a security bug in one of its insulin pumps in 2016.

The health care is not the only victim of online attacks. According to the IBM report, the
sectors most susceptible to cyberattacks are Healthcare, Manufacturing, Financial services,
Government and Transportation, in that order. An attack on any of these sectors by terrorists or
other malicious hackers might have the ability to cripple the digital economy in the future.

If the Internet was not designed to be secure initially, the Internet of Things is not far
behind. A real life example is the Dyn Cyberattack. In 2016 some hackers targeted the DNS
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provider Dyn with a DDoS attack making various Internet services unavailable to large number
of users in Europe and North America. The attack was implemented using botnets such as baby
monitors, printers and IP surveillance cameras which were infected with the Mirai malware.
This clearly brings out the vulnerability of the IoT in the future.

Suggestions for Countering Cyberthreats

In view of the sharp increase in the number of attacks and data breaches even within global
companies such as Anthem and Home Depot, a multi-pronged strategy needs to be adopted.
This may take the following three forms:

(A) Technological Solutions
(B) Psychological Solutions
(C) Legal Solutions
(A) Technological Solutions: These solutions comprise the planning and implementation

of the security infrastructure to counter cyber threats.With the increase in the number
and the sophistication level of attacks, adequate risk analysis and planning is required.

Not all data is critical and consequently vulnerable. While planning, the technique of ABC
Analysis of Inventory Control may be applied for digital assets also. The data assets that are
most critical, less critical and least critical need to be identified and appropriate policies should
be designed for their safeguarding depending on their category. This will lead to Category A
digital assets having the highest degree of controls such as authentication, encryption and access
controls. This will help in a cost effective allocation of funds.

The planning aspect also needs to look into the cost-benefit analysis of security
implementation. As per a study by Fenz, et al (2014) such risk vs cost analysis is explicitly not
implemented in organisations. Security solutions and infrastructure don’t come cheap. They
involve a huge cost. On the other hand, attaining hundred percent security is not possible.

It is also important to keep the system updated to counter any new types of threats. New
security threats are increasing at an alarming rate and an organization needs to keep pace with
such developments.

Safe storage of data to ensure user privacy is becoming imperative. Cloud storage is no
longer considered safe. Safety can be ensured by harnessing new technologies such as
blockchainwhich is based on the concept of decentralized storage of data. Cryptocurrencies are
just one application of blockchain technology. Apart from storage, this technology can also help
in encryption and security of other types of data in the future for example for calling,
videoconferencing, chatting etc.

Another emerging technology for ensuring safety and privacy isencryption based on
quantum cryptography. This is being considered un-hackable making even the Pentagon in the
US to take note of this. China tested this recently through a Quantum Satellite Micius, in 2017
and opened the first long-distance quantum communication link between Beijing and Shanghai.
Some banks in China are already using this to send their most sensitive data.

Finally, monitoring the network in real time is an absolute necessity as also getting a security
audit done preferably by an external agency.

(B) Psychological Solutions: The greatest weapons and tools can be rendered ineffective in
the hands of misguided people. Most successful attacks rely on social engineering. The

Cyber Security: The Foundation for the Digital Economy
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term was coined by a famous now reformed hacker Mitnick in the 1990s. It refers tothe
process of gaining access to a system by relying on psychological vulnerabilities of the
victims instead of just using a brute attack.A firewall will be useless if a user is tricked
into disclosing his password.

First of all, security should be given top priority by the top management itself and a culture
of security and alertness needs to be developed in the organization. According to a research by
consulting company NTT Com Security,many top managements are focusing more on marketing
as compared to cybersecurity inspite of increased attacks.

Creating security awareness among employees and customers is important. Users need to
be made continuously alert to the possibilities of social engineering attacks. One recent variant
of phishing attacks called “whaling” have led to losses of $2.3 billion from 2013-2016 in the U.S.
according to FBI. Whaling or CEO scams involve a hacker impersonating as a CEO or another
senior executive asking an employee to transfer money. For example, Mattellost $3 million in
2015to one such scam, whileSnapchat and Seagate Technologies also fell prey to similar schemes.
Software designed to identify such threats may be used such as those by Microsoft, Proofpoint,
Cloudmark and Mimecast.

Finally, users need to be made aware of using strong passwords.The passwords need to be
changed from time to time. Also, different passwords should be set up for different accounts.

(C) Legal Solutions: A faster adoption of digital transactions needs to be matched with
updated laws. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) formulated by the
European Union (EU) is expected to lead other countries into updating their cyber laws.
With widespread misuse of user data, more focus needs to be put on simple and readable
privacy policies, legitimate use of data collected and user consent based on actual choice
as opposed to forced choice. Applications should collect only that data which is essential
to provide that service. Furthermore, data should be deleted once that service has been
provided. For example, Google Maps stores data of all the places that a person has
visited in the past few years, which is totally redundant.Finally, an effective legal system
which can act as an effective deterrent is the need of the hour.
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ABSTRACT
Man is a social animal by nature and interacting and communicating with others is a basic

human need .We need to connect with others and feel connected with others .Psychology explains
that we have an innate (and a very powerful )need to belong.). A failure to do so results in an
acute sense of loneliness or social isolation. Lack of appropriate social contact proves to be
detrimental to one’s mind and body resulting in physiological and psychological disturbancesIn
the twenty-first century technological social media like face book , twitter have replaced the
traditional methods of mass mobilization providing a platform to connect far and wide and
interact by creating an online audience specific self sustaining interactive environmentespecially
for the socially isolated and marginalized LGBTQ population.Social Media facilitates discussion
, inspire action and enables engagement .It provides visibility and recognition to their experiences
voicing their concerns into the mainstream consciousness.

Social networking undoubtedly allows the gender diverse to garner psychosocial support
worldwide but at the same time it encourages online victimization and cyber bullying , invasion
of privacy and spamming. The absence of an effective gatekeeper to monitor online content
posits many such issues .

The negatives of social networking avenues notwithstanding , it acts as an empowering
tool for the gender diverse to challenge the status quo and be seen and heard.

“Remember we all stumble, every one of us. That’s why it is a comfort to go hand in hand”
Emily kimbrough (American Author)
Man is a social animal by nature and interacting and communicating with others is a basic

human need. We need to connect with others and feel connected with others .Psychology explains
that we have an innate (and a very powerful )need to belong. Even biologically our bodies tend
to perform better when we are not alone .According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs ;
belongingness is one of the most basic and fundamental (deficiency)needs after safety and health.
Evolution has shown that attachment in an infant is essential for its survival(Bowlby,1969).Every
person yearns for acknowledgement (recognition of an individual), approval (evaluation of the
individual) and acceptance (reception in a larger group). A failure to do so results in an acute
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sense of loneliness or social isolation which can be defined as an absence of contact between
individuals. Lack of appropriate social contact proves to be detrimental to one’s mind and body.
Research has significantly indicated that social relationships are associated with avariety of
comorbid conditions with a concurrent existence.Manyphysiological disturbances develop as a
result of poor social interaction like high blood pressure,cardiovascular diseases ,cognitive decline
( Emerson, and Jayani 2015). The Archives of General Psychiatry states that Alzheimer’s disease
is twice as likely to develop in lonely people. Feelings of social isolation are linked to alterations
in the activity of genes that control inflammation. A condition of perceived social isolation (PSI)
creates a situation of anxiety leading to the release of cortisol ; a hormone released in times of
duresswhich increases the glucose levels in the body and activates it .Psychologically also the
impact of social isolation is all encompassing for positive mental health.It is known to lead to
severe depression (Hawkley and Capitanio 2015), significant periods of restlessness and poor
qualityof sleep(Cacioppo et al 2002).PSI is also known to be associated with an increased risk of
suicidal ideation(Hirsch et al 2012.)

Individuals feel safe and appreciated when they actively engage in social relationships,
they feel connected and significant and derive a purposeful existence .It makes us feel content
and happy and secure being approved by others. It is responsible for encouraging a sense of
positive self worth and self esteem.

In the twenty-first century we live in a world which is fast moving and constantly
changing.social media like face book , twitter have replaced the traditional methods of mass
mobilization like newspapers and radio and television. It provides us with a platform to connect
with each other and become actively involved in the sharing experiences irrespective of the
geographic difference that separates people, enable them to widen their personal knowledge
and also discover things they did not know earlier .social media not only offers worldwide
connectivity vis a vis the locally or nationally based newspaper but is also open for conversation
at all times. It is a medium of communication which brings us all together and is easily accessible.

Social media in today’s day and age is proving to be a strong catalyst for social change . It
is responsible for major restructuring of communication at the global level and altering our
fundamental perceptions about it.Replacing the traditional tools of mass media , the social media
has played a pivotal role in connecting with avast majority of audience across the globe creating
a very sensitive digital arena susceptible to both the good and the bad . It provides the user with
unlimited freedom of expression and has become an extremely powerful platform for giving a
voice to the voiceless millions thus leading to the empowerment of the individual as well as the
community at large.From the traditional dissemination of information the social media has
transformed into an instrument of awareness and advocacy The mass engagement has resulted
in bringing about anevolutionary change in the social fabric of the society. It seeks to give a
perception of participation and belonging.One such group is the population of gender diverse
individuals who are shunned from the mainstream society by virtue of not belonging to the
socially accepted gender binary. Trans phobic attitude and deep seated discrimination and
humiliation faced by the gender fluid persons forces them to lead lives out of stealth . They
mask their real identities and repress their innermost desire of being accepted for who they are
.They are disowned by their own families and ridiculed by society at large .Many a times they
are subjected to violence and hate crimes . Because of their gender orientation and sexuality
LGBTQ are marginalized and denied the most basic human rights even like the right to education
, vocational opportunities and essential healthcare. Thus for a collective with a plethora of social
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challenges the phenomenon of social networking has emerged as a boon . It allows the extremely
vulnerable population of gender non conforming to gain an authentic status. Their genders are
understood as superficial and illegitimate. They are made to fight for the privilege of essence,
argue for their existence.Faced with such discrimination andharassment,the gender diverse often
lack a safe venue to express themselves all the while connecting with one another. Social
networking serves as aplatform for establishing social ties , gaining visibility , and sharing of
information and even resources which the marginalized gender diverse community is bereft of.

The contemporary digital media offers the gender diverse representations in the form of
online communities which act as a safe haven for them and facilitate sharing of uncensored
experiences, and confirmation of their gender identity. Social Networking addresses the following
concerns of the gender diverse :

 Global Inclusion: The social media is breaking barriers of hierarchy, region, language,
age and cultural boundaries to reach your doorstep. no matter where we are located or
which religion we belong to, whether we are living in distinct cultures , are rich or poor,
we have the prospect of connecting witheach other irrespective of the boundaries that
separate us . Social networking via social media offers worldwide connectivity to people,
ideas, messages and organizations. The world has transformed into a global village
where distance and isolation have been rendered meaningless. It does not entail any
physical presence to be connected only requiring a mental connect. It offers socially
meaningful structures which transcend our neighborhood and are multiethnic ,
multicultural and, multiregional in their approach. Also the efficiency with which the
digital interactions take place increases the velocity and density of the messages
communicated serving as a social catalyst seeking to bring about a change and alter the
hegemonic supremacy of the complex social structures.

Social media is for everyone andis considered highly useful and productive simply
because it provides a sizeable audience across the globe far more than the traditional
instruments of mass media could ever accomplish.

The efficiency and the convenience with which social networks function is responsible
for increasing their accessibility manifold. A transgender adolescent living in a remote
, rural part of India can belonging to a virtual community can influence , campaign and
participate in the outreach program undertaken by an organization in USA within
minutes , round the clock all at an inexpensive cost of a few rupees.

The prospect of shrinking the world at large so much so that every human being is a
potential user have significant implications for real time communication.

 Social Support: Social networking and social media has emerged as a valuable
mechanism of interaction and communication useful in mobilizing support for the issues
and concerns of the genderdiverse .According to a statistical report presented by
England’s Department of Culture, Media, and Sport in April 2016,89.5% of Gender
diverse used social media outlets as compared to 70.1%of the general non LGBTQ
population .It not only facilitates interpersonal interaction but also ensures privacy and
anonymity if so desired. The virtual community recommends anideal place to know
one another and explore our similarities and differences. It provides them with a sense
of belonging and connectedness, an ease which enables them to trulyexpress themselves.
A significant body of research indicates that LGBTQ use the socialnetworking sites to
deal with the various social challenges and daily life issues concerning them like finding
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a partner or dealing with social isolation. (Hillier and Harrison , 2007: Hillier 2001 ).
More and more gender diverse individuals use the social media to come out of the
closet or publically disclose their gender orientation.Since the gender diverse are
marginalized and stigmatized , online avenues offer greater visibility which in turn
helps in breaking down of prejudices and stereotypical notions and encourages equality.

Allport’s(1954) intergroup contact theory states intergroup interactions reduce the
conflict , fear , anxiety and prejudice that one group has towards another group and
increases mutual empathy and understanding. social media also allows hetronormative
individuals to interact with the gender diverse thus enabling them to understand each
other’s perspective and foster cordial relations creating an inclusive and harmonious
society. According to Cobb’s Buffer model , social support acts as a buffer to protect
against stress in life and induces a sense of overall well being.It reduces tension and is
an instrument of increased self esteem,satisfaction and happiness.(Cobb, 1976)

 Awareness and Sensitization: The social networking sites permit the gender diverse to
accessinformation about healthcare , policies and sexualities without feeling awkward
or humiliated, it acts as a social enterprise raising awareness and sensitizing individuals
across the globe to the variety of challenges faced bythe Gender diverse .For instance
The Human Rights Campaign launched in 2013 highlighting the issue of equality for
the gender diverse has 1.5 million members and supporters worldwide . Similarly The
It Gets Better Project ,initiated in 2010 after two teenage suicides in USA to reach out to
the LGBTQ community by uploading similar testimonials of bullying , harassment and
intolerance in order to encourage each other to overcome the various social impediments
that they face.More than 50,000 testimonials (and counting) were uploaded . Better still
,For the parents and families of the gender diverse individuals , social network offers a
forum dedicated to providing support , disseminating information and resources among
parents with gender diverse children and allows them an opportunity to understand
the psychosocial concerns and apprehensions faced by their children so that they in
turn can modify and facilitate parenting practices to ensure positive mental health
outcomes.

Social networking is highly useful and productive simply because it provides a sizeable
audience across the globe far more than the traditional instruments of mass media could
ever accomplish. Thus awareness and sensitization is the only mechanism which can be
effectively used for bringing about equality and justice for the gender diverse by creating
an environment of tolerance , empathy and regard and bridging the gap between the
heterosexual population and the gender diverse.

 Agency for change: From the traditional dissemination of information the social media
has transformed into an instrument of awareness and advocacy. It is no longer only a
platform for the self obsessed or for entertainment but has metamorphosed into a sphere
of sociopolitical advancement. The social media has in the contemporary era acquired
an unbridled force of power which should be used for the improvement and betterment
of the society for instance ensuring empowerment to the women , questioning state
policies and providing agency to the voiceless, to name a few. It does so by creating an
online audience specific self sustaining interactive environment. These Online
communities are a collective of likeminded individuals who come together in the virtual
world and discuss things they like and even establish relationships. Community members
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do not necessarily know each other in order to share ideas or develop a sense of bonding.
Social Media facilitates discussion , inspire action and enables engagement. It offers a
direct avenue to discuss relevant issues, it provides visibility and recognition to their
experiences .It is also useful in cutting across societal disparities and reach out to people
not potentially acknowledged or recognized and community specific voices into a
collective consciousness and an opportunity for sharing of experiencesDigital social
media provide a range of different platforms that are being utilized in different ways
and used for various purposes as they are shaped by and shaping the more specific
cultural, social and economic means and positions of LGBTQ youth raise awareness
and responsiveness.For instance a Facebook campaign to highlight issues of the gender
diverse proves to be inexpensive ,accessible to all and a highly effective way to
disseminate outreach messages.

 Individual and Collective empowerment: We have seen that social networking sites
have become a bonafide venue for interpersonal interactions where information and
resources are shared and opinions are expressed.Using video diaries, vblogs , blogs
and several such tools the gender diverse are co creating and sharing their experiential
realities .It draws attention to major issues and apprehensions surrounding gender
diversity. It increases in group visibility and allows the non binary people to find each
other and connect with solidarity. Social networking sites also act as sites ofcrisis
interventionand promote strategies for resisting a hostile and stressful environment
embedded with stigma and prejudice The fraternity of the collective engagement leads
to the empowerment of the gender diverse to deal with the challenges and vulnerabilities
on a day to day basis. The members of the group also identify with positive role models
and social support offered leading to mutual inspiration and motivation while fostering
resilience ;photos , testimonials and v diaries, opinions express phenomenological
experiencesas technology becomes more and more integrated with our lives. Social Media
is often used to design specific advocacy campaigns which are tailormade to suit the
needs and requirements ofthe gender diverse who are already distressed andvulnerable,
who can then draw strength and agency from the collective discourse andare more
comfortable with their own identities(ciszek,2017).

The twenty first century has seen an unprecedented influence exerted by the social media in
terms of helping individuals to connect with each other , formulate support groups and seek information
;the negative effects of same cannot be overlooked. On one hand it offers an interactive platform for the
distressed and marginalized gender diverse population to engage with people with similar interests and
orientations ,social networking sites also encourage cyber bullying and hostility .In a study Out
Online:The experiences of lesbian,Gay,Bisexual,and Transgender Youth on the Internet
(GLSEN,2013) states that LGBTQ youth experience nearly three times as much bullying and
harassment online as non LGBTQ youth.The campaigns launched in the arena of social media
with the purpose of promoting visibility to the gender diverse and encouraging disclosure of
their true gender identities are potentially more threatening leading to online victimization.

The gender diverse individuals face a lot of hostility and bullying in real life situations and
as an extension as it were, their coming out process also makes them vulnerable to online bullying
, shaming and abuse.

Creation of an online Persona: All social networking platforms require the user to put up
a “profile” consisting of one’s personal information which could be an image far from
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realityuploaded for the purpose of Impression Management. A curated expression of the self
which is deliberately fashioned to put forth a positive self image to belie the existing actuality in
order to fool and mislead others, exploiting the vulnerability of the gender diverse individuals.

Invasion of Privacy: The social media has access to the personal information like email ,
location , name, age and other details which when disclosed can lead to serious endangering of
ones privacy. It can (and very often does) result in cyber stalking where the stalker has access to
and uses personal information available in the cyber world to pursue and harass you; Theft of
identity wherein anyone with access can assume your identity and pretend to be you thus leaving
your safety ,security and affiliations exposed and vulnerable. Spamming or the availability of
online personal content put up for sale for anyone interested in purchasing it including political
activists or being targeted by online predatorsespecially in case of the gender diverse persons
thus rendering them defenseless.

The careful management of expectations is very difficult on thesocial networking forums
because there are no effective filters which can sift through the information or content being
posted . It may engender myths and misinformation since it lacks a professional gatekeeper to
monitor the content which is put out there resulting in evasion of trust and disenchantment.

Conclusion

The social network offers a safe space to the gender diverse .It not only offers a reassuring
experience but also positive affirmation because it makes them feel less isolated and discriminated
. It encourages them to raise their voice and be a part of the mainstream consciousness leading to
their social inclusion .However like every beautiful flower that has thorns aplenty , many negatives
haunt this relationship like online rejection and victimization of the gender diverse , Hate crimes
and invasion of privacy to name a few but these are not limited to the gender diverse population
. Almost anyone with an expressed opinion is trolled on the social media.

Overall I personally feel that the benefits of social networking far outweigh its disadvantages.
The support structure provided by the social networks to the gender diverse has helped
immensely in raising awareness , empathy and integration for them at large.
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ABSTRACT
This is the era of visuals. People are more interested in watching a visual than reading it. The main
reason for the same is that when you can get information in a more entertaining and shorter period of
time then why consider the boring and dragging way. From alphabets to images and now videos are
covering the whole market. But now the goal is not only to create videos but also to make money from the
same. “Every day, about 1 billion hours of video are watched on YouTube, more than half of which come
from mobile devices, while every minute, 400 hours of video are uploaded (Ramblings, 2017)”.
Video marketing helps the company’s to gather their consumers in a wider range without any geographical
limitations and they also makes their communication effective by getting connected to their audience.
The scenario of content marketing has also changed as now the content is created according to the needs
and wants of audience and what they want to see. In this digital media age, it is necessary to understand
how people are using the audio-visual media as video deliver messages more effectively and also add an
emotional touch which text cannot do. This paper focusses on how the video marketing is used to promote
or market the brand of every business. The main objective is to find out the advantages and the scope of
video marketing and also to compare it with other forms of marketing.
The idea is to explain the tools and techniques used by video creators to gather audience for their product
and what are the aspects of creating an audio-visual output which attracts audience. The paper also
discusses the ideas, opportunities and challenges faced during the process from the making of a video till
its marketing. It also explains that in the world where digital technology is very cheap how users are
consuming it and how they can consume and produce at the same time. This paper will explain how
people can create good videos and can also promote their business and what all platforms they can use to
succeed in their goals. It further discussed the scope of video marketing in future.
It has been seen that in near future the whole digital platform will be video based and the customers also
wants to see videos from the company they support rather than newsletters and other social content. This
paper has demonstrated that video marketing can be a powerful vehicle to drive the business towards
profit by making its audience more engaged and active.
Keywords: Video Marketing, Digital Media, Audio-visual Media, Communication.
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Introduction

This is the era of visuals. People are more interested in watching a visual than reading a
text. The main reason for the same is that when you can get information in a more entertaining
and shorter period of time then why consider the boring and dragging way. From alphabets to
images and now videos are covering the whole market. But now the goal is not only to create
videos but also to make money from the same. The consumption of the digital content has seen
a rise over the past few years and it has been observed that videos are dominating most of the
digital content. All the social media platforms contain mostly the video content. “YouTube has
over a billion users which is almost one third of the internet users” (IMPACT, 2017).”While in
India 400 million people watch YouTube” (expanded ramblings, 2017). These results states that
now people are preferring the digital technology over old school techniques. Further when video
is combined with marketing it is giving a huge success to company’s in promoting their brands.
Video marketing is not just only one of the option of digital marketing but it is a vital part of the
content marketing.

Video marketing is the future of digital technology. ‘Hub Spotdid a survey on how video
can be useful for business and it stated that adding a video to marketing emails can boost the
click through 200-300%’ and they also claimed that “64% of customers buy a product after
watching a video about it”. Video marketing is not limited to just TV or any other media source
but the largest platform for video marketing is internet. It is not necessary that the content
marketing is limited to advertising. Its sole purpose is not only to sell the product by advertising
but to educate, attract, acquire and engage the target audience. It helps to drive the company
towards customer’s profitable actions.

Video marketing can be defined as use of a video content for promotion of a product or a
brand. It engages the audience with motion images and sounds to inform and educate them
about the brand or a product. Convergence of media technology led to the amplified
amalgamation of video and internet across each and every platform of media. Audiences are
startled and at the same time totally pandered with the explosion of so much of content in terms
of video, still images and sounds coming from around the world.Video marketing helps the
company’s to gather their consumers in a wider range without any geographical limitations and
they also makes their communication effective by getting connected to their audience. This paper
focusses on how the video marketing tools and techniques is used to promote or market the
brand. The idea is to explain the tools and techniques used by video creators to gather audience
for their product and what are the aspects of creating an audio-visual output which attracts
audience. Theobjective is to find out the advantages and the scope of video marketing. The
paper also discusses the ideas, opportunities and challenges faced during the process from the
making of a video till its marketing.

Development Stages for Video Marketing

Just like any marketing campaign requires planning. Videos are one of the best form to
convey a message to diversity of consumers. Creating a video message needs lots of research,
planning, thought, idea etc. To excel in the discourse of video marketing there are few stages
required which include 4 basic steps –

1. Strategic Planning: Every work requires a plan, which helps to decide what to do and
what not to, it also helps to analyse what sort of content people will like. Developing a
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strategy is the first and foremost step in the video marketing which can be divided into
two sub strategies –
(a) Targeting the audience: A product or a brand is targeted to specific audience. The

target audience is identified on the basis of gender, age, profession, economic and
socio-cultural aspects. These are the people for whom the company will be making
the content, who will be consuming the video or the product. Keeping in mind, the
target audience they will create the content,choose the platforms for its dissemination
and will select appropriate tools and techniques to shape videos.

(b) Setting goal and conceptualizing: Company’s need to set their specific goal and
they need to know the purpose behind starting the digital campaign.These purposes
can be divided into three categories.

(i) Corporate category: These are video usually made for B2B (Business to Business)
or sometime B to C (Business to Customer) business categories. Such videos include
speeches of different people, footage of the previous events of the company etc.

(ii) Marketing category: The purpose of the video is to increase the sales of the products
of the company. The main focus of the video will be on the product/ service or any
sales-oriented action. Such video may or may not take the look of advertising. This
solely depends on the company how they convert the idea into a video.

(iii) Content Marketing Category: Such videos are made to drive the company’s
approach rather than their product. These videos include the fun, educating, and
entertaining essence. They are important from the view of public relations.
Storytelling and more of the innovative and creative content comes under this
category.

2. Production Process: To produce any video there is a certain process which includes
shaping the idea, drafting the script, shooting the video, budgeting and editing. The
three step process of video production -
(a) Pre-production: This helps the whole department to work on the story board and

scripts. All the necessary decisions regarding shooting location, casting, budgeting
is taken care in pre-production.

(b) Production: Here, an idea starts shaping into reality. Recording and shooting of
the idea takes places according to the script and story boards.

(c) Post production: It is the stage where graphics, animation, voice over, colour
correction, in one word the editing takes place. This is the stage where final outputs
come in to shape.

3. Distribution plan: After making the video it is necessary to have a solid distributing/
dissemination strategy.This includes deliberate consideration on issues such as should
the company post it on all social media platforms or on some specific ones, strong
background research of audience and their consumption of distribution platforms to
understand when, where and how they will be able to get more of th
eir targeted audience/ consumers. Such important decision needs to be strategize
efficiently.

4. Analysing and Optimizing: Company’sshould analyse their performance and for that
they have to measure and evaluate how much they have achieved. Main area where a
company should focus to see that whether their video content strategy worked or not
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can be evaluated through the number of views, the click through rates, and by taking
some personal feedback through survey to see whether they are able to communicate
the intended message. Such analysis will help the business to build their marketing
strategy more effectively in future.

Video Marketing: Tools and Techniques

In past few years due to the advancements of technologies video marketing has evolved a
lot. There have been lots of new techniques by which a company is approaching the audience.
These new technologies attract customers through its innovative and more engaging features.
Some of the latest trends of video marketing are as follows –

1. ‘Going live’- With the feature of live video streaming companies are able to connect
with customers in a more enhanced way and are to show more human side of the
company. It has also been observed that people are more interested in watching a live
video compared to the pre-recorded videos. This feature helps in cost cutting as it doesn’t
require any editing. Going live shows the spontaneity and authenticity of the company.
Live video not only helps the consumers to give the instant feedback but it also helps
the producers to revert on the feedback. This instant visual communication helps the
companies to promote themselves more efficiently.

2. ‘360-degree videos’: This technology is still growing up, 360 degree helps the viewer to
control the perspective while viewing the video. 360 degree gives different viewing
perspective. Also, it does not require any headset just like in visual it just needs a
computer or a mobile browsing control to experience. This is the reason consumers are
quickly taking such videos up. 360-degree also helps many producers to market their
product as customers can have a 360 degree look which will lead to more immersive
and realistic view of the product. ‘Google has found out 360-degree videos has 46 percent
higher click through rate compared to normal video versions’ (moovly.com).

3. ‘Square shaped videos’: According to impactbnd.com, more than half (50 percent) of the
videos are watched from mobile devices now days.Almost everyone is using smart
phone in this era and there was a time when the videos were created in 16:9 ratio format
which was used in television, cinema etc. But if such format videos are watched on
smart phone or tablets, the viewers need to change or reorient their device to watch the
video. In 2016, Facebook changed their creative guidelines for video producers to produce
the video in 1:1 ratio format also known as square format. The square shaped videos
have increased the viewing rates by 67%. Now on many social platforms like Instagram,
Snapchat and Facebook people are tend to see more of square shaped format videos
rather than the older version.

4. ‘Transcribed videos’: It’s not necessary that the viewer is in position to listen to the
sound of the video as there can be environmental disturbances or may be the viewer is
somewhere outside where they arenot accessible to the sound. Transcribe videos are
the solution of such situations where the videos are subtitled and it is not necessary to
access the sound. Transcribed videos also add to the advantage of SEO – YouTube will
mark one transcribed video higher than other videos because it will help the search
engine to find the keywords from a well written transcript videos. It has also been
observed that 65% of the videos on social media platforms are watched without sounds.
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The best example of it is the trending videos with a text on images describing the images
or the content etc.

5. ‘Explainer videos’: These are the videos which are describing a product or a service. It is
not necessary to be a long or a descriptive one. It should have some information regarding
the product or the brand. It has been seen that such videos are taking a hype and will be
generated more. It is an excellent way for a brand to tell its story. It can be made by
animation, graphics and many other technologies which already many people are using.
The best example of explainer videos are the videos of some smart phone apps those
videos explain what their app does and how to use it. These videos are not necessarily
to be in a complicated manner. Such videos show a direct problem and a solution, they
are made in a more compelling and accessible way.

 Source: Video marketing strategy by Vidyard and Ascend 2, 2017

Video Marketing Platforms
Distribution that is also known as place is very important part of marketing. The process of

distribution or how company’s can maximize their reach is necessary which further leads to
higher profit. Same thing happens in video marketing, a video maker can make an extra ordinary
video but they need to choose how they can make it popular or where they can post their video.
For which there are many platforms. These platforms support the distribution strategy to reach
the target audience and promote their brand. Some of these platforms are-:

1. YouTube: “YouTube is the most widely adopted video channel for marketers” (state of
video marketing 2018 wzyowl). It is the second largest search engine after google. It
helps the producers to analyse their reach and how many audience they have gathered.
By using real YouTube views or google analytics one can plan their video marketing
process accordingly.

2. Facebook: It has more than 1.3 billion monthly active users and this is the reason it has
become a big platform for advertisers. Every company now has a Facebook page and
are specially working for their Facebook profile. Facebook is free to join and has a wide
reach. It also offers features like interactivity and feedback by commenting, reacting
and sharing on videos which makes it more attractive for the viewers to watch it.

3. Twitter: Videos are becoming the central part of what’s happening on twitter now days.
It has taken a growth of 200 times in video in just 12 months. Twitter has also integrated
with vine so that people can directly post the videos from vine to twitter. Also, it has the
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integration of ‘periscope’ which allows to connect with the audience live. These
advantages of twitter resulted in over 320 million monthly active users.

4. Snapchat and Instagram: These two social media platforms are the latest space in the
course of video marketing. The biggest advantage of both the platforms are it is most
used social media platform of young generation. Older generation is also catching up.
But if the company’s target audience is the younger generation then this is the place for
them to market their brand. Snapchat users are watching more than 6 billion videos per
day and is tend to rise more. Almost every company now have an Instagram account
and these accounts are regularly updated by them.

5. Vine: It is owned by twitter. It is famous for its bite sized videos which are not more
than 6 seconds. This is the USP of this platform Just a 6 second video is known as vine.
It has been observed that videos which are less than 2 minutes gains more audience
rather than longer ones. Creating a 6 second video not only reaches to more and more
active users but also reduces production cost. A recent study showed that more than
100 million vine videos are watched per month and these videos are highly shareable.
Vine has been considered one of the fastest growing social media platform and will take
a hype in coming future. One more platform is taking hype these days i.e. LinkedIn.

Opportunities of Video Marketing
Video marketing helps companies in many ways. It provides the opportunity to interact

and engage their customers more actively. According to the study of wzyowl “63% percent of
business has started video marketing and out of them 83% companies find it effective”. The
number will be increasing very soon.There are lots of opportunities a business gets in video
marketing which are as follows –

1. Increment in sales: First and foremost goal of any company is to increase the sales of
their goods and services. This prime opportunity is given by video marketing as it has
been seen that nowadays consumers watch the explainer videos before buying any
product. Study shows that almost 74 percent of users who watch these explainer videos
buy the product or service. Today, the consumers are self-driven they don’t need any
salesperson to shop. In that scenario video can serve the consumer anytime and anywhere
which is more reliable.

2. Engage and connect with customers: Video increases the customer interaction with the
company as they get to see people behind the brand which further leads to brand loyalty
and it also validates the authenticity of the company. Video can create long term
relationship of trust between consumer and producer. Video takes the advantage of its
audio-visual feature, videos can use facial expression, voice, emotional music which
will be a powerful form of content. This will create a memory of the product in the
consumer’s mind and they will respond to the product according to their needs.

3. Effective planning: Companies cannot see how many readers have read their new blog
post or where they stopped reading, which paragraph they read or ignored. The
measurement of such counts is difficult in text-based content. Videos are easily
measureable in terms of these counts. One can find the click through rates, the views,
how long people saw the video, where they stopped, also they can see how many people
shared it and can keep an eye on their content marketing techniques. Thus, videos help

Marketing with Video: Tools and Techniques
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in optimizing the company’s marketing process and to see where they are lacking behind
and how they can improve further.

4. Providing ‘info’ in ‘elaborataning’ way: Elaborated + Entertaining makes it
elaborataning. By the use of video a company can provide as much information they
want their consumers to receive, they can elaborate about their product by explainer
video and that too in a more entertaining way. The best example of the same is animated
videos which is the combination of innovation, nostalgia and simplicity. Things which
a person cannot imagine and when they see it they get more attracted. Animated videos
work in the space of video marketing as they provide the respective information
effectively.

5. Improved SEO: Studies shows that if a company has embedded a video on their website
they are 53 times more likely to rank first on google search, also YouTube is owned by
google which makes the effect of video content more positive and company are likely to
gain more eyes than other companies who don’t use video. Better SEO helps in better
promotion of brand further leads to the accomplishment of the company’s goals.

Scope of Video Marketing
The future of video marketing is optimistic as marketing companies as well as audience

are responding in a similar wavelength to this upcoming trend. It is observed that in near future
the whole digital platform will be video based and the customers also wants to see videos from
the company they support rather than newsletters and other social content. YouTube has over a
billion users and people watch hundreds of millions hours of YouTube videos every day and
also the time people spend watching videos on YouTube has also increased by 60 % year-on-
year (Trimble, 2015). According to Tubular Labs research, 655 million videos were uploaded by
67 million content creators in a year to over 30 video platforms. The scenario of content marketing
has also changed as now the content is created according to the needs and wants of audience
and what they want to see.

Source: Infographic-The state of video marketing, 2018

 Though there are some challenges which comes with the era of visuals for the companies
that everybody has started making the content and there is so much on every social media
platform the company will face the challenge of ignorance as the consumer would be having lots
of content to access. Also, another challenge for the business would be the continuation process
and the company’s will always be in the need to create innovative content in terms of increasing
competition.

There is a lot more coming up in the world of visuals, in coming future there are high
chances that all the companies will become a content production company, every employee of
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the company will be a content producer and all the companies will be hiring director or a content
producer. Also, it has been that in future every business will strive for videos for their brand
promotion and further those press releases will take the shape of videos.Also, television will
help the marketers to reach the consumers in their living room itself. There will be more social
media platforms and technologies which will show up in coming future and video marketing
trend will be rising.Although, it becomes necessary to understand how people are using the
audio-visual media as video deliver messages more effectively and also add an emotional touch
which text cannot do.
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Web Searching Practices and Outcomes: An Experimental

Study on Assigned Task and Fancy Web Searching
Bhupinder Singh* & Mangal Chhering**

ABSTRACT
Web searching practices and outcomes: An experimental study on assigned task and fancy web searching,
is an experimental study conducted on college students. The study underlies major objectives viz. to
investigate factor affecting web searching experience and to analyze difference between assigned web
searching task and fancy web searching. Pupil were probed through a questionnaire and allowed to
perform an assignment. A number variables have been reduced to five factors, which affects the Web
searching practices and its outcomes. The second part of the study was an experimental study which
investigates variance between web searching experiences, based on assigned task (control group) and feel
like task (fancy web searching). Searching process was recorded and analyzed with help of a software.
Following dimensions and its attributes have been investigated: Visited pages, attractiveness of color,
type of web page, maximum depth of exploration, Number of keywords, refinement of keyword, and
number of words used in the first keyword so on. Findings were, students with feel like (fancy web
searching) web searching experiences could find more spot-on answers than assignment task searching
(control group).
Keywords: Web Experiences, Fancy Web Searching.

INTRODUCTION
Web searching practices and outcomes: An experimental study on assigned task and fancy

web searching, is an experimental study conducted on college students.According to (Spink,
2001) in studying actual Web searching by the public at large, it was found that most people use
few search terms, few modified queries, view few web pages, and rarely use advanced search
features. (Dionysia Kroustallaki, 2010) Assessed the effects of a short-term intervention designed
to enhance students’ web searching skills, particularly query formulation, information selection
and credibility evaluation. The y also explored students’ affective experiences during web
searching and examined the influence of achievement goals on positive and negative affect.

The objective of research isto investigate factor affecting web searching experience and to
analyze difference between assigned web searching task and fancy web searching. To achieve
these objectivessecondary data was collected from various sources such as published records,
books, magazines, journals, reference materials, research articles, research papers, and reports.

* Department of Commerce, College of Vocational Studies, University of Delhi
** Department of Commerce, College of Vocational Studies, University of Delhi
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Primary data was collected via. Questionnaire as well as recorded videos. Various range of
question has been asked like The first question was; there are some factors which affects the web
searching practices, you might also have experienced these factors, website always contains the
information we need, Information is frequently easy to find, so forth, a detail of questionnaire
have been explained in methodology.The second part of research wasto analyze difference
between assigned web searching task and fancy web searching.For this, two tasks were designed,
task one and task two, detail of these tasks have been explained in methodology as well.

The descriptive analysis has been done, like: mean, standard deviation and variance. Factor
Analysis the Principal Component Analysis extraction method was used to analyze the data.
Factor rotation once the initial factor loadings have been calculated, the factors are rotated. This
is done to find factors that are easier to interpret. Five factorshave been formulated, Magnetic
Factor, Rapidity Factor, Archetype Factor,Reliability Factor, Conventional Factor.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
According to (Bhattacharjee, 2014) web has been emerged as the most powerful tool for the

instant access of millions of information resources and his paper highlighted the result of a
survey of web searching behaviour among the library users of Silchar medical college and result
shows that majority of the user were using this technology for updating their knowledge,
preparing class note and course related study

(Balwan, 2015)present study on the web searching behaviour of agricultural students of
Haryana Agricultural University and revealed that web is the most useful tool for the users for
searching information on the network in which Google is the most favourite search engine among
the users.

(Adan Ortiz-Cordova, 2015)analyze the transitions from external search, searching on web
search engines, to internal search, searching on websites and they cluster the searching episodes
into major patterns and identify the most commonly occurring, which are namely Explorers with
a broad external search query and then broad internal search queries,  Navigators with an external
search query containing a URL component and then specific internal search queries, and
Shifters with a different, seemingly unrelated, query types when transitioning from external to
internal search.

According to (Fu, 2016) with the increasing number of multilingual webpages on the Internet,
cross-language information retrieval has become an important research issue. This study examine
the query reformulation strategies and patterns and to determine why search engine users utilize
certain reformulation strategies. The results inform system designers to enhance cross-language
controlled vocabularies and develop discovery platforms for multilingual content, and improve
search engines to provide users with more relevant results.

(Lee, 2016) try to find out the association between searching and learning and contribute to
the formulation of a research agenda for searching as learning and concluded that there are
ample opportunities and challenges in developing a search system that supports sense-making
and enhances learning.

According to (Rahayu A Hamid, 2016) searching for images is an everyday activity and
their article studies the factors that affect users’ online web image search behaviour, investigating
the use of criteria in making image relevance judgements and the effect of familiarity, difficulty
and satisfaction.

Web Searching Practices and Outcomes: An Experimental Study on Assigned Task and . . .
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According to (Houen S., 2017) children bring to the classroom their experiences from
everyday life from both outside and within the classroom, and they display varying knowledge
of skills in web searching and other digital technologies.

(Ioannis Charalampopoulos, 2017)Display the relationship among the outdoor thermal
conditions in northern european countries and their individuals’ web searching frequency on
summer holidays and touristic destinations. Also the paper introduces a new field of combined
utilization of web searching activity and atmospheric data.

According to (Meth, 2018) web searching using search engines and the websites of topically
relevant organisations is sometimes used as a supplementary literature search method. Previous
research has shown that the reporting of web searching in systematic reviews often lacks
important details and is thus not transparent or reproducible. His study points out that reporting
of web searching was found to lack essential detail for ensuring transparency and reproducibility,
such as the search terms.

METHODOLOGY
To achieve the desired result the study was depend on a range of secondary data collected

from various sources such as published, books, magazines, journals, reference materials, research
articles, research papers, and reports. Primary data was collected via Questionnaire as well as
recorded videos.

QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

The first question was asked as follows; there are some factors which affects the web
searching practices, you might also have experienced these factors. Please share your agreeness
or disagreeness based on scale (1 means Strongly Disagree to 5 strongly Agree), website always
contains the information we need, Information is frequently easy to find, Ease of navigating the
website, Relevant information must be on the home page only, Information must always be
visible, Websites contain information about company, products, & services, features, sections or
information must emphasized on the site, Performance of the search function, Information does
not meet the need, Information must easy to understand,

There must be a third-party applications that will need to be integrated, Information needed
to be comprehensive, Always need any social sharing features built in, Information must be
interesting, Attractive and pleasant Look and feel, Links and buttons should help move around
information easily, Must be password protected, Graphic design must be attractive, Extensive
Coverage of information, Speed of response and performance must be fast, Design and appearance
should be attractive, websites should meet the purpose, It is always hard to find Information,
Larger number of pages is needed, Color of webpages must represent the company’s colors,
Websites must require online chat features, There is a need for multi-language support, Websites
must be mobile friendly (responsive design), Different sections of site require different designs,
layouts or coloring?

The second question was on various demographic information about the women as given
below, 1. Age, A. Below 20 Years, B. 21-30 Years, C. 31-40 Years, D. Above 40 Years. 2. Level of
education and training A. Can’t read and write, B. Class1-9, C. 10th complete, D. 10+2, E.
Graduation, F. Professional, G. Other (specify). 3. Marital status. 4. Family size 6. Income/Year.
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The second objective of the research was to analyze difference between assigned web
searching task and fancy web searching. To achieve this objective two tasks were designed task
one and task two (control). Task one: Given below is a task to perform on the internet, you are
free to perform, we are obliged towards respondent’s confidentiality and privacy. The time
limit is 15 minutes. Visit your favorite web sites, or do any task of your choice on internet. The
second task which was kept as controlled tasked, given below is a task to perform on the internet,
you are free to perform, we are obliged towards respondent’s confidentiality and privacy. The
time limit is 25 minutes. 1. Visit any sports/entertainment channel. 2. Find out the top most
economy in the world. 3. Compare your favorite electronic gadgets. 4. Online price compare
your favorite book. 5. Visit any shopping website. 6. Online compare your favorite automobiles.

DATA ANALYSIS
In this section there is description of descriptive analysis, the table of descriptive statistic

has been given in this section, mean standard deviation and variance has been calculated for all
twenty nine variables.

Internal consistency is usually measured with Cronbach’s alpha, a statistic calculated from
the pairwise correlations between items. Internal consistency ranges between negative infinity
and one. Measure of Reliability Statistics test shows the value of Cronbach’s Alpha .750 and the
number of items were 20, has been found. We can say that it has good internal consistency.

Table No. 1. Descriptive Statistic 

Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Variance 
S.No Variables Statistic Std. Error Statistic Statistic 

1 Information is frequently easy to find 3.17 0.18 0.99 0.97 
2 Ease of navigating the website 3.03 0.18 0.96 0.93 
3 Relevant information must be on the home page only  3.33 0.18 0.96 0.92 
4 Information must always be visible 3.57 0.23 1.25 1.56 

5 
Websites contain information about company, 
products, & services 3.3 0.2 1.09 1.18 

6 
features, sections or information must emphasized on 
the site 3.53 0.19 1.04 1.09 

7 Performance of the search function 3.67 0.19 1.06 1.13 
8 Information does not meet the need 3.23 0.19 1.04 1.08 
9 Information must easy to understand. 3.3 0.19 1.02 1.05 

10 
There must be any third-party applications that will 
need to be integrated 3.43 0.2 1.07 1.15 

11 Information needed to be comprehensive 3 0.15 0.83 0.69 
12 Always need any social sharing features built in 3.4 0.18 0.97 0.94 
13 Information must be interesting.  3.5 0.19 1.04 1.09 
14 Attractive and pleasant Look and feel 3.1 0.15 0.84 0.71 

15 
Links and buttons should help move around 
information easily 3.4 0.18 0.97 0.94 

16 Must be password protected 3.3 0.16 0.88 0.77 
17 Graphic design must be attractive. 3.3 0.18 0.99 0.98 
18 Speed of response and performance must be fast. 3.3 0.17 0.95 0.91 
19 Extensive Coverage of information 3.33 0.16 0.88 0.78 
20 Design and appearance should be attractive 3.13 0.16 0.9 0.81 

Web Searching Practices and Outcomes: An Experimental Study on Assigned Task and . . .
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20 Design and appearance should be attractive 3.13 0.16 0.9 0.81 
21 websites should meet the purpose 3.6 0.21 1.13 1.28 
22 It is always hard to find  Information 3 0.24 1.31 1.72 
23 Larger number of pages is needed 3.23 0.19 1.04 1.08 

24 
Color of webpages must represent the company’s 
colors  3.2 0.2 1.1 1.2 

25 Websites must require online chat features 3.03 0.24 1.3 1.69 
26 There is a need for multi-language support 3.07 0.22 1.23 1.51 
27 Websites must be mobile friendly (responsive design) 3.23 0.25 1.38 1.91 

28 
Different sections of site require different designs, 
layouts or coloring? 3.3 0.22 1.21 1.46 

29 website  always  contains the information we need 3.4 0.22 1.19 1.42 

Factor Analysis has been used for data analysis.In analysis part initially. KMO (Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin) and Bartlett’s Test was applied to the collected data. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure
of Sampling Adequacy test shows the value of .609 and has been found significant and it was
found out after the test that Factor Analysis can be applied on the data.

The researchers to identify significant and smaller numbers of factors as the respondents
were asked twenty observed variables related to Web searching practiceshave used the factor
analysis technique. The Principal Component Analysis extraction method was used to analyze
the data. The extracted communalities ranged from 0.58 to 0.88. The factor analysis yielded 7
factors in all which explaining 74.84 percent of total variance as explained in
Table no.2.

Table No.2 Communalities 
Communalities S.No 

 Initial Extraction 
1 Information is frequently easy to find  1 0.83 
2 Websites contain information about company, products, & services 1 0.72 
3 Performance of the search function 1 0.78 
4 Information must easy to understand 1 0.81 
5 Websites must be mobile friendly (responsive design) 1 0.84 
6 Extensive Coverage of information 1 0.81 
7 Websites must require online chat features 1 0.59 
8 Ease of navigating the website 1 0.6 
9 Information needed to be comprehensive 1 0.73 
10 Information must be interesting.  1 0.88 
11 Must be password protected  1 0.75 
12 It is always hard to find  Information 1 0.67 
13 There is a need for multi-language support 1 0.58 
14 Websites must be mobile friendly (responsive design) 1 0.7 
15 Larger number of pages is needed 1 0.88 
16 Relevant information must be on the home page only  1 0.86 
17 Design and appearance should be attractive 1 0.69 

18 There must be any third-party applications that will need to be integrated 1 0.64 
19 Speed of response and performance must be fast. 1 0.83 
20 Links and buttons should help move around information easily 1 0.78 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
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Which shows that 74.84 percent of total variance is explained by information contained in
the factor matrix. Analysis gives an overview of component matrix wherein Principal Component
Analysis extracts the seven components.

Total No.3  Variance Explained 
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Component Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 
1 5.245 26.224 26.224 5.245 26.224 26.224 
2 2.770 13.848 40.072 2.770 13.848 40.072 
3 1.645 8.227 48.299 1.645 8.227 48.299 
4 1.482 7.410 55.709 1.482 7.410 55.709 
5 1.451 7.253 62.962 1.451 7.253 62.962 
6 1.220 6.101 69.063 1.220 6.101 69.063 
7 1.156 5.778 74.841 1.156 5.778 74.841 
8 .997 4.984 79.826    
9 .881 4.403 84.229    

10 .664 3.320 87.549    
11 .573 2.864 90.412    
12 .438 2.190 92.602    
13 .363 1.815 94.417    
14 .304 1.521 95.938    
15 .273 1.367 97.305    
16 .191 .956 98.260    
17 .122 .609 98.869    
18 .111 .557 99.426    
19 .073 .363 99.788    
20 .042 .212 100.000    

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

The scree plot has been shown in the figure no 1. In the x axis contains components number
is plotted against eigenvalues in the y axis. There are seven variables having more than 1.156
eigenvalues, but for best inferences for the research more the1.451 eigenvalues has been
considered.

Figure No. 1

Web Searching Practices and Outcomes: An Experimental Study on Assigned Task and . . .
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Total No. 3.  Component Matrix 
Component Matrixa 

Component 
S.NO 

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 Websites must be mobile friendly (responsive design) .840       
2 Links and buttons should help move around information easily .806       
3 Relevant information must be on the home page only  .775       
4 Extensive Coverage of information .759       
5 Performance of the search function .720       
6 Must be password protected  .707       
7 Larger number of pages is needed .675       
8 Speed of response and performance must be fast. .589 .582      
9 Information must be interesting.  .513       
10 Information is frequently easy to find  .505       
11 Ease of navigating the website  .579      
12 Websites must require online chat features  .577      
13 Information needed to be comprehensive   .593     
14 There is a need for multi-language support    .639    
15 Websites contain information about company, products, & services     .641   
16 It is always hard to find  Information      .589  
17 Design and appearance should be attractive      .516  
18 There must be any third-party applications that will need to be 

integrated   .671     

19 Information must easy to understand       .575 
20 Websites must be mobile friendly (responsive design)       .516 

 Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
 a. 7 components extracted. 

FIVE FACTORS
First Factor (Magnetic Factor) Includes following variables: Information must be interesting

.513, Information is frequently easy to find .637, Ease of navigating the website, Websites must
require online chat features .577, Design and appearance should be attractive .516, and there
must be any third-party applications that will need to be integrated .671

Second Factor (Rapidity Factor) Include following variables: Links and buttons should
help move around information easily .806, Performance of the search function .720, Speed of
response and performance must be fast .589,

Third Factor Include (Archetype Factor) following variables: Larger number of pages is
needed .675, Websit.es contain information about company, products, & services .641, and
Information must easy to understand .575.

Fourth Factor (Reliability Factor) Include following variables: Relevant information must
be on the home page only .775, Must be password protected .707, It is always hard to find
Information .589,

Fifth Factor (Conventional Factor) Include following variables: Websites must be mobile
friendly (responsive design) .840, Extensive Coverage of information .759, Information needed
to be comprehensive .593, There is a need for multi-language support .639, Websites must be
mobile friendly (responsive design) .516.

The second objective of the research was to analyze difference between assigned web
searching task and fancy web searching. To achieve this objective two tasks were designed,
these tasks were to be performed on the internet only, and the activities were recorded and
analyzed. The table no. 4 shows outcomes of these activities.
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Table No. 4

Fancy Web Searching Assigned Web Searching 

S.NO Variables 
Minimu

m Maximum Mean Minimum Maximum Mean 
1 Number of visited websites 1 7 3.9 3 6 5.67 

2 Number of keyword 1 6 1.71 1 7 2.3 
3 Refinement of keyword 0 3 .41 0 5 .47 

4 Maximum depth of exploration 1 3 1.2 1 4 1.42 

5 
Time spent on websites 
(minutes) 3:45 15 10.47 6:34 12:23 9.35 

Outcomes of Web Searching
A comparative analysis between fancy web searching and assigned web searching have

been done viz. Number of visited websites, Number of keyword, Refinement of keyword,
Maximum depth of exploration, Time spent on websites (minutes). The Minimum number of
visited websites is one and Maximum visited aresevenand 3.9 mean websites, in case of Fancy
Web Searching compare to minimum three, and six maximum and 5.67 mean websites in case of
Assigned Web Searching.

The Minimum Number of keyword used is one and Maximum is six, and 1.71 mean keywords
usedin case of Fancy Web Searching compare to minimum one, seven maximum and 2.3 mean
keywords used in case of Assigned Web Searching. The Minimum Refinement of keyword is
zero and Maximum is threeand .41 mean Refinement of keyword in case of Fancy Web Searching
compare to minimum zero, five maximum and .47 refinement of keyword in case of Assigned
Web Searching. The Minimum depth of exploration is one and Maximum is threeand 1.2 mean
depth of explorationin case of Fancy Web Searching compare to minimum one, four maximum
and 1.42 mean depth of explorationin case of Assigned Web Searching. The Minimum Time
spent on websites 3:45 minutes and Maximum is 15 minutes and 10:47 average time spent in
case of Fancy Web Searching compare to minimum 6:34 minutes, 12:23 minutes maximum, and
average time spent is 9:35 in case of Assigned Web Searching

The figure no. 2 shows a comparative analysis of types of websites surfed like educational,
entertainment, e-commerce, social media, news and other, between Fancy Web Searching vs.
Assigned Web Searching.

The inner circle in figure shows various types of websites (educational, entertainment, e-
commerce, social media, news and other)along with their percentages, for Fancy Web Searching.
The outer circle illustrations types of websites along with their percentages for Assigned Web
Searching. Only 19 percent of people surf educational websites when they have leisure time
compared to 23 percent people do educational work when they are assigned.

Web Searching Practices and Outcomes: An Experimental Study on Assigned Task and . . .
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Figure no. 2 Types of websites
Only 19 percent people are engaged in entertainment related activities when are assigned

compared 44 percent people engaged in entertainment related activities when their hand are
free. Only 2 percent people have surfed e-commerce websites when they were free, compared to
15 percent surfed in case of assigned task.Only 5 percent people surfed social media when they
were free compared to 12 percent when they are assigned. All People are interested in news and
others, almost equally.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result and discussion part explains outcomes obtained from various analysis in greater

detail.
Internal consistency ranges between negative infinity to one.The value of Cronbach’s Alpha

is.750 and the number of items were 20.It has good internal consistency.Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of Sampling Adequacy test shows the value of .609 and Factor Analysis is applied. The
Principal Component Analysis extraction method was used. The extracted communalities ranged
from 0.58 to 0.88. The factor analysis yielded 7 factors in all which explaining 74.84 percent of
total variance.

The scree plot shows seven variables having more than 1.156 eigenvalues, but for best
inferences for the research more the 1.451 eigenvalues has been considered and five factors have
been formulated. First Factor (Magnetic Factor) Includes following variables: Information must
be interesting .513, Information is frequently easy to find .637, Ease of navigating the website,
Websites must require online chat features .577, Design and appearance should be attractive
.516, and there must be any third-party applications that will need to be
integrated .671

Second Factor (Rapidity Factor) Include following variables: Links and buttons should
help move around information easily .806, Performance of the search function .720, Speed of
response and performance must be fast .589. Third Factor Include (Archetype Factor) following
variables: Larger number of pages is needed .675, Websit.es contain information about company,
products, & services .641, and Information must easy to understand .575.Fourth Factor
(Reliability Factor) Include following variables: Relevant information must be on the home
page only .775, Must be password protected .707, It is always hard to find Information .589.
Fifth Factor (Conventional Factor) Include following variables: Websites must be mobile friendly
(responsive design) .840, Extensive Coverage of information .759, Information needed to be
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comprehensive .593, There is a need for multi-language support .639, Websites must be mobile
friendly (responsive design) .516.

A comparative analysis between fancy web searching and assigned web searching have
been done. The Minimum number of visited websites is one and Maximum visited are seven and
3.9 mean websites, in case of Fancy Web Searching compare to minimum three, and six maximum
and 5.67 mean websites in case of Assigned Web Searching. The Minimum Number of keyword
used is one and Maximum is six, and 1.71 mean keywords usedin case of Fancy Web Searching
compare to minimum one, seven maximum and 2.3 mean keywords used in case of Assigned
Web Searching. The Minimum Refinement of keyword is zero and Maximum is three and .41
mean Refinement of keyword in case of Fancy Web Searching compare to minimum zero, five
maximum and .47 refinement of keyword in case of Assigned Web Searching.

The Minimum depth of exploration is one and Maximum is three and 1.2 mean depth of
exploration in case of Fancy Web Searching compare to minimum one, four maximum and 1.42
mean depth of exploration in case of Assigned Web Searching. The Minimum Time spent on
websites 3:45 minutes and Maximum is 15 minutes and 10:47 average time spent in case of
Fancy Web Searching compare to minimum 6:34 minutes, 12:23 minutes maximum, and average
time spent is 9:35 in case of Assigned Web Searching.

Only 19 percent of people surf educational websites when they have leisure time compared
to 23 percent people do educational work when they are assigned. Only 19 percent people are
engaged in entertainment related activities when are assigned compared 44 percent people
engaged in entertainment related activities when their hand are free. Only 2 percent people have
surfed e-commerce websites when they were free, compared to 15 percent surfed in case of
assigned task. Only 5 percent people surfed social media when they were free compared to 12
percent when they are assigned. All People are interested in news and others, almost equally.
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Will the Emergence of Cashless Economy Transforms India?

Shilpa Rajagopal*

ABSTRACT
Government of India [GOI] initiated Digital India programme as a flagship programme with eyesight to
transform India into a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. “Faceless, Paperless, Cashless”
is considered to be one of blatant role of Digital India. By framing a participative, transparent and
responsive system in economy, distinctive day to day functions like online registration, fixing appointment
in hospital, electronic fund transfer, using of digital signature for confidential work becomes accessible
and simple as this functions are said to be the backbone of an economy and digital innovation in all these
services make these function convenient and quick. As India is one of the youngest countries in entire
world with large number of potential internet user and has anenormous potential of using digital methods.
Digitalization is the one of the most dynamic and powerful method which will act as catalyst in development
of Indian economy.
This research paper aims to investigate how government is taking various steps to upgrade digitalization
in India. It highlights various benefitsof digitalisation in Indian economyand also focuses the initiatives
to promote India on the path of digitalization. The paper also states the impact of digitalization and
various challenges that are restraining India from becoming a digitalised economy.
Keywords: GOI, Digitalization, Indian Economy, Benefits, Initiatives, Impact, Challenges.

Introduction

“Digital India has created a platform enabling seamless delivery of services and has
transformed itself from a project to a way of life”

With the eyesight to transform India, Honourable Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi laid
foundation for the Programme “Digital India”; in order to digitally empower the nation and by
creating a cashless, paperless economy. Only 7% to 8% of electronic payments are happening as
per the prevailing status of India. Honourable Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi put
forwardmaking India a cashless economy on Nov 8, 2016(Bindra & Bindiya, 2017).

Don Tapscott, in his book, Digital Economy-Promise and Peril in the Age of Networked
Intelligence coined the term “Digital Economy” in 1995 and anticipated that Internet would
exorbitantly revolutionize the business and these digital shifts reshape the economies and societies
today as well as in future also. Even this holds an accentuation to endorse innovations,
technologies, able to generate efficiencies and improve services throughout the economy.

* Research Scholar, Department of Management Studies, Central University of Haryana,  Haryana
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Successfulmodification of digital economy improve the services and help address the policies
challenges in a wide range of areas, such as health, education, agriculture, governance, tax,
transports, and environment, among the others (Jha, 2018).

Digital economy is a step towards better productivity; inclusive and sustainable growth;
job creation and the well-being of the people; and has the ability to alter the structure and business
models of the economy so that the GDP and per capita income increases, and the lifestyle of
people can be improved. There isa vast opening in this area and Indian economy is growing at a
fast pace as it is ranked among fast-developing economies in the world (K., 2017).

The digitaleconomy endeavours a timely, essential synthesis that interconnects
the various aspectsof the digital or cyber economy from the real firm’s context. It is based on the
commoditization of fast, cheap computing and data storage; the supremacy of standardized
software platforms enabled with digital [Internet] interconnectivity; setting up of a worldwide,
integrated, digital network. The digital economy is Information and Communications Technology
(ICT)enabled worldwide network ofeconomic activities (Jha, 2018).

The aim is to provide the citizens of rural areas as well as the urban areas with digitally
and electronically advanced means through network devices and services. It is designed to ensure
that theservicesthrough electronic means, provided by the government are accessible even to
the poor people, so that, rendering of services can be fastened along with the improving of
quality of life of the entire society. Various steps are adopted to improve the country’s digital
infrastructure and to increase thenetwork devices access through increased band width and
advanced digital technologies. In order to increase the digital literacy of the population to become
capable of operating digital gadgets and equipment, initiatives are also being taken. Facilities
provided under this programme are, digital locker, e-mandi, e-education, e-hospitals, e-banking,e-
government, e-sign, etc (K., 2017).

Digitalisation

For transforming Indian economy into a total digital economy, GOI initiated a programme
called Digital India on 2nd July 2015by which each and every Indian citizen can have an
undisguisedcontact as well as they will be getting required services of different government and
non-government department. Digitalisation results in shortening paperwork, communication
and knowledge gap between rural and urban India. There are nine pillars for Indian Digital
programme and they are Broadband Highways, Universal Access to Mobile Connectivity, Public
Internet Access Programme, e-Governance Reforming Government through Technology, e-Kranti
Electronic Delivery of Services, Information for All, Electronics Manufacturing, IT for Jobs and
Early Harvest Programmes (Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017).

There areextensive openings in the digital sector; thereby increased the jobs
opportunities,outlook of entire cities got changed economically as well as globally, produced
innovationand innovative technologies. By adopting digital payments across the sectors in a
cashless economy, it has forewarned anumber of challenges. CompetitionLaw Bar Association
and CompetitionCommission of India initiated a conference short while ago andmanifested that
there exist a critical role in encouraginginnovation and technologiesin digital economy. Due to
the low barriers to entry and high levels of innovations in the 21st century, the top companiesof
an industry have to workeven harder in this area to keep customers whohas the mind set
tochanges their fidelity to abetter and cheaper competitor (Jha, 2018).
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The effectivenessof digitalization throws lighton simplifyingbusiness processes; by
managing the document; locking up of data; continuous accessibilityconstitutesprovision for
Disaster Recovery Solutions, Local Area Network (LAN) and Wide Area Network (WAN); by
minimizing the storage ofpaper; to get rid of manual searches for consuming time; by
strengthening availability of information; by augmenting the security of information; by reducing
storage costs; boostingcustomer service; providing access to internet for public; easy mobile
connectivity access; computer knowledge; displacement from labour intensive to capital intensive
and knowledge management (Sharma & Dubey, 2017)

The Best Five Cashless Payment Options in India are E-Wallets; UPI [Unified Payments
Interface]; Plastic Money; Net Banking; Aadhaar Card (Gaur & Padiya, 2017).

For making India cashless, Payment Banks; Electronic Fund Transfer Systems; Mobile
Wallets; Internet Banking; Banking Cards; Banks Pre-Paid Cards; Point of Sale; Mobile Bankingare
the various modes available in form of digital transactions which are being actively used by
people in India (Bindra & Bindiya, 2017).

Objectives

 To focus on how government is taking various steps to upgrade digitalization in India.
 To highlight various benefits of digitalisation in Indian economy
 To know about the initiatives to promote India on the path of digitalization.
 To study the impact of digitalization
 To examine various challenges that is restraining India from becoming a digitalised

economy.

Research Methodology

The research methodology used in this paper is exploratory, qualitative and descriptive in
nature. Secondary data is gathered for specific types of information and to gain an in-depth
understanding about topic “Will the emergence of Cashless Economy transforms India?” Data
is collected from the secondary sources such as journals and articles

Digital Innovation

Bank accounts and digital means of transaction are the aforementioned financial framework
gained momentousness in the post-demonetisation scenario. Reason is because of the latterly
driven cashlessness made people to imperatively deposit old 500- and 1000-rupee notes to the
bank or post office accounts. This paves way for transacting through advanced means such as
digital wallets and credit-card transactions. Instruments already developed for financial inclusion
is said to be insignificant during the aforesaid time and in order to expedite poor people’s
transition into the system, a set of tools developed for anti-poverty programmes. Informal street
sellers who are not used with such instruments faced obstacles and the sudden pressure to
become familiar and faced many businesses at risk of closure. Those tools are biometric
identification, area of bank accounts and mobile transactions(MASIERO, 2017).

Pradhan Mantri Jan DhanYojana(Jan Dhan) is a financial inclusion scheme initiated by the
GOI aims at endorsing low-income earners to open zero-balance bank accounts in the area of
bank accounts. Unique Identity Project or Aadhaar eventuated in 2009 for biometric identification

Will the Emergence of Cashless Economy Transforms India?
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by an authority called the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) is an autonomous
and free scheme that provides a 12-digit identification number and nails biometric details to all
those listed. India is considered to be the biggest system in the world on biometric identification.
It aims at revolutionizing access to the public sector, by alternating a superabundance of
documents(MASIERO, 2017)

Now the bank accounts are linked with mobile numbers and most of the financial institutions
endorse mobile banking.For the last few years, mobile services have rooted in the financial system.
An innovation called digital wallets is a device for making transactions like receiving and
disbursing money through the mobile phones. It requires a mobile phone device equipped with
Internet and flow of money happens only after by downloading an app and transactions can be
managed by text message or by capturing QR code. JAM trinity (Jan Dhan, Aadhaar, mobile
phones) is an anti-poverty strategy intended to endure social benefits for the poor and was
already existed back when demonetisation. It is to transform cashlessness economy to digital
economy(MASIERO, 2017).

Mobile internet; cloud technology; automation of knowledge work; digital payments and
verifiable digital identity are the technologies for digitalizing work and life. Internet of things;
Intelligent Transportation and Distribution; Advanced Geographic Information System [GIS]
and Next generation genomics are the technologies for Smart physical systems. The technologies
for rethinking energy are Advanced Oil and Gas Exploration and Recovery; renewable energy
and advanced energy storage (Kaul, 2015).

Various Steps Taken By RBI and Government to Discourage Use of Cash

Mobile wallet facilitates the users to immediately send money, pay bill, and recharge mobiles,
book movie tickets, and send physical and e-gifts through online and offline. Various incentives
offered by GOI and RBI to promote digitalization in India are Service Tax of 15% waived off on
digital transactions up to rupees 2000; a discount of 0.75% for purchasing fuel through credit
cards, mobile wallets or e-wallets digitally; free accident insurance will be provided to online
ticket buyers worth rupees 10 lakh; a discount of8% is offeredif purchasing of new LIC policies
online via its site; GOI initiated UPI(Unified Payment Interface) for transferring money through
mobile between account holders of two different banks; GOI initiated BHIM (Bharat Interface
for Money) app to transact between each other, Aadhar Enabled Payment Systems by which
traditional banks are moving towards e-wallet services on mobiles; Microsoft opened Cyber
Security Engagement Centre (CSEC) in India which evaluates how viruses spreads, cyber-attacks
originates in addition to GOI or RBI because of increasing trend of cashless or digital transactions
and helps customers to tap pool of security specialists (Bindra & Bindiya, 2017).

Measures to be taken for stepping towards Cashless India

Basic cyber hygiene must be taken care of such as:
 Non-sharing of passwords with others, non-saving of passwords on public networks

and better access to control techniques with strong authentication measures should be
implemented by mobile e-wallet companies

 Assure Open Bank accounts operationalized
 Government fees on credit card transactions should be abolished
 Interchange fee on card transactions should be reduced
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 Rise in ATM withdrawals taxes
 Consumers and merchants who adopts electronic payments should be given tax rebates
 Scale up POS machine’s capability
 In order to minimize cybercrimes and augmenting people’s trust in electronic payment

system, make sure that the Electronic payment infrastructure is safe and secure (Bindra
& Bindiya, 2017).

Initiatives to Promote India on the Path of Digitalization
Digitalization is a transformation in terms of all the sectors. GOI underwent certain initiatives

for promoting Digitalization in India. They are;
 Digital Villages: In order to broaden internet connectivity with rural areas, high speed

internet will be catered to atmostGram Panchayat level. Bharat net and National Optic
Fibre Network(NOFN) are the programme for accomplishing those objective(Monisha,
Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017).

 E-Governance Projects: E-passport, Registration of land online, “Bhumi in Karnataka”,
quota cards and food delivery service are the distinct e-governance projects currently
exist in India. Digitalization includes land registration; online access in colleges; industrial
tax department; driving licence renewal; documentation for vehicle registration and
handling the files of intra-department at the state secretariat. Digital Locker system, my
gov.in app, e sign app, SwacchBharat mission mobile app, Portal for national scholarship,
e-hospital app, digitize, Bharat net, Fund for electronic development, Centre of Excellence
on internet of things (IOT) are the projects for promoting Digitization(Monisha,
Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017)

 Geographical Information System: In 2015, GOI initiated a programme in order to
promote online payments for government services. It includes generation of Operating
system which focuses on sustaining TEXT to SPEECH technique for nine diverse
languages (Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017).

 New Data Centre: New Data Centre for National Informatics Centre (NIC) was initiated
by GOI in Odisha for commencing Software Technology parks (Monisha, Budhiraja, &
Kaur, 2017).

 Rise of ICT: GOI initiated a programme called National Informatics Centre for accessing
different digital documents and information through a portal and initiated another
programme called Central Secretariat Library Mission for transforming printed material
into digital readable document (Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017)

Benefits of Digitalisation in Indian Economy

Going cashless has positive impact on society. Restricting the black money generation;
downsizing tax avoidance instances; shrinking in real estate prices; Boosts consumption among
people which results in more production, employment opportunities therebyrising income of
people are the distinct benefits for going cashless (Bindra & Bindiya, 2017).

The digitalisation revolutionresults in catering their services through common delivery
outlets; inclusive growth in all sectors of India; high transparency; E-Governance on all sectors,
downsizing corruption and quick and accurate management of things; Digital locker facility

Will the Emergence of Cashless Economy Transforms India?
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helps the people to digitally store their essential documents and results in ecological betterment
by reducing the paperwork; assistance during time of demonetisation; strengthening large scale
business and small scale business; growth in GDP; rise in job opportunities and downsized the
gap between rural and urban India (Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017)

Reduced fraud, improveoperational efficiency, more transparency, mitigate physical cash
transactions/ reduce cost are the benefits of Digitalization (Agrawal & Sen, 2017)

Objectives of being digital is to bring transparency; to control corruption; to ensure
promptness/quick results; to increase efficiency; to bring effectiveness; to promote-commerce;
to make India a cashless society; To accelerate industrialization; To promote economic growth
and development; Reduce paper work; To develop the banking sector; To integrate the world
economy; to promote online teaching and learningto inculcate quality education like National
Programme on technologyenhanced learning (NPTEL), Consortium for Educational
Communication(CEC) etc.; To eliminate tax avoidance; To modernize the higher education system
(Sharma & Dubey, 2017)

Cost Effective to Banks; Low Time Consumption; Safe and Secure; Up-gradation of
Technology; Control of Black Money and Check for Anti-money Laundry enhances the proper
economic growth are the advantages of being cashless (Gaur & Padiya, 2017).

Key Projects Framed Under Digital India Programme

Digital India comprises of various initiatives under the single programme. They are
Highways to have broadband services; Easy access to mobile connectivity; IT Training for Jobs;
Manufacturing of electronics; Provide public access to the internet; E-Governance; E-Kranti;
Global Information; MyGov.in; Early harvest programs (K., 2017).

Digital Locker System; Swachh Bharat Mission Mobile Application; eHospital; Bharat Net;
Electronics Development Fund; National Scholarship Portal; Universal Mobile admittance;
Ekranti; Electronics Manufacturing; Information for All (Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017).

Impact of Digitalization

Digital technologies are indispensible for modernizing the future economies. Business as
well as the financial analysts’pointed out that digital economy is not only conceptual but it has
some impact on societies. Also emphasised, there isnarrow acceptance to the technologies
whichenables the digital economy. Some points out digitization and mechanization replace
workers and the job opportunities. There is an inconsistency between the rapid growth in
technologies and the gradual growth in organisation and skills which will results in enhancement
of artificial intelligence, robotics, networks and analytics. The major challenge will be initiating
an effective organisation for digital economy in the coming future (Jha, 2018).

By 2019, Cross cutting, ranging from broadband connectivity in all Panchayats, Wi-Fi in
schools and universities and Public Wi-Fi hotspots will be the likely impact of Digital India. Job
opportunities in IT sector of India will get increased rapidly. There by India will be Digitally
empowered country as well as a master in the usage of IT in different fields. Universal digital
literacy and availability of digital resources/services in Indian languages is emphasised by Digital
empowerment. In order to implement this, GOI plans to re-establish National Informatics Centre
(NIC) to support all central government departments and state governments (K., 2017).
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A. Economic impact: Digital India plays a major part in macro-economic factors such as
growth in GDP, generating employment, labor productivity, growth in a number of
businesses and leakages of revenue for the Government. India is the world’s 2nd largest
telecom market [915 million wireless subscribers] as well as the world’s 3rd largest
Internet market [259 million broadband users]. There is huge economic optionas number
of telephone connections for every hundred individuals living in a rural area is just 45%
but the population of same is estimated to be more than 65%. The expectation about the
growth of telecommunication industry is much more in the coming future (K., 2017).

During the initial stages in the process of Digitalization, expenses bared for creating,
preserving and distributing digital information is high which results in reduction of
production costs when compared with foremost form of information distribution system.
They are:
 Reduction in the marginal cost of issuing and keeping many copies of a document
 Cost for buying online information results in retaining total expenditure
 Firms get benefit when library hours got reduced and minimal time for work force

to do labour intensive task;
 In order to execute an open access model, WWW supports organization
 Other impact of digitization includes proven effect on reduction in unemployment,

standard of living will get enhanced, access to public facilities, higher efficiency &
clarity by GOI results in development of economy (Monisha, Budhiraja, Kaur, 2017).

B. Social impact: Social sectors are incapable to influence the people and these results in
the cumbersome growth and gap between the rural and urban India. By the introduction
of ICT brought about tremendous aftermath on social modernization. m-Education
services provides an access to physical infrastructure in rural and remote areas. Digital
India enablesthe users to study through smart and virtual classrooms, online educational
platforms like Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). It boosts the country’s financial
inclusion through mobile and internet banking. Tele-medicine aids in rise of infant
mortality rate, growing life expectancy, fewer quality physicians. M-health boosts
innovation and extension of healthcare services. Digital platforms even helps farmer to
know about the choice of crop, varieties of seed, weather, best practices for cultivation,
market prices, market demand etc. (K., 2017), (Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017).

C. Environmental impact: Extensive changes in the technology will have an impact on
economic system as well as environment. The next generation technologies will assist
in efficient management and consumption of scarce and non-renewable resources, waste
management, lessening the carbon footprint by shortening consumption of fuel, greener
workplaces and thereby results in a greener ecosystem,. Cloud computing technology
minimizes carbon emissions by improving mobility and flexibility. carbon emissions
can be minimized due to Cloud computing technology which results in enhancing the
mobility and flexibility (K., 2017)

The advantages to economy in ecological terms are saving substantial paper, organizational
level initiated campaigns for saving the environment by reusing water cups & going paperless;
resources have been used in a prudent way by the people; able to get the past documents through
online digital solution portal within seconds; employees are not enforced to go to work places
thereby reduces pollution by reduced fuel usage(Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017).

Will the Emergence of Cashless Economy Transforms India?
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Negative Impact of going Cashless
By transforming into Digital India, there exist some negative effects. Increase in Cyber

Crimes; Increased chances of trapping; Frauds through digital transactions are considered to be
the negative effects of going cashless with reference to India (Bindra & Bindiya, 2017)

Challenges
Cashless Ecomony has certain challenges also. Women employees found difficult to find

the balance between their work and personal lives. Technology won’t reduce stress levels. So
that make sure that the advantages are not overshadowed by increased stress levels. The work
forces in the organisation are accountable to set bounds and discourage this cultural development
among team (Bagrecha & Acharya, 2016).

According to (Jha, 2018), Unauthorized access, use of corporateand personal information
and lackof secrecy are the challenges of Digitalisation.

Non-existence of infrastructure and required technology; Dearth of education; Financial
issues and technical issues like appropriate bandwidth, firewalls, filters, anti-virus software’s,
protection from hackers,buffering;Attitude ofcitizens as well as government ; Cyber-crimes and
Lack of confidence; High costs andTraining needs are found to be the certain challenges of
Digitalization (K., 2017).

Bank accounts found to be dysfunctional through Jan DhanYojana; Digital mode is difficult
for tech-unfriendly people;Low literacy rates; Lack of infrastructure; Poor to low speed of Internet;
Inefficient resources to capitalize electronic payment infrastructure; Service charges for cards;
Unaware of the benefits of credit cards by the non-users are the obstacles in making India a
cashless economy (Bindra & Bindiya, 2017).

According to (Monisha, Budhiraja, & Kaur, 2017), High level Digital Illiteracy; Technology
& Language; Cyber security;Connectivity in Remotes Areas;Constraints in Budget are the
challenges faced due to Digitalisation.

Practice of using cash; Difficulty of using Internet; Fraud and hidden charges; Lack of
human interaction; Less Introduction of Smartphone in rural area; Sufficient internet speed and
Scared of privacy and security are the key barriers of Digital payment (Nirala & Pandey, 2017).

Conclusion
“People who change after change will survive
People who change with change will succeed
People who cause the change will lead”       —Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India
Honourable Prime Minister’s quote depicts the determination to revolutionize the entire

economic structure to make India cashless. The future of the India is promising due to the
implementation of Digitalization. This will increase transparency in the economy; GDP growth;
the creditability of the country and investments (Bindra & Bindiya, 2017), (Baskaran, 2017),
(Bergenwall, 2016). The programme enables transforming of India into a digitally empowered
society and knowledge economy. Successful implementation of this programme leads to wealthy
and prosperous India.
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The Analytical Study of Digital Education with

Comparison between Traditional and E-Education
                                                                    Dr. Fatemeh Rajabi*

ABSTRACT
Traditionally education is not mere schooling or instruction imposed by the elders on the younger ones.
It is equivalent to the development of character or personality by means of the social life of education
institutions. The social life includes all kinds of out-of-class activities. Man acquires experience throughout
his life. This acquisition of experience is education. This process of acquiring experience is a social process
and it is related to and influenced by social factors. Education is thus a social process and its function is
not only to preserve the social heritage but also to enrich it. Learning is the result of social interaction
and social motivation. Education helps to develop this social self so that an individual may become an
effective and useful member of the society. Education is a process of directed learning.
Advances in digital technology have opened up many avenues of learning. Technology has made
information accessible from anywhere and by / to all groups of people. Education has reached most
parts of the world and “information and communication in technology” has become an integral part of
human life.
The purpose of this paper is to identify implications for future investment in the use of digital technology
for learning. Digital technologies are now embedded in our society. Focus has shifted from whether or not
to use them in teaching and learning, to understanding which technologies can be used for what specific
educational purposes and then to investigate how technology is used to access and apply such knowledge.
The paper relates how these technologies have been used in education and its impact in general.
Key words: Digital Education, Traditional Education, Digital technology, Explicit knowledge,
Information Communication in Technology.

Introduction

Traditional Education

Generally  speaking,  ‘Education’  is  utilized  in  three  senses:  Knowledge,  Subject  and  a
Process. When a person achieves degree up to certain level we do not call it education .As for
example if a person has secured Masters degree then we utilize education it a very narrower
sense and call that the person has achieved education up to Masters Level. In the second sense,
education is utilized in a sense of discipline. As for example if a person had taken education as
a paper or as a discipline during his study in any institution then we utilize education as a
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subject. In the third sense, education is utilized as a process. In fact when we talk of education,
we talk in the third sense i.e. education as a process. Thus, we talk what is education as a process?
What are their importances etc.? The following debate on education will discuss education in
this sense and we will talk education as a process.

In English the term “Education” has been derived from two Latin words Educare (Educere)
and Educatum. “Educare” means to train or mould. It again means to bring up or to lead out or
to draw out, propulsion from inward to outward. The term “Educatum” denotes the act of
teaching. It throws light on the principles and practice of teaching. The term Educare or Educere
mainly indicates development of the latent faculties of the child. But child does not know these
possibilities. It is the educator or the teacher who can know these and take  appropriate methods
to develop those powers. Thus, education may be defined as a purposive, conscious or
unconscious, psychological, sociological, scientific and philosophical process, which brings about
the development of the individual to the fullest extent and also the maximum development of
society in such a way that both enjoy maximum happiness and prosperity. In Short, education is
the development of individual according to his needs and demands of society, of which he is an
integral part.

Traditional education system means the earliest and ancient system which was developed
on how to get education and how to impart education system to other. Traditional education
system consist of one way communication system by the gurus to the students, which consist of
imparting education to the student in best possible way. In this student require to attend the
classes in person and on the campus. It makes sense if you decide to live in the dorms or are an
incoming freshman who wants of real college experience. There are certainly more opportunities
to join clubs, association or fraternities/sororities while taking classes on campus. It may be a
better choice for those students who are not very savvy with technology or want to enjoy
interacting with teacher and professor face to face.

Traditional education is defined as teacher-centered delivery of instruction to classes of
students who are the receivers of information. Traditional schools generally stress basic
educational practices and expect mastery of academic learning in the core subjects of math,
reading, writing, science and social studies. Public schools generally follow this educational
model, although charter schools can offer a more flexible educational approach. Other alternatives
to the traditional public school include independent schools that operate outside the public
school jurisdiction, religious schools, home school and online learning. Since many factors come
into play when choosing a school, it's wise to look not only at the educational program, but also
at social atmosphere and availability of support services.

Digital Teaching and Learning

Today’s we all lives in a 21st century, everything changed very rapidly and continuously
for the betterment of future, new technology is simply a modified version and a technique to
overcomes the drawbacks of previous one, that’s proves very beneficial for all. In the era of
globalization, traditional education system is losing its relevance. Role and importance of digital
education in areas like commerce, management, information technology etc. is increasing day
by day.

The role of technology in education has been an important question since the potential of
computer technology to transform Skinner’s teaching machines was recognized in the 1960s. It
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remains an important issue today with debates about the impact of technology on our society,
the implications of quick and easy online access to information for knowledge and learning and
the effect of technology  on  young  people’s  social,  emotional  and  physical development
frequently in the news. It is therefore important to take stock of what we know about the impact
of digital technology on education from what we have learned over the last fifty years.

Digital education is a new education concept by using the internet technology. It deliveries
the digital content, provides a learnt orient environment for the teacher and students. It promotes
the constructions of lifelong learning opinions and Learning society. One vast land needs to
embrace internet and technology if it has to reach all of its huge population the majority of
which is located in remote village. Today the whole world moving towards

information based world and society after all information is knowledge and knowledge is
wisdom. Digital education also refers “Digital learning”  or “Distance  Education”  involves
taking course over the internal as opposed to in the classroom. Its popularity due to its flexibility
and convenience that an online experience provides. It allows student to work at their own pace
without the confines of a strict class schedule. The main aim of the education is the elevate the
scope, purpose for computer education in rural area. Not only for student, many public and
private sector organization also provided their training programme through electronic medium.
Basically this is useful for the people namely student, rural resident, farmer, worker and other.

The Important Role of Education

Digital education can occur in or out of the classroom, it can be self paced, or may be
instructor-led it suited to distance learning and flexible learning but it can also be used in
conjunction with face to face teaching, in which ease the term blended learning is commonly
used. Barnard a pioneer of E- education, advocate that the “E” should be interpreted to mean
“exciting, energetic, enthusiastic, emotional, extended, excellent and education in addition to
electronic. Parks suggested that the “e” should refer to “everything, everyone, engaging, easy.
In East Information Communication Technology is one of the rapid development technological
fields in  the  global  society.  But  there  is  no  doubt  in  the  near  future’s development will
based on ICT’s however benefits of ICTs are not reached expected level in the rural areas.

For the overcome these problem both central and state govt. and non- governmental
organizations are allocating huge amount for the development of ICTs and rural education.
Online education in East has picked up rapidly growth. Due to the challenges of the current
education system, there is growing realization that problems like delivery, assessment and general
consumption of information can be addressed by leveraging technology. At present digital
education include numerous types of media that deliver text, audio, image, animation and
streaming video and includes technology applications and processes such as audio or video
type, satellite TV, CD ROM, and computer based learning as well as local internet/extranet and
web based learning. To tackle this popular demand, online education is emerging as one of the
preferred modes of education among students and working professionals considering its ease
of access, affordability as well as industry relevance.

The reason behind pursuing education through an online medium is different for each
one, some do it to up still themselves with other do it to gain accreditation from renowned
universities worldwide in order to built better qualification from the convenience of their home.
It is also a more cost effective and faster from of learning.
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Global Perspective of Digital Education System

Process of Digital Education System

Digital learning refers to the use of technology in learning and education. The
communication conducted in e education systems directly affects the educational results and
the participant’s satisfaction. There are several aspects to describing the intellectual and technical
development of digital education which can be categorized into discrete areas.

Digital education as a technological medium that assist in the communication of knowledge,
and its development and exchange digital learning itself as an educational subject, such courses
may  be  called  “computer  studies”  or  ICT (information and communication technology). It is
more successful in comparison of traditional education while other causes difficulties both for
the instructor and for the participants. Let us first understand the characteristic of face to face
communication during the tradition education. Internet is a medium in which problems related
to the communication channel often appear. While online programs have significant strengths
and offer unprecedented accessibility to quality education, there are weaknesses inherent in the
use of this medium that can pose potential threats to the success of any online program. These
problems fall into six main categories:

 The technology
 The student
 The facilitator
 The administration and faculty
 The online environment
 The curriculum

Confinements of Technology

User friendly and reliable technology is critical to a successful online program. However,
even the most sophisticated technology is not 100% reliable. Unfortunately, it is not a question
of if the equipment used in an online program will fail, but when. When everything is running
smoothly, technology is intended to be low profile and is used as a tool in the learning process.
However, breakdowns can occur at any point along the system, for example, the server which
hosts the program could crash and cut all participants off from the class; a participant may
access the class through a networked computer which could go down; individual Personal
Computers  can  have  numerous  problems  which  could  limit  student’s access; finally, the
Internet connection could fail, or the institution hosting the connection could become bogged
down with users and either slow down, or fail all together. In situations like these, the technology
is neither seamless nor reliable and it can detract from the learning experience.

The Learners

While an online method of education can be a highly effective alternative medium of
education for the mature, self-disciplined student, it is an inappropriate learning environment
for more dependent learners. Online asynchronous education gives students control over their
learning experience, and allows for flexibility of study schedules for nontraditional students;
however, this places a greater responsibility on the student. In order to successfully participate
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in an online program, student must be well organized, self-motivated, and possess a high degree
of time management skills in order to keep up with the pace of the course. For these reasons,
online education is not appropriate for younger learners and other students who are dependent
learners and have difficulty assuming responsibilities required by the online paradigm.

The Facilitator of Learning

Lack of Essential Online Qualities

Successful on-ground instruction does not always translate to successful online instruction.
If facilitators are not properly trained in online delivery and methodologies, the success of the
online program will be compromised. An instructor must be able to communicate well in writing
and in the language in which the course is offered. An online program will be weakened if its
facilitators are not adequately prepared to function in the Virtual Classroom. An online instructor
must be able to compensate for lack of physical presence by creating a supportive environment
in the Virtual Classroom where all students feel comfortable participating and especially where
students know that their instructor is accessible. Failure to do this can alienate the class both
from each other and from the instructor. However, even if a virtual professor is competent
enough to create a comfortable virtual environment in which the class can operate, still the lack
of physical presence at an institution can be a limitation for an online program. For the faculty as
well as the participants, such things as being left out of meetings and other events that require
on-site interaction could present a limiting factor in an online program.

The Organization and Faculty

Some environments are disruptive to the successful implementation of an online program.
Directors and/or faculty members who are uncomfortable with change and working with
technology or feel that online programs cannot offer quality education often inhibit the process
of implementation. These people represent a considerable weakness in an online program because
they can inhibit its success. Sometimes administration cannot see beyond the bottom line and
look at online programs only as ways to increase revenues and are thus not committed to seeing
online programs as a means of providing quality education to people who would otherwise not
be able to access it. In such a case, an institution that is not aware of the importance of proper
facilitator training, essential facilitator characteristics, and limitations of class size would not
understand the impact that these elements can have on the success of an online program.

The Online Circumference

Levels of Synergy

Online learning has its most promising potential in the high synergy represented by active
dialog among the participants, one of the most important sources of learning in a Virtual
Classroom. However, in larger classes (20 or more students), the synergy level starts to shift on
the learning continuum until it eventually becomes independent study to accommodate the
large class. At this point, dialog is limited as well as interaction among participants and the
facilitator. The medium is not being used to its greatest potential.
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4. Digital Education Global Perspective

Digital education is a new concept and as with other innovations it will meet with resistance.
The following strategies might be considering by those involves with e education. 24 Hours a
Day, 7 Days a Week Accesses: The internet and the online mode operate 24/7. Ensuring anywhere,
anytime connectivity. Student can learn at their convenient time. Whatever they are, they just
need a device and internet connectivity to study and learn.

1. Global Pool of Knowledge: The Information Communication Technology overrides the
barriers of time and geographical boundaries. There is world wide connectivity to a
vast pool of knowledge resources.

2. Social Impact’s: Social impacts of the development the values of upgrading skill and
knowledge through Digital education.

3. Technology: Props for the Disabled: The mass reach initiative of distance learning has
gone a step further, with technology props being implemented in online learning systems
for the visuals/hearing impaired/physical disabled.

4. Offline Study: Video lectures, seminars relating to academic and non-academic can be
made available to students, in ready and easy downloadable formats, thanks to the
compatible versions of software, which have been put in place for the same. Those who
are not able or cannot schedule to their convenience to watch live video demos, can
download them for later browsing.

5. Career-Progress: Distance learning enables studying while staying on job. Working
professionals eager for skills-upgrade, for better designation and career growth can
enroll for distance education programs. The online platform helps to strike the right
balance between office, home and work priorities, as this mode of study can be used,
anywhere, anytime. There is parallel growth in skills and work experience in the distance
education mode of study.

Reaction to Digital Education
Government of developing countries has made educational provision available for all in a

variety of people way through schools, teachers and the correspondence system. This system
support rural and urban area. Many school closed because people shift to rural to urban places
for their betterment education response is very good for the advancement for the developed
country and underdevelopment country. We need to create awareness about digital education
in undeveloped country.

Digital Education Merits
 Universal access and universal service
 Build knowledge communities by using self-learning
 Through it we can transfer knowledge speedily.
 Beneficial for upgrading skill and build knowledge.
 Quality factor included: industry relevant, comprehensive and creditable for the current

job  scenic.
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Promotion Process of Digital Education
Remote Students: By using print based system the correspondence school has been serving

needs of the isolated students. Training or e mail and chatting system or synchronous/
asynchronous methods-education will become global education that will be available to students
of all age groups and genders.

Learning Support: Both government and industry should support for the rural development
through funds, creating infrastructure and sponsoring /supporting students especially in rural
area.

People Support: To provide education through radio and television program in rural area
by using regional language. Use of video conferencing technology to raise achievement standards
in rural areas. Use specific language and culture and give students greater access of knowing.

Facilitator/Professional: Accountability and quality are the important factors in the
professional world for decision making. Through digital education professional can do lifelong
learning. This kind of knowledge is now deliverable using CBT, and web based training methods,
these students can continue to learn while physically staying/being at home or at the workplace.

Cost and Economic Factors

Standard Module: Today at introductory level it is costly but if we develop standard module,
which will serve the need of the rural area at very large scale then it will become cheaper.

Infrastructural Costs: cost of cables, networks and other transmission systems.
Package Cost: purchase, upgrade, licensing and compliance costs.
Peripherals Costs: such as computers, scanners, web camera, multimedia kit, modems and

printers.

There are Several Reasons that Justify the Development of Online Educational System for a
University Course, Seminar or Corporate Training

 It is easier for a large number of participants to successfully and more completely acquire
instructional content.

 The need to improve the way instruction is performed and increases the satisfaction of
the participants.

 Decreased expenses and waste of time of the students for travelling to the class venue.
 Better impression of the teacher/instructor and the institution which organized the

instruction.
 Available financial resources which makes the time and effort financially worthwhile.
 The obligation of an instructor/teacher and /or the institution to perform a certain

module online.
 A chance to master new educational technologies and join the contemporary trends.

Apart from Benefits, There are Several Unfavorable Factors When Developing Digital
Education System for a Course or a Class

 Problems related to copyright for the content of the courses and visual illustrations;
 The need for technical support by other people and/or mastering internet technologies;
 The possibility that, after great initial investments, a course becomes redundant;
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 The need to maintain and innovate due to the appearance of new technologies in distance
education;

 Possible apparition of similar competitive and better quality online educational programs
by other authors.

Consideration of Similarities/ Dissimilarities

Conventional and Digital Education

Online education is also known as distance learning and consists of taking classes via the
internet. More and more students take online classes because of the flexibility and convenience
it provides. You can attend class sessions from the comfort of your home and complete
assignments at almost any time of the day. Online classes are great for individuals

who have a demanding work schedule and family responsibilities. In addition, online classes
are more cost efficient because they doesn't require any commuting, allowing you to save on gas
and the wear and tear of your vehicle. Online courses are also great for individuals in the military
or who travel frequently.

The distance learning format allows students to pursue education through an out-of-state
school without having to transfer residence. However, there are some clear cons to online
education, including

 Limited direct contact with colleagues and professors
 Fewer opportunities to join on campus clubs and extracurricular activities

Difference 1: Online Learning can Include Both Synchronous and Asynchronous Activities,
with an Emphasis on the Latter

“Synchronous” activities are those that take place at a scheduled time and place, such as in
a classroom or, with an online course, in a live web conference or chat room. “Asynchronous”
activities are those for which the student determines the time and place to complete work, which
is an advantage for people like parents and working students who need a flexible schedule in
order to pursue their education. Traditional classrooms also incorporate asynchronous activities
ever heard of homework? But online classrooms tend to rely more heavily on the asynchronous
completion of assignments.

Difference 2: Because of its Asynchronous Nature, Online Learning Requires more Self-
Direction and Discipline

Online learning is best suited to the highly motivated student who is willing to take the full
responsibility for his or her own learning. Given how easy it is to ignore coursework in favor of
social events, trashy TV marathons, and all the other distractions that life has to offer, online
learners must be particularly diligent with time management. You must gauge how much time
it takes to complete assignments and organize your personal schedule accordingly which is
easier said than done. The advantage is that you have the flexibility to work at your own pace
and schedule.
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Difference 3: Reading is Paramount in Online Learning
This is a simple but overlooked truth: In an online course, up to 100% of your classroom

materials will consist of assigned reading (with the occasional multimedia presentation). This is
not the case in traditional classroom settings, which rely more heavily on lectures and face-to-
face interaction. If you struggle to get through reading-based learning, you may struggle in an
online classroom.

Difference 4: Online Feedback can be Slower than Face-to-Face Feedback
As noted above, online education heavily relies on written material; if you get stuck on

something, your professor and  peers  won’t  necessarily  be  readily  available  to  provide
feedback on the spot, though effective professors will make themselves available through a
variety of methods, including online office hours. On the flipside, if you prefer to take your time
to develop responses to course material and peers’ comments, you may prefer this lag time in
the learning process.

Difference 5: Writing Skills are Paramount in Online Learning
In a traditional classroom setting, writing skills represent just one of the tools you use to

communicate; while important, writing usually complements other forms of communication
and assessment, notably in-person dialogue and  presentations.  If  you’re  not a solid writer,
you can usually compensate with these other forms of communication in a traditional classroom.
With online learning, the bulk of assignments and class communication is written and via email
or instant messaging, so solid writing skills are essential for success. This is true not only for
written assignments, but also for interacting with fellow students and your professors; if you
are unable to concisely articulate what you need or don’t understand, you will waste time over
miscommunications and ambiguities.

Difference 6: Digital Literacy Makes the Difference between Hanging on by Your Fingernails
and Thriving in an online Classroom

The old “dog ate my homework” excuse has been replaced with “the Internet went out” or
“the program froze before I could save my 200-page report.” But these excuses are just that
excuses and your professors don’t want to hear it. Online learning requires a higher level of
digital literacy, or the ability to navigate, evaluate, and create information using a range of digital
technologies, including an online course management system (i.e. the website where your lessons,
assignments, and other materials are stored and made accessible to the students in the class). It
doesn’t mean you need to learn programming languages, but it does mean you can’t balk at the
emerging technologies that are being employed by online programs. In fact, the most successful
online students embrace these technologies and increase their own digital IQ independent of the
online classroom.

Difference 7: In Online Synchronous Debates and Discussion, the Writer is Advantaged
Instead of the Talker

In a traditional classroom setting, the loudest or most forceful student often gains the
advantage in discussion. But in a chat room or instant messaging forum, each student stands on
equal footing, including with the professor. This can result in a more even, open discussion, but
it also gives the quick, skilled writer an advantage, particularly in content areas and classes that
involve debate.
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Difference 8: The Professor is a Facilitator in Online Learning, Not a Dictator
In a traditional classroom setting, the professor is the indisputable leader of the learning

process; they stand in the front of the room, call on people, and maintain authority over the
chalkboard. In an online classroom, the professor is still the authority figure, but their role is
reduced  to  facilitating  the  students’  digestion  of  and  response  to  the  information. Less
instructor supervision means more student autonomy.

Difference 9: Networking and Social Interaction Differ in the Two Settings
While traditional classroom settings offer opportunities to network with peers on your

campus, online classrooms may contain students from all over the world. If you find it easier to
network face-to-face, you will obviously prefer the traditional setting, but the advantages of the
larger networking pool of locations and personalities will give a different atmosphere to the
classroom dynamic.

Difference 10: Online Learning is an Individual Pursuit
The learning process in a traditional classroom is inevitably a group activity, but the bulk

of online learning takes place individually or, depending on the online class structure and content
area, in small groups. However, camaraderie can be developed in both traditional and online
settings; in fact, many online learners report that they interact with their peers more through
synchronous and asynchronous online class discussions than in a traditional setting. But at the
end of the day, it’s up to you, sitting alone in front of your computer, likely with a large mug of
coffee at your side because you can take the student out of the classroom, but you certainly can’t
decaffeinate them.

Conclusions Traditional

To conclude we can say that traditional education system is the system which provides the
education to the students in the manner that provides the overall benefit to the student. Purpose
of the education is to acquire knowledge and skills and make them fruitful in life for one’s  own
welfare  and  the  other  people.  Thus  traditional  education  is  providing these all benefits to
the society as whole as also it is affordable by any class of people.

Digital Education

Developed and under developed countries have started adopting digital education.
Government of a developing country has taken strong steps toward digital education. The
methods of delivering e education are better understood for all levels of people. It is beneficial to
people who have universal access. It require large amount of investment and infrastructure
facilities and prove more useful and best suited alternative for rural education and service
delivery. It is necessary to identify the target communities, their characteristics in terms of attitudes
towards digital education. Characteristics may span over various aspects such as social,
technological, personal and community level. In a developing country the infrastructure is
improving as new technologies come available but it is need to identify specific community and
understand their needs.
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Transformation in Digital Finance Should Accompany

with Reform and Compliance in India
Sanket Shekhar*

ABSTRACT
Finance is said to be a life blood of organization in a financial terms but if we point out the need of finance
in our day to day life same blood is running in our body round the clock. There are mainly to type of
finance one is in currency in liquid  form and another is in digital form which may be seen in ATM
machines, Net Banking , Mobile Wallet such as Payzapp, PAYTM, Pay pal etc which may be seen
virtually and acknowledgement can be made by the SMS, emails, Mini statement etc. It has eased our
life, we can avail or use our money any time due to massive growth in financial and technological
infrastructure . Banks and Financial Institution now days are in a competitive race to be customer
friendly in terms of providing customer with number of facilities on their finger tips. UPI, USSD ,
Aadhar enabled finger print transaction etc which will even solve the problem of the one of the debatable
issue that we are moving toward a policy of financial inclusion through digitalization despite of the fact
that mass of the population lives in rural country are semi literate or illiterate or they cannot afford
mobile phones . These steps of the government are welcomed by every segment of people in the country
that now the financial transaction is seems to be easy, government is also promoting these to promote to
free flow of information,  transparency reporting of the incomes and expenditure will be easy . Through
my paper I have tried to focus on the problem that besides of this digital transformation in financial
domain the country is not fully prepared for this transformation and it is very vulnerable and risk prone.
There are number of avenues were the country is lagging behind. I have also suggested some probable
solution through which reforms and compliance can be clinched and we can augment the transformation.
Keyword: Digital, Finance, Transaction, Compliance, Bitcoin, Wallet, Security.

Introduction
Finance is a basic and fundamental need of a human being, everything more or less is

related to finance. Finance can also can be defined as science of money management. Finance
can be broken into three different sub categories : Public Finance, Corporate Finance and personal
Finance. In this paper we are mainly centric to personal finance and changing attitude toward
money management  due to transformation in the form of finance  toward virtual or Digital
currency.  Financial Management is now in our fingertip, by pressing a finger we can transact,
transfer our digital currency and acknowledgement can be received within a second via registered
mobile number and Email ID . Due to the growth in technology stream of financial transaction
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has been changed . Banking and Financial institutions by integrating with world class technology
have made their customer life easy with optimum support of government . Government  is
equally concern about the cashless economy and promoting digitalization in Indian Economy
to restrict the money laundering activities so that the proper reporting of Income and expenditure
can be done. As more than 80 percent of the transaction remain unreported to government.
People also find it is easy to transact through their cards, Net banking , Mobile wallet such as
PAYTM, Mobile wallet, Mobikwik, Pay  pal etc. Recent move towards the cashless economy
such as USSD and Aadhar enabled payment  surprised all the critics  such that  India is said to be
rural economy, they live in rural area either  they don’t have smart phone or they don’t  know to
use smart phones. As through USSD transaction can be made my simply sending a message and
in Aadhar enabled payment system the person who want to transact should have a Aadhar
linked Account and transaction can be done by thumb impression . It is a good move undoubtedly.
Despite of all these financial blessings there are number of avenues in digital platform were we
are lagging behind in terms of security threat and compliance. India is still not fully prepared
for the cashless economy and vulnerable and risk prone . Sales volume for bit coin has increased
on several  exchanges for the digital currency according to Hindustan times. Bit coin was trading
at a $20 dollar premium in India at the beginning of September and now is trading at a $70-100
premium to the USD rate but It is a matter of concern that there is no dedicated law for Bit-coin
in India but it is governed by Information Technology Act 2000. RBI has miserably failed to
provide a regulatory guidance regarding the financial and monetary aspect of Bit coin in India.
Instead it preferred to choose the escape route and cautioned the user against use of Bit-Coin .
Enforcement Directorate believes that Bit-Coin money can be used for Hawala Transaction and
funding terror and security threat. Let’s look at all these major challenges in detail and probable
solution.

Whether its financial transactions, customer experience, marketing of new products or
channel distribution, technology has become the biggest driver of change in financial service
sector. Most financial institutions are  thus insisting on paperless and cashless transaction. The
new technology are making them vulnerable to various risks such as phishing, identity theft ,
card skimming ,viruses and Trojans , spyware and adware , social engineering website cloning
and cyber stalking .

Evolving risk in Digitalization of Financial Institution

Cybercrime: A majority of Banks in India offer online and Mobile Banking services. Most
of the transactions are conducted via payment cards, debit and credit cards and electronic
channels. Consequently both private and public bank as well as other financial institution in
India is becoming increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks. According to the PWC Global
Economic Crime survey 2014, cyber crime was one of the top economic crimes reported by
organization across the world, including India.
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Sources: RBI statically data ., Economic Times 4th March 2015,

Identity thefts: With the proliferation of mobile devices and online platform, the nature of
identity theft has changed in today’s world. Fraudsters are devising new way to exploit loopholes
in technology system and processes. In case of fraud involving lower amounts, they employ
hostile software programs or malware attacks .Some of the examples  are : Unauthorized email
asking for account information for  updating bank records are sent by fraudster , access rights
for making  entries are given to unauthorized people, bank employee keep original.

Mobile Banking Risks

There are two type of financial services offered at mobile financial services one is mobile
banking and another is mobile wallets. Being an easy and convenient mode of transacting, there
has been a 55 times rise in value usage of mobile banking. According to new changes in RBI
policy, customer of semi-closed and prepaid instruments can now load up to Rs. 100,000 in
wallet and can transfer money from their wallet to any other account. This moves on one hand,
enhances the convenience and adoptability of a mobile wallet and on the other makes it susceptible
to fraud risks.

Risks Associated with Mobile Banking

Mobile banking application being mapped to an incorrect mobile number: For bank
customers who do not use mobile banking, an employee of the bank could attach an associate’s
mobile number to the bank account and install a mobile application on his mobile device. The
customer’s account is compromised by the associate and he or she does not get any notification
about the same.

Creating fake and non-existent users on the mobile financial services platform: Most of
the banks appoint a third party vendor to develop a mobile application to be integrated with
their core banking system. The vendor may create two unauthorized users with rights to initiate
and verify transactions, and transfer funds from the organization to his associates’ wallets,
effectively stealing money from the bank.

Increased risk of money laundering: Transfer of money into and out of a mobile wallet
from or to a bank account is now possible. Cash-in from the bank account of an individual and
cash-out to a different bank account of another individual can be used as a platform for laundering
unaccounted money.

Unauthorized deductions from the wallet of a customer (especially a dormant or infrequent
customer account): Employees of the mobile wallet service provider may misuse the balance
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stored in the wallet of a customer by making unauthorized deductions. Moreover, in case of a
miss-happening to a customer with no nomination facility, the balance in the customer’s account
is not passed on to his family members and remains with the service provider, which ultimately
becomes a low-hanging fruit for the fraudster.

Failure to conduct proper due diligence of merchants: If the merchant on-boarded by the
service provider is a fraudster, and the payment is made by the customer for fictitious goods or
services from the merchant, cash can be rotated with minimum transaction fees

Incident of Digital Money Fraud
1. Financial Data of 3.2 Million ATM were at risk : According to The Economic Times data

of the card 2.6 million comprises of Master and Visa card platform and 6 lac on Rupay platform.
The worst hit of the card issuing bank are SBI, HDFC, ICICI Bank, Yes Bank etc. The breach is
said to be originated in Malware introduced in systems of Hitachi Payment services, enabling
fraudster to steal funds. Hitachi is a company which provides ATM, Point of Sales and other
services. A forensic audit was carried by Payment council of India after the complaint received
from banks about the debit cards are being used in China which aroused suspicion and it took
around six weeks to detect malware in this case. But prevention is always better than cure.
Banks have been receiving complaints from customers about their cards are being used at various
ATMs and Point of Sale in china and European countries.

2. Pay tm alleged that it is cheated by customer worth 6 lac rupees: 15 people were allegedly
involve in fraudulent refund through Pay tm wallet.

Bitcoin Status in India

Bit coin is a crypto currency and a payment system invented by an unidentified programmer,
or group of programmers, under the name of Satoshi Nakamoto. The system is peer to peer and
transaction takes place between users directly without an intermediary. Since the system works
without a central repository or single administration, the us treasury categorizes bit coin as a
virtual currency. It is trending in India as the financial autonomy is phasing towards digitalization.
Sales volume of Bit Coin has increased due to effect from the government moves toward the
demonetization of old currency of 500 and 1000.

China has banned the Bitcoin from being used as a currency, Germany has permitted its
transactional use .India meanwhile has yet to make a ruling but its keen to make the public
aware of the danger. There are various risk associated with Bit-Coin :

Security Risk: Bitcoin exchanges are entirely digital and, as with any virtual system, are at
risk from hackers, malware and operational glitches. If a thief gains access to a Bitcoin owner's
hard drive and steals his private encryption key, he could transfer the stolen Bitcoins to another
account. This is particularly problematic once you remember that all Bitcoin transactions are
permanent and irreversible.

Insurance Risk: Some investments are insured through the securities Investor protection
Corporation, like normal bank accounts, which are insured through the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation up to a certain amount depending on the jurisdiction. Bitcoin exchanges and Bitcoin
accounts are not insured by any type of federal or government program.

Market Risk: Like with any investment, Bitcoin values can fluctuate. Indeed, the value of
Bitcoin has seen wild swings in price over its short existence. If fewer people begin to accept
Bitcoin as a currency, these digital units may lose value and could become worthless.
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Fraud Risk: While Bitcoin uses private key encryption to verify owners and register
transactions, fraudsters and scammers may attempt to sell false Bitcoins. For instance, in July
2013, the SEC brought legal action against an operator of a Bitcoin-related Ponzi scheme.

The RBI issued a master circular on ‘Frauds – Classification and Reporting’. The circular
has fixed the responsibility of preventing frauds on banks, exposing them to a completely new
horizon of financial risks. Further, banks are now required to report to the RBI the “complete
information about frauds and the follow-up action taken thereon”. With the shift from traditional
ways of responding to frauds to new ways of robust reporting and risk monitoring systems,
banks can now control financial and reputational risks more efficiently. With the rapid growth
in users and wider coverage of mobile phone networks, mobile banking is increasingly coming
up as a significant delivery channel for extending banking services to customers. Putting the
onus on banks, the RBI has issued operative guidelines to regulate this channel, suggesting
reporting of suspicious transactions to its financial intelligence unit. Owing to the heavy reliance
on telecom operators for its services, the prevention and detection of frauds in mobile banking
have become even more complex. To keep a check on frauds, banks need to incorporate a greater
level of scrutiny, by deploying advanced tools and technology capable of protecting the customers
against unethical activities.

In India in 2020, the average Indian will be the largest and youngest in the world. The
younger generation in India today has financial and social independence .They are driven high
aspiration and technology and well connected through social media. Changing technology and
rapid flow of information have placed the customer at the centre .Now it is critical for every
financial institution to understand customer needs and expectation and offer customized and
safe financial transaction

There are some global trend to detect fraud and accused
Automated analysis tools: Today, the industry is increasingly aware of the need for

automated analysis tools that identify and report fraud attempts in a timely manner. Solution
providers are providing real-time transaction screening, third-party screening as well as
compliance solutions.

Sector-oriented benchmarking solutions: Solutions aimed at assessing the fraud vulnerability
of financial institutions are now available. They help in formulating a targeted and cost-effective
action plan against fraud risks.

Data visualization tools: These are being used to provide a visual representation of complex
data patterns and outliers to translate multidimensional data into meaningful pictures or graphics.

Behavioral analytics: This is helping businesses identify enemies disguised as customers.
The data analytics implemented by the institutions to understand customer behavior, preferences,
etc are also helping in the detection of fraudulent activity either in real-time or post mortem.

Deep learning: Internet payment companies providing alternatives to traditional money
transfer methods are using deep learning, a new approach to machine learning and artificial
intelligence that is good at identifying complex patterns and characteristics of cybercrime and
online fraud.

The internal audit function: This function is being altered to include fraud risk management
in its scope. The changed technological landscape requires the old ways of internal auditing to
give way to new, technologically equipped audit functions. Annual audit planning may no
longer be fully effective and flexible audit plans are the need of the hour, as fraud risk assessments
require extensive use of forensic and data analytics solutions.
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Block Chain Technologies

  It is a distributed database that maintain a continuosly growing list of ordred record
called blocks. Each block contain a timestamp and a link to previous block . By design blockchains
are inherently resistant to modification of the data once recorded , the data once recorded can be
altered retroactively. There are some benefits of using Block Chain technology in banking stream
which are

Disintermediation & trustless exchange
Two parties are able to make an exchange without the oversight or intermediation of a

third party, strongly reducing or even eliminating counterparty risk.
Empowered users : Users are in control of all their information and transactions.
High quality data:  Blockchain data is complete, consistent, timely, accurate, and widely

available.
Durability, reliability, and longevity: Due to the decentralized networks, blockchain does

not have a central point of failure and is better able to withstand malicious attacks.
Process integrity:  Users can trust that transactions will be executed exactly as the protocol

commands removing the need for a trusted third party.
Transparency and immutability: Changes to public blockchains are publicly viewable by

all parties creating transparency, and all transactions are immutable, meaning they cannot be
altered or deleted.

Ecosystem simplification: With all transactions being added to a single public ledger, it
reduces the clutter and complications of multiple ledgers.

Faster transactions: Interbank transactions can potentially take days for clearing and final
settlement, especially outside of working hours. Blockchain transactions can reduce transaction
times to minutes and are processed 24/7.

Lower transaction costs:  By eliminating third party intermediaries and overhead costs for
exchanging assets, blockchains have the potential to greatly reduce transaction fees.

Hiring reliable management and building relationships with genuine clients, suppliers and
partners are of utmost importance. The lack of correct background information can lead to both
reputation and business risks. Effective background checks of employees and associates are
thus recommended. It is difficult but also necessary to integrate data from various sources to be
able to derive the benefits of analytics techniques. Financial institutions do face challenges in
maintaining the efficiency of anti-fraud security controls at an enterprise-wide level. Challenges
arise while integrating channels or within applications and tools (integrating online and ATM
transactions, retail banking and corporate banking or integrating subsidiary banks where different
information systems are used). The three lines of defence can only be strengthened by technology
and not replaced by it. The tone at the top is critical in the fight against fraud. Lack of customer
and/or staff awareness can result in failure of even the best of technology solutions. It takes a
concerted effort to be able to build, maintain and sustain an effective fraud risk management
programmed. Organizations need to build awareness around the latest technological and
procedural vulnerabilities and fraud schemes, to be able to remain one step ahead of the
fraudsters. In addition, incident management procedures need to be well defined and
comprehensive, in order to ensure that incidents of fraud are managed without exposing the
organization to any legal or reputational risks. Forensic tools can be used to navigate IT systems
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for evidence of malfeasance such as information deletion, policy violations and unauthorized
access. These tools can help the company legal counsels to prepare for a suit to be filed against
the fraudster. Apart from internal controls, financial institutions need to also educate the
customers. Since the manoeuvres used by cyber-criminals to target sensitive financial data are
sophisticated and constantly changing, financial institutions must look at existing security controls
with a new approach and risk appetite.

According to Pwc there should be three line of defense:

  

Source: PWC https://www.pwc.in/assets/pdfs/publications/2015/current-traud-trends-in-the-financial-sector.pdf

Government should take initiative apart from all these mechanism to literate their citizen
so that they can do safe transaction. Objective of the government should be cashless and one of
the safest transactional economy. Some reform and strict rule should come so that the risk related
to digital financial transaction can be mitigated. Any government program, initiative need cent
percent people participation. Citizen support is equally important, they should understand their
responsibility and now situation have been changed now a person can  directly connect with
government and can express their opinion and feedback.

In conclusion It can be said that that the digitalization in finance is a fruitful step but some
secure infrastructure and world class technology should be impeded to protect it from security
threat and there should be reform and strict compliance to look over the matter then It may be
successfully implemented in the Indian context.
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Review on Digitalisation in India
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ABSTRACT
Digitalisation is the second stage after Digitization and before the final stage of digital transformation.
Digitization and digitalisation are two conceptual terms that are closely associated and often used
interchangeably in a broad range of literatures. Digital transformation happens, which means a way to
move to digital business. Digital transformation requires digital business and digitization. India has
become favorite destination for FDI among emerging economies which shows that digitalisation and the
process of digital transformation would be fast tracked by latest technology being unleashed in those
sectors which attracted FDI including ancillary industries, it promotes open access to relatively all
stakeholders. The process of digitalisation is marked by cost effectiveness to cut the cost that incurred in
various knowledge practices related to the production, organization and communication of information
that makes long-term economic growth. This paper highlights the Review of digitalisation in India.
alongwith the findings and conclusion.
Keywords: Digitalisation, Digitization, Digital Transformation, cost effectiveness, open access,
stakeholders.

INTRODUCTION
India is adding almost 110 million Smartphone users every year, and is on the verge of

launching Aadhaar-compliant devices with biometric authentication built into phones and tablets.
The power of the JAM trinity (Jan Dhan Yojana- Aadhaar-Mobile) will come into full force when
transactions are enabled using Aadhaar and biometric authentication, creating a system that is
not only cashless but cardless. Already, a new entrant into telecommunications service in India
has succeeded in using the India Stack to enroll 108 million consumers in 170 days with a totally
paperless, mobile-centric manner — in the process achieving customer acquisition costs of less
than $1 (USD) per customer, compared with the prior industry standard of $25. The process of
digital disruption — whether led by government or not — creates numerous significant social
challenges. Rather than seeking to slow that process to reduce those challenges, India has taken
the opposite approach: to not only embrace but accelerate digital disruption, to ensure its full
potential for economic and social inclusion is realized. India’s development was inequitable and
inconsistent for far too long; the country still has a long way to go. The societal challenges created
by digital disruption, challenges both expected and unintended, are real. They will be addressed
only with a combination of administrative humility and entrepreneurial determination. But the
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long-term benefits are real. The reality is that India is moving into the future at an unprecedented
rate. And the path it is taking to get there is digital.

NEED FOR REVIEW ON DIGITALIZATION IN INDIA
India is a country with nearly 1.35 billion population. There is an urgent need to co-ordinate

and co-operate efficiently and effectively in cost effective manner to reach to entire population
and raise the information sharing in as smooth manner as possible thereby eliminating bottlenecks
currently hindering the abovementioned scenario. So, there is urgent need to review the current
situation with regard to literature available on the topic -  DIGITALIZATION IN INDIA.

SCOPE FOR REVIEW ON DIGITALIZATION IN INDIA
There is a lot of scope to review literature on the abovementioned topic in order to familiarize

the stakeholders to recalibrate the policy initiatives in order to achieve the recently launched
initiatives by the current ruling dispensation to fast track the digitalisation process in India.

 REVIEWS OF LITERATURE ON THE DIGITALISATION IN INDIA
1.  Digitization has the potential for dramatic economic, social, and political improvements.

Anecdotal evidence abounds: water utilities have installed sensors that reduce leakage, saving
water and money; healthcare organizations send text messages to pregnant women with advice
on prenatal care, creating a healthier new generation before children are even born; fleets of
trucks use digital GPS devices that direct them to shorter routes, cutting down on their greenhouse
gas emissions. The challenge for all stakeholders in the ICT ecosystem has been to quantify the
impact of digitization. Numerous organizations, including the World Economic Forum with its
evolution of the Networked Readiness Index, are taking steps in that direction. Our hope is that
this analysis, which illustrates the need to define and measure ICT beyond broadband access,
can provide an input on such efforts. However, realizing the opportunity that broadband presents
will require that policymakers undergo a shift in their thinking. They must go beyond considering
ICT and focus instead on digitization, with an emphasis on ICT usage rather than just access.
They must take into account their current level of digitization in order to ensure that they are
focusing on the right investments to advance to the next stage. And they need to look with fresh
eyes at policies that were developed a decade ago to understand how they can be updated for a
new era. Policymakers are hopeful about this opportunity, and many are committed to action.
The steps they take in the coming years will determine whether they can translate opportunity
into reality.

2. India will be reincarnated into Digital India by 2022,this depends on the implementation
of the formulated policies and programmes. By launching the Digital India Programme the
Government of India has developed a path for this transformational journey. Although the path
to achieving the desired state of 'Digital India' seems largely, smooth it is by no means a straight
forward one and has some stumbling blocks and impediments. The National Informatics Centre
(NIC) is largely unprepared for facing stumbling blocks and impediments that Digital India will
encounter. Upon reflection of the Digital India Programme and the various factors that need to
be considered at all the stages of the Programme - including the development, implementation
and adoption - the DIP can be viewed as a truly revolutionary initiative. By providing the
opportunity to educate and enhance the digital skill set of potentially the whole population, the
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Programme has the potential to create an environment of not just digital but over all social
inclusion - the optimal state of a nation is to achieve social inclusion of all citizens which can
partially be attained through digital inclusion. Thus, the DIP provides not only a promising but
an exciting opportunity for the whole of India. In order to make this vision a reality, nevertheless,
requires a cultural transformation of Indian citizens and their habits - possibly the most critical
yet enthralling challenge facing the creators of the DIP. If DIP achieves the expected results then,
in the new economy, India would be in a perfect position to succeed and sustain positive national
growth, which is a crucial element in enhancing India's global competitiveness. The future for
India, as the ambitious DIP suggests, is bright.

3. Digital conversion of print sources has improved rapidly in the past few years. Digitization
is the social transformation started by the massive adoption of digital technologies to generate,
process, share and manage digital information. Digitization is an inclusive technique of
preservation and access by which all the  institution‘s  assets  are  transformed  into digital and
creating high-quality copies in digital format. It provides advanced opportunities for preservation
and access to knowledge contents, also it changes the ways in which collections are used and
accessed. Emerging digitization initiatives and ways in which institutions are becoming digital
are causing various effects on economy, society and academics as well. These radical and rapid
changes make the information presentation and distribution more rapid, open, and global access
to the information than has been available in the past. In addition, converting material from
analog to digital format reduces some of the costs included in digitization operations for providing
access to print sources. However, the digital copies should not be a replacement for the original
items of knowledge.

4. Digitalisation is for social transformation. Digital empowerment is essential for extending
the benefits of ICTs to all strata of the society, with special focus on people with special needs, in
order that they will be able to fully, if not equally participate in all aspects of life, exercise their
duties, contribute to and enjoy the rights and benefits as members of the society. However,
majority of the developed economies have become broadband-based information societies and
are using the internet not only to connect people, but also things, in what has been called the
Internet of Things. The digital economy that is driven by information technology and e-commerce
is being developed worldwide. Digitization provides an opportunity to collect information in
real time and to collect information more effectively related to the needs of consumers. Business
world fully utilize the advantages of digitalisation to successfully grow in this competitive
environment.

5. These challenges indicate that Digital India has a long way to go on its road to reality in
its truest sense. The government cannot overstep them, no matter how trivial they might seem
to be. It is an initiative to build Digital infrastructure and provide Internet access, service to
every citizen along with Digital literacy to empower them to utilize it effectively. Although,
digital India programme is facing some barriers, yet it has a great impact on India to make the
best future of every citizen. We Indians and others should work together to shape the knowledge
economy.  More  employment  prospects  will  open  for  the  youth  that  will  boost  the  nation’s
economy. Digital India campaign is a welcome step in shaping India of the 21st century powered
by connectivity and the technological opportunity. In short, this paper focuses on certain barriers
and providing some suggestions to face such challenges. Focusing on these obstacles, if the
government of India tries to get over them by using effective methods then there is no doubt in
India being a digitally empowered country.
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6. Standard & Poor’s survey shows that, over 76% Indian adults lack basic financial literacy
and they  don’t  understand  the  most  basic  and  key  financial  concepts. The digitalization
brings innovation, ease of working, new job opportunities and growth in the economy. It helps
to bring transparency in the system and more transparent are the flow of funds in the economy
less is the problem of tax evasion, parallel economy etc. But with all these benefits available it
also makes it necessary for the people to have basic financial knowledge and a push towards the
importance of the financial literacy. Digitalization can also play an important role in achievement
this goal as it can have a greater reach to the people.  India is known for its frugal innovation,
and offers tremendous scope to develop or adapt high-tech innovations en-masse. To be successful
in India, the startups will have to understand Indian culture and the need of the Indian consumer
and businesses, and invest in local talent or joint-venture approaches with Indian companies.
The important factor to consider for startups will be to learn to do business the Indian way by
understanding the Indian market. Rapid Internet and mobile penetration, increasing demand
for technology related services, a large number of small and medium sized businesses, favorable
government policies and regulations makes India one of the most ideal destinations for
investment.. It is important that startups seeking growth opportunities in India have a long-
term vision as far as India as a potential market is concerned. Thus, blend of factors like economic
growth, favorable government policies and technical talent is making India a coveted destination
for international startups. These trends are likely to continue in the foreseeable future and  startups
have tremendous opportunities to expand in India.

7. E-governance  doesn’t  mean  only  to  attain  the  electronic  governance  but  also  the
effective, enabling, efficient governance for the development and digitalization of India.
Promoting and providing easy and affordable access to the digital world across rural-urban
divide would do wonders. The success lies in passing digital vibes to the grass root levels. For
which the citizens and the government must work hand in hand. The recent scenario of
Demonetization has moved huge crowds towards digitalization. People who had access to digital
platform did see it as a major burden. Because, they were able to go through day-to-day
transactions with apps like Paytm and e-banking etc. It brought unavoidable situation for people
to switch to digital world. Despite many hurdles, India is on a great pace towards its digital
destination.

8. Digital technology, despite its seeming ubiquity, has only begun to penetrate industries.
As it continues its advance, the implications for revenues, profits, and opportunities will be
dramatic. On average, industries are less than 40 percent digitized, despite the relatively deep
penetration of these technologies in media, retail, and high-tech. Bold, tightly integrated digital
strategies will be the biggest differentiator between companies that win and companies that
don’t, and the biggest payouts will go to those that initiate digital disruptions. Digitization is
putting pressure on revenue and profit growth. Digitization is penetrating all sectors, but to
varying degrees. Some digital initiatives generate attractive returns, while others don't return
their cost of capital. Products are more digitized, while supply chains are less so. When companies
respond to digitization assertively and across multiple dimensions, they improve their
performance. Leading corporate ensure that digital strategy is aligned with corporate strategy.
Disruptive strategies are a powerful response to intense digitization. Fast following and great
execution are the next best things to disruption.

9. Knowledge Triangle (KT) model is useful as it forms the stage for research-education
and research-innovation linkages. Understanding is required about what stakeholders think
regarding the changes in linkages under digitalization and highlight recent developments of
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tools and instruments for making the KT systems sustainable. The special feature of the KT is
that all stakeholders (government, business, universities and nonprofit organizations) are
somehow involved into knowledge production and to a different degree perform research,
innovation and education activities.

FINDINGS
Digitalization in India is happening at a rapid pace. Management and operation of National

Optical Fiber Network to provide a minimum of 100 Mbps broadband connectivity to each one
of all 2,50,000 Gram panchayats in the country covering nearly 625,000 villages to transform to
Digital India. The last mile connectivity with a total of 7,00,000 wi-fi hotspots to cover all 625,000
villages of India, by adding 2 to 5 wi-fi hotspots per gram panchayat and minimum one wi-fi
hotspot per village, have been created by connecting high-speed 4G base tower stations of
commercial telecomm operators to BharatNet, whereby commercially non-viable wi-fi hotspots
will be subsidised by the union government grant of ?3,600 crore to sustain the operation.
Government has discounted the bulk BharatNet bandwidth rates to the commercial telecom
operators by 75% to enable them to offer the highly-discounted, affordable, competitive and
commercially-viable BharatNet-enabled wireless cellular 4G broadband deals to the rural
customers. The ?45,000 crore union government share of funding will come from the "Universal
Services Obligation Fund" of Department of Telecommunications. It will be rolled out with the
additional funding by state governments to connect all gram panchayats in India. The BharatNet
is, world's largest rural broadband connectivity program. It is built 100% under  "Make in India"
economy-booster employment-generation initiative with no involvement of foreign companies.

CONCLUSION
Citizens are increasingly using mobile devices to access various public sector services on

the go. Integration of online services with governance will not only enhance citizen engagement
but also foster connectivity and provide a seamless experience.

1. DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE : Governments must increase the spread of digital
infrastructure such as optic fiber cables, telecom towers, Internet and Wi-Fi hotspots.
To enable this, adequate policy reforms, incentives for private players, utilization of
existing infrastructure and ease of doing business needs to be established.

2. MULTI CHANNEL SUPPORT : Rendering services through not just mobile but other
channels such as bank branches, websites, CSCs and post offices will help in providing
better user experiences and accessibility. Moreover, providing retail shops with an
integrated easy-touse mobile-based platform for offering G2C, B2C and other services
to citizens and institutions will also be helpful.

3. LOW CAPITAL INVESTMENT : There is a need to guide and support Central and state
IT projects and help them become low capital investment projects. One approach that
can be included as a guideline in the model RFP is refraining from the procurement of
computing, storage and network infrastructure. This must be procured as infrastructure
or platform as a service, with adherence to MeitY-defined cloud procurement and security
guidelines.

4. DATA SECURITY : Governments store critical data and information on their servers.
With the rising incidence of cyber attacks, it is crucial for the government to protect the
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data of citizens and reassure them of data security. Also, the government must educate
and inform  citizens and institutions about the risks and good cyber security practices
while conducting electronic transactions. Digital India - Targeting inclusive growth 25

5. BIG DATA AND ANALYTICS : Machine learning and big data analytics could be adopted
in= vital areas such as health, education, fraud analysis, financial leakages, cybercrime
and other domains to identify citizen/ institution behaviors and service usage patterns
to improve service delivery. Moreover, customer data could be used to pre-emptively
provide the right set of services to citizens at the right place and the right time.

6. LOCATION BASED SERVICES : The next leap in digital will be capturing local
coordinates and providing tailored services to people for an immersive experience—
for instance, providing traffic updates in real time or helping someone who has newly
migrated to a city with registration for power, gas or electricity connections.
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Marketing Automation and Sales Funnel

Akanksha Paliwal* & Aditi Batheja**

Introduction
The growing importance of the digital marketing platforms, following an increased influence

in customer purchasing decisions being made online has motivated B2C sellers to create digital
content that leads potential buyers to interact with their company. They expect to engage with
them and obtain feedback via direct or indirect engagement with the customer's to be able to
identify their needs and as a result form efficient communication channels with the customer's.
This trend has engendered a new paradigm referred to as ‘content marketing.’ Marketing
automation hence in essence is helping marketers engage with their potential customer's in a
more intelligent and efficient way where they don’t bombard information on the potential
customer's, but plan the communication channel intelligently with the help of digital data available
of the potential customer's. Marketing Automations have come a long way since when they first
garnered market visibility in the 1990s with the release of a first CRM platform. These software
platforms were designed for enterprise customers that sought to integrate marketing and sales
business information in order to gain insight, efficiency and control over the sales process. Led
by Siebel Systems, these large solutions were expensive to license and install, with most projects
designed and implemented by internal information technology (IT) departments. Faced with
internal decision-making and implementation  challenges, many organisations — realising the
efficiency benefits that technology could provide — opted for a series of ‘home-grown’ or custom
solutions that were derived from existing third-party marketing, sales and business information
tools. Development was typically tasked to IT and technology consultants, creating additional
challenges, as the marketing and IT ‘language’ did not always align. With that being said, the
industry is in early development, particularly with respect to the establishment of an enterprise
suite offering, as no single vendor is close to covering the full solution-set across the marketing
technology value chain.

The study advances understanding of the organizational processes that support content
marketing and shows how content marketing can be combined with B2C selling processes via
marketing automation in ways that achieve business benefits. This study investigates the
organizational processes for developing valuable and timely content to meet customer needs
and for integrating content marketing with B2C selling processes.

* Department of Commerce, Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi
** Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce, Delhi School of Economics, University of Delhi
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Literature Review

The ability to effectively navigate the provider landscape and make knowledgeable purchase
decisions for the end users is a challenge due to the variety of available solutions and the ever-
growing number of marketing channels requiring automation. At last count, there were over
300 marketing technology vendors, ranging from multi-billion dollar companies, such as Oracle,
SAP, Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard, to early stage innovators developing digital and mobile
solutions. Marketers are more accountable than ever for business performance (e.g. revenue
and cost reduction objectives) and customer management, making the benefits of automation
highly relevant. However, given the complexity of the typical marketing execution process, it is
no wonder that marketers are perplexed by not only the tool selection process, but the
implementation challenges that follow. (Biegel, B. J, 2009) Marketing automation exploits both
active and passive means of learning about potential buyers. Active approaches involve directly
asking questions, and passive approaches involve utilizing information on past transactions or
clickstream data (Montgomery & Srinivasan, 2003).

Understanding the role of content marketing in B2C sales is particularly crucial given
persistent conflicts between marketing and sales departments with regards to lead generation
and management. Sales representatives criticize the quality of marketing leads, and marketers
criticize sales representatives' poor follow-up skills (e.g., Biemans, Brencic, & Malshe, 2010;
Homburg & Jensen, 2007; Homburg, Jensen, & Krohmer, 2008). Insufficient lead follow-up is
indeed a serious issue in the B2C sector, and one study has shown that sales representatives
ignore approximately 70% of all leads generated via marketing (Marcus, 2002). Clearly, if the
majority of marketing leads are never contacted and instead disappear into the notorious ‘sales
lead black hole’ (see, e.g., Hasselwander, 2006; Sabnis, Chatterjee, Grewal, & Lilien, 2013), content
marketing efforts toward producing sales will prove fruitless.

Little (2001) suggests five levels of system operation:
1. Data inputs
2. Real time decision rules
3. Up- dates of the decision rule
4. Feedback to site management
5. Strategy choice.
This framework suggests deploying real-time decision rules which are calibrated using

historical data and updated by conducting adaptive experimentation (Little 2001; Bucklin
et al. 2002). The developed systems are expected to give feedback to site management and to
provide directions to adapt retailers strategies.

Marketing automation capitalizes on techniques similar to Web analytics (see, e.g., Järvinen
& Karjaluoto, 2015; Phippen, Sheppard, & Furnell, 2004; Wilson, 2010) by tracking website visitors'
online behaviors (i.e., navigation paths and page views) through the use of cookies and IP
addresses. The two tools differ in that marketing automation employs advanced capabilities for
identifying individual customers and following their behaviors over extended periods of time,
and these functions are typically limited in Web analytics software tools such as Google Analytics.
Notably, tracking individual behaviors over time requires that a visitor first identifies him or
herself by completing a website contact form.

Marketing Automation and Sales Funnel
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Marketing Automation
Winterberry Group defines marketing automation as the utilization of marketing technology

solutions to automate marketing processes including (though not limited to) planning, budgeting,
segmentation, database management, analytics, creative execution, asset management, campaign
execution, lead management and reporting. These marketing technologies are a combination of
software, networks and hardware that allow the inputs, processing and outputs of marketing
and business information and content.

Marketing Automation in today's digital era is not just a luxury to those who can afford the
tools, but is a necessity for a business to be able to sell via efficient channels and reduce marketing
costs. Customers are switching to online channels to make purchases, and in consumer goods,
they usually need lesser focussed options to be able to make purchasing decisions. Thus in
digital markets, marketing automations must help them by clearing out the noise, overwhelming
number of buying options, and provide personalised buying options. Also, it is hence essential
for brands to provide a clear differentiation between themselves so that the consumer choose
them instead of the competitors.

As an interdisciplinary subject, marketing automation requires the integration of different
kinds of knowledge and approaches from consumer psychology, marketing, and information
systems. Systematic integration of IT and marketing would then be the central activity fields for
companies. As IT is a core enabler for marketing automation applications, BISE faces a wide
variety of research questions. Whereas two decades ago the research areas concentrated on control
system optimization tools, on design of databases and recommendation engines (Little 2001),
the future research might focus on two streams:

1. Design of marketing automation software, and the analysis of customer behavior
2. Corresponding identification of interesting patterns.
Marketing Automation hence is a complex discipline which required thorough research

and smart marketing and product decisions. It is dominated by technological decisions as the
targeting logics and inferences from data need to be sharp. Any error while making these two
decisions severely affects the whole process, thereby the revenues.

Old Wine in a New Bottle

Marketing Automations is essentially required interacting with the potential customer
audience in the most personalised and efficient way. It ensures that there is no communication
opportunity left that can influence a sales. Automation hence puts an onus on the content
generation team to work extremely closely with the campaign manager and team to ensure they
generate sufficient segmented 7 quality content to interact with the leads.

The use of content marketing is becoming widespread in the B2B sector. According to a
recent survey, as many as 86% of B2B marketers (n = 1820) in North America use content
marketing tactics as a strategic marketing approach, and 47% have a dedicated content marketing
group in their organization (Pulizzi & Handley, 2014). In this study, the term ‘content’ refers to
all forms of digital content. We employ the definition of content marketing presented by Holliman
and Rowley (2014, p. 285), who tailored the concept to the B2B context as follows: “B2B digital
content marketing involves creating, distributing and sharing relevant, compelling and timely
content to engage customers at the appropriate point in their buying consideration processes,
such that it encourages them to convert to  a business building outcome.” This definition highlights
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the role of content marketing as an inbound marketing (i.e., pull marketing) tactic directed at
generating valuable content based on the needs of potential buyers who have already searched
for information on a product or service (Halligan & Shah, 2010).

Marketing Automation Technologies

The first step to automating is getting background data on potential customer's to
understand their behavior and hence predict their requirements. There are many ways how
corporations choose to collect data. The very basic form is collecting cookies. Based on the previous
browsing patterns of the visitors they’re categorised as:

 Frequently visiting (>1 a week)
 First Time visitors (New cookie)
 Returning Visitor (>1 visit)
These are usually captured by the browser. In case of google analytics, they give you a

comprehensive data where you can create lists basis on these criterias. In a multi-channel, multi-
platform world, building a data set that accurately records history of all the interactions of users
across all those platforms, in a format to enable you to build insight and intelligence, is a big job.
There are hence lot of vendors(Big and small) popping up to enable marketeers to do just that. It
gives the data foundation to record and understand  complete user journeys.

There are also vendors who record anonymous user sessions on the selected landing pages
to understand the most visited and the least visited areas on the pages so that information
displayed can be optimised to get maximum surf time.

 Once you have segmented your data you can choose to automate in the following mediums/ways:
1. Telecalling: Arranging an automated call back for leads after they fill forms with a call

back call to action or reminder call backs
2. Automated Product Suggestions: In Online advertisement automation technologies that

are in sync with the cookies/leads database can be triggered ads as per the campaign
requirements. For example if there’s a sale on the programs, it could trigger ads to the
leads in “purchasing” stage.

3. Pop ups (Mobile/Website): Website pop ups or push message campaigns are the recent
addition in the kind of automated marketing use by marketeers. They push notifications
to the subscribers if they subscribe to them on their laptop  once they’re connected to
the internet.

4. SMS/Emails: Lead nurturing is run via CRM platforms for the captured leads as per the
segmentations and triggers set by the marketeers for the leads in the system.

There are hence various tools available in the market. Marketers choose the platform as per
their requirement and system compatibilities, also the nature of business plays a major role in
selecting the medium of communication. B2C businesses are more dynamic as compared to the
B2B businesses. Their token sizes are usually less than B2B hence the acquisition numbers are
greater and frequency is also higher.

Purposes of Marketing Automation
While the eventual goal of marketing department in corporations is to maximise revenue/

profits of the organisations, there are many ways they are using automations to achieve the goals.

Marketing Automation and Sales Funnel
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Since a marketer monitors various processes as per the requirement, let’s look at why and
how they’re using the available marketing automation tools and what business problems have
they solved using the tools and also understand the new problems that might have arisen because
of the automation tools.

1. Advertisements: In today’s digital era of advertising, marketeers use segmentation
techniques to divide all the potential customer's into distinct segments and use efficient
marketing communication to be able to connect with the maximum possible audience.

2. Lead Generation: Integration of Advertising platforms and Landing pages with CRM
platforms enable marketeers to connect with their new leads when they’re available for
interaction either via email or SMS

3. Channelised Communication: Personalising news feed on social media or in their emails
as per their actions and preferences, is now days essential to gain customer trust and
increase brand visibility.

4. Sales: As the CRM platforms record all the actions of the leads in the system, marketers
set triggers for actions that implicate that the lead is in it’s purchasing stage or needs
support. These actions trigger sales activities like telecalling etc which reduce the selling
time and optimise the system

Keillor, Bashaw, and Pettijohn (1997) studied salesperson attitudes toward the use of
technology applications and relationships between these attitudes and salespeople's experience
and perceived productivity. They observed that technology can contribute to increased
salesperson productivity and may be a way through which less experienced sales personnel can
augment their productivity faster. Proponents of SFA have long advocated its potential for
increased productivity (e.g., Hair et al., 2009; Moriarty & Swartz, 1989; Wedell & Hempeck,
1987).

SFA technology is intended to enhance salesperson efficiency and effectiveness (Anderson
et al., 2007; Hair et al., 2009) and ultimately firm performance (Kim & Kim, 2009).

Moreover, behavioral intention to use technology was determined to be positively associated
with adaptive selling (Robinson et al., 2005). As such, salespersons successfully deploying an
SFA system are likely to choose adaptive selling behavior when interacting with their customers.
Adaptive selling allows salespeople to shape messages to fit their buyers, thus enhancing sales
personnel capacity to build relationships with customers and augment sales performance
(Jaramillo et al., 2007)

Challenges and Opportunities for Vendors

The benefits of marketing automation to both marketers and suppliers are straightforward
and compelling — efficiency gains that translate into more effective marketing and marketing
services, generating superior returns on marketing investment.

Given the current fragmentation within the vendor marketplace, and the significant growth
potential derived from increased marketer adoption, rapid and continuous market consolidation
is imminent.  As we look forward, web analytics has become a subset of the more robust offline
analytics suites, as the significant web analytics solutions providers attempt to differentiate
themselves in the face of free offerings from Google Analytics. Digital technology providers are
expected to acquire their way up the value chain as well. While the initial acquisitions centred
around segmentation providers, the next wave of consolidation will come from e-commerce
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and e-mail providers seeking to maintain their independence. CRM Lead management, and
various campaign management tools provides a straight path for marketers and suppliers to
rapidly execute a large number of campaigns at current staffing levels. Vendor consolidation
must hence eventually create fully loaded and integrated marketing technology suites.

Interview Discussion & Results

For the research purpose we shortlisted three niche marketing automation vendors which
specialised in latest automation technologies including video, banner ads and push notification
marketing. The interview length was of about 20-30 minutes each, where i got a chance to dig
deeper into their business proposals and challenges faced. We discussed in depth about each
client category where they shared examples of a few clients who had a unique problem or an
extremely unconventional customisation requirement.  Starting with VDOPIA’s Associate
Director, I also spoke with Global Sales Manager iZooto and CEO Adelements. I covered questions
about their business offering, client profile, technology tools they used, if their technology was
build inhouse or outsourced, the automation technologies customers prefer and organisational
challenges of implementing these technologies at the client’s office.

Results

While most of them covered the retail, ecommerce,  BFSI and travel industries, they also
covered niche markets such as education sector, online publishers, etc.

The next question was about which clients got the maximum returns on investments and
we further keen on automation technologies, it pointed out to the obvious fast growing retail ex.
MCDonalds & ecommerce sector followed by technology organisations like Google, Intel and
auto industry players.

When asked about why these industries were at the top of the list, I got to know that the
segmentation process of the audience they do primarily was easily usable by these industries.
For other niche markets like education, finance etc., the data had to be mined and various filter
were to be used in order to fine tune the data for maximum benefit. This took a lot of time at both
the seller and the buyer’s end and hence was slow.

When I asked them about the satisfaction levels of their clients all of them unanimously
agreed that there was a lot that had to be done since the technology is fast paced. The customer's
are never satisfied by the tools offered to them as there’s a new addition in the next 4-5 months.
The clients were however able to achieve their objectives which they had set at the start of the
campaign along with the vendors.

The next question was asked about the kind of technology they pitched to the potential
clients. Even though they all had a different product, the offering was quite similar: User
Segmented targeting, Marketing and personalising. Be it the video - App based targeting, Banner
based targeting or push notifications, they all essentially had to work on strengthening their
platform to efficiently segment the customer database with maximum number of parameters so
that they can yield efficient targeting results for their clients.

The next question helped me understand the kind of automation tools clients prefer. They
usually preferred automation techniques to personalize communication to the target audience.
The objective was to reach fragmented audiences via personalised communication.

Marketing Automation and Sales Funnel
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Digging deeper into this question I understood the objectives of why the clients used
automation tools. All of them answered Brand awareness, improving ROI of the marketing
campaigns and customer acquisition were the primary objectives. Automation tools like push-
up notifications added that engagement with the audience is also a secondary objective of a few
of their clients.

They also added that they had developed these marketing automation tools in house instead
of outsourcing them from another external vendor. This gave them enormous room for flexibility
and they were able to customise solutions for their clients quickly and conveniently.

The next question was about if they faced any organisational challenges while implementing
these tools at their client’s site. Most of them agreed that getting the technology team of the
client on the same page as theirs was a challenging task for them. This was also the part of the
implementation process that took the longest amount of time. The second organisational challenge
two of them mentioned was HR training for the efficient usage of the tools. This was a critical
step since if the resources are not trained then getting these often complex automation systems
to work as per the expectations of the client often fails. Hence training is a necessary yet significant
part of the process.

While the major players like Google and facebook are already dominating the market with
a whooping 80% combined share in the advertising industry I asked them about how they
differentiated themselves from these big players. VDOPIA’s associate Director mentioned that
they maintain an exclusive inventory of websites where they sign deals to display their ads. So
they have an advantage over google as these big players aren’t able to cover the deeper landscape
for their display and video campaigns even though their spectrum is wide.

Scope of Future Studies

The study findings support evidence proposing that content must target customers' needs
and solve their problems rather than promoting company products  (Davis, 2012; Handley &
Chapman, 2011; Wuebben, 2011).

There is a huge chunk of visitors that use more than one browsing platform to visit the
website. This means that every time they enter the system as a new customer unless they aren’t
signed in or haven’t entered their emails at all. Adding to this is another possibility where the
visitor may have deleted their previous cookies in which case the system treats them as a new
visitor. It gives a false image and becomes extremely difficult to track these visitors. However a
new technology of Identity stitching is gaining prominence in the marketing world, however is
slow and will take a while to reach the mainstream automating tools.

Moving on from measuring challenges to the Human resource challenges. A manager must
not manage more than 7 metrics at a time to be effective in taking action. However today’s
digital marketing automation tools provides dashboards flooding managers with metrics of
information and numbers. It hence becomes extremely difficult to manage data.

The primary reason why digital marketing is a safer bet to invest money is because it is
supposed to be transparent, however too much information is smothering the marketeers and is
not helping with making better decisions. At this time, google and other tools are coming in
with data visualisation tools which shall help managers to visualise answers to their challenges
on a dashboard and to be able to track it easily without digging and downloading untidy excel
reports weekly/monthly.
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Automation tools which are in sync with CRM platforms that also facilitate sales, can help
in keeping track of the leads. Automation enables setting up follow ups without any failure,
which reduces the risk of missing out on active leads. They also help in automatically assigning
leads to the sales team. However, there are still loopholes in these systems which can be exploited
by the sales members to gain incentives. These systems need to be set up cautiously, and need to
be flexible so that they adjust as per the requirement of the corporations. In case these systems
are built in house it provides them flexibility, however in case they buy it from a vendor, it
becomes a challenge. Another challenge here is that they vendors have access to the company
data which makes them more vulnerable to leaks.
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Digitalization: A Revolution in Indian Banking
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ABSTRACT
Information & Technology has blanketed the human life from head to toe. Every entity is utilizing
technology to pace up the speed and assure quality in its work. Without exceptions, each industry, business
& service sector adopted IT to provide innovative products and services to consumers. It turned major
this year with its advent from 2000 and impacted all the spectrums of economy such tremendously that
the age is termed as “Digital Era”. Banking sector too came up with digital services like plastic money,
NEFT, RTGS etc with the onset of the new era but recent changes, it brought into its structure, is
appreciating. In this paper, the prime focus is on the present situation of banking with the digitalization,
consumer engagement and satisfaction with digital banking & the essence of future metamorphosis of
digitalization in banking. A sample survey is conducted through online Google forms and analysed with
conclusion. This paper offers an open window to see how digitalization has revolutionised the Indian
Banking sector and what opportunities and challenges does it bring to the surface in the coming future.
Keywords: Technology, Digitalization, Economy, Indian Banking.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
(i) To make theoretical analysis on e-banking and to look at its evolution and the progress

of computerization and automation in Indian banking sector
(ii) To analyse the trends and development made by the Indian banking industry in adoption

of e-banking technology and services.
(iii) To highlights the benefits and challenges associated with e-banking in Indian context.
(iv) To make some recommendations for future development of e-banking.

INTRODUCTION
We talk a lot about building digital banking solutions to help financial organizations improve

their customer on-boarding experiences and boost their morale for the institution. But, what is
digital banking?

Digital banking is the digitization (or moving online) of all the traditional banking activities
and programs that historically were only available to customers when physically inside of a
bank branch. This includes activities like:

* Department of Commerce, Maharaja Agrasen College, University of Delhi
** Department of Commerce, Maharaja Agrasen College, University of Delhi
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 Money Deposits, Withdrawals, and Transfers
 Checking/Saving Account Management
 Applying for Financial Products
 Loan Management
 Bill Pay
 Account Services
Consumer preferences have quickly shifted to online and mobile devices, but many financial

organizations have had trouble shifting their onboarding experiences online and to smaller
screens.

In addition, until the past few years, banks were not envisioning the tremendous shift in
consumer behaviour that occurred as a result of the millennial generation now become the largest
consumers of financial products.

What is the Difference Between Online and Digital Banking?
For the most part, these two words are synonyms. But, we define online banking a bit more

narrowly: online banking primarily focuses on remote deposits, money transfers, bill pay, and
basic online management of accounts. Other synonyms for online banking include internet
banking, virtual banking, and e-banking. So, online banking focuses on digitizing the “core”
aspects of banking, but digital banking encompasses digitizing every program and activity
undertaken by financial institutions and their customers.

Moreover, E-Banking is a bit different from M-Banking as former includes the banking by
all electronic means ie email, sms, web, portal whereas later is access and control accounts through
mobile applications.

Background

Banking sector plays prominent role in the development of an economy. It is a financial
institution which apart from accepting deposits and offering credit, also provides discounting,
consultancy services etc. Though the modern banking system was initiated in the 14th century
but its roots can be traced back to 1700 BC in ancient Greece, Roman Empire, China, India which
has records of interest bearing loans. With industrialisation in 17th century A.D., the Banking
sector witnessed many upgradation and institutional changes with every decade rolling.

In India, banking made its headway in late 18th century with establishment of Bank of
Hindustan in 1770, Bank of Calcutta (1806), Bank of Bombay (1890) and Bank of Madras (1845)
which all amalgamated as Imperial Bank of India in 1921 and upon independence of the sub-
continent conferred as State Bank of India in 1955. To regulate the Indian banking system,
Government of India passed Banking Regulation Act in 1949 empowering Reserve Bank of India
(established in 1935) “to regulate, control and inspect banks in India”. 1969 was the year of great
reconstruction for Indian Banking system when Indira Gandhi (then Prime Minister) expressed
the nationalisation of banks in a paper titled “Stray Thoughts on Bank Nationalisation” and
following which Government of India nationalised 14 Public sector banks. With the introduction
of computers, Banks felt the need for mechanisation and automation in industry for which RBI
set up committee headed by Dr. C. Rangarajan in 1984 to monitor the needs and capabilities of
the sector. Also, New Economic Policy was adopted in 1991 to open the economy for the foreign
players to boost the deplorable condition of economy. India flourished day and night embracing
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the new economical and technological advancements which was well witnessed in Banking
system as well.

DIGITALISATION IN BANKING
The concept of internet banking has been simultaneously unfolding with the progression

of world wide web. The first online banking service was initiated by United States in October,
1994 developed by Stanford Federal Credit Union. In May 1995, Wells Fargo became the first
bank to offer banking services over the internet to its customers. This trend was brought to
Indian land by ICICI Bank in 1997 under the brand name ‘Infinity’.

Stages  
Objectives and 

Technology applied Developments 
Post-Nationalized Stage 
Control of Govt. 
(1969 – 90) 

Social Ban kin g and 
Limited 
Computerization 

1984-88 •Installation of ALPMs. •Banks 
started using personal computers with hard 
disk. • MICR cheques were introduced at 
four metro centres. •  Installation of ATMs. 
1990• Experimentat ion of  total branch 
computerization covering all aspects of bank’s 
transactions at the branch level. 

Economic Reforms Stage 
Entrants of foreign and Social 
Banking to IT based Banks 
(1991 – 2000) 

Higher profitability, 
cut throat competition 
and 
E-banks 

1991  • India joined SWIFT. 
1997  • Shared payment network system has 
been set up. 
1999  • A pilot project for smart cards 
conducted jointly by RBI, IIT (Mumbai ) and 
IDRBT, Hyderabad. 
2000  • IT Ac t, 2000 was passed. 

Present Stage-  Implementation 
of various committee report 
(2000 – till date)  

New products an d 
Services and Maximum 
use of IT- Mobile , 
ATMs 

2003  • Special EFT s ystem was introduc ed. 
2004  • RTGS system was introduced. 
2005  • 11% of branches of PSBs have been 
brought  under CBS and NEFT system was 
introduced. 
2007  • The payment  and set tlement system 
act , 2007 was en acted. 
2008  • The operative guidelines on mobile 
banking transactions were issued. • CTS 
were implemented in national capital region. 
2009  • Cash withdrawal from ATMs of the 
banks was made free of  cost . 
2010  • Mobile payments App like PayTM 
2016  • UPI payment  system By Nation al 
Payments Corporation of Indi a • BHIM APP 
2017-18 • Banking p lus Lifestyle apps like 
SBI YONO 

 
BENEFITS OF DIGITAL BANKING

  To customer…
Convenience and mobility: Digital banking lets customers use banking services 24*7 and

doesn’t require them to visit the local branch of their bank for routine work. According to oracle
financial services global survey customers listed “best returns and experiences as most important
considerations across all banking stages” and 81% of consumers are opting for digital channels
to engage with their banks. According to our research 80% people prefer digital banking because
it’s convenient and 62.2% prefer because it’s easy to use.

Better rates: With the utilisation of technological advancements in the banking sector,
management is able to reduce their administration and operating costs. This has enabled them
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to offer lucrative interest rates on deposits as compared to their traditional counterparts. For
instance: Paytm payments bank is presently offering interest @6.85%p.a. as compared to highest
rate of interest available in traditional banks which is 4%p.a. on zero balance saving accounts.
Also, they don’t charge any fine on non-maintenance of bank balance.

Customized services: Along with providing traditional banking services, digital banks are
offering services like functional budgeting and forecasting tools, financial planning capabilities,
investment analysis tools, loan calculators and equity trading platforms.

 To banks….
Reduction of costs: With consumers increasingly using mobile phones  and the internet for

banking services, major banks are reducing the size of new branches. Digital  banking has also
paved the way for banks to remodel their branch banking by allowing  technology to play a
major role. According to Chanda Kochhar (MD and CEO of ICICI Bank)  “Only the size, number
of people required at a branch changes. Also, cost of operations is reduced and it helps
profitability,” On an average, a branch banking transaction costs a bank about ̀ 40-50 per customer,
while an internet or mobile transaction brings down the costs to ̀ 15-30 per customer.

Increase in consumer base: Convenience and mobility of digital banking have drawn many
unbanked of the country towards banking sector which were earlier sceptical about opening
bank accounts. With smartphones becoming a household name Paytm has got 25 crore account
holders in a span of just 5 years.

In 2012 no. of digital banking users were 100 million which are expected to increase by 4.5
times and become 450 million by the end of 2020 according to study of digital banking in Asia.

Source: Association of Southeast Asian Nations

Ability to provide better consumer experience: Banks can easily collect feedback from their
customers. This will help them to provide better services. Big data analytics will help the banks
to analyse data accurately leading to better decision making and improve customer experience.

   To economy…
Better credit delivery: Historically, banks primarily lent to large credit worthy corporates

and hesitated for small borrowers. This is because of lack in evidence of one’s creditability and
ability to pay back. With the digital transactions taking place it is easier to track the digital
footprints of the borrowers and assess their credit worthiness. This has advanced different credit
services like education loan, car loan, home loan, gold loan, etc.

Rural outreach: Expansion needs a lot of cost to be borne by a bank to reach remote parts
of the country which are not profitable due to lack of awareness, scale of business, proper
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infrastructure. This hinders the organisation to setup branches in rural areas however digital
banks do not need any branch to operate their modus operandi and can be easily accessible
through smartphones. Smartphone penetration rate in India is 77% which connects the rural
areas to the modernising Indian economy.

CHALLENGES TO DIGITAL BANKING
1. Attaining app perfection: There is an immense feeling of power and reassurance while

accessing a smartphone application. Smartphones are more personal in nature,
progressing to biometric verification, even for actions such as unlocking the screen.
Taking this into account, developing applications related to a business becomes crucial
in order to retain customers. With banking and financial applications increasingly
offering the comfort and luxury of monitoring expenses at any time from any place,
organizations that do not tap into this area will certainly lose out on many individuals
that will deem the corporation outdated. However, most applications are often ridden
with bugs and face severe performance issues. They remain difficult to navigate, at
times, and frequently crash. This can be detrimental to the company’s progress as it
would represent poor quality.

The Fix: Quality Assurance professionals are trained to inspect, assess, and assure the quality
of the software. They become involved in the process early on in the software lifecycle and
ensure that applications are delivered with premium quality. In the case of a performance issue
despite the rigorous testing, they will be able to tend immediately to the problem and fix the
bugs instantly.

2. Technology Upgrades: Five years ago, smartphones wee only just becoming popular.
Today, the functionality largely defines the device that is owned. Those who travel
frequently on business depend on Apple and Android tablets, those who work as
freelancers depend on high quality cameras and digital notebooks, while those who
work the 9-to-5 routine prefer robust laptops and high-performance desktops. In
addition, we have products like Amazon Echo thrown in the mix, for daily alerts and to
perk up the overall lifestyle. Knowing which audience to target is only the half of it;
understanding who would use what device under which circumstances is equally
important. This means a serious amount of investment for banking
and financial entities in digital capabilities and formulating effective digital
strategies.

The Fix: Software testing plays a key role in ensuring device compatibility with the software
and makes the entity more user-friendly. This invariably leads to more breathing room for
exploring the devices that will be able to carry the c1ompany’s customized software better. This
typically saves the corporation millions of dollars and organizations can, subsequently, spend
their efforts on figuring out an apt digital strategy.

3. Cyber Crime: Most banking and financial applications are subject to cyber-attacks the
most. The reason is obvious, what with money being the unquestionable objective.
Fraudsters have been known to be innovative in their endeavours to siphon funds,
either as large amounts in a gun-shot, or minuscule amounts from thousands of accounts,
over a long period of time. If not money directly, there is always the threat of data being
compromised.
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The Fix: Security testing will sniff out the possible points of vulnerabilities that hackers
may take advantage of and offer the appropriate solution. Security testing demands a thorough
understanding of the banking system and offers an in-depth knowledge of the internal
architecture. Quality Assurance professionals that have expertise over the banking domain are
the ones that would best tackle cyber-crime.

4. Spearheading with Innovation: Spearheading the marketplace by offering innovative
services is not just desired, but also required in order to stay ahead of the curve and
attract a wide customer base. Especially with a large base of young users, it becomes
important to distinguish your company in the ever-growing and competitive
marketplace. However, companies are often hesitant to take the leap, as they are aware
that things can horribly backfire and cause instant backlash from irate customers.

The Fix: Software testing can ensure that all the major bugs are tackled as they rise, and
thorough analysis is conducted in order to have preventive measures. This will give innovative
companies in their respective industries a boost, so that they can continue to explore how to
better delight their customer-base.

5. Sustainability: Post successful innovation and implementation, the next pressing
challenge to tackle effectively is sustenance. An organization’s sustainability as a leader
is possible only through synergy. Only when the users acknowledge the value of the
product or service will the organizational value skyrocket to success and remain there.
In this context, the power of social media is often overlooked. While consistently good
reviews uplift the organization to a better status, consistently bad reviews can destroy
even an entire empire.

The Fix: Understanding and leveraging the power of social media, while necessary, can be
ridden with issues. Trolls, malwares, and tweets about performance issues can all wreak havoc
if not effectively and immediately managed. Software testing personnel can spot real problems
and immediately fix the issues, thereby containing the issue. This greatly helps sustain brand
image in the long-run.

 6. Delivering Quality at Speed: In the rush of wanting to deliver products and services at
an accelerated speed, companies often tend to compromise on the quality. The issue
with quality is that there is no such thing as a small bug; a bug is a bug. There have been
several instances of organizations knowingly turning a blind-eye to defects in products
and software even before the item hit the market.

The Fix: Robust software testing ensures that the product or software hits the market well
in time. By closely analysing possible software issues right from the requirements gathering
stage, quality assurance experts ensure time to market.

DATA RESEARCH
The study covers around 200 people from different backgrounds which ranges from

students, home makers to working professionals. In this research, we can say that the data
represents the 4/7 urban section especially who have access to internet services available via
mobile networks or Wi-Fi broad bandwidth at homes and other institutions.

In this data, we got 89% youth, 7% aged between 31 and 50 years and rest were above 50
years of age. The respondents comprise 54% of males and 46% of females.
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The respondents comprises of 75% students, 11% private employees, 3% government
employees and 4% each self-employed and home-makers. Due to domination of students in the
study, their readiness and ability to grasp and yearn to adapt to changes is prominent.

 

When we talked about the literacy level to comprehend the financial and digital literacy,
61% of the data is either pursuing graduation or has already graduated. In this data, we also
found that 20% were just intermediate passed but also 10% are pursuing Post graduation or
already hold the degree in Post-graduation. The internet banking penetration in the data is 77.6%
which indicates 3/4 of the urban sectors are moving from traditional way to modern system of
banking. Only 22% is either reluctant or finds internet unreliable when it comes to managing
funds.

Statistics show that the degree of Confidence is 4 on a scale of 5 in 48% interviewee and
degree of 3 and 5 in 30% communicators in each case. This shows that people are not reluctant in
using internet services by forgoing their woes and worries regarding security of their funds.

Digitalization: A Revolution in Indian Banking
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The data also brings the fact to the lime light that most of the internet banking users prefer
the digital banking due to the advantage of time saving (77%), easier accessibility (80%) and
convenient to use (62.2%).

From the data collected, we can see that 30.4% share is captured by State Bank of India,
13.3% each by ICICI Bank and HDFC Bank, 7.4% by Punjab National Bank and rest by banks
like Indian Bank, Axis Bank, etc. When it comes to the reasons about such special reasons then
32.6% couldn’t explain (which either they don’t want to share or because of accounts being
opened by parents, presence of relatives or friends etc.). However, merely 15% people give
consideration to the brand value of a bank whereas 25% are concerned about ‘well-defined and
easy to use portal’. Also, 16% have preferred their choice of bank because of ‘secured transactions’.

 The respondents were inquired about the frequency of digital transactions undertaken by
them. It was revealed that 10.4% of the class leave some digital footprints on every day. Moving
further, 32% of the sample transacts 2-3 times a week. However, there are 31% who operate once
a week and 19% are those who manage their accounts once a month only. Infact, 7% belongs to
the category who surfs their online funds very rarely. This gives a clear picture that people have
understood the benefits of digitalized access of their bank accounts.

There is nothing perfect in this materialistic world, everything comes with some defects.
80% Internet banking users claimed that they had no problems while using the digital services
but the other 20% spoke out about the problems like hard to remember long passwords,
connectivity issues, technical faults, doubt regarding success of transactions, delay in funds
transfer, servers don’t respond and so on. Either 80% sample does not consider the above stated
reasons as problems or they were reluctant to speak up about it.

All the above stated data and charts were statements of people who use internet banking
but the interviewee who were still dependent upon traditional way of banking also spoke about
their fears and experiences.
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Convenience of handling accounts manually was also taken into consideration. 43.6% were
neutral for which the reasons could not be extracted. 15% strongly agree that manual accounts
are more convenient than digital accounts. However, 5% could only strongly disagree about the
convenience of traditional accounts.

The sample was inquired about the reasons for not using internet banking services in which
69% said they have never tried, 23% each said the process is too complex and prefer human
relations. 11% people don’t trust internet services when it comes to managing funds online.

Always there are incentives to bring people out of their fears. We got some points where in
people are willing to transform themselves into digital friendly. At first, 35% requires active
internet all the time to transact money online, 28% demand security of their transactions, 8%
want some rewards like discounts, 5% desire for lower cost of transactions, 10% want awareness
and education about how to access their accounts online. However, there were 8% samples that
were reluctant to change their way of managing their funds. The pie-chart given below details
the same.

A WAY FORWARD
Blockchain hastening payments: The customer base that banks serve is going through a

major shift in terms of buying behaviours and preferences, driven by the digital revolution,
particularly social media and mobile.  An increased demand for more choice and control in how
they interact with a bank is on a rise. Sluggish payment processes will be a thing of the past as
Blockchain is set to inculcate the advantage of real-time payment process, hastening up the
procedure of payment, thereby increasing support and satisfaction.

Voice Assisted Banking

Physical presence is slowly fading away as technology empowers customers to use banking
services with voice commands and touch screens. The natural language technology can process
queries to answer questions, find information, and connect users with various banking services.
This reduces human error, systemizing the efficiency.
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Personalized Financial Services

Personalized connect will reach new heights as automated financial advisors and planners
provide expertise in making financial decisions. They analyse market temperament against the
user’s financial goals and personal portfolio, and offer recommendation regarding stocks and
bonds.

Data-driven AI applications for lending decisions

Applications embedded in end-user devices, personal robots, and financial institution
servers are capable of analysing a huge volume of data, providing customized financial advice,
calculations and forecasts. These applications can also develop financial plans and strategies
through research, regarding various customized investment opportunities, loans, rates, fees,
etc. and track the progress.

CONCLUSION
Digital banking has come a long way from erstwhile mechanisation technology to present

mobile banking facility. Earlier customers of traditional banks were sceptical about going digital
for trust and personal interaction being the major determinants but the digital banks are coming
up with personalised innovative solutions. They are now more secure and maintaining customer
relations through a new customer relationship management (CRM) model. Even Public sector
banks have realised that relationship building is of utmost importance to maintain market share.
These banks are in no mood to disappoint their customers.

Having said that challenges to digital banks are not yet over and demands of digital
consumers growing along with technology, hence the banks are needed to upgrade their methods
accordingly and regularly. How well digital banks will be able to satisfy their customer will
define their fate but, at present, their future seems bright…
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Fundraising in Digital Economy: Can Bitcoins be the Next

Investment Avenue
Dr. Deepak. R* & Prof. Shruthi Prabhakar**

ABSTRACT
Year 2018 has been turning out to be the worst nightmare for those who invested in traditional investment
avenues including the mutual funds. The corporate scandals, the speculations of changes in interest rates
by the Federal Reserve earlier than expected, expectation of increase in global oil prices, tariff wars
between developed and developing nations, lack of positive sentiments among portfolio institutional
investments, have more or less, led to bearish sentiments among the investors. Among this trend, crypto-
currencies have been observed to be the next generation investment avenue which is decentralized in
nature and have been based on the Block Chain Technology. The study thus tries to examine the nature,
regulations revolving around the currency and the underlying trend in the daily, monthly and yearly
returns obtained from 2010 to 2017.
Keywords: Bitcoins, Investment Avenues, Crypto-currencies, Decentralized Currency.

INTRODUCTION
Israel’s  Central  Bank  on  January  8th, 20183 opinioned that, virtual currencies such as

bitcoin cannot be considered as an actual currency and it would be difficult to devise regulations
considering the risks it has on the its banks. Instead, virtual currencies can be considered as an
“Financial Asset”4 . Same has not been the opinion of most governments and regulators in this
matter around the world as there are still debates on the nature of the currency. Wei Dai (1998)
sought an idea to create a currency which will be completely decentralized in nature5 and Satoshi
Nakamoto in 2009 made Dai’s concept into reality by developing bitcoin, the first decentralized
virtual currency”6. According to Satoshi Nakamoto (2009), in his self-published paper “Bitcoin:
A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” bitcoin was the world’s first digital virtual currency
which was exchanged through the peer-to-peer network to gain value through demand and is
virtually decentralized in nature.7 According to Wikipedia8, Bitcoin is a digital, decentralized,
partially anonymous currency, not backed by any government or other legal entity, and not
redeemable for gold or other commodity. It relies on peer-to-peer networking and cryptography
to maintain its integrity. The transactions are verified by network nodes through use of
cryptography and recorded in the public distributed ledger called the Block chain. The presence
of the Distributed ledger system on the Block chain technology allows any organization of any
chain of records or transaction without the need for any intermediary to transact, its usage has
been limited not only to few individual investors and firms.
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Figure 1: Performance of Bitcoin Prices (in Indian Rupees) from 2013 to 2017

Source: www.yahoofinanceindia.com

The Bitcoins does not have an intrinsic value and the only real value is based on supply
and demand (what two parties in the trade are willing to pay for the trade-off).  The characteristics
of the Bitcoins made it immediately popular among the masses spawning several copies over
the years. The bitcoins has many properties that could make it an ideal currency/financial asset.
Among several properties, the most important is that, it is highly liquid in nature and can be
used for making payments very quickly over internet. Due to this, it can be transacted with the
lowest transaction costs and hence would definitely qualify to be an medium for micropayments.
As observed, in Figure 1, the prices of Bitcoins have increased from meager Rs. 3917.720 on 20th
March, 2013 to Rs. 5,56,351.94 as on 25th march, 2018. The value of bitcoins was valued at a mere
amount of two dollars in 2011, but it broke the $10,000 mark by 2017. This is more than 14,200
times the initial amount. Which other financial asset would offer such a return??.

These inherent characteristics soon raised a concern among government and regulators to
uphold its value or monitor its use. Irrespective of several attempts to prevent this decentralized
currency from peer-to-peer transactions, little progress has been seen. Considering the
cryptocurrency ecosystem in the present times, everyone wants to be part of this global
phenomenon, irrespective of the risks involved. As observed in Figure-2, unlike the various
traditional investment avenues, there exists significant trade-off’s between return and risks for
the parties involved. In the beginning few years (especially during 2014-16), the volatility was
unpredictable fluctuating in the range of -40% to +50% on rare occasions raising concerns of its
safety, but in the recent times, volatility has been normalized.

Figure 2: Volatility in Bitcoin Returns from 2013 to 2017

Source: Authors
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The “Decentralised  Digital  Currency”  or  “Virtual  Currency”  (VCs) market has continued
to grow buoyed by the increasing prices of the currencies. The Bitcoin has certainly caught the
attention in India, with estimates of more than 10 lakh traders of Bitcoin alone with total revenue
of top 10 exchanges in India might be equivalent to Rs. 40,000 crore9. With the Bitcoin values
reaching new levels, there was observed crackdown on companies dealing with crypto-currencies
by the government agencies.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Studies in the literature have often been concentrated on studying the properties of the

traditional investment avenues and have propounded to be best option for investors savings. In
the recent times, with the growing popularity of the virtual currencies, several global and local
companies along with the retail investors have found opportunity to diversify their portfolio
with bitcoins and other virtual currencies being part of it.  But in the recent Budget speech of
2018, the finance minister reiterated the stance of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) against the
potential financial, operational, legal, and security related risks stating that “crypto-currencies
are not a valid tender”. If Israel’s  Central  Bank  opinion  of  virtual  currencies  being  treated  as
an “Financial Asset”10 is further evaluated, we might be able to assess the risks of the virtual
currency especially bitcoins in relation with the portfolio investments. Thus, the study would be
conducted to examine the trend and patterns in bitcoins during the period 2010 to 2018, which
would help in evaluating its risks with portfolio’s made of traditional investment avenues.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
(a) To examine the performance of the bitcoins in relation to its inherent risks for the period

considered.
(b) To examine whether, there exists seasonal patterns in bitcoin trading on virtual

ecosystem.
(c) To discuss, whether bitcoins have any similarities or dissimilarities with traditional

investment avenues.
(d) To suggest various measures which could be taken by the retail investors from the

results obtained.

DATA COLLECTION AND DATA METHODOLOGY
The study uses the daily price data of first virtual currency namely bitcoins obtained from

various secondary sources such as kaggle.com and yahoofinance.com. For the study, the daily
prices of bitcoins was obtained for a period of around five years from 20th March, 2013 to 25th
March, 2018 from yahoofinance.com.

For the study, return form the daily prices were calculated as follows:



   
 ( 1)
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Where, Pit is the closing prices of the currencies on day t and Pt-1 is the closing price on
day t-1.    It was observed that the bitcoins data considered over the data range is non-stationary
in nature. Thus, the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) on the closing price values was applied
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to test if the series considered was stationary or not-stationary. ADF consists of a regression of
the first difference of the series against the series lagged k times as shown below:
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The null hypothesis is H0: = 0 to be tested against H1: <1. The acceptance of null

hypothesis implies nonstationarity. Thus bitcoin prices were transformed to stationary time
series by differencing as the time series was found to be difference stationary in nature. Since the
time series data of bitcoin series log-differenced, the order of integration (differencing) is one. In
order to examine the performance of the bitcoins over the data period, summary statistics of
bitcoins was examined for overall  period and for each year separately.

In order to test for seasonality in returns, the following Ordinary Least Square model with
dummy variables representing the days of the week was considered as follows:
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Where, Rt is the returns in period t. i indicates all days of the week and D is the dummy
variable for all days. i represents the coefficients estimated using OLS method. The error term
is assumed to be independent and identically distributed with a zero mean and constant variance.

To capture the conditional dynamics characterized by heteroscedasticity, or time-varying
volatility in the return series, GARCH model was adopted which stands for Generalized
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity. According to the GARCH model of order p and
q, which is denoted as GARCH(p,q) model, the conditional variance of the time series depends
on the squared residuals of the process(Choudhary,1995);

The GARCH (p,q) model suitable for studying the calendar anomalies is shown below:
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Where, t is an error term with zero mean and conditional variance t
2, which is specified

as follows:
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In order to avoid, dummy variable trap, intercept is not considered in the regression. The
coefficients i represent the day-of-the-week effects and i represent the volatility effects in
the day-of-the-week. In order to examine the presence of seasonal anomalies, the level of
significance is considered to be 5 percent.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Figure 1: Trend in prices of Bitcoins from March 2013 to December 2017

Source: Authors

Figure 2: Return series of Bitcoin Prices for the Period 2013 to 2017

Source: Authors

In order to examine presence of seasonality in bitcoins, first and foremost we had to examine
if the series was stationary or not. As observed in Figure 1 and Figure 2, taking return form of
the series is found to be appropriate, as the series observed is found to be stationary in nature.
There is clear evidence of serial correlation in amplitude of returns but no visual evidence of
serial correlation in returns. The Q-statistic and its p-values of the sample autocorrelation function
(ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) under the null hypothesis of white noise for
value of m ranging from 1 through 20 are consistently not zero at 1 percent level of significance
indicating the rejection of null hypothesis of white noise. The ACF and PACF along with Bartlett
bands display no patterns and are mostly inside the Bartlett bands.

In order to examine the average returns and risks involved in investing, summary statistics
of bitcoin returns for various sub-periods and for the total periods was calculated. The results of
the summary statistics is shown in Table-3. As observed, not only is the bitcoin highly liquid in
nature, it is also very volatile to include in a portfolio. On an average, for the entire time period,
if one were to invest in bitcoins, the returns would have been around 27 percent with maximum
average returns of 67 percent and minimum being -60 percent. Considering the standard deviation
of 10.4 percent, the bitcoins can be considered to be riskier in nature and risk averse investors
would find it difficult to sustain in this environment.

Fundraising in Digital Economy: Can Bitcoins be the Next Investment Avenue
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of Bitcoin Returns for Sub-periods and Overall Period

Source: Authors

As observed in Table 4, as a formal test of stationarity, the Augmented Dickey-Fuller(ADF)
test was conducted. The test rejects the null hypothesis of non-stationarity at 1 percent level of
significance and also shows consistency with different lag structures with the presence of intercept
or intercept and trend. Similarly, in case of other six cryptocurrencies, return form of series was
observed to be stationary in nature.

Table 4: ADF test result on return series of Bitcoin prices

Source: Authors

As observed in Table 5, in order to examine Day-of-the-week effect in Bitcoin returns, Day-
of-the-week dummy variables were considered. The presence of day was indicated by value of
unity with corresponding days to be zero. Day-of-the-week effect would be confirmed when the
coefficient of atleast one dummy variable is statistically significant at 5 percent level of significance.
The result of the regression results with dummy variables is shown in Table 5. It should be
noticed that, Durbin-Watson statistic which has greater ability to detect serial correlation is 2
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indicating no serial correlation in the residuals. Thursday coefficient is found to be statistically
significant at 5 percent level of significance. As observed in Table 6, according to Breusch-Godfrey
Serial Correlation LM test for the null hypothesis of presence of no serial correlation, at 5 percent
level of significance it is rejected.

Table 5: OLS Regression of BTCR with Dummy Variables

  

Source: Author

Table 6: Serial Correlation LM test on BTCR with Dummy Variables

The residuals of the regression output exhibited Conditional Autoregressive
Heteroscedasticity for the overall periods which was confirmed by the ARCH test. Thus GARCH
(1,1) method was conducted. As observed in Table-7, all the parameter estimates are highly
statistically significant with  “GARCH  Coefficient”  (ß)  substantially  larger  than  “ARCH
Coefficient”  (a)  which  is commonly found in financial asset returns. After correcting for serial
correlation and ARCH effects in the residuals, day of the week effect was observed with thurday
returns to be statistically significant at 5 percent level of significance for the overall period. The
coefficient of Thursday was found to be significantly higher than the rest of the weekdays
suggesting stronger performance of the currency during Thursdays.

Fundraising in Digital Economy: Can Bitcoins be the Next Investment Avenue
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Table 7: Regression Results of Bitcoin Returns with Dummy Variables and GARCH (1,1)

Source: Authors

CONCLUSION
By the end of march 2018, there are more than 150 official cryptocurrencies trading in the

world and these currencies have spawned to become best alternatives of the first virtual currency
which is bitcoins. The volatility visible for the last few years in bitcoin have significantly lowered
in the recent years and it has broke several records in the year 2017 only. The bitcoin currency
has increased more than 10 times in year 2017 alone and analysts hope this trend to continue.
Satoshi Nakamoto’s  electronic cash system has grown to be the biggest virtual currency ecosystem
comprising of several cryptocurrencies which if examined further can be world’s best portfolio
competing with the traditional investment avenues if it believed to be a “financial asset”.  From
the analysis, it is very clear that, the bitcoin has similar distinct characteristics of a time series
observed in other capital market instruments and exhibits strong day-of-the-week effects for the
entire periods and thus the markets might be weak form efficient in nature.
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SCOPE FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
(a) Considering the virtual currency environment to be weak form efficient in nature, more

studies can be conducted to examine if Technical analysis and its various methods can
be used by the innumerable traders and investors to find the support & resistance levels11

(b) The examination of presence of trends and patterns in all the cryptocurrencies should
be examined to check whether markets are weak-form efficient in nature.
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A Study on the Alternative Modes of Payment in India

Devyani Madan*

ABSTRACT
This article explores the alternative payment mechanism in India and consumer’s perception and awareness
of the same. The study has been conducted by reaching out to people of all age groups and studying their
behaviour towards modes of payment through the use of personal interview and questionnaire. A descriptive
research design has been followed to gather information of inter-mode preferences and factors affecting
consumer’s preferences. The research also focussed on examining causal relationships between variables
like age and usage of particular mode of payment, area of stay and choice of mode of payment among
others.
Keywords: Payment, Modes of Payment, Alternative Mode.

INTRODUCTION
Indian payments industry is fast changing with the Reserve Bank of India doing its best to

encourage alternative methods of payments which will bring security and efficiency to the
payments system and make the whole process easier for banks.

A mode of payment is any medium/mechanism trough which goods/services can be
purchased/sold and transactions incurred. For years, the country India has been dependent on
cash as its primary mode of payment, however, post the demonetization of 2016, there has been
emergence of new modes as well as new firms.

The Indian banking sector has been growing successfully, innovating and trying to adopt
and implement electronic payments to enhance the banking system. Though the Indian payment
systems have always been dominated by paper-based transactions, e-payments are not far behind.
Ever since the introduction of e-payments in India, the banking sector has witnessed growth
like never before. In the case of India, the RBI has played a pivotal role in facilitating e-payments
by making it compulsory for banks to route high value transactions through Real Time Gross
Settlement (RTGS) and also by introducing NEFT (National Electronic Funds Transfer) which
has encouraged individuals and businesses to switch.

With the changing scenario and availability of internet across all major areas, many new
players pertaining to payment industry have emerged along with emergence of new modes of
payment. Debit card swipes at ATMs have slipped 18 per cent to 655 million transactions in May
2017. Simultaneously, point-ofsales terminals' debit card usage has jumped 90 per cent to 267.5
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million transactions in May 2017 from around 140.4 million in October, a month before high-
value notes were scrapped by the government.

According to GlobalData, a leading data and analytics company, the company estimates
that the e-market will continue to grow at a brisk pace to surpass the INR1tn mark in 2018.
While the Indian government is heavily promoting the use of electronic payments, it has also
introduced a slew of regulatory guidelines for mobile wallet providers in order to safeguard
consumer interests, as well as curb money laundering activities.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Research have been conducted on modes of payment by different scholars. The summarised

results of the same are mentioned below.
Jasmin Khan
(Auckland University of Technology)

This research set out to examine the cognitive and emotional associations that people have
with payment modes and to ascertain if and how these associations impact on payment mode
choice and how the payment mode selected impacts on purchase behaviour.  This thesis suggests
that the physical characteristics of the payment mode used, affects consumers’ perceptions and
behaviours. Given the historic use of cash, it is most likely that people have developed an
established set of responses to the cash token (the stimulus), i.e., a cognitive bias. This set of
responses functions as anchor points (reference points) that direct perceptions and behaviour
when the 138 token is used, perceptions and behaviours that differ to those that occur when a
debit card is used.
Ashish Das and Rakhi Aggarwal
Indian Institite of Technology, Bombay

To locate the reasons for the subdued transition to cashless payments, this study carries
out a review of the roles performed by various players of the system and then arrives at a
structured and implementable roadmap to move towards a cashless retail payment system in
India.
Deepak Tandon and Neelam Tandon
International Management Institute

The study aims to understand the technological shift in private and public banks from the
year 2011 to 2013 and to compare volume of e-transactions done in private and public banks
using NEFT and mobile. It aims to study the performance of banks due to the implementation of
e-banking products.
Stacey L Shreft
Federal Reserve Bank of Kanas City

The research has been conducted taking into account what affects consumer’s choice of
mode of payment including macroeconomic policy factors. Economics finds a legitimate role for
government in providing public goods and internalizing externalities. Both of these roles exist
regarding the payment system. Ensuring the stability of the payment system, a public good, has
long been a goal of public policy. And the network externalities present in the markets for payment
instruments create the possibility that the variety and mix of payment instruments available to
facilitate the efficient exchange of goods and services might not arise from laissez faire.

A Study on the Alternative Modes of Payment in India
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OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the proposed study is to explore consumer’s perception and awareness of

alternative modes in India. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to scientific knowledge by
achieving following research objectives:

 To study consumer awareness about different alternative modes of payment
 To find out consumer preferences among different modes of payment
 To study what influences consumer’s choice of mode of payment
 To study how consumers value different characteristic of any typical mode of payment
 To study relation between age of consumers and their usage of different modes of

payment

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
For undertaking this study, descriptive research design is used. In its essence, descriptive

studies are used to describe various aspects of the phenomenon. Primary data has been collected
for the purpose of the study. A sample of 400 consumers from all age groups and from different
areas of residence was asked to fill a questionnaire. The consumers who couldn’t fill a
questionnaire were personally contacted and asked the questions.
The questionnaire was circulated through social media platforms as well as through
physical copies. The data obtained through the questionnaires will be analysed through
use of statistical software SPSS. Chi Square test of independence has been used to
examine relationship between different demographic factors and choice of mode
of payment.

RESULTS
A sample of 400 consumers was asked to fill a questionnaire based on the objectives of the

study. The questionnaire included multiple choice questions relating to general awareness and
perception of different alternative modes of payment in the country. The target audience of this
survey was not restricted. Any person who ever made a purchase/payment could fill in the
survey. It was observed from the survey that credit/debit cards are most popular among the
sample with almost 90% respondents claiming awareness of the same. Real Time Gross
Settlement(RTGS) is observed to be the least popular mode of payment among the respondents
for higher amount transactions with only 39% respondents being aware about the same.
Government launched Aadhar Enabled Payment Scheme is observed to be better in terms of
awareness among respondents with almost 42% respondents being aware of the same. Traditional
mode of payment-cheque emerged as the second most popular mode of payment with over
88.6% respondents claiming knowledge about the same. Newly emerged e-wallets and online
banking have gathered attention of about 86% and 86.8% respondents respectively. There was
seen a difference in the way consumers choose the mode of payment for various transactions. It
is observed that 25% of all respondents depend on cash to pay for their travelling and fuel
station expenses. It is also observed that 5% of all respondents use cash to pay for educational/
billing expenses while the rest have switched to using alternative modes of payment. It is also
observed that consumers (27%) value safety of transaction the  most while 22% believe that an
ideal payment system should be most convenient to use. 16% of consumers want speed of
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transaction to be given most importance while 18% believe that for a payment system to be
ideal, it should be accepted universally. 17% of the responded have the view that consumer
grievance redressal mechanism should be given the most importance in any mode of payment.
On studying consumer’s attitude towards incentives offered by various modes of payment, a
positive relation was found between offering incentives and usage of that particular mode of
payment.

Sample Demographics
Age group  
 

15-20 - 52%  
20-30 - 26%  
30-40 - 12%  
40 and above - 10%  

Occupation  
 

Employed – 13%  
Self employed – 5%  
Housemaker - 6%  
Student - 69%  
Practising Profession - 2%  
Other - 5%  

Highest Educational 
Qualification  
 

10th – 1%  
12th – 49%  
Graduate – 10%  
Postgraduate – 38%  
Other – 2%  

Area of residence 
 

North Delhi – 24%  
South Delhi – 7%  
East Delhi – 6%  
West Delhi – 14%  
Central Delhi – 4%  
NCR – 29%  
Other – 16%  

 

DISCUSSION
In this study, the data collected with the help of questionnaire is analysed using different

statistical tools like correlation coefficient, Chi square values etc. SPSS is used for this analysis.
Percentage figures are preferred wherever possible for easy comparison and understanding.

Consumers Choice of Mode of Payment while Paying for Travel/Fuel Expenses

It is observed that 25% of all respondents depend on cash to pay for their travelling and
fuel station expenses even today. This highlights the non-availability of mechanism to accept
alternative modes of payment in this particular industry. At fuel stations, consumers are more
inclined towards use of cash even when debit/credit cards machines are available. This clearly
marks the need to create more awareness to make consumers start using alternative modes in
this sector just like their usage of the same in other sectors like mentioned further.

A Study on the Alternative Modes of Payment in India
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Consumer’s Choice of Mode of Payment while Paying for Education/Bills

It is observed that 5% of all respondents use cash to pay for educational/billing expenses
while the rest have switched to using alternative modes of payment. This result is in sharp
contrast with the result where consumer’s choice was noting with regard to payment of travel
expenses. This indicates that the consumers are well aware of the alternative modes of payment
and they use it as a primary mode when it comes to paying for educational/billing expenses
however, the same consumer prefers using cash when it comes to payment of travel expenses.
This deviation between the two can be bridged by opening more opportunities/incentives in
travel sector.

How Much do Consumers Value Different Characteristics in any Mode of Payment

On studying the responses, it is observed that consumers (27%)value safety of transaction
the most while 22% believe that an ideal payment system should be most convenient to use. 16%
of consumers want speed of transaction to be given most importance while 18% believe that for
a payment system to be ideal, it should be accepted universally. 17% of the responded have the
view that consumer grievance redressal mechanism should be given the most importance in any
mode of payment.
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Consumer’s Choice of the Ideal Mode of Payment

When asked to name a mode of payment with regard to a good characteristic of mode of
payments, it is observed that consumers prefer debit/credit cards the most with it being good at
5 out of 6 most important characteristics in any mode of payment (convenience, acceptability,
speed, security, grievance redressal, transaction history). Consumers find e-wallets as the best
mode when it comes to convenience of use but credit/debit cards for all other reasons.

How Consumers React to Incentives Offered

It is observed that consumer’s behaviour is strongly linked with incentives. The availability
of incentives makes them change the mode of payment they otherwise would have used. In
different cases studied, the respondents are ready to switch to modes like e-wallets, debit/credit
cards on provision of additional discounts/free delivery.

Dependency Between Variables and Consumer Behaviour

On performing chi square tests on the recorded data, interdependence between the variables
was established. We observe that for paying fee/bills, the choice of a particular age group is
same while another age group has another same choice. This highlights the relation between age
group and choice of mode of payment. A moderate relationship has been examined between
age group and choice of mode of payment based on security, speed and acceptability. This
highlights that emerging firms can design products in a way to suit different age groups. Another
direct relation was observed between occupation and choice of mode of payment with regard to
convenience. This brings about the fact that different jobs  make people prefer different modes
of payment and for payment companies to woo consumers, they must target needs of different
occupational groups

CONCLUSION
The results of the survey indicate that among all the modes of payments Credit/Debit

Cards is the most widely used for payment followed by E wallets for almost all kinds of
transactions. Various discounts and incentives given by merchants or shopkeepers on using a
particular mode of payment has an effect on people’s mind and they get influenced into using a
particular mode of payment. For consumers, safety of transaction occurs to be the most valued
characteristic of any mode of payment which is further followed by convenience. There also
occurs a relationship between age group and modes of payment used at various places and also
a moderate relation between occupation and modes of payment used at various places but no
such relationship could be seen with respect to the area of residence of a respondent.
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Goods and Services Tax (GST): Serving towards

Digitalization of the Indian Economy
Dr. Dhani Ram*

ABSTRACT

Contemporary world technology seems to grow more and more each day. Digitalization has sneaked into
every aspect of our life.  With a vision to transform the Indian economy into a digitally empowered and
knowledge economy, the NDA government under the leadership of Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi
has launched its flagship programme i.e. ‘Digital India.’
This research paper attempts to understand the role of newly launched indirect taxation system in India
i.e. Goods and Services Tax (GST) in serving towards the goal of digitalisation of the Indian economy.
GST is a new tax reform to draw Indian businesses into digital economy. The implementation of GST
involves IT accounting & tax compliance system along with a mechanism to track the business transactions
with the help of Goods and Service Tax Network (GSTN). With the help of IT technology, GST aims to
bring full addressability and elimination of the menace of under-reporting by the businesses. Author also
attempt to study how GST is different from the previous indirect taxes, the role of GSTN and highlight
the various challenges before GST regime in the Indian scenario.
Keywords: Goods and Services Tax; Indian Economy, Digitalization.

INTRODUCTION

Digitalisation means integration of digital technology into everyday life. In this
contemporary world technology seems to grow more and more each day and has sneaked into
every aspect of our life. With a vision to transform the Indian economy into a digitally empowered
and knowledge economy, the NDA government under the leadership of Prime Minister, Shri
Narendra Modi has launched its flagship programme i.e. ‘Digital India.’

It is a move towards adopting digital systems to ensure that Government services are made
available to the Indian citizens electronically by improved online infrastructure and increasing
internet connectivity or by making the country digitally empowered in the field of technology.

Goods and Services Tax (GST) which was implemented in India from 1st July 2017 is a new
tax reform to draw Indian businesses into digital economy.The GST regime is considered as one
of the major comprehensive indirect tax reforms in India since independence. It has subsumed
17 indirect taxes and around 23 surcharges levied by government at Central and State levels. It
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has simplified the indirect tax structure of India by putting an end to the cascading effect of
multiple-layer of indirect taxes.

GST aims to serve towards the goal of digitalisation of the Indian economy. Its
implementation involves IT accounting & tax compliance system along with a mechanism to
track the business transactions with the help of Goods and Service Tax Network (GSTN).

GSTN is a unique IT initiative that seeks to establish a uniform interface for the tax payer
and a common and shared IT infrastructure between the Centre and States. It has been set up
primarily to provide IT infrastructure and services to the Central and State Governments, tax
payers and other stakeholders for implementation of the Goods and Services Tax (GST).With
the help of IT technology, GST aims to bring full addressability and elimination of the menace of
under-reporting by the businesses.

However, there were several problems faced by the Indian businesses just after the
implementation of GST on 1st July 2017 such asinefficient functioning of the GSTN portal,
classification disputes of goods and services under different slab rates, lack of knowledge about
GST’s functioning, increase in operating cost of small scale businesses etc.

Indian policymakers should learn from these pitfalls and aim to resolve them. Timely
resolution and better administration will lead to an increase in indirect tax revenues and smooth
implementation of GST/VAT.

This paper is divided into four sections. First section talks about the concept of GST in
India and how it is different from the previous indirect taxation regime. Second section talks
about the role of GST in digitalisation of the Indian economy. Section three proceeds to analyse
the challenges of faced by the Indian economy post GST implementation. Section four concludes
with suggestions to overcome the loopholes in the GST regime.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This paper is exploratory in nature. Available secondary data was extensively used for the
study. Different news articles, journals and websites which focused on various aspects of GST
were used for the study.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Following are the objectives of this study:
1) To understand the concept of GST in India and how it is different from the previous

indirect taxes.
2) To understand the role of Goods and Services Tax (GST) in serving towards the goal of

digitalisation of the Indian economy.
3) To highlight the various challenges before GST regime in the Indian scenario.

1. WHAT IS GST AND HOW IT IS DIFFERENT FROM PREVIOUS INDIRECT TAXES?

India has a federal form of government where the taxing powers have been divided
among the government at the Central level and the governments at the State levels under the
Constitution of India. According to Article 265 of the Constitution of India, “no tax of any
nature can be levied or collected by the Central or State Governments except by the authority

Goods and Services Tax (GST): Serving towards Digitalization of the Indian Economy
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of law.” The authority to enact the law and levy taxes and duties is given by the Constitution
vide Article 246 which says that “law can be enacted by the Parliament or State Legislature, if
such power is given by the Constitution of India. Prior to the implementation of GST, central
government levied the indirect taxes such as central excise duty (levied on manufacturing of
goods in India), central sales tax (levied on inter-state sale of goods), service tax (levied on
provisioning of services in India) and custom duty (levied on import and export of goods)
while the state governments levied the indirect taxes such as value added tax (levied on intra-
state sale of goods), state excise duty (levied on liquor and narcotic drugs), entry tax (levied
on entry of goods in a state) and entertainment tax (levied on places of entertainment). Both
the levels of the government had complete autonomy over their taxes with respect to decisions
regarding rates, rules, provisions etc.

Indirect taxation system prior to GST  needed  improvement  because  it  allowed  for
multiplicity  of  taxes  leading  to  complex  tax  structure,  distortions,  cascading  effect  and  lack
of  tax  compliance. Tax  bases  at  both  the  central  and  state  levels were  narrow,  making  the
VAT  chain  incomplete  with  significant  cascading  elements,  remaining  at  both  the  levels.
Owing  to  the  loopholes  in  the  existing  system  a  need  was  felt  to  introduce  a  more
comprehensive  and  unified  indirect  tax  regime  in  India  by  subsuming  majority  of  central
and  state  level  indirect  taxes. Keeping  this  overall  objective  in  view  an  announcement was
made  by  Sri  P. Chidambaram(then  Finance  Minister)  in  the  Union  Budget  on  28th February,
2006   to  introduce  Goods  and  Services  Tax (GST)  in  India. After  various  negotiations
between  the  central  and  state  governments,  BJP  government  was  able  to  get  consensus  of
the  state  governments  on  GST’s  structure. The  CONSTITUTIONAL(122ND  AMENDMENT)
BILL,2014 ,  was  passed  by  the  Rajya Sabha  on  3rd August 2016  and  by  the  Lok Sabha  on  8th

August 2016. Bill  was  ratified  by  more  than  50%  of  the  sate  assemblies  and  got  Presidential
assent.  GST  Council  was set  up  to  work  on  the  details  of  GST  structure  based  on  which
GST  laws were drafted.  Central  GST  law was passed  by  the  Parliament  and  State  GST  laws
by  the  respective  state  assemblies. Finally GST was  rolled  out in India effective 1 July  2017.

The GST regime is considered as one of the major comprehensive indirect tax reforms in
India since independence. It has subsumed 17 central and state indirect taxes and around 23
surcharges. It has simplified the indirect tax structure of India by putting an end to the cascading
effect of multiple-layer of taxes.

GST is a nationwide tax levied on supply of goods and services in India. It is a destination
based value added tax levied at each stage in supply chain right from the manufacturer to the
consumer with benefit of input tax credit at each stage thereby eliminating cascading effects.

Functioning of GST in India

• India follows a dual  GST  model.  The Centre and the States have concurrent powers to
levy, collect and administer GST.  GST has  two  components:  one  levied  by  the
central  government  known  as  central  GST  (CGST)  and  other  levied  by  the  state
governments or Union territories as the case may be  known  as  state  GST/Union
Territory GST (SGST/UTGST) to  promote  cooperative  federalism. Revenues generating
from CGST will accrue to the central government and revenues generating from the
SGST/UTGST will accrue to the government of that state or union territory where the
final consumption of goods/services takes place.
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• GST is applicable to the whole of India including Jammu and Kashmir.
The  CGST  and  the  SGST/UTGST are  levied  simultaneously  on  every  transaction  of

supply  of  goods  and  services  except  the  exempted  goods  and  services,  goods  which  are
outside  the  purview  of  GST,  and   the  transactions  which  are  below  the  prescribed
threshold  limits.

(i) CGST: GST levied by the Central government on intra-State supply of goods or services
or both is called the Central GST (CGST).

(ii) SGST: GST levied by the states on intra-state supply of goods or services or both is
called the State GST (SGST). State under the GST law is defined to include a Union
Territory with Legislature. Thus, on every supply of goods or services or both within
the Union territories of Delhi and Pondicherry, SGST will be levied.

(iii) UTGST: GST levied by the Union Territories on supply of goods or services or both
within the Union Territories of Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Lakshadweep, Dadra
and Nagar Haveli, Daman and Diu, Chandigarh is called the Union Territory GST
(UTGST).

(iv) INTEGRATED GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (IGST)  MODEL-  The  centre  will
levy  and  collect  IGST  on  inter -state   supply  of  goods  and  services. Import/export
of  goods  and  services  and  supply  of  goods  and  services  to  or  by  special  economic
zone(SEZ)  developer  or  a  SEZ  unit will also be treated as inter-state supply and
would be liable to IGST.
IGST =  CGST  +  SGST

• GST is applicable on ‘supply’ of goods and services as against the earlier concept on
manufacture of goods or sale of goods or provision of services. So now there is single
taxable event which is supply of goods or services in India as against multiple taxable
events earlier.

• GST is structured on the destination principle. The tax would accrue to the taxing
authority which has jurisdiction over the place of consumption which is termed as place
of supply.

• India  follows  a  four  slab  rate  structure  of  GST  as  suggested  by  the  GST  Council
in  its  meeting  held  on  3rd  November  2016.  The  proposed  rate  structure  is  as
follows :

i) Lower  rate  of  5% :  on  essential  items
ii) Two  Standard  rates  of  12%  and  18% :  on  majority  of  goods  and  service

iii) Higher  or  sin  rate  of  28% : other  consumer  goods  such  as  small cars.
iv) 28% + cess :  on  tobacco,  luxury  cars,  pan masala etc.

• Each  taxpayer  would  be  allotted  a  PAN- linked  taxpayer  identification  number
with  a  total  of  15  digits.

• Every  registered  taxable  person  shall  have  to  furnish  monthly  returns  along  with
an  annual  return  electronically  through  GSTN  portal  or  Facilitation  Centers  notified
by  the  Board  or  Commissioner.
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PREVIOUS TAXATION V/S GST

S.NO. Particulars Previous Taxation GST 

1. Structural difference  Two separate VAT systems 
operated simultaneously at two levels, 
centre (CST) and state (VAT) and input tax 
credit under one is not available as set off 
against the other. 
 No separate tax on services at 
the state level 
 Service tax levied under separate 
legislation by central government. 
 Imports in India not subject to 
state VAT 

 A dual tax with both 
CGST and SGST levied on the 
same base. 
 It allows seamless tax 
credit. 
 All goods and 
services baring few exceptions 
are brought into the GST base. 

2. Place of taxation Taxable at the place of sale or rendering of 
service 

Tax is levied at the place where 
final consumption takes place. 

3. Taxable event Multiple events Supply of goods and services 

4. Power to levy tax on 
manufacture 

With the centre as excise duty No such power in GST 

5. Power to levy tax on sale 
of goods 

Inter-state sale- central govt. 
Intra-state sale- State govt. 

Concurrent powers to centre 
and state 

6. Power to levy tax on 
provision of service 

Central govt. Concurrent powers to centre 
and state 

7. Tax on import in India Goods: under Custom duty comprising of 
Basic custom duty, SAD and CVD. 
Services: under Service tax 

CVD and SAD on import of 
goods and services to be 
subsumed in GST. 

8. Tax on export of goods 
and services 

Exempt/zero rated Zero rated 

9. Cascading effect Allows tax credit between excise duty and 
service tax, but not with VAT. 

Allows seamless tax credit 

10. Tax base Comparatively narrow Wider 

11. Use of computer 
network/digitalisation 

Just started by states, very minimum Extensive- it is necessary for 
implementation of GST 

12. Procedure for filing of 
returns 

Vary from state to state Uniform 

13. Administration Complex due to no. of taxes Comparatively simple 

II. ROLE OF GST IN DIGITALIZATION OF THE INDIAN ECONOMY

Goods and Services Tax (GST) which was implemented in India from 1st July 2017 is a new
tax reform to draw Indian businesses into digital economy. GST aims to serve towards the goal
of digitalisation of the Indian economy. Its implementation involves IT accounting & tax
compliance system along with a mechanism to track the business transactions with the help of
Goods and Service Tax Network (GSTN). With the help of IT technology, GST aims to bring full
addressability and elimination of the menace of under-reporting by the businesses.
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The new Goods and Services Tax subsumes 17 Central and state taxes and 23 types of Cess
into one single tax, thereby eliminating the complexity of multiple taxes, cascading of taxes and
thus achieving significant simplification in indirect taxation. Thirty four state VATs had 97
different types of returns to be supported with 317 annexures and 28 declarations. Similarly,
Central Excise had 13 Return Forms which were required to be supported by one declaration.
Even the Challan used was of twelve types. All these have been replaced by twelve forms and
one challan which are uniform across the country. Not only does GST make it more convenient
to pay taxes and file returns, it also promises to reduce the burden of compliance and radically
improve the ease of doing business. GST envisages credit of Input tax credit (ITC) of 80 lakh
taxpayers to be processed within ten days after filing of monthly returns which is expected to
contain 2.6 to 3.0 billion business to business invoice data. This feat is impossible without strong
IT Infrastructure. Thus, it would not be incorrect to say that GST is incomplete without a strong
IT backbone. The IT backbone has come up in the form of GST System consisting of GST Portal
and IT platform – the highly advanced technological infrastructure that has made the timely roll
out of the new tax regime possible. The GSTN has successfully developed a common GST Portal
that acts as a one stop shop for all businesses, taxpayers and other stakeholders involved in the
indirect taxation system.

II.1 GOODS AND SERVICES TAX NETWORK (GSTN) AND ITS ROLE IN
DIGITALISATION

Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN) is a non-Government, private limited company
set up under section-8 of the Companies Act, 2013. It has been set up primarily to provide IT
infrastructure and services to the Central and State Governments, tax payers and other
stakeholders for implementation of the Goods and Services Tax (GST). The main role of the
GSTN is to build the indirect taxation platform for GST.It was incorporated on March 28, 2013.

Composition of the GSTN: The Government of India holds 24.5% equity in GSTN and all
States of the Indian Union, including NCT of Delhi and Puducherry, and the Empowered
Committee of State Finance Ministers (EC), together hold another 24.5%. Balance 51% equity is
with non-Government financial institutions ( HDFC-10%, HDFC Bank-10%, ICICI- 10%, LIC
Housing Finance Ltd.- 11% and NSE Strategic Investment Co.- 10%).The Authorised Capital of
the company is Rs. 10,00,00,000 (Rupees ten crore only).

Need for GSTN:
i) Currently, the indirect tax administrations of the Cental and State governments work

under different laws, regulations, procedures and formats and consequently the IT
systems work as independent sites. Integrating them for GST implementation would
have been complex requiring the integration of the entire indirect tax ecosystem.

ii) Besides, GST being a destination based tax, the inter- state trade of goods and services
(IGST) would need a robust settlement mechanism amongst the States and the Centre.
This was possible only with the existence of strong IT Infrastructure and Service back
bone which enables quick processing and exchange of information amongst the
stakeholders (including tax payers, States and Central Governments, Accounting Offices,
Banks and RBI).

iii) Hence, the GSTN is a unique IT initiative that seeks to establish a uniform interface for
the tax payer and a common and shared IT infrastructure between the Centre and States.

Goods and Services Tax (GST): Serving towards Digitalization of the Indian Economy
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GSTN Portal is designed by Infosys (India’s 2nd largest IT Company). It has been appointed
as the Managed Service Provider (MSP).

GSTN SuvidhaProviders(GSPs): To assist GSTN in developing sound IT infrastructure
for GST. Till now 34 GSPs are appointed by the government.

Role Assigned to GSTN

i) Creation of common and shared IT infrastructure for functions facing taxpayers such as
filing of registration application, filing of return, creation of challan for tax payment,
settlement of IGST payment (like a clearing house), generation of business intelligence
and analytics.

ii) However, all statutory functions to be performed by tax officials under GST like approval
of registration, assessment, audit, appeal, enforcement etc. will remain with the respective
tax departments. The diagram below shows the work distribution.

1) Role of GSTN with respect to Registration

i) Under GST, the registration of taxpayers will be common under Central and State GST
and hence one place of filing application for the same i.e. the Common GST portal.

ii) The application so received will be checked for its completeness by the GST portal,
which will also carry out validation of data like PAN from CBDT, CIN/DIN from MCA
and Aadhaar of promoters, if provided, from UIDAI.

iii) After completion of validation, the registration application will be shared with respective
central and state tax authorities. Query of tax authorities, if any and their final decision
will be communicated to GST portal which in turn will communicate the same to the
taxpayer.

2) Role of GSTN with respect to Filing of Returns

i) Under GST, there will be common return for CGST, SGST and IGST, eliminating the
need to file separate tax returns with Central and state GST authorities.

ii) Checking of claim of Input Tax Credit (ITC) is one of the fundamental pillars of GST, for
which data of Business to Business (B2B) invoices have to be uploaded and matched.
The Common GST Portal created and managed by GSTN will do this matching on the
basis of invoice level data filed as part of return by all taxpayers.

iii) Similar exercise will be done for inter-state supplies where goods or services will move
from the state of origin to the state of consumption and so will the taxes. The claim of
IGST and its utilization will be settled based on returns filed at the Common GST portal.

3) Role of GSTN in Payment of GST by Taxpayers

Under GST, all challans will have to be prepared by taxpayers on the GST portal only.
Once Challan is created with GSTIN, name of taxpayer, amount under various tax heads and
sub-heads, the taxpayer has following two options to pay the tax:

i) He can choose online option under which, he will have to choose one of the agency
banks (i.e. banks authorized by RBI to collect GST on their behalf) from the dropdown
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menu and after that he will be taken to the website of chosen bank to make payment by
providing user ID and password of bank. After completion of payment, he will be
brought back to GST portal from where he can download the paid challan, which is
generated by GST System on confirmation from the Bank.

ii) The other option of tax payment is to print the challan and present the same in the
relevant bank for ‘Over the Counter Payment’ (OTC). The bank after realising the
payment will transfer the money to RBI and send confirmation of payment to GST Portal
for accounting.

At the end of the day, the GST portal will prepare a summary of all payment confirmations
received by it from Banks and share the same with RBI and accounting authorities for
reconciliation. No tax money will ever come to GSTN in any manner. GSTN will only get
conformation of payment from the Banks.

Goods and Services Tax Identification Number(GSTIN)- GSTINis a unique identification
number which each taxpayer receives once they have registered on the common portal. It is
based on taxpayer’s Permanent Account Number(PAN).

II.II E-WAY BILL

Electronic Way Bill (E-Way Bill) is basically a compliance mechanism stated in Rule 138 of
the CGST Rules, 2017 wherein by way of a digital interface the person causing the movement of
goods of worth Rs. 50,000 or more in a day uploads the relevant information prior to the
commencement of movement of goods and generates e-way bill on the GST portal. It is to be
issued whether the movement is in relation to a supply or for reasons other than supply.

E-way bill is an electronic document generated on the GST portal evidencing movement of
goods. It has two Components-

• Part A : comprising of details of GSTIN of recipient, place of delivery (PIN Code), invoice
or challan number and date, value of goods, HSN code, transport document number
(Goods Receipt Number or Railway Receipt Number or Airway Bill Number or Bill of
Lading Number) and reasons for transportation; and

• Part B : comprising of transporter details (Vehicle number).
Upon generation of the e-way bill on the common portal, a unique e-way bill number

(EBN) generated by the common portal, shall be made available to the supplier, the recipient
and the transporter on the common portal.The details of e-way bill generated shall be made
available to the recipient, if registered, on the common portal, who shall communicate his
acceptance or rejection of the consignment covered by the e-way bill. In case, the recipient does
not communicate his acceptance or rejection within seventy two hours of the details being made
available to him on the common portal, it shall be deemed that he has accepted the said details.
The Commissioner may, by notification, require a class of transporters to obtain a unique Radio
Frequency Identification Device and get the said device embedded on to the conveyance and
map the e-way bill to the Radio Frequency Identification Device prior to the movement of goods.

E-way bill is a mechanism to ensure that goods being transported comply with the GST
Law and is an effective tool to track movement of goods and check tax evasion. The national e-
way bill system has been implemented in India with effect from 1st April 2018.

Goods and Services Tax (GST): Serving towards Digitalization of the Indian Economy
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Under GST registration, filling of returns, tax payments, submission of invoices, claiming
GST refunds and input tax credit all have been made compulsorily online. Apart from GSTN
portal, taxpayers can file their returns from various platforms such as mobile apps or other
portals developed by GSTN Suvidha Providers (approved by GSTN). In this manner GST aims
to serve the Digital India Programme besides curbing tax evasion and improved tax compliance
and administration in India.

III. CHALLENGES OF GST

India’s Goods and Services Tax (GST), is being called a ‘game changer’ for its far-sweeping
impact on business.The industry, at present, is struggling to get on with the destination-based
tax from an origin-based tax structure. The shift from the previous tax regime and carry forward
the input credits into GST is the biggest challenge that businesses are facing today.

The legislation cuts across all enterprises, requiring them to relook at their business models,
business policies, and procedures.

Listed below are some of the biggest challenges the tax and finance professionals as well as
businesses are  facing today in the GST transition phase-

1) LACK OF CLARITY ON GST PROVISIONS AND PREPAREDNESS

Various provisions of GST are still ambiguous. Clients’ understanding of GST provisions
and its impact on their business is still at a nascent stage.

Categorisation of goods and services in various cases is still unclear. Provisions for anti-
profiteering, as well as the newly implemented e-way bill, which tracks consignments across
states, are unclear.The new tax regime requires transporters to generate e-way bills on the GST
portals which includes incurring substantial costs to install radio frequency identification devices
(RFIDs). To be on the right side of the GST anti-profiteering clause, businesses are also assessing
their cost sheets while performing Comparable Analysis of the pricing of goods and services,
pre-and post GST. 

2) INCREASED COMPLIANCES

Businesses need to file multiple returns, a minimum of 37 in most cases for assessees, and
this has increased multifold in accordance with business models. Clients will need  to ensure
timely compliance by registered suppliers to ensure there is no loss of input credit. This will
necessitate correct data and reports to fill accurate GST returns. 

3) LACK OF PREPAREDNESS OF IT SYSTEMS

Various businesses are yet to map the accounting software and IT systems in line with the
new tax provisions, to create GST invoices, and extract required reports. Tax and accounting
professionals jointly need to ensure that their clients’ current systems are compatible with their
GST Service Provider (GSP).

 Seamless implementation will require six million micro, small, and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) to adapt their invoicing approaches for which they do not have adequate IT support
and systems.
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4) LACK OF SKILLED RESOURCES AND NEED FOR RE-SKILLING

 Continuous changes in the GST rates and provisions post implementation has created
complexities. Skilled  staff with updated GST subject knowledge and training are not easily
available. This has placed an additional work load on personnel across industries, and created
an urgent need for additional GST-skilled resources to ensure swift implementation. 

5) DECLINE IN GDP

When GST was implemented it was claimed that it would bring great changes in the Indian
economy in the market and increase country’s GDP by 7% but reality is that it has made Indian
economy worse as the economy was already in a death phase due to Demonetization. According
to the latest report of Reserve Bank Of India the economic development rate of the country is
decreased from 9.1% ( March 2016) to 6.1% (January –March ) and now suffering at 5.7% ( April
– June ). Even the finance minister said that the rate 5.7 % in last three months is really a matter
of concern.

6) MULTIPLE STATUTES

Dual  GST  model is  implemented  through  multiple  statutes,  one  for  central  GST  and
another  state  GST  statue  for  every  state. So  more  the  number  of  statues  more  hurdles  in
the  smooth  implementation  of  GST. Article 279 A of the constitution says that GST council has
only recommendatory powers. So it’s up to state governments to implement its ideas. In this
way state government levies its own GST and distorts the entire GST system of the country. On
11thNovember 2016, 9 judges on behalf of the Supreme Court of India gave its judgment regarding
entry tax case that every state is as sovereign as parliament in its powers to levy taxes. So it gives
freehand to state by which they can levy their own GST.

7) PROBLEMS IN THE GSTN PORTAL

Although  GSTN  has  been  formed  for handling IT infrastructure of GST but its present
status is not praiseworthy. . Even after nine months of its launch the GSTN(Goods and services
tax network) portal is giving nightmare to the taxation professionals and business community.
The technical glitches coupled with the slow processing on the portal are making matters worse
for the stakeholders who are demanding that government revamps its system at the earliest or
introduce offline return filing facility so that load on the portal is reduced. In many cases, either
the data was not getting saved and where the data was saved earlier, the return could not get
submitted. Atleast half of all taxpayers could not file their returns due to glitches in the GST
portal. They want a thorough technology audit of the portal.

8)  PROBLEMS FOR SMALL SCALE BUSINESSES

With the implementation of GST, the owners of small businesses have been the ones who
have been negatively impacted the most. The SMEs are having trouble understanding and
adopting the necessary requirements to comply with the new system of indirect
taxation. Although GST Council has met several times post GST implementation to ease
compliance burden of SMEs such as increase in the limit for composition scheme to Rs 1 crore,
SMEs having an annual turnover of Rs 1.5 crore can file GST returns, quarterly and launch of
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helpline systems on the social media to instantly address the problems and queries faced by
businesses but other problems such as claiming GST refunds, blockage of working capital, lack
of technical resources to comply with GST, increase in operating cost and declining profit margins
are still faced by SMEs.Prior to GST, no Excise duty was paid by a manufacturer having a turnover
of less than rupees 1.50 crores. But, post GST implementation, the exemption limit is significantly
lowered.  As a result, a large number of SMEs and startups are mandated to come under the tax
net and will have to pay a large chunk of their earnings towards tax.

IV. SUMMERY, SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION:-

Despite several challenges which GST has brought for the Indian economy, it is considered
as the most important  reform  in  the  indirect  taxation  in  India  which  aims  to  overcome  the
loopholes  in  the  pre-existing  indirect  tax  regime. Its implementation has brought several
benefits such as rationalisation of the indirect tax structure, lowering of logistics cost and lowering
of prices of many goods and services thereby  favouring  its  implementation.  However  to fully
exploit the  benefits  of  GST,  all  the  issues and  challenges  should  be  addressed
expeditiously.Digitalization is the backbone of today’s economy. Almost everything of our daily
chores like shopping, buying tickets, watching movies etc are being digitalised, so why the
activities on the part of govt remains non digitalised?

Digitalization brings more transparency, accuracy, no time barrier, geographical barrier,
cost barrieretc. so it brings greater revenue to the government through wider tax base and makes
compliance easier.

In nutshell GST when brought through digitalization adds to its beauty in all aspects and
thus a win-win situation for both government n taxpayers at large.

Following are some of the suggestions to overcome challenges-
1) Government should focus on resolving the issue of increased compliance burden and

cost under GST for small scale businesses in India. Some kind of grants or fund should
be set aside by the Indian government which could be devoted for providing subsidies
to the SMEs for cost incurred in installing accounting softwares for GST.

2) Government should to maintain adequate no. of experienced tax agents to handle
taxpayers’ grievances post GST implementation and at least 51 % share in the authorised
capital in GSTN Private limited Company( at present the Government of India holds
24.5% equity in GSTN).

3) Government should focus on gradually reducing the number of GST rates from 4 to 2 or
3 in the long term to improve administration and compliance and avoid classification
disputes.

4) Government shouldadopt major export scheme to relieve exporters from claiming GST
paid on imports at a later time period which would reduce their working capital
requirements as well as reduce their compliance burden and carrying out extensive
audits post GST implementation to improve compliance among businesses.

5) Harmonization  of  central  and  state  GST  laws  particularly  state  laws  is  very
essential   especially  with  respect  to  laws  on  chargeability,  taxable  event,  classification
of  goods  and  services  etc. Otherwise  GST  will  not  be  different  from  current  VAT
regime  in India.
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6) While GST aims to streamline business and protect consumer interests, the legislation
should not allow a sense of apprehension to impact industrial interests. GST is both a
challenge and an opportunity for tax and accounting professionals, and knowledge of
cloud, big data, analytics, and business applications along with financial knowledge is
the need of the hour.

The stakeholders are demanding that government revamps GSTN system at the earliest or
introduce offline return filing facility so that load on the portal is reduced.  They want a thorough
technology audit of the portal.

Careful planning, detailed preparation, strong political commitment, mass participation,
extensive taxpayer education program and good timing are essential ingredients for successful
implementation of GST in India. All stakeholders must cooperate in smooth functioning of GST
in India.

Way Ahead
What will happen on rates?
What will happen to petro products?
What will be overall impact on economy?
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ABSTRACT

Banking sector is an important part of the financial system of any country. Through this article an
attempt is made to focus on the changes that have taken in different phases in the banking sector in India.
The article highlights that the banking sector reform was undertaken early in the reform cycle in India.
The changes were not driven by any crisis. The reforms have not been an outcome of multilateral aid. The
design and detail of the modification were evolved by domestic expertise; though international experience
is always kept in view. The banking sector is the lifeline of any modern economy. It is one of the important
pillars of the financial system, which plays a vital role in the success/failure of an economy. Banks are one
of the oldest financial intermediaries in the financial system. Through this discussion we try to highlight
the different functions carried out by the Commercial banks in India. Also we have made an attempt to
give an eyes view of the present setup in the Commercial Banking sector in India with special reference to
Digital Banking.

1. Introduction

Banks in India were started on the British Pattern at the beginning of the 19th century. In
those days, all the banks were joint stock banks and a large number of them were small and
weak. A quiet a few of them were managed by wrong and dishonest management and naturally,
there were a number of bank failures. Hence the Government had to step in and the Banking
Companies Act, 1949 (which was subsequently renamed as Banking Regulation Act) was enacted
which led to gradual elimination of weak banks that were not in a position to fulfill the various
requirements of the Act. Before 1969, all banks, except the State Bank of India (SBI) and its seven
associate banks, were privately owned. Under the Nationalization Act of 1969, the 14 largest
private sector banks were nationalized; further six were nationalized in 1980. The commercial
banking sector is dominated by the existing 27 public sector banks, which account for 84 percent
of assets (the SBI and its associate banks alone account for 30 percent of assets). Since 1969,
commercial banks have grown strongly, with the number of branches increasing from around
8,000 to well over 60,000 today, of which nearly 60 percent are in rural areas.
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The Financial & Banking System of India is growing rapidly. India adopted new technologies
and new approaches to improve the financial system of India. If we compared the pre and post
financial period, then we find out the major improvement in working of various Financial and
Banking Institutions. The government and the regulatory authorities have followed a step-by-
step approach, not a big bang one. The entry of foreign players has assisted in the introduction
of international practices and systems. Technology developments have improved customer
service. On the whole, the cumulative effect of the events since 1991 has been quite encouraging.
An indication of the strength of the reformed Indian financial system can be seen from the way
India was not affected by the Southeast Asian crisis.

The banks offer a broad range of banking products and financial services to both corporate
and retail customers. They do it through a variety of delivery channels and specialized subsidiaries
in the areas of investment banking, life, non-life insurance, venture capital and asset management.

With the entry of New Pvt. Sector banks, in early 1990s the PSU banks have also embraced
technology by leaps and bounds in the last decade or so. But the main change is the result of
consumer’s demand for real-time and always,(anytime/anywhere) banking. Also the there is a
growing demand coming from explosive growth in use of personal computing devices and
internet connectivity, innovative products (plastic cards, now contactless cards, future - internet
of things) by consumers. The banks have also been trying to make their processes more efficient
.They have been continuously looking for ways to leverage enhanced level of engagement with
customers with a view to offering innovative products and services keeping in view cost,
convenience and profitability factors. Being a largely service based industry, there is a high
degree of dependency on technology for delivering services (be it from sourcing to servicing) by
banks .Also there is a competitive pressures to continually innovate in order to retain customers
in the wake of entry of niche players/new players/entrants (banks, small finance banks, payment
banks).

2. Objective

The objective of the paper is to identify the various banking products with special stress on
digital banking products and services. The paper also tries to highlight the challenges and
innovations in digital banking system.

3. Methodology

In order to pursue the objectives, this study relied on secondary; already published;
information and data sources. Reviewing available literature provided the theoretical
underpinning for conducting the study and also provided assistance to the researcher in gaining
the sound understanding of the subject matter. Accordingly, research papers appearing on the
theme in prominent development economics and related journals were reviewed.

4. Review of Literature

Historically, the banking sector in India was dominated by State-owned institutions. The
twin forces of deregulation and technology have increased the degree of competition in the
Indian financial sector to unprecedented levels. The domination of Public Sector Banks has
declined over the years with the entry and aggressive expansion of the Private Banks. Banks no
longer provide on the financing function but compete also. Margins in the traditional fund based
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business have come under pressure due to a sharp fall in interest rates, with a disproportionate
reduction in the cost of deposits. Banks are increasingly focusing on the generation of fee-based
incomes and have been expanding the range of retail product offerings.

Banking in India has undergone a significant change the past few decades. Developments
during this period have completely changed the banking scene. Both qualitative and quantitative
changes have been accrued in the banking business. The banking industry is expected to play a
catalytic role in bringing about the much needed, socio-economic transformation in the country.
The banks have to diversify their service in several new fields as merchant banking, international
banking, investment counseling, etc. There is a fierce competition among the banks. The banks
have to compete with the other financial institutions engaged in collecting saving from the public.

The advancements in technology and shift in consumer preferences have further brought
on opportunities and challenges in terms of their utility/efficiency, complexity of products,
deployment architecture etc. In the eagerness to provide innovative products and services through
digital channels and reducing cost of transactions/services/processes, banks are resorting to
outsourcing (managed products/services), quicker development and deployment cycle of
products/services/processes without due emphasis/rigor in security design and testing and
this, often leaves loopholes for attackers to exploit.

Digital banking refers to the digitization (or moving online) of all the traditional banking
activities and programs that historically were only available to customers when physically inside
of a bank branch. This includes activities like: Money Deposits, Withdrawals, and Transfers,
Checking/Saving Account Management, Applying for Financial Products, Loan Management,
Bill Pay, Account Services. It is different from online banking which primarily focuses on remote
deposits, money transfers, bill pay, and basic online management of accounts. Other synonyms
for online banking include internet banking, virtual banking, and e-banking. So, online banking
focuses on digitizing the “core” aspects of banking, but digital banking encompasses digitizing
every program and activity undertaken by financial institutions and their customers.

Various articles on some aspects of digital -banking appeared in various journals and
magazines, but they are restrictive in nature and do not show a comprehensive picture. A brief
review of some of the relevant literature is as under: Raj (1996) observed one reason why Indian
banks are lagging behind their counterparts in the west that is because infrastructure needed to
speed the process remains lacking. Mookerji (1998) expected that sophisticated highly competitive
internet banking will develop in future. Ryder (2000) suggested that the legal challenges of
internet banking in India comprise information security and regulatory compliance. Manmohan
and Jai Ganesh (2002) examined the broad security issues related to banking on the internet and
proposed a three staged capability model to facilitate brick and mortar banks take their services
online as well as analyzed the stage of maturity of their banking services. Yibin (2003) analyzed
the status, trends, challenges and implications of e-banking and concluded that e- banking could
not only improve the access to finance but also with better and more competitive rates. Trehan
et. al. (2004) analyzed how traditional banking differed from relationship banking with the Porter’s
5-Forces Model in the banking industry. Parsad (2005) examined the nature and types of credit
card frauds, its effects and preventive measures. Sali (2007) studies customers’ satisfaction about
ATM cards and concluded that to service the banks will increasingly need superior customer
service along with good quality products and assets. Shajahan (2011) studied the level of
customer’s satisfaction on various modes of banking services such as internet, phone, branch
and ATMs in India. Sinha (2014) explained the various aspects of debit and credit cards and
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concluded that usage rate is very low in India. Hundal and Jain (2014) articulated the stimulating
and inhibiting attributes in the adoption of mobile banking and outlined some managerial
applications. Khan et. al. (2015) evaluated the service quality of internet banking services in
India from customers’ perspectives and concluded that customers are satisfied with service quality
of four dimensions such as reliability, accessibility, privacy/security, responsiveness and
fulfillment, but are least satisfied with the ‘user-friendliness’ dimension. Given this background,
it is interesting to analyze the digital banking scenario.

Banks in India face new challenges of fast growing technology, consumerism, inflationary
and unemployment. These changes have widened the role and responsibility of bank
management.

5. Functions of Banks Classification

• Primary functions/main functions
• Secondary/ancillary functions.
5.1 Primary Functions of the bank are one on which bank’s reliability and existence

depends. The primary functions of a commercial bank are as follows:
1. Acceptance of deposit:  the bank accepts deposit of money from the public.
2. Lending Money:  receiving deposits and lending of funds are traditional and core of

banking activities.
3. Investing funds: Bank undertakes employment of surplus funds by investing in gilt-

edged securities, shares, debentures and bonds.
4. Rendering various services to customers as soon as money is deposited with the bank

and the customers become their account holder.
5. Credit Creation:  It is a vital function of bank.  Out of total demand and time deposit

bank retain a certain proportion of it as cash reserve and remaining is lent out.  Funds
so lent out in due course accrue again as deposits either with same/other bank.

6. Remittance of funds:  Bank remit money from one place to other place at the request of
their customers and non-customers.

7. Dealing in foreign exchange:  Within the provisions of FEMA banks under take buying
and selling of foreign exchange at spot or forward rates as prescribed by RBI from time
to time.

8. Dealing in securities:  Bank can acquire, hold/underwrite stocks, shares, debentures
bonds etc. at the instance of customer.

9. Accepting safe custody of valuables/providing lockers:A bank may receive all kinds of
valuables for safe custody on certain charges from customers.

5.2  Secondary/Ancillary Function: Of banks have expanded their activities to cater to the
varied needs of their customers. These functions   add to utility of banks and provide additional
avenues for their revenue.  Some of the important ones are:

1. Dealing with rights and property of bank.
2. Undertaking and executing trust.
3. Administration of estate as executor trustee or otherwise.

Banking Reforms in India with Special Reference to Digital Banking
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4. Acquisition, construction or maintenance of any building/works necessary for bank.
5. Dealing with any property received as security against any loan/advance.
6. Managing, selling and realizing any property in its possession in satisfaction of any

claims.
7. Carrying on guarantee and indemnity business.
8. Managing issue of shares/debentures etc.
9. Contracting, negotiating and issuing public and private loan.

10. Acting as agents for any government local authority or any other customer.
11. Doing all business incidental or conductive to the promotion of the banking business.

6. Technological Developments and Products Offered  in Era of Digital Banking

In India, banks, as well as other financial entities have entered the domain of information
technology and computer networking. A satellite-based Wide Area Network (WAN) would
provide a reliable communication framework for the financial sector. The Indian Financial
Network (INFINET) was inaugurated in June 1999. It is based on satellite communication using
VSAT technology and would enable faster connectivity within the financial sector. The INFINET
would serve as the communication backbone of the proposed Integrated Payment and Settlement
System (IPSS). Trends in Indian Banking Sector are and their impact on given below:

Today the technology driven banks are finding various means to reduce costs and reach
out to as many customers as possible spread over a diverse area. Customers are increasingly
accustomed to interactive and online technology. There is a manifest process of technological
convergence in the integration of telephone, PC’s and TV, which can be, extended to all areas of
activity. Non-banking based electronic delivery systems including interactive kiosks; video smart
phones and Internet are becoming popular.This has led to using multiple channels of delivery
of their products:

• ATM (Automatic Teller Machine): it provides essential services like cash dispensing,
making a deposit, loan repayment transfer of funds between accounts and account
balance inquiry. ATM is an important alternative to keeping branches open in the evening
and on weekends and reducing-teller line, staff, and cost.

• NET BANKING: it means carrying out banking transactions via the Internet. Thus the
need for a branch is eliminated by technology.

• PHONE BANKING: This means carrying out of banking transaction through the
telephone. A customer can call up the banks helpline or phone banking number to
conduct transactions like transfer of funds, making payments, checking account balance,
ordering cheques, etc.

• MOBILE BANKING: Banks can now help a client to conduct certain transactions
through the Mobile Phones with the help of technologies like WAP, SMS, etc., which
helps a bank to combine the Internet and telephone, leverage it to cut costs and at the
same time provide its customer the convenience.

• CONSUMER CREDIT CARDS: It allows the holder to make purchases without paying
cash immediately or establishing credit with individual stores.  Credit cards eliminate
the requirement to check credit ratings and to collect money from individual customers.
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The issuing institution determines card terms including interest rate annual fees,
penalties, the grace period and other features.

• TRAVELERS’ CHEQUE: They eliminate the risk of carrying cash.  Available on different
denominations they are easy to carry and encash. Other banks depending upon the
reciprocal arrangement with them accept travelers’ cheque of a bank.

• CASH MANAGEMENT SERVICES: Larger clients may be offered the help to manage
their funds worldwide by the bank. Such clients have subsidiaries worldwide each with
their own bank account in local currencies.

• ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER: It facilitates quick movement of deposit money
from the bank account of one customer to the bank account of another.

• VIRTUAL BANKING: It is one in which contacts may be made in variety of ways
according to convenience but maintaining the same interface and accessing the same
services .Also termed as digital-only bank provides end-to-end services through digital
platforms like mobile, tablets and internet. It is paperless, branchless and signature-less
banking offering 24*7 services to its customers. In India, the digital-only banking is
based on Aadhaar infrastructure. The digital-only banks offer various services like
account opening, term deposits, loans as well as financial products like insurance and
mutual fund.

• ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI): can provide quick and personalized services by
dealing with each customer and focusing on their specific requirements. It can be used
to collect information, automatically build models based on that information, inference
and communicate in natural way. In India, only large banks are currently seeking to
introduce AI in their services. Indian banks are likely to use AI like machine learning to
re-engineer back office processes. Presently, some Indian banks have started deploying
robots to answer customer queries related to banking transactions, demat account, locker
facility, fixed deposit, loan, etc. Apart from humanoid robots providing customer service,
software robots are also getting deployed in functions such as retail banking operations,
agri-business, trade & forex, treasury and human resource management to name a few.

• BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY (BCT): it can be used in banking activities like secure
document management, reporting, payments, treasury & securities and trade finance.
Banking industry can benefit from block chain technology as it helps in fraud prevention,
increasing the resilience of the bank’s IT infrastructure and also increases transparency
of processes. Besides these advantages BCT is also cost efficient and provides auditability
& provenance. Bitcoin is the decentralized digital currency as well as the decentralized
peer-to-peer payment network that is powered by its users with no central authority. In
India, the RBI hasn’t yet authorized use of bitcoins and issued a press release on Feb 1,
2017, cautioning the users, holders and traders of bitcoins about the potential financial,
operational, legal, customer protection and security related risks. Despite this, bitcoin
exchange platforms like BTCX India, Coinsecure, Unocoin and Zebpay have been
developed in India. Some banks in India are proposing to form a block chain consortium
along with other global banks such as SBI, Citi, Deutsche, JP Morgan, Nomura, HSBC,
UBS, Barclays, Bank of America, BNP, RBS, Macquarie, Westpac, etc.

• AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) APP: is integration of digital information with the user’s
environment in the real world. In India, AR mobile app has been launched by a bank
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which lists all dining destinations, property lists, and shopping centres, bank ATMs,
branches etc with real life pictures along with distance and directions .

• DIGITAL SIGNATURES : Banks are also collaborating with IT service providers for e-
Sign(digital signature) facility to help digitally signing the loan documents. This will
help in faster approval process, lesser paper work and lesser paper storage space.

• AI-POWERED CHATBOTS COME TO BANKING: Although India has been a bit of
late bloomer in the adoption of some technologies, the country was quick to embrace
chatbots, thanks to a large mobile- and messaging-friendly customer base. And the
banking, financial service and insurance (BFSI) sector in India leads the usage of artificial
intelligence (AI)-powered chatbots. Since its launch in March , HDFC Bank’s AI chatbot
“Eva” has answered some 2.7 million customer queries from more than over 530,000
users. Other banks, like the State Bank of India and ICICI Bank, have also set up chatbots
to handle a range of customer queries, such as guiding them through product details,
transferring funds and integrating with website search functions. Companies like these
services because they lower operating costs and keep customers satisfied. According to
a Kantar TNS’s study, 36% of Indians say they are happy to interact with chatbots online.

• UPI (UNIFIED PAYMENTS INTERFACE) : is a mobile-based payment system that
allows instant transfer of funds between two banks, continues to grow in popularity.
Consumer adoption continues apace, while some leading technology players like Google
and Paypal now rely on the system for their payment services. In November, the number
of UPI-backed transactions grew 38% month-over-month, hitting 105 million
transactions, according to the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) that runs
UPI. According to the report, the value of transactions reached $1.44 billion in November,
up from $1.05 billion in October. In August, Google’s digital payments platform Tez
reported the highest number of UPI-based transactions, followed by payment service
competitors PhonePe and the BHIM app.

• BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION : Biometrics are reshaping India’s national identity
policies, and will have a far-ranging effect in the years to come. The government has
rolled out Aadhaar, a 12-digit unique identity number issued to all Indian residents
linked to their fingerprints, iris scans and certain demographic details. The Reserve
Bank of India, the country’s central bank, has required that all commercial banks, urban
and state cooperative banks, payment banks, ATM operations and authorized card
payment networks migrate to an Aadhaar-based biometric authentication method for
electronic payment transactions by March 2018. The government claims Aadhaar is
needed to fight welfare corruption and improve security as the country increasingly
shifts to cashless transactions.

• MISCELLANEOUS DIGITAL SERVICES: Provide account statement (account info),
Balance enquiry, balance statement and transaction reports used. Customers can even
download and print the statement of accounts. Online Fund Transfe, Bill Payment Service,
Requests and Intimation relating to : request for Cheque-book, Stop payment instructions,
Opening a fixed deposit, Opening a recurring deposit, Intimate for the loss of ATM
card, Register online for phone and mobile banking, Cheque status, Online application
for debit card, Issue a DD or a Banker s cheque form account at special rates,Demat
Account and Share Trading Demat Account
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7. Trends and Growth in Digital Banking

In the banking sector today efforts are being made by the Government and policy makers
to popularize digital banking in Indian Banking sector. Internet banking witnessed growth in
2000s owing to initiatives taken by the government, the RBI, falling internet costs and increased
awareness. Online banking has enhanced customer satisfaction by providing anywhere anytime
banking .It has benefitted banks through cost savings and increased penetration. The prominent
point of digital banking is that it is very convenient for customers rather than traditional banking
system and can available 24/7 and time saving. Customer can access their account anytime and
anywhere no need to go the bank. Customer can also check their account information and also
make funds transfer to their payee. The customer can update their profile such as changing their
address, their phone number and so on and it can be very easily.

Table 1: Electronic Payment Systems - Representative Data (Updated as on March 06, 2018)
Data for the 

period 
UPI* USSD** Debit and Credit 

Cards at POS & 
PPI # 

volume value volume (in 
thousand) 

value (in Rs. 
thousand) 

volume value volume value 

Nov-16 0.3 0.9 7.0 7302.6 205.5 352.4 59.0 13.2 

Dec-16 2.0 7.0 102.2 103718.4 311.0 522.2 87.8 21.3 

Jan-17 4.2 16.6 314.3 381760.2 265.5 481.2 87.3 21.0 

Feb-17 4.2 19.0 224.8 357055.2 212.3 391.5 78.4 18.7 

Nov-17 104.8 96.4 182.4 287309.6 244.6 483.3 92.8 32.0 

Dec-17 145.5 131.4 179.9 299367.3 263.9 528.7 99.1 35.1 

Jan-18 151.7 155.4 172.8 290020.0 271.1 521.9 113.6 38.3 

Feb-2018  171.2 191.0 156.1 270260.0 247.1 465.9 113.1 36.5 

1.  Data is provisional.  

2. *: Source is NPCI. 

3. **:Figures Negligible, Source is NPCI 

4. &: Card transactions of four banks. 

5. #: PPI issued by 8 issuers for goods and services transactions only. 

6.  h: Holiday 

7. Mobile Banking figures are taken from 5 banks. The total volume & value of electronic payment systems does not 
include mobile banking. 

8. NACH figures are for approved transactions only 

UPI - Unified Payments Interface 

USSD - Unstructured Supplementary Service Data 

POS – Point of sale 

PPI – Prepaid payment instrument 
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In last few years, the Indian banking sector has realised the need of digital technologies
and is rapidly moving to embrace digital banking. They are making considerable investment in
creating digital infrastructure in order to offer various solutions like mobile banking, e-wallets
and virtual cards, etc. 

India being a country where 97% of transactions in volume terms still happen with cash is
ready for a cashless digital economy was tested during recent demonetisation when 86% of cash
currency in the country was withdrawn overnight on 8th November, 2016. Since then, consumers
from various income strata, as well as large and small local vendors, quickly adapted to new
and alternative payments – digital wallets, banking apps.

Although a disruptive move, demonetisation has seeded the growth of digital finance in
India. Following demonetisation, consumers, the Indian government and private players came
together and acted synergistically on a number of digital payment initiatives. While some of this
coordination and swift action was a temporary reaction to demonetisation, other long-term factors
demonstrate that India is ready for a digital revolution and permanent shifts to digital may be
on the horizon.

Today, India is the second largest online market with over 348 million internet users, ranked
only behind China. Despite the large base of internet users in India, only 26 percent of the Indian
population accessed the internet in 2016. However, internet penetration is rapidly increasing
and by 2021 the Indian internet user base is forecasted to reach 555.3 million, covering 44% of
the country’s total population. Increasingly, Indians turn to mobile internet; the large majority
of the digital population in India were mobile internet users in 2016. According to a report by
Internet and Mobile Association of India, about two-third of internet users accessed the internet
through their mobile phones in 2015. Of that 72% mobile internet users living in urban
communities, and 28% living in rural areas. 2021 growth forecast of internet user base
demonstrates huge potential in engaging consumers via mobile and leveraging various mobile
platforms for commerce in India.

M-commerce has boomed in tier-2 and tier-3 cities in India, in large part due to the
availability and penetration of inexpensive smartphones. Mobile internet retailing, has grown
significantly from 5% in 2012 to 17% of total internet retailing sales in 2016, with faster growth
than internet retailing through other devices and channels (2012-16 CAGR for mobile internet
retailing was 134% as against 68% for other internet retailing). Online retailers offering huge
discounts on purchases via mobile app drove much of this growth, with retailers successfully
bringing more consumers onto their mobile platforms and increasing traffic.

While the cashless economy will continue to grow via plastic cards, its growth will be
restricted mostly to major cities due to lack of infrastructure supporting card payments in more
rural areas. Indeed, such lack of infrastructure has been the primary reason card transactions
remain at less than 1% of total transactions and will continue to be a major obstacle. In such a
scenario, mobile wallets and m-banking via apps, which could be easily downloaded onto a
smartphone, offer the only two instruments that could break the monopoly of cash transactions
in India in near future
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Table 2:  Electronic Payment Systems - Representative Data (Updated as on March 06, 2018)

Data for period 
Mobile Banking NACH* 

volume value volume value 

Nov-16 87.1 5419.2 152.5 606.6 

Dec-16 130 6811.9 198.7 626.8 

Jan-17 118.5 6618.4 158.7 541.4 

Feb-17 100.4 5993.9 150.5 592.0 

Nov-17 96.3 6633.9 197.5 724.1 

Dec-17 94.6 6564.0 183.0 714.0 

Jan-18 96.7 6792.6 208.1 727.7 

Feb-2018  91.8 6453.6 199.1 850.9 

1.  Data is provisional.  

2. *: Source is NPCI. 

3. **:Figures Negligible, Source is NPCI 

4. &: Card transactions of four banks. 

5. #: PPI issued by 8 issuers for goods and services transactions only. 

6.  h: Holiday 
7. Mobile Banking figures are taken from 5 banks. The total volume & value of electronic 
payment systems does not include mobile banking. 

8. NACH figures are for approved transactions only 

NACH – National automated clearing house 

 
Table 3 : Electronic Payment Systems - Representative Data (Updated as on March 06, 2018)

Data for period RTGS NEFT CTS* IMPS* 

volume value volume value volume value volume value 

Nov-16 7.9 78479.2 123.0 8807.8 87.1 5419.2 36.2 324.8 

Dec-16 8.8 84096.5 166.3 11537.6 130 6811.9 52.8 431.9 

Jan-17 9.3 77486.1 164.2 11355.1 118.5 6618.4 62.4 491.2 

Feb-17 9.1 74218.8 148.2 10877.9 100.4 5993.9 59.7 482.2 

Nov-17 10.8 98410.5 162.0 13884.0 96.3 6633.9 89.5 782.6 

Dec-17 10.9 100907.8 169.0 15779.2 94.6 6564.0 98.0 871.1 

Jan-18 11.2 107488.4 170.2 15374.1 96.7 6792.6 99.6 882.1 

Feb-2018 Total 10.6 91765.6 165.6 14843.9 91.8 6453.6 99.2 882.7 
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1.  Data is provisional.  

2. *: Source is NPCI. 

3. **:Figures Negligible, Source is NPCI 

4. &: Card transactions of four banks. 

5. #: PPI issued by 8 issuers for goods and services transactions only. 

6.  h: Holiday 

7. Mobile Banking figures are taken from 5 banks. The total volume & value of electronic payment systems does not 
include mobile banking. 

8. NACH figures are for approved transactions only 

RTGS – Real time gross settlement 

NEFT – National electronic funds transfer 

CTS – Cheque truncation system 

IMPS – Immediate payment service 

The fact that the Indian government is determined to spread financial inclusion by ensuring
banking services are available for all will also contribute positively to the spread of digital payment
services. Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna – a national mission for financial inclusion to ensure
access to financial services in an affordable manner – launched on 28th August 2014 and enrolled
over 260 million unbanked Indian population majorly from rural areas into banking services.
Now, Prime Minister Narendra Modi himself is endorsing digital payments for a cashless
economy through Bharat Interface for Money (BHIM) app based on United Payments Interface
(UPI). UPI facilitates the fund transfer between two bank accounts on the mobile platform
instantly. It offers a common platform for all banks in India and will allow account holders
across banks to send and receive money with ease via the BHIM app. The app was launched on
30th December 2016 in two majorly-spoken languages, English and Hindi, with support for
other regional languages expected soon.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) issued licenses to 11 companies in 2014 to operate as
payment banks and of those Airtel and Paytm have started operations. More recently, India
Post, which is a government-operated postal system, too got the nod to operate as payment
bank. Payment banks are meant to provide basic banking benefits to the rural unbanked
population via mobile phones. This first-of-its-kind public-private partnership is expected to
bring consumers and small merchants/ shopkeepers together on a digital platform. To lure
consumers some of these payment banks, namely Airtel and Paytm, are offering interest as high
as 7.25% on money stored in these wallets, as well as additional discounts on transactions. Efforts
of both Government of India and RBI in the direction of financial inclusion via mobile phones
will help more consumers adopt to m-banking and commerce in coming years.

8. Suggestions

Banks need to have dedicated resources, both people as well as infrastructure, to form an
agile innovation unit, with a view to position themselves at the forefront of digital innovations
amidst changing customer expectations and sea-change in the competitive landscape. Indian
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banks are yet to experience extensive adoption of many technologies, however, significant
investments and developing dedicated teams to test these technologies is a positive sign.

The total number of ATMs in India was reduced by 1,684 between June and October of
2017, according to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Despite the seemingly marginal shrinkage of
7%, this reflects an important shift as ATMs increased at a compounded rate of 16.4% over the
past four years according to trends in study by TOI.The shutting down of ATMs is largely driven
by operational costs and the migration of urban consumers switching to digital transactions and
internet banking after the demonetization was enacted.

While digital banking is simple and cost effective, there are still security risks. The pace of
growth in digital-only banks will depend on their ability to address security concerns. Innovations
like Biometric technology allows the person to be identified uniquely by evaluating one or more
distinguishing biological traits like face, hand, retina, voice and ear features. The use of biometric
authentication can eliminate the requirement of multiple passwords and PIN codes. The Indian
banking sector is also gradually adopting biometric authentication to provide simple and secure
banking experience to its customers.

9. Conclusion

To cater to the fast changing expectations of customers, constant development of new
products and services and enhancements, a dedicated focus on digital innovation is of prime
importance. Innovation objectives to be identified early on and well-articulated by banks aspiring
for a leadership position in the entire value chain. There was a time when cost leadership and
service range leadership offered differentiation; however, the way to maintain sustainable
leadership going forward will be ‘experience leadership’ through customer-driven Innovation.
Customers are rapidly adopting technology in their daily lives driven by the growth in internet
and mobile penetration, availability of low cost data plans and shift from offline to online
commerce. Banks are keeping abreast of their evolving needs and behavior and have enabled
access to a wide range of banking and financial services through different digital platforms.
Now that digital innovation practice has reached a critical mass, banks are shifting gears to
create a stronger innovation culture via the Internal Social Collaboration platform and adopting
cutting edge technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Block Chain and Internet of Things (IOT),
among others. Customers are taken into a new world of multi-channel banking, where they can
access services from home, at the office, or on-the-go through Mobile Banking, SMS Banking,
Phone Banking, ATMs and Net Banking. Banks in India are putting in place robust foundations
for digital infrastructure and are innovating using digital technologies across all channels to
deliver the power of speed and convenience to all customer segments across urban and rural
markets. Some incumbents, in order to defend market share, have encouraged the development
of a whole ecosystem of digital banking products and services built upon their infrastructure.
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* Jh osadVs”oj dkWyst] fnYyh fo”ofo|ky;] fnYyhA

25
fMftVy bdksukWeh % pqukSfr;k¡ vkSj lEHkkouk,¡

MkW- jke fd’kksj ;kno*

orZeku le; foKku vkSj rduhd dk gSA bl oSf”od nqfu;k esa lwpuk dk izlkj cgqr gh rhoz xfr ls gks
jgk gSA lwpukvksa dk lao)Zu] mudk ewY;kadu vkSj oSf”od ifjn”̀; esa mudk mi;ksx egRoiw.kZ gks x;k gSA bu
lwpukvksa dk ewY;kadu pqukSfr;ksa ls Hkjk gSA blesa vikj laHkkouk,¡ Hkh fo|eku gSaA Digital economy refer to an
economy that is based on digital computing technology that the digital economy is also sometimes
called the internet economy. fMftVy bdksukWeh orZeku le; dh ekax gSA Hkkjr esa bldk izpyu 1991 ds ckn
izkjaHk gqvkA 1991 ds ckn Hkkjr us ,yihth uhfr dks ykxw fd;kA Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk dks iwjh rjg [kksy fn;k
x;kA iwjs fo”o ds yksxksa ds fy, Hkkjr ds njokts [kqy x,A bldk ldkjkRed ifj.kke Hkkjr dks feykA
fyczykbts”ku] izkbosVkbts”ku vkSj Xykscykbts”ku dh uhfr us Hkkjr dh vFkZO;oLFkk dks le)̀ djus esa lgk;rk
iznku dhA bl pqukSrh ls Hkjs fo”o esa O;kikj djuk csgn pqukSrhiw.kZ gks x;kA bls vf/kd xfr nsus esa fMftVy
bdksukWeh dh Hkwfedk egRoiw.kZ gSA fMftVy bdksukWeh us O;kikj dks lqxe cuk fn;k gSA ge fcuk udn Hkqxrku
ds vius O;kikj dk lapkyu dj ldrs gSaA

fMftVy bdksukWeh esa dEI;wVj rduhd dk deky gSA bls ge baVujsV bdksukWeh Hkh dg ldrs gSaA osc
vkèkkfjr baVjusV cSafdax iz.kkyh blesa ennxkj lkfcr gq, gSaA ØsfMV dkMZ] baVujsV cSafdax ,y-vks-;w- ds tfj,
laiw.kZ O;kikj dk lapkyu fd;k tk jgk gSA ,sls rduhd ds ;qx esa ikjnf”kZrk rFkk oS;fDrd lwpukvksa dks cpkdj
j[kus dh xEHkhj pqukSrh gSA bldk nq#i;ksx laHko gSA orZeku le; esa cSafdax ?kksVkys bl rduhd dk mnkgj.k
ek= gSA fdl izdkj ,y-vks-;w- ds tfj, djksM+ks #i;s yksu ds :i esa ns fn, tkrs gSaA muls fdlh Hkh izdkj dh
xkjaVh ugha yh xbZ ftldk xaHkhj ifj.kke Hkkjr dks Hkqxruk iM+kA fMftVy rduhd ds [krjs xaHkhj gSaA blls
gekjs [kkrs ls #i;s nwljs txg vklkuh ls Hkstk tk ldrk gSA blls lkekftd] vkfFkZd] jktuSfrd uqdlku
laHko gSA gekjs O;kikfjd xfrfof/k;ksa dks >Vdk fn;k tk ldrk gSA lwpuk Økafr dk lgkjk ysdj O;kikfjd
laLFkkuksa ds xq<+re lw=ksa dh tkudkjh izkIr dh tk ldrh gSA

Hkkjr ,d df̀’k iz/kku ns”k gSA Hkkjr dh vFkZO;oLFkk df̀’k ij gh vk/kkfjr gS vkSj Hkkjr ds fdlku vf”kf{kr
gSaA os vius ijEijkxr [ksrh ij gh fuHkZj gSA mUgsa df̀’k gsrq cqfu;knh lqfo/kk,¡ ugha fey ik jgh gSA mRre izdkj
ds cht] dhVuk”kd] moZjd rd dk mUgsa vHkko jgrk gSA bl pqukSrhiw.kZ okrkoj.k esa os viuk dke djrs gSaA
Hkkjr esa fctyh vHkh Hkh xzkeh.k bykdks aesa ugha jgrh gSA dqN txgksa ij rks fctyh vHkh igq¡ph gh ugha gSA Hkkjr
ds lqnwj {ks=ksa esa fctyh dh xaHkhj leL;k gSA ,sls okrkoj.k esa fMftVy bdksukWeh dk lgkjk ysuk muds fy,
xaHkhj pqukSrh gSA Hkkjr ljdkj dks bl ij fparu djus dh t:jr gSA
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Hkkjr ljdkj us LVkZVvi bafM;k] esd&bu&bafM;k] fMftVy bafM;k tSls egRoiw.kZ ;kstuk,¡ ykxw dj nh
gSA osc dk ,d ,slk ek;koh tky [kM+k fd;k x;k gS ftldh ped ls lHkh pdkpkSa/k gks x, gSaA mUgas viuk jkLrk
ryk”kus esa dfBukbZ gks jgh gSA fMftVy bdksukWeh esa laHkkouk,¡ Hkh vikj gSa vkSj pqukSfr;k¡ Hkh de ugha gSA geus
Hkkjr dh vk/kh vkcknh dks bldk ykHk ls oafpr ugha j[kuk pkfg,A mUgsa f”kf{kr dj leqfpr lqfo/kk,¡ iznku dj
fMftVy rduhd dk ykHk nsuk gksxkA mUgsa l”kDr cukdj rduhd ds lkFk tksM+uk gksxkA Hkkjr esa f”k{kk esa
xq.kkRed ifjorZu ykuk gksxkA laiw.kZ fo”ofo|ky;ksa dks fjlpZ ds fy, izsfjr djuk gksxkA mUgsa cqfu;knh lqfoèkk,¡
iznku djuh gksxhA rHkh Hkkjr esa fMftVy bdksukWeh dk liuk lkdkj gksxkA

fMftVy Økafr ds fofo/k vk;ke gSaA blesa f”k{kk] LokLF;] df̀’k] O;kikj] vkS|ksfxd laLFkku] mRiknu dasnz]
j{kk] varfj{k foKku] vkS’kf/k fuekZ.k dsUnz “kkfey gaAS fMftVy Økafr dk loZizFke iz;ksx f”k{k.k laLFkkukas eas gksrk
gSA Hkkjr ljdkj us Fkzh Vk;j LVªDpj ds tfj, 2030 rd lHkh f”k{kk laLFkkuksa dks iw.kZr% oso vk/kkfjr cukus dk
fu.kZ; ys pqdh gSA ;g pqukSfriw.kZ dk;Z gSA laiw.kZ foÙkh; laLFkkuksa dh xq.koÙkk dks c<+kus ds fy, mudh dk;Z”kSyh
dks cnyus ds fy,] oSf”od pqukSfr;ksa ls eqdkcyk djus ds fy, fMftVy rduhd dks vf/kd lqjf{kr cukuk
gksxkA fMftVy rduhd dk vklkuh ls d{kkvksa esa iz;ksx esa yk;k tk ldrk gSA blesa fofo/k :i gSA blesa CySaMsM
yfu±x] bZ&yfu±x ;k fMftVy yfu±x] CykWx] osfoukj rFkk ewd izeq[k gSaA

orZeku le; esa vR;k/kqfud rduhd vk x;k gSA vkWiu vkWu ykbu f”k{k.k i)fr dk lgkjk fy;k tk jgk
gSA ^Lo;a* ,d egRoiw.kZ vkWu ykbu yfu±x i)fr gSA osfoukj ds ek/;e ls lsfeukj] iztsaVs”ku] O;k[;ku rFkk
odZ”kkWi vk;ksftr fd;s tk ldrs gSaA

fMftVy yfu±x rduhd ij vk/kkfjr f”k{kk gSA MhohMh] lhMh ds ek/;pe ls Hkh ge f”k{kk xzg.k dj jgs
gSaA bZ&yfu±x ds }kjk ge vius f”k{k.k eSfVfj;y dks u;s :i esa izLrqr dj jdrs gSaA fMftVy f”k{kk ds rgr
vius iztsaVs”ku cuk fy;k rks bldk ges”kk bLrseky fd;k tk ldrk gSA bZ&yfu±x dk iz;ksx rduhdh ek/;e
ls fodflr fd;k tk jgk gSA vius lzksr dks iq’V fd;k tk ldrk gSA blds dqN udkjkRed fcUnq Hkh gSa tSls
fo”ofo|ky; esa vR;f/kd rduhd dh t:jr gS ij miyC/krk ugha gSA blesa fo|kfFkZ;ksa ls Qsl&Vw&Qsl dkWUVsDV
ugha gks ikrk gSA

fMftVy rduhd dk ykHk ;g gS fd vklkuh ls cgqr gh de le; esa rkRdkfyd [kcjsa vkSj gksus okys
ifjorZuksa dh tkudkjh izkIr dj ldrs gSaA jk’Vªh; f”k{kk vk;ksx us ubZ rduhd ds iz;ksx ls f”k{kk esa xq.koÙkk dks
c<+kus ij tksj fn;k gSA vkWu ykbZu dkslZ dh Hkh vuqefr iznku dh xbZ gSA CysaMsM yfu±x dk lgkjk fy;k tk
jgk gSA bZ&dUVsaV] iksVZy dh “kq:vkr dj nh xbZ gSA

SWAYAM (Study Webs of Active Learning for Young Aspiring Minds) ds rgr Video tuition,
e-content, self assessment rFkk discussion forum dh iwjh O;oLFkk gSA

oS”ohdj.k vkSj cgqjk’Vªh; dEifu;ksa us fMftfVykbts”ku dks xfr iznku dh gSA oS”ohdj.k ds ckn tks gkf”k;s
ij Fks os Hkh dsUnz esa vk x, gSaA 1991 esa Hkkjr ljdkj us tks ubZ vkS|ksfxd uhfr ykxw dh] ftlesa ykblsal O;oLFkk
dks mnkj cukus] fons”kh lg;ksx dks c<+kus] rduhdh mUu;u vkSj m|e”khyrk ds fodkl ij cy fn;k x;k gSA
n bdksuksfeLV 1994 ds vk¡dM+ksa ds vuqlkj] ^^1993 esa lcls cM+h cgqjk’Vªh; daiuh] fons”kh laifÙk ds lacaèk esa jkW;y
Mp “ksy dh dqy laifÙk 100-8 vjc MkWyj Fkh ftlesa 69 vjc MkWyj fons”kh FkhA lcls cM+h dkj daiuh tujy
eksVlZ dh dqy laink 167 [kcj MkWyj ¼36 vjc MkWyj fons”kh Fkh½A bysDVªkWfud daiuh tujy bysDVªkWfud dh dqy
laifÙk 250 [kcj MkWyj ¼31 [kjc MkWyj fons”kh½ FkhA 1991 ds ckn budh laifÙk esa vHkwriwoZ òf) gqbZA**1

fMftVy bdksukWeh % pqukSfr;k¡ vkSj lEHkkouk,¡
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Hkkjr dh vkfFkZd izxfr vkSj larqfyr fodkl dks bZ’oj Mhaxjk us viuh fdrkc esa izLrqr fd;k gSA uDlZ
ds vuqlkj] ^^cktkj dk lHkh rjg ls foLrkj djuk pkfg,A dbZ iwjd ifj;kstukvksa ls vf/kd rFkk Js”B midj.kksa
dh lgk;rk ls dke djus okys yksx ,d&nwljs ds xzkgd cu tkrs gSaA tu mi;ksx ds fy, mRiknu djus okys
m|ksx bl vFkZ esa ,d&nwljs ds iwjd gksrs ga]S ,d&nwljs dh oLrq ds fy, ekax fufeZr djrs gSa rFkk bl izdkj
,d&nwljs dh lgk;rk djrs gSaA**2

fMftVy bdksukWeh us cktkj fu;a=.k esa egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkbZ gSA blds fy, vusd laHkkouk,¡ fo|eku
gSaA vHkh Hkkjr dk iwjk vkfFkZd] lkekftd {ks= fMftVy rduhd mi;ksx ds fy, [kqyk iM+k gSA

n U;w dSfiVfyLV vkMZj] fxyu 1992 ds vk¡dM+ksa ij /;ku ns rks ikrs gSa fd] ̂ ^rr̀h; fo”o ds yksx oS”ohdj.k
ds vuqdwy ekus tkrs gSaA gkykafd ;g ns”k lpy iw¡th] ifjf/k ds lLrs Je dk ykHk mBk ldrs gaAS ;s ns”k viuh
vkS|ksfxd bdkb;ksa esa c<+ksrjh dj ldrs gSaA ijUrq vkS|ksfxd fodkl dh izÑfr esa cgqr Li’Vrk ugha fn[kkbZ iM+rh
gSA ;g vk; ewY; mRiknu vkSj rr̀h; fo”o ds etnwjksa ds vfr “kks’k.k ij vk/kkfjr gSA jkT; fons”kh fuos”k dks
vkdf”kZr djus ds fy, r; ekunaM dks ?kVkrs gSaA ifj.kkeLo:i “kks’k.k c<+rk tkrk gSA lLrh etnwjh] U;wure
fu;a=.k rFkk dj ljyhdj.k tSls izyksHku ‘kkfey gSaA**3

fMftVy bdksukWeh O;kikj òf) esa lgk;d gSA vkfFkZd xfrfof/k dks vklkuh ls fo”o ds ,d Hkkx ls nwljs
Hkkx esa LFkkukarfjr fd;k tk ldrk gSA oSf”od cktkj dk iwjk pfj= gh cny x;k gSA ^chV Dokbu* dk iz;ksx
bldk ,d mnkgj.k gSA ^chV Dokbu* ,d izdkj ls iwjh lekukarj bdksukWeh gsa tks fMftVykbts”ku ds dkj.k gh
laHko gks ik;k gSA

fgUnh flusek vkSj i=dkfjrk m|ksx us fMftfVykbts”ku dk vR;f/kd mi;ksx fd;k gSA jk’Vªh; psruk]
yksd dY;k.k vkSj lekt lq/kkj ds mís”; gsrq bldk izdk”ku vko”;d gSA lekt esa Økafrdkjh cnyko ykus esa
fMftVy rduhd dk gh ;ksxnku gSA fgUnh i=dkfjrk] Lo:i vkSj lanHkZ esa MkW- fouksn xksnjs esa fy[kk gS] ^^lekt
esa Rofjr vkSj izHkko”kkyh <ax ls lwpuk,¡ ,d Kku fodflr djus ds fy,] fodflr ,oa fodkl”khy lekt esa
fodkl dh xfr dks rhozrk iznku djus ds fy,] O;kolkf;d lekt esa ykHk ,oa izfrLi/kkZ dh òf) ds fy,]
euksjatu ds fy,] fo”oca/kqRo dh Hkkouk ds fy,] oSf”od “kkafr LFkkiuk ds fy,] bu i=&if=dkvksa dk izdk”ku
fd;k x;kA lcdh [kcj ysuk] lcdks [kcj nsukA**4

fMftVy rduhd ds bLrseky djrs le; gesa dqN egRoiw.kZ lko/kkfu;k¡ cjruh pkfg,A ;fn ge fdlh
dks #i;s Hkst jgs gSa ;k O;fDRxr tkudkjh iznku dj jgs gSa rHkh mldh lR;rk dh tkap vo”; dj ysuh pkfg,A
vkWu ykbZu phtksa dh fo”ks’k tkudkjh izkIr dj ysuh pkfg,A dHkh Hkh ØfMV dkMZ ds }kjk vkWuykbu phtsa fcuk
lR;rk dh tkap fd;s ugha [kjhnuk pkfg,A vius ikloMZ dks virtual keyboard ds }kjk izksVsDV j[kuk pkfg,A

Hkkjr dh vkfFkZd O;oLFkk ds fofo/k vk;ke gSaA bu lHkh {ks=kas eas gesa rduhd ds bLrseky ls iwoZ fo”ks’k :i
ls xgu tkudkjh izkIr dj ysuh vko”;d gSA lks”ky ehfM;k ij Hkh viuh O;fDrxr tkudkjh ls cpuk pkfg,A
D;ksafd vkt fo”o es MkVk ls gh cM+s&cM+s deky gks jgs gSaA Hkkjr Hkh blls vNwrk ugha gSA

rduhd dk ykHk fdlkuksa rd dSls igq¡ps] ;g xaHkhj pqukSrh gSA vxj rduhd xzkeh.k df̀’k {ks=ksa ds mi;ksx
esa yk;k tk;sxk rks fcpkSfy, dh Hkwfedk Lor% [kRe gks tk;sxhA The Times of India 14th April, 2018 ds
Editorial esa Adil Zainulbhai and A.N. Roy us fy[kk gS] “Technology can get insurance money into the
hands of farmers in 24 hours. This means no middle man, no human error and no overhead costs.
Digitized land records will have to be backed into this cake for all the other ingredients to make sense.”5
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Hkkjr ds fdlku rduhd ij fo”okl djus esa ladksp dj jgs gSaA blds udkjkRed fcUnqvksa ij /;ku pyk
tkrk gSA mUgsa gesa lg;ksxh dh Hkwfedk esa j[kuk gksxkA Adil Zainulbhai and A.K. Roy us tksj nsdj dgk gS]
“Farmers will not quick to trust technology after many bitter harvests but making them partner in the
process is a baby step towards winning them over. Insurance policies for India’s farmers must become
a rite of passage in our fields with a smart phone and high quality connectivity.”6

^^Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk ds le{k lcls cM+h pqukSrh dsUnz vkSj jkT;ksa ds chp c<+rs gq, O;kikfjd _.k dh
leL;k gSA**7

Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk ds ewyHkwr leL;kvksa ij fopkj djrs gq, vFkZ”kkfL=;ksa us 10 ekpZ 2018 dks fy[kk]
^^vFkZO;oLFkk ,d ekuo fufeZr laxBu gS ftlds ek/;e ls yksx lekt dh csgrjh vkSj fodkl ds fy, ijLij
lg;ksx djrs gSaA**8

Hkkjr esa uksV canh ds ckn cashless economy ij cy nsus dks dgk x;kA bl economy ds mi;ksx ds
dbZ [krjs gSaA fcuk rS;kjh ds Hkkjr ljdkj us uksV canh tSls dne mBk;s ftlls Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk ij izfrdwy
izHkko iM+kA vkS|ksfxd fodkl nj ?kV x;kA cSadkas eas fofo/k izdkj dh tfVyrk,¡ vk xbZA Cash inflow dh
leL;k vk xbZA fMftfVykbts”ku dk dk;Z ,d lrr~ izfØ;k gS blls ewyHkwr lqfo/kkvksa dks nsdj ykxw fd;k
tkuk pkfg,A blesa dbZ vk”kadk,¡ gSa buds fuokj.k ds fcuk laiw.kZ fMftVy Økafr dh vkSj c<+uk [krjukd dne
gksxkA Cashless society dh vo/kkj.kk iwjh rjg pqukSrhiw.kZ gSA blesa la[;kvksa dk [ksy fNik gSA bu la[;kvksa
dk lekos”khdj.k djds gh fMfVty fe”ku dks iwjk fd;k tk ldrk gSA Hkkjr bl fn”kk esa /khjs&/khjs c<+ jgk gSA
f”k{kk dh blesa egÙkh Hkwfedk gSA bl rduhd dk iz;ksx ekuo fgr esa gksuk pkfg, rHkh blds lkdkjkRed
ifj.kke feysaxsA
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